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How to Use this Book

Most chapters are two-page
spreads like this one.
You can see all related
information at a glance.

Mac-like menu bar shows you
which chapter and section you
are in.
Each section and chapter starts
with a contents spread that
explains the information within
that section or chapter.

I

Special symbols alert
you to warnings or other
special information.

L11

The warning symbol alerts
you to problems or
dangerous activities that
could do you or your
Macintosh harm.

(])
The System 7 symbol alerts
you to information specific to
System 7.
Hypertext-like jumps point-out
other pages within this book that
contain more information on a .................ll!'ii ;:;~~;iss
particular topic.

~
Highlighted words alert you to
key concepts and help you find
your way around a page quickly.

Balloons may appear on the - - - . . . ; - - - - - \
page from time to time to
..._~---·
explain fun facts, tips and trivia.

The information in the top level
is for beginners.
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All of the sections are colorcoded so that you can find your
way through the book quickly and
easily. The following section
titles are in their
actual colors:
Introduction
Hardware
Software
Troubleshooting
&ossary/1 ndex

level of information is for
dy. It contains the most
important information for
Macintosh users.

This level of information
for experts and powerusers. Here you'll find
information
related to the topics
discussed on the page
but in greater detail.

Finding Information Fast!
• Glance down the Table of
Contents *1 i-iil, to see if
there is a quick match to
your question.
• Look up any kevword in the
Glossary/Index ~ 206, and
follow the page pointers.

lJ
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Foreword

Inventing the Future
John Sculley

With the advent of personal computing technology,
the world witnessed a major transition from one
economic order to another-a fundamental shift
that has set in motion one of the most exciting
periods in human history.
For most of this century, the industriallzed countries
succeeded by taking natural resources out of the
ground-<>U, wheat, coal-adding manufacturing
know-how to those resources and turning them into
products. Then, they developed services around
these new products.
In a very shon time we have seen a dramatic change
in that economic system. Today we are no longer in
the Industrial Age. We are in an InformationIntensive, global economy.

The resources are no longer just those that come
out of the ground. The resources today come out of
our minds. They are ideas and infomtatioo.
Through the years there's never been a shonage of
great ideas. The great challenge has always been to
capture those ideas whenever and wherever they
happen. That was one of the basic ideas behind the
original personal computer. But by and large,
those systems have been confined to individual
desktops. People have needed d~ces that take
them beyond the traditional desktop
computer-personal communications
devices-that give them the freedom to work
whenever and wherever they choose.

In fact, at the most basic level, the Macintosh
PowerBook family represents the first step toward
what we are calliog "Pervasive Computing"-the
idea that personal computing shouldn't be confined
to a desktop or a server, but should be with you
everywhere you go. All of the PowerBooks have been
designed to help people focus on their ideas and not
exclusively while silting at their desktops.
Even beyond this trend toward more miniature and
mobile technology, Pm personally interested in
doing whatever it takes to give individuals and
institutions a platform upon which to take full
advantage of the convergence of industries:
communlc:atlons, content and computing. This
is based on the view that the technology landscape
of the future will depend not just on text, graphics
and simple animation, but on sound input, full
motion video and innovative on-line services. These
media forms are quickly becoming a regular and
indispensable pan of the grammar of our times.
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But at the end of the day, all of the information in
the world is useless if people do not have the
enabling technologies that allow them to access
that Information in the most personal and intuitive
way possible.
To that end, I believe we must make personal
computers even more personal-a goal we can
achieve through careful implementation of new
ideas and technologies, such as alternative input
devices that respond to speech recognition and

human gestures.
Since 1984, the Macintosh has provided a fertile
seedbed for people to implement new ideas.
EstabUshed ways of doing things are often left
behind as new ways prove to be more intuitive and
productive. The Macintosh empowers people who
aren't computer engineers to use sophisticated
technology to contribute to everyday knowledge and
understanding.

In that spirit, it is refreshing to find a book Uke
Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook. This
book blends the distinguished talents of two of my
friends: Danny Goodman, a writer well-known for
translating technology into everyday language; and
Richard Saul Worman, a world-class information
architect who cares deeply about clear presentation
of instructions and information. Together they've
created a seminal work that illuminates Macintosh
system software and hardware in a highly accessible
way. They simply tossed aside what they knew about
computer books and started with a fresh slate,
beginning with figuring out how to get Information
to a Macintosh user in the most efficient and
enUghtenlng way.

Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the book is
its construction-similar to the design of the
Macintosh itself. Depending on the level of interest,
users are at Uberty to drill down into the document
as deeply as they'd like in order to gain a more
in-depth understanding of the material. Also like the
Macintosh, the Handbook is just plain fun to use!
Instead of the static, linear format that people
customarily associate with "computer manuals,"
Danny and Richard have broken the rules, and the
result is a book that's both engaging and dynamic.
If there is one lesson that stands out for me in the
time that I've been Involved in the industry, It's that
the success of a product can always be measured in
terms of how people begin using II in ways that the
original innovators never anticipated. That's why at
Apple we ofte!J say, ~e best way to predict the
future is to Invent it." I predict that the deeper
people delve Into Danny Goodman's Macintosh
Handbook, the more likely they will be to invent
their own future.
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Introduction

Too many personal computer
owners overlook the importance
of a comfortable work area for
their machines and themselves.

Acompact Macintosh Oike today's Classic model) ·
~es up so-little space on the desk that it is often
convenient to _(lfucc one or more peripherals
(extemall\ard disks, CD-ROM players, etc.)
ondemeatlt the machine. The problem with this
rower arrangelll,ent, however, IS that the
EUI"'lf>tiUU\imay get uncomfonab(y hlgh with
too -m:iJly itell\S stacked below.

Software
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@@llllltl the study of human interaction

In particular, you should pay close attention to

with work, should play a key role in setting up
your work environment. Ignoring these issues
can lead to muscular and skeletal health
problems if you frequently spend many hours
in front of a computer.

the height of the!m.I@mfrom the floor and
the angle between your eyes and the
M!§liiii@fM If typing at the keyboard is a
major part of your work, then also investigate
wrist supports to reduce the likelihood of
contracting a repetitive strain injury.

~~~~o=-J!'q~!t.lttmmwit~t
able hejgbt
In both homes and
(other thlih secretarial
offi~

'at

stations), the -tendency ts to -put the Maqntosh and
keyboard on the main ~E$k surface. in the United
Sl3tes, a s~at~dard office <lesk surface Is 29" from
But for most people, a keyboard at that
~,Qrlconlfo¢iij))e, ;and inay be danl~eJ:OIU~'~,

While the exact ~eight of the keyboard is llependent · ,
on your heighrand the height ohhe chair seM, the
angle of yqur fqreanns (from elb<lw to keyS,} slio!J)d
be about parallel :with the floor. The chair sliotild
offer good lower back S\lpport, be very mobile; arrd
allow yolii'Jeet to touch the floor fully.
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Keep it Moving
Ergonomic studies of workers who spend their
entire workdays at computer keyboards ha,·e
discovered that it is important to allow for
frequent adjustment of all the surfaces surrounding
· ur wor ace. That includes
I

'

andMWW.W,&1

Office and computer supply companies
offer self-contained carts that provide almost infinite
adjustment of virtually every part of your
workstation. In concert v.ith a highly adjustable
chair, these carts give each individual the most
flexibility in creating a comfortable environment.

Mouse Pads

If your workspace has a window,
it's bl'st to placl' your monitor at
a r ight angll' to thl' outdoors. You
may still nl'l'd to shil'ld dirl'ct
sunlight at cl'rtain timl's of thl'
day or yl'ar.

Thellll!is an important element of the
Macintosh, but few commercial computer desks
take them into account (after all, a mouse is still
optional on most IBM-style personal computers).
The undersides of Madntosh mice ba~e become
more durable over lime, but running them around a
hard desk surface can wear them doVIn after a
couple of years. Moreover, many desk surfaces don't
give the mouse ball good traction.

Lighting

Breathing Room

In many circumstances lighting conditions are out of

No, not for you. For the Madntosh. As a piece of
electronic equipment, all Madntoshes heat up while
in use. The power supply generates
Some
microchips on the circuit boards get hot. The hard
disk motor gets warm.

your control, especially in an office. Most overhead
llgbtingmm!J(Ilght reflecting off the screen,
looking'likeliot spots) can be reduced with the help
of a lilting monitor stand. Ught from windows can
be especially troublesome because the suantity and
direction changes during the day.llliiijijililft
on most video screens renders them useles.~.
because the monitors can't deliver enough
brightness to overcome the sun's light. Hyou are
near a
it is best to keep the window to one
of your sides. This reduces glare (when the monitor
faces the window) and the strong contrast between
outside light and the monitor (when the monitor's
back faces the window). Depending on your
window's exposure and the lime of year, you may
still need to shield the monitor from the sun's rays
during parts of the day.
Also, be sure to adjust the
to
fit the surrounding light 31, 35. During the day,
the brightness may need to be turned up full blast.
Al night, In a darkened room, turn the brightness
down to reduce the sharp contrast between
surrounding darknes.~ and the illuminated screen.

Heat is a personal computer's worst natural enemy.
The Madntosh's designers know that, and have
deYised various systems to prevent the Macintosh's
innards from overheating. Kev to those systems are
MiinMJb't\holes, most of which you can't see
because they're disguised by aesthetic cabinet
designs. Most of the holes are located along the
outside bottoms of the cabinets (to allow cool air to
come in) and on the top (to allow the heated air to
Oow out). This kind of convection cooling is a
critical part of your Madntosh's hardware. Keep at
least a one-inch breathing zone around your
MacintQsh's sides. And if you see vents along the top
of the machine or monitor, don't block them with
other equipment, a notebook, or papers.
Some modular Madntosh system units (the
Madntosh Dei for e.xample) may be set on their
sides while maintaining proper cooling-but use
the spedal feet included. The Quadra 700 even
encourages a vertical orientation. The largest
Macintosh II models (e.g., Macintosh U, Dx, llfx)
should be placed on end only if they are used in
cool environments and with stands designed to
allow a free flow of air from the side nearest the
floor.

1
• is a slice of rubber measuring about
6" by 8". Pads have various surfaces, such as plain
rubber, cloth, and a slightly mottled plastic. Few
mouse pads are available that don't have some
advertising printed on them. 'J'hat's actually good in
a way, because it is often possible to get mouse pads
for free from hardware and software manufacturers
at Madntosh trade shows (you may have to sit
through a formal demo of the J,>roduct to qualify) or
as a bonus when you buy goods at computer stores.

Importantly, a mouse pad reserves space on your
desk for the mouse. II you leave too little space on
your desk for the mouse, you may find the mouse
rather inconvenient, since you'll constantly run out
of surface to move the pointer where you need it
(and then have to pick up the mouse and shift to the
other side of the space to continue moving the
pointer). Even if you don't use a mouse pad, try to
reserve a 10 by 8-inch space for the mouse next to
your keyboard (either on the right or left,
depending on your mouse hand of preference).

Earthquake Proofing
You probably 1ron't think about this until after
you\e lost a ~lacintosh or monitor to a tremor. hut
it's important for ,\lacintosh owners in many parts of
the 1\'0rld to prepare for an l'arthquakt•. In the
experience of the October 19X9 l.oma Prit·ta
em1hquake (which rocked San Francisco. Silicon
Valley, and Santa Cruz areas). many ,\ladntosh users
had their system units or monitors creep off the
table :L~ the buildings shook from side to side.
~lonitors. which l~lJically rest on rclatill•ly slippl'l')
surfaces without rubber feet. were particularly
IUinerahle. One of the best deft•nst•s is to serure till'
system unit :md monitor to till' table. Then. e\'l'n if
the table does a waltz. the 'lacintosh will go with it.
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EI eft ri f ()I S() f e t y

Acouple of low-cost electrical
add·ons can prevent damage
to your Macintosh by numerous
anomalies in the electrical
power delivered to your power
outlet.

You should not take the quality of that
power-at home or at work-for granted.
Fortunately, some offices have specially
marked power outlets that should do a better
job of protecting your machine from the
vagaries of the electric utility company.

A pioneering sage in the
persona1 computer industry
once prophesized, " I have
seen the future-and it is
power strips. "

~=~~==~~~~~~~~r Power Strips

Most homes and offices were not wired for the
compuler age. While a Macintosh, by liSelf, doesn't
impose that great a ihreat to the electrical wall
socket, additional peripherals begin to occupy
outlets at an alarming rate, especially when one of
those items has a bulky black transformer that plugs
into the outlet.

To prevent overloading any circuit into which you
plug your computer equipment, a fused power strip
is a good-addition. Such strips have 4 to 8 electrical
outlets, often with a master on-off switch fuat lets
you control the whole collection with a sjngle
switch. The advantage of a fuse in the power strip is
that it should blow its fuse before the malo fuse or
circuit breaker controlling many other outlets. Some
power strips also have surge protectors built in, but
the protection may wear out over time.

...__ _ Surge Protector

Static Electricity

&.

When their outer cases are closed up, Macintosh
computers are well insulated from potential damage
caused by casual static electricity-the kind that
zaps you in dry weather. Jf lhe case is open, and
you're installing boards, chips, or disk drives, static
electricity can do significant damage to the Mac's
circuits. Before touching anything on a board,
always (even in huplld weather) touch the metal
power supply box or some other metal frame part to
discharge any residual static electricity that has built
up on you. Even shuffiing your feet a couple st~ or
rolling your chalr can build up a charge again, so
continuallydischarge yourself. Also try to ground
yourself before touching any rear panel connector.
Better safe than $orry.

Standby Power Supplies
When the power gol!$ out, you could find yourself
in big trouble, especially if you haven't saved your
work in awhile. If power outages are commonor you can't bear to think of your Macintosh or file
server unexpectedly shutting down-then consider
addin~ a standbijower sup~ly, more often called an

mnm 4d'jr!HD MG4ii'10D<UPS).Astandby

power supply goes in-Une between the power outlet
and your equipmenl It contains a battery that is
continually charged while the AC power flows
normally. When the power quits, the power supply
instantaneously puts its charged batteries to work,
usually sounding an audible alert to warn you that
you are on emergency power. The purpose of a
standby power supply is to give you enough wanting
and power to save what you're working on and shut
down safely. They're excellent ideas for network
servers, because others on the network may not
have their Macintoshes affected by a power outage at
the server, and you'll want to give remote users a
few minutes' warning that the server will be shutting
down.

Electricity can be hazardous even to electronic
equipment when the power fluctuates wildly.
Macintosh power supplies (except for some early
Macint9sh models) are capable of adapting to
normal fluctuations in power. But any number ,of
eleettical utility companies and systems sporadically
send out very strong (and very short) pulses of
varying types (called surges and spikes). These are
what can literally fry an electrical device, sometimes
even if the item is turned off (usuallyone side of the
electrical wire is still connected while switched oft).

A£i:i•ijUMMjis a device that attempts to
abSOfblliese power anomalies. Surge protectors
come in varying quality ranges. Key ratings to
demand are a response time of 10 nanoseconds (or
faster) and a clamping voltage in the 350-400 volt
range.

Lightning Storms
1f you live or work in an area prone to electrical
storms, take special precautions. Overhead power
lines can absorb and transmit the strong currents
generated by near-hit lightning static discharges. The
best precaution is unplugging all electronic gear
during such storms. Surge protectors may offer
some level of protection, but mayfry in a direct hit
to the power lines nearby.
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Hardware
Cables

Although inanimate, connectors
have genders-male and female.
If you look head-on into the end
of a connector and see freestanding metal pins (even if the
pins are shielded by a metal
housing), then that cable is a
male connector or plug.
Unmarked (or almost) Cables
Whlle cables that come with Apple equipment have
appropriate symbols molded into the coMectors,
manythird-party cables do not. This usually doesn't
cause problems except in the case of the small,
round Mini DIN-S connectors, which tend to look
alike. To make sure you don't exert improper force
on such a connector, look for either an arrow on
the molded housing or for a dimple in the metal
shielding near the end of the coMector. Both the
arrow and dimple are to be matched to the top of
the female connector on the hardware device-the
side with the symbol on the hardware cabinet.
..---~-

Aconnector consisting strictly of holes
(into which tl1e pins go) is a female connector
(jack or outlet). Cabling is a strictly
heterosexual affair-requiring one male and one female to make a
coupling.

When connecting a cable, make sure it is
securelyfastened to its connector. Push small
round male connectors until ilieyare firmly
seated against female connectors. Aconnector
with screw posts should be screwed to its
counterpart to prevent lie pair from
accidentally coming loose or being ·c ed
apart.
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Conne£:ting Components

IH.JdifJij(.itiat the ends of most
Macintosh cables supplied by
Apple are marked with symbols
representing their counterparts
on the computer itself.

Electric Power
All desktop Madntosh models have a three-pronged
power connector to which the electrical power cord
is connected. The connector on the Macintosh Js a
recessed male connector. Many modular Madntosh
models also have a female power connector that
allows )'OU to power the video monitor via the
Madntosh. This reduces competition for power
outlets, and also allows you to control the monitor
and Macintosh with the same power-on/power-off
sequence~ I 0. The video mooltor will likely have
its own power switch, but if you connect the power
via the Macintosh system unit, you can leave the
monitor switch in the On position all the
time-power to this external connection is cut
when the Macintosh is turned off.

Many of the connectors-especially the small
diameter round ones-look alike. Even
though their sizes are identical, theBon
the connectors are in a different layout to
prevent you from accidentally plugging a cable
into the wrong connector.

Aconnector on the Macintosh is frequently
called a
as if it were part of an electronic
harbor. Not all Macintosh models have all the
ports described below.

mall

Audio Input
Important Warning
Completely tum off your Macintosh and any external
peripherals before connecting or disconnecting the
cables described here. On connectors with lots of
pins (like the SCSI connector), not all of the pins
may make contact at the same Instant-a si; cant
hazard. Since some pins carryt!ltmm!!l§
ul
(at levels usually safe to humans In case of
acddental contact), power may be applied to the
drtultry in the Mac or peripheral device (like the
keyboard or external hard disk) before other
Important pins have made contact as you wiggle the
connector on oro[ Such abuse can render the pon
or device completely unusable.

A118" phono jack on some Madntosh models (like
the Macintosh LC and 11si) allow direct connection
of a monophonic (I.e., not two-channel stereo)
microphone or other sound input. AMacintosh with
an audio input pon comes with a small microphone,
with which )'OU can record'l!fit!!luit!J~ 152
or use sound recording in so
programs that
allow
• (e.g., voice content to an
electronic mall message). Using the line level output
from other sound sources (e.g., radio or VCR), you
can record other sounds with the help of the. .
controltlancl device ~80. If the sound source is
In stereo, you will need a cable convener that has a
female stereo input and a male monophonic output
(e.g., Radio Shack model #274-368).

SCSI
The Small Computer Standard Interface is a
standard among Madntosh peripherals. There is a
slightly different and incompatibl
standard for
other computers, so make sure that a SCSI device
you intend to connect to the Macintosh is designed
for the Mac. Actually, the 25-pin SCSI pon on the
Macintosh (and the rectangular PowerBook SCSI
connector) is non-standard C\'eD among Macintosh
SCSI devices. The hefty 50-pin connector on most
external SCSI devices (indudlng Apple-brand
devices like hard disks, CD-ROM players, and
scanners) is the tnore recoSnlzed standard. The
50-pin connector pair have two metal spring clips _..,._ _
on either edge of the connector. When attaching one
of these connectors, always squeeze the clips into
the locked position. Connecting a chain of SCSI
devices can be a headache. See page~58 for
details about the mysteries of SCSI devices and
cabling.

I
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On/Off Switch
Disk Drive _ _ _ _ __,
Those Macintoshes that allow connection of an
external
have a 19-pin disk drive
port. The Ooppy disk icon Indicates that this port is
not for attaching a hard disk (although before the
advent of the Macintosh SCSI pon (except the
PowerBook lOO's 20-pin outlet), the earliest
Macintosh hard disks did so).

- - - - - - - ---...V
More and more business
traveler hote 1 rooms have
phones with similar RJ-11
jacks (" dataports "') . Don't
forget your phone cable!

~----c

VIdeo _ _ _ _ _ _....,
AV'.tilable on the Quadra models (and surely more to
come), the Bthemet n offers a ready connection
to an · · ·
~ 162. Data can Dow ten
times faster via ethemet than via
built
Into all Madntoshes.

Telephone Jack _ _ _ _ _..
The Macintosh Portable and PowerBooks have a
space for an optional telephone modem board,
including a hole in the rear of the cabinet for a
telephone jack The jack is the same RJ-I I style
modular phone jack found in most homes and on
consumer telephone equipment This connector
requires a simple telephone cable with RJ-11 plugs
on both ends-one for the Madntosh, one for the
wall telephone jack.

Some Madntosh models have vldeQ driving drcuitry
built into the mainh@ltt!I'JHIA@ (called on-board
video) and a video n to which )'OU can connect
the video cable of
This 15-pin
connector contains only the video signals, and not
the AC power required for the monitor. Be sure that
the monitor you are using is compatible with the
on-board video characteristics of your Madntosh
~ 30. For more sophlstlcated monitors (e.g.,
two-page displays and hlgh-quall! color monitors),
you may need an addilionalllt!~!Hijjkll (lfyour
Macintosh can accommodate one).

I
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Audio Output

Printer
The printer port Is one of the Macintosh's two 8-pin
·
Aserial port is one lhat sends and
receives data one bit at a time through one wire in
each direction. This Is in contrast to other
computers' parallel printer ports, in which data is
sent along 8 wires at a time. While lhe parallel port
may be faster, the Macintosh serial port is fast
enough for most Macintosh users' needs. Most
Macintosh printers connect to this connector
(although some connect via the S<'..SI port). Lower
cost printers (like the lmageWriter and StyleWriter)
connect here via a simple printer cable specifically
wired for the printer. PostScrip,Q!l!l~~!3
require an AppleTalk cabling set *'!148, 162.
The printer port Is also where most Macintosh users
connect th
,
cable (whether
or not the network is connected to a printer).
Connecting multiple Madotoshes together in this
fashion allows users to share rues
•
*'!66, 162-173 or aoo~Ltsl

The very first Macintosh had a 118" RCA-type phono
jack for audio output. That tradition continues to lhe
latest Macintoshes' stereo jacks. When you connect
a compatible phono plug, the internal speaker is
disabled, and whatever sound used to come through
lhe speaker now goes exclusively through lhe audio
output port (just like most portable radios). The
sound lhat plays is dependent upon lhe software you
run. Some software (especially games) comes wilh
digitized audio built in. Olher software allows you to
record audio or olher sound through a microphone
(connected to a different port) for playback through
lhe speaker.
You can plug headphones or amplified speakers
(like those from Sony or BOSE) into the port and
obtain remarkablyimproved sound quality
compared to the 3" speaker inside most Macs. If
you plan to record the Mac's sounds or play them
through a stereo system, connect the patch cord
between the Mac's audio output port and the
high-leveL input (e.g., CD player) connector on the
recorder or stereo. You'll hear stereo only if the
software is written for it. The Mac's audio signal is
rated at a maximum 1 volt peak-to-peak.

Optional Ports
Many Macintosh models offer expandability by way
of e~l!fdlfflhliij!ffl! that may be mounted inside
the system unit. Expansion boards may be in the
NuBus, PDS (Processor Direct Slot) or Custom style,
depending on the accomodations inside a given
Macintosh model. Always be sure an expansion
board is specifically tailored to your Macintosh
model. Almost every such expansion board provides
one or more connectors for the attachment of
additional cables (e.g., ElherTalk network cable,
high-quality color video monitor cable, video Input
cable, etc... ). YourMadntosh may have space for
one to six of these optional boards. External
connectors vary widely, depending on the type of
electronic data coming through the port. Follow
directions that come with the optional board for
cabling requirements.

Apple Desktop Bus (ADB)
The 4-pin Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) is,.used
_._
111
primarily as the cable connection for ~Qfolo:.IOIA,j,g
li!1!ll:! and other input devices. 1Wo ADB ports are
available on early Macintosh connector panels on
the back of the computer, presumably one each for
keyboard and mouse. The ADB, however, allows
devices to be chained to each other in any order.
Some devices, like keyboards, have two ADB ports
on them-one to conoect to the Madntosh, the
other to accept the mouse (see page *'!18 for
keyboard and mouse connection options). More
recent Mac models have a single ADB port.

Which Serial Port?
/

101

Modem
The modem port is most often used for connecting a
Macintosh to
*'!174 or other data
transfer device (such as a cable linking a Madntosh
to a different kind of computer for transferring
rues). Most modems have 25-pin connectors, and
follow a standard wiring convention. Therefore, a
generic Madntosh modem cable should work with
mOst modems. Madntosh models lacking the auido
input port use the modem port as the connector for
external microphones ortnmlfji!!I®NUJ

While there are minor technical differences between
the printer and modem ports on the Madntosh, most
software programs allow you to select the port of
your choice. Demult settings, however, assume
printers are on the printer port and communications
or rue transfer devices are on the modem port.

~
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Turning Your Macintosh On and Off

Also calledHMtttJ!1or starting
the computer, turmg on the
power is the strongest electrical
shock to your Mac hardware
short of a power company
voltage spike.

Some Macintosh models have an on-off power
switch, others have a power switch on the
keyboard, and still others power up when you
press any keyboard character key.

Shutting down the Macintosh is accomplished
differently on different Macintosh models. Most
respond to the Shut Dow n menu item in
the Finder's Spec i a I menu. Otl1ers require
flipping a mechanical switch on tl1e back of the
Macintosh cabinet. Battery-operated
Macintoshes may be puttomltl instead of
being shut down entirely. This keeps all
documents and applications in suspended
animation until you wake up tl1e machine later
to pick up where you left off.

What Happens At Power On
'l\unlng on the Macintosh brings the computer to
life with the help of instructions preprogrammed
into the Madntosh's
*1 42. Instructions
include checking out the system board and RAM
chlps, emitting a startup tone or sound, displaying a
startup alert box ("Welcome ••• "), and locating
a diskette or hard dlsk containing a System file. If
no System is found, a small Macintosh icon with a
flashing question mark in its screen appears on your
video monitor. If you believe your Macintosh should
find a system disk (Ooppy or hard), but it thinks
otherwise, consult troubleshooting pageoi)177.
Worse yet, if you are greeted with a fro\\ning
Macintosh icon (the "sad Mac") or an immediate
series of chlmes, see page oi)l78.

Power On: Compact Macintosh
Starting a compact Macintosh couldn't be simpler.
On the rear panel of the machine is a big
rocker-style switch. Acircle and line on facing sides
of the switch are international S)'ITibols for on and
off, but few people remember which is which.

0Press the top side of the switch (the one with the
line). It may take a deliberate push to Oip the
switch into the on position.

Clean Up Window
Empty Tra~h ...
Eject Di~l<:
Erase Disk •..

Modular Madntoshes feature an On switch as one of
the keys on the keyboard. The key is labeled with a
left-pointing triangle.

QPress the On key once to tum on the computer.
Pressing the key again after the computer is
on bas no effect
If no keyboard is connected to the Mac, you may
also press the Power button at the rear panel of
most Madntosh U models. This button toggles
between power on and off.

Shutting down a modular or Portable Macintosh is
done entirely with software.

~E

•

Restart
Shut Domn

ShuHing Down
Powering off (shutting down) the Macintosh is also
a shock to the hardware. More importanOy, you
should use the prescribed methods of shutting down
(the Shut Down menu item) instead of the brute
force (e.g., pull the plug) method to make sure all
document files have been saved and closed, all
applications have uit natural) , any dlskenes are
ejected, and th 1
*194 has been
updated with changes to your window layouts.
Brute force powering down (including a power
failure) has been known to corrupt files and lose
data. Protect yourself and your information: shut
downgenOy.

Power On: Portable Macintoshes
Power On: Modular Macintosh

Modular and Portable
Macintosh Shut Down

Macintosh Portable and PowerBook 100 units tum
on when you press any character key on the
keyboard. This is also true of the PowerBook 140
and 170 only when the unit~ are in~!Qmtll~·
To tum on a PowerBook 140 or 170 that had been
completely shut down, press the Power button
inside the trap door on the rear panel of the unit.

Choose Shut Down from the Special
menu.
Th
does the rest, including
powering down the hardware.
If, on the other hand, ou want to shut down but
your Macintosh Is
-you can't pull down
the menus-you should try
your
Macintosh (explained below and shut down via the
Special menu. But if you can't even reset the
machlne, then use the Power button on the back
panel: the Off S\\.itch or Last Resort. Pressing the
button once (it may delay a rew seconds before
acting) removes all power from the Mac. This is not
a safe '''ay to power do\\n on a daily basis, but If
your Macintosh has hung up, you have nothing to
lose anyway. Press it, and cross your fingers that
your open files come back alive when you next
power on the machine.

Compact Macintosh Shut Down
Don't be lured by that big switch on the back.
There's some software shutting down to do first:
0Choose Shut Down from the Special
menu. This action does all the gentle closure for
files and disks before showing this dialog box:

[!g)

It Is now sore to turn orr your Motlntosh.

8Now, you can Oip the big switch on the back to

the Off (circle) position.
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Occasionally it is necessary to restart, or
reboot, the Macintosh (e.g., for a new
S) Stem extensio n ~ 83, to take effect) by
choosing the Restart item in the Finder's
Special menu. Restarting the Macintosh is
much less traumatic to the internal circuits
than turning the computer
off and back on.

Restarting Your Macintosh
Frequently, after installing new software that affects
the System Folder (or folders nested inside), you
are instructed to restan the Macintosh. Restaning
(re-booting) the Madntosh is the safest wav to allow
the System software to recognize new ·
,
and other accessories required by the addition of
new hardware add-ons or software.
The safest way to restan is to choose Restart
from the Finder's Spec I ol menu. This action
properly closes files, ejects and unmounts disks,
and shuts down all software before restarting. The
restart, however, is perfonned without powering the
machine down and up again-saving wear and tear
on the hardware. Also, if your Madntosh model
provides a RAM disk~ 43, its contents are not
lost on restan.
Restan with the Reset's Switch (right) only when a
frozen ~)'Stem prevents you from pulling down the
Special menu in the Finder.

Clea n Up Window
Empty Trash •..

Eject Oisl<
Erase DisI< •••

a€ E

PowerBook Power
Install the Reset
(Programmer's) Switch
Some of the Macintosh hardware manuals tell you to
ignore the Programmer's Switch unless you plan
to do serious programming. Poppycock! While it's
true that an inadvertent press of either of the two
keys can cause unsaved data to disappear, the Reset
button is both a convenient and electrically safer
way to restan a frozen Mac. It prevents the shock of
a full power do\\-n and power up. On newer Macs,
the switch is built into the case.

Macintosh PowerBooks use two different kinds of
banery packs. The PowerBook IOO's battery Is a
lead-acid type, while the 140 and 170 are powered
by a nickel-cadmium (NiCad, pronounced NYE-kad)
battery pack. You can expect 3-4 hours of use per
charge on a PowerBook 100 and 2-3 hours on a
140 or 170. If your applications use the hard disk a
lot (such as programs that auto save, e.g.
HyperCard) you may get less operational time
between charges. Using an internal modem also
gobbles battery juice.

You may receive three warnings about low battery
charge. The first dims )'Ourbacklit screen as a way to
conserve power. You may still havel0-20 minutes of
operationsleft, depending on your hard disk usage
and overall battery condition. The last two warnings
generally come pretty close together, with the final
one giving you ten seconds before the machine goes
sleep. Itis safe to plug 1n the charger when the
rr----::-:==:....w, tomachine
Is running when any of these power
warnings appear.

The Reset button (the one with the left pointing
triangle) is the one to get out of a frozen Madntosh
situation. Press it once, and In most cases the
stanup procedure will ensue. If nothing happens,
then you'Uhave to resort to the Power switch on the
rear panel-there's no other hope.

Unless you are, indeed, a
programmer or knowledgeable about debuggers,
the Interrupt button of the Programmer·s Switch
won't help you much. Uyou press it by mistake, just
press the Restart button to re-boot the computer.

......,_....,..~:&WI.~

The most recent Macintosh models have their
Programmer's Switches already Installed. On the
desktop machines, the switches on the front panel
are protected against bumping by the keyboard by
plastic ridges. On the Portable, a slide switch under
the left side of the keyboard usually prevents
acddental pressing of either switch when lifting the
unit-provided the locking switch is in the proper
position, and hasn't been pushed by normal jostling.

While asleep, PowerBooks drain small amounts of
current from the banery pack. Acomplete Shut
0 own stops that drain. Uyou remove the battery
pack while the
machine is asleep,
all RAM contents
Clean Up Oeslctop
will be lost. Remove
Emp tiJ lmsh
the battery pack
only after you !m-e
[jt~l:1 Di~k
Shut Down.
Era se Olslc ...
Res t a r t
Shut Do w n
Sleep
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System Software Oueruiew

All the microchips, circuit
boards, and wires inside your
Macintosh would be of no value
to you whatsoever without some
intelligence showing the way to
make those pieces work
together.

System Folder

lliJ
{G)

You may see many folders in windo-.'S on
the Macintosh, but only one may be the
System Folder. Its icon features a small Madntosh
oo it, indicating its special status. In day·to-day
operation of your Macintosh programs, you will
rarelyhave to open this folder. If you do, you wiU
notice that II contains not only the System and
Finder files, but many other files and folders, such
a~: Preferences~89, Bxtenslons~83, Apple
Menu Items ~76, Control Panels ~80,
Startup Items ~91. Each of these has a spedal
system software purpose.

Frequently, when you install a new application
program on your hard disk, part of the instaUation
process is to drag one or more 61es to the
The system software examines the nature
of each of the rues and asks you whether the files
should go into their speclal purpose folders. It's
gerteraUy advisable to let the Maclntosh go ahead
and figure out what goes where. For \111 In-depth
discussion of the System Folder, see page~ 74.

Fortunately, the Macintosh contains
instn tctions (stored on
lllWJch1ps,'i!42) to make the circuits
work together. Thls software is called the
~ogrammed

But when you start up your Macintosh, the
machine also needs additional software to put
the power of those circuits into your hands.
That is the system software's job.

opt:l'ating S)St<:m.

System File
The
contains many pieces that you
can't truly grab hold of. It is, howC\-er, the first file
that the operating system looks for when you start
your Maclntosh. What you can grab from the System
File are
sounds, and keyboard and other
script resources ~74, 84. Resources Installed Into
the System File are available to any application you
run on your Macintosh.
S stem Folder

§.]
10 items

12.9MB in disk

Lru Q

~

System

Finder

(Q]

~

~

D

@]

Extensions

~-

Scrapbook File

Clipboard Contro1 Panels

Preferences Not e Pad File Star tup Items

Q]
Apple Menu Items

Finder
The

is responSible for th1efl!!m•mm
~([~!'-·~that appears on the screen and interacts
with application programs. For example, while the
internal mechani'im that copies a file from one disk
to another is a complex one, the Finder makes the
process a simple cllck and drag exerdse with the
mouse and on-screen icons. The Fmder also
manages the display of files and folders we see on
the screen. More information about the display
(the Desktop) can be found on ~94-95.

(j)
In System 7, the Finder continually runs in a mode
that in earlier versions of the System software was
known asFJfflwif!f!!!tl!The System 7 Finder lets
you open more than one application at a time
(memory permitting). Switching between programs
Js as easy as clicking in the desired program's
window or choosing the program from the
Rpplic tttlo n menu (at the far right of the
menu bar)~ IOl.
The Finder also helps you locate ("find") a file that
may be nested deeply inside several layers of folders
~122.
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Macintosh S) stem snftw:U'e consists of
several <lisk files stored in a special place
called the System Folder. System software
files, such asiS.III!Dandll!lmlare
responsible for the Macintosh's on-screen
personality. Other files in the System Folder
allow you to print on various Apple printers or
share your files with other Macintosh users
across aijij@!W!

Quick Installation

~

Your Macintosh comes with a set of
·~
~~-~!!~ (or you mayhave
acquired a set of disks as a System 7 lnstaller
upgrade package). The number of
disks varies, depending on whether the disks are
formatted as 800 kilobyte disks (for older
Madntoshes) or 1.4 megabyte high density disks
(all Macintoshes from the Macintosh Dcx and laler).
If you are using a System 7 u
be sure you
have System 7-compallble
1
(drivers) for any non-Apple hard disks and
monitors connected to vour Macintosh. Don't install
System 7 until you are Sure about these extensions'
compallbility.

Disk-based system software is often
pre-installed when you buy a Macintosh. If it is
not, or if you
re a new hard <lisk, you may
have to run
I.W.J!4
to put the
requisite system files on your hard <lisk.

The disk is now
disks In the set.

1

Do the same for all system

On the first disk is a program calledItfl5 MIP!tJ
along with some other files (and the disk's own
System File). If you are new to the Macintosh, see
pages~ 66-69 for detailed instructions on
installing System 7 software onto your hard disk. But
if you are already familiar with Macintosh operation,
here are the quick steps:

0Start your Macintosh with the Install! diskette
in the floppy disk drive. The lostaller opens
automatically.

8When the Installer finishes Inspecting your
system, click CEJ .

0 In the lnslaller llindow, click on ' '"''" I .
01\Jm the disk over so you can see the round
metal piece in the center of the disk. Notice the
Indentation and black tab at the comer opposite
the diagonal comer.
8wtth your fingernail or pencil, sllde the black tab
towanl the top of the disk. Push it all the way until
it clicks Into place, revealiog a square hole you
can see through.

Unprotected

• Keep the system disks handy, because the
Installer will prompt you to Insert various disks
during the lostallatlon process, which may take
several minutes.

0When the Jostaller has finished, Quit the
lnslaller program.
Restart your Macintosh for the new S}'Siem s
software to take effect.
Always keep your system disks In a safe place. There
may be need In the future to re-install some or part
of the system software. You may also want to copy
some other filtJS from those disks to your hard disk,
as described on page of!) 160.

e

Write-protected

System Software vs.
DOS and Windows
If 1nulwe nma·to tlw

\larinto~h

after u~ing an

111\1 l't'Nlllal Computt•r nr rompatihle. 1011 ma1
11 o1Hil'r 11 hat the dilkn·nn· i> ht'lllt't'n iii!liJ (()bl;

Opt·r:lling Sl~lt'lll) and lht• \larilllo.'h's S)Sit'lll
softwart• t>ometimt•s rt.fl'rrt·d to a~ \tarOS. for
\larinlo~h Oper:lling Sl~lt'lll·- -not precisely
arruratt•l.

.\ llOS romputl'r has its ron· opt'ratin~ Sl>lt·m in

[li!li!ll justlikt' thl' \l:ldnto>h dm·s. On thl' llOS
~idt'. that R0\1>oflwart· is ralll'tllht·~
( llasir Input/Output Slstt·m l. Tht· llOS
command.com flit· is analogous to thl' \l:ll"~
S~ ~tt·m Fill' and a small part of thl' Findt'r. although
rl'rtainly not up 10 thl' ~alllt' il'll'i of l'ast• of ll~t· (for
mo.;t peoplt·. a C> prompt dol'sn"l romp:u·<·
f:11orah ly 10 thl' \ larin10sh d!'.;ktop).

l'tllcrosoft Windows, on lht· othl'r hand. 1s an
:ulditiona! la~t·r on lop of IJOS. \\ indo11 ~ i~
an:tlogou~ to lht· Findrr. llw undt'rh inJ.! tliiTl'rt'IKt'
ht'lll t•t•n \\.ind m~S and thl' Fintll'r is that thl'
\larinlosh s~~lt'lll soft wan· (and h:mlwan•. for that
m:lllt•rl was tbignt·d for thl'~.mJtm!(m~Emi
LII.IJo.:U=.:a· frol'llht· ll'l\ hl'ginning. \\intlm~>. on tilt'
othl'r hand. is a graplural f:u;:ult· in from of a
diffiruh-llHISl' dbk opl'raling SISI!'IIl.
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Keyboard and Mouse
Connectloas, page 18
Keyboard, page 16

International Keyboard
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The Mouse, page 24

Keyboard Software, page 19
One and No Handed Typing, page 20
Alternate Input Devices, page 26
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Keyboard

Apple offers Macintosh users
two styles of keyboard: the
Apple Keyboard or the Apple
Extended Keyboard.

The Macintosh Classic and LCcomputers come
witl1 tl1eir own versions of the Apple Keyboard
(just a few special key locations are different),
and all Macintosh portable computers have
built in keyboards with even fewer keys.

Apple Keyboard

Apple Extended Keyboard

The Apple Keyboard features a standard
alphanumeric character, typewriter-style layout for
the language ofihe country in which the Macintosh
was purch~. Additional keys include fou
llm3a1 tbe lower right of the main bank of keys and
lil@ill@l@itm!iwhich makes mpid entry of
numeric information (in spreadsheets, for example)
more llke working with a calculator keyboard.

Taking up much more room on the physical
desktop, the Extended Keyboard is designed around
the keyboards used In 18M Personal Computers and
compatibles-the so-called AT-style keyboard,
named after the IBM PC AT model. In addition to
the typewriter and numeric keypads, the Extended
Keyboard features llfteeni!M!j@tl a series
of six
an four cursor keys In an
inverted "T'' arrangement Not all software
programs utilize these extra keys, but for those thai
do, the keys often present a multitude of keyboard
shortcuts fo ,
Items and
document navigation.

The keyboard supplied with the Macintosh Classic
and LC models has a different layout for several
special function keys more closely resembling those
of corresponding keys on the Apple Extended
Ke}board. This is scheduled to become the
standard Apple keyboard.

In addition to standard typewriter-like keys, all
keyboards have special purpose keys (e.g.,
escape and controO, which are often needed
for accessing otller computers and on-line
services via a telephonei!!!H!I§I!i *11 74. Otller
keys, like option lmd command, help you
access menu commands and otller choices
from tl1e keyboard.

Escape
Some telecommunications services require thai the
user press an escape key, a throwback to the old
teletype macb1nes. IBM PC software frequently uses
the escape key as the equivalent of a Can ceI
command.

Caps lock
~us
~h~-!ij
ont
ltush-olf key puts alllener keys Into all
Numbers and punctuation b)'lllbQls
are not changed to their shifted equivalents,
however. Therefore, you can type letters in all
capital letters, but still have the period key produce
a period, instead of Its shifted character, ">".The
regular shift key Is often represented In print or
menus with the symbolO.

li!
Thil
!f·!Jl
s

:u

~II

n I '
ll I

-·~

·~.I

II Ill lr 1111 •

~

lll l l l f'h I Ut II
ll .
ll l i);
' It u I I. II • J ll
. lt l~ h

I

..

Tab
While lhis key is used often to align columns In
tables and letters, the tab key also jumps between
editable fields from top-left to bottom-right in save
and open dialog boxes. Pressing shift-tab jumps to
editable fields in the reverse direction.
·

Option
As a second modifier key (in addition to the

command key), the option key on the Macintosh
keyboard Is uSCJI primarily to type additional
characters beyond the letters, numbers, and
punctuation characters you see on the typewriter

1.1

Control

The control key also had Its start on
telecommunications keyboards. While on·llne, you
press control and another chamcter as a means of
sending a command (instead of sending the
character). On communications terminal screens,
the control character appears as a caret symbol, as
in "C for control-C. IBM PC programs make
frequent use of the control key, but few Madntosh
programs do.

keyboard.;u:eForeign
language
lettersdown
and the
some
symbols
available
by holding
option-;::::::::::::;:::;;l~!j!~~~~~~~~~~:;~===
k while ressln one of the typewriter keys. The
Command (3€)
~D.·~---~ oit)76 shows you wha!
optton .corobinations create the various symbols
The two symbols on this key (Q and X) dlffer only
in eat;b font. The option key is sometimes
in the comr ter for whrch they are Intended. The
represented by llie symbol
Mmlljii @l(tecboJcally, an "Open Apple,"
because the figure Is not filled In black) applies
when these keyboards are used with an Apple llGS
CUI'$Or Keys
(wWch accepts an ADB keyboard). The curlicue
While the mouse is the device that controls the
symbol is the Macintosh equivalent. The most
freewheeling pointer on the screen, thel'l!m
common application for this k; Is In concert with
8
oftefi control a text insertion poinier'i)97
another key to Issue amD!IIh tlill§liljcommand.
wWch shows you where the next character you type
When a menu Item has this symbOl and another
appears on the Sl;reen. In a spreadsheet program,
character at the right, 1t means that you can ln\'o}te
the curso~keys usualiy control the movement of the
this menu command by pressing the command key
active-cell marker. Not all programs respond to the
and that other key. Therefore, command-P
cursor keys, por Is their adion consistent across all
(X-P) is the keyboard way of printing a document
applications (e.g., some progralns allow you to
most programs. The command, option, and Shift
press the command key along with a left arrow key
keys are ca:lle<li.!!H!H!f!IJ!i§d
to sliift ihe text cursor to the left In w.ord
Increments).
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_ Fillnr.1tinn Keys
Labeled Ft through F15,

the:. m.DI

sometimes provide one-key alternatives to menu
commands. This depends primarily on the software,
but menu commands that virtually every program
have in common-undo, cut, copy, and
paste-are re resented b function keys F1
through F4.
(e.g., Tempo
and QuickKeys) also allow you to assign these
function keys (or command-key combinlllions) to
an otherwise long series of mouse clicks and
keystrokes ~27.

Insert/Help
The need for an insert key is practically nil in
Macintosh software, but it was necessary in early PC
software (when inserting text required going into
the insert mode). On the Macintosh this key also has
the Help legend on it. Most applications programs
navigllle to on-line help when you press this key.

_ ..,.. n ...

Screen and Pause

Also holdovers from the PC keyboard. these keys are
rarely programmed into Macintosh software. They
were used to print the current screen and pause any
operating system operation (including printing the
screen). Macintosh system software has different
fadlilies for capturiQg screens~35.

Power On
Apush-once key with the left-facing triangle is the
power key (Macintosh II and Quadra models only).
It appears in different localions and in different sizes
on each keyboard. Pressing the key again. once the

computer is on does not turn off the computer- it
has no effect.

Indicator Lights
Each of the three indicator lights of the Extended
Keyboard is supposed to alert you to the stliiUs of the
keyboard \vith
&
o the software that is
running. The
• 'ght, which goes on when
you push the caps oc ey , is independent of any
application program. num lock is a carryover from
the PC-style keyboard, because the keys on the
numeric keypad also acted as cursor keys-num
lock set the keys to work as a numeric keypad only.
On the Macintosh keyboard, however, num lock
and scroll lock rely entirely on the program, but
their conditions may be misleading. Starting up
Microsoft Excel, for example, tums on the num
lock light automatically. But if you switch to a
program like Microsoft Word running at the same
time, the light stays on, even though Word does not
believe that num lock Is on.

Home, End, Page U

PowerBooks display t he
caps lock symbol in the
menubar instead of a light.
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The behav.ior of there fo~iif!mi!ioiii
depends entirely on how the program's
designers envisioned them (if the keys were
programmed a1 all). Sometimes home lakes you to
the beginning of the document, or it just moves the
cursor to the beginning of the first line v.isible on the
screen. •
also means different things to
different programmers, but most often it
corresponds to the action of clicking the cursor in
the grey portion of a vertical scroU bar ~I 02.
Programs that fully support these nav.igation keys
usually include multiple possibilities with the help of
modifier keys like option or command. Consult
your software manuals for how the programs react
to these keys.

~C=::=:::.J!:Jt~~:a:;~U--- The
Delete
vs. del
delete key on all Macintosh keyboards typically
deletes a character to the left of the text insertion
pointer (or erases an entire selecti,on), as the
pointer shifts to the left (this ljction used to be
called backspace-delete). The de/key, however,
is another holdover from the old PC days, but one
you may use in some programs. This version of
delete erases characters to the right of the stationary
text insertion pointer. Most word processing
programs have instructed the del key to work this
way.

Enter

At the far right of the numeric keypad is the enter
key. In most programs, the enter key differs from
the return key in lhlllthe enter key does not move
the text pointer or spreadsheet cell inter to the
next field or cell. In som
the
Enter key is the action ke)· that stores the current
screenful of information lo the database me on the
disk, while the return key inserts carriage returns
(new lines) into a scrolling field on the screen.
Since the response to this key is not consistent
across applications, check with each program's
manual for details on its precise operation.

~
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Keyboard and Mouse Conne ctions

All Macintosh models since the
Macintosh SE connect both the
ke board and mouse through the
lol.u.liiMiAi.....,WIIilli!II~(AOB)

connector on t e rear panel.

Right-Handed Setup
Arrange the keyboard cable so that it plugs into the
ADB port on the Madntosh rear panel (either one if
your machine has two), and connects to the left port
on the keyboard. Plug the mouse into the right port
on the keyboard. Stow the excess mouse cable
behind the keyboard.

Some Macintoshes have two ADB connectors
while others have just one. Macintosh
keyboards have two ADB connectors, allowing
you to plug the mouse into the keyboard, and
then the keyboard into the Macintosh. How you
connect the keyboard and mouse cables
depends a lot upon the physical setup of your
Macintosh, and whether you are right- or
left-handed.

Left-Handed Setup
Arrange the keyboard cable so that it plugs into the
ADB port on the Madntosh rear panel (either one if
your machine has two), and connects to the right
port on the keyboard. Plug the mouse into the left
port on the keyboard. Stow the excess mouse cable
behind the keyboard.

Cross-Port Strategy
To prevent the mouse cable from flopping about the
desk, some users connect the mouse to the
keyboard port opposite the location of the
mouse-the left keyboard port for right-handed
people. This works well, unless you occasionally sit
back in your chair and pull the keyboard to your
lap. In that situation, you want as much play in the
mouse cable as possible.

Two-Port Strategy
If your Madntosh is set up close to your keyboard
and mouse, and the machine has two ADB ports,
you can plug the keyboard into one port and the
mouse into the other.

A

Connector Warning

Although some of Apple's hardware manuals
indicate that plugging and unplugging the keyboard
and mouse on theADB while the Macintosh is on
does no harm, prudence should lead you the other
way. Avoid connecting or disconnecting ADB (or any
port's) cables while the power is on.

A

It Spilled!

Spilling
on the keyboard is a serious
problem. If it happens to you, avoid using the
keyboard at all, and immediately shut down the
Madntosh. Disconnect the keyboard, turn it upside
down, and shake vigorously to get as much liquid
out of the keyboard as possible. Sticky liquids,
including syrupy carbonated drinks and fruit juices,
may cause substantial roblems that require
cleaning by a
Water, however,
should just be allowed to air dry for about 12 hours
before you try using the keyboard.

Apple Desktop Bus
.\ "hus" in rnmpull'r lingo is lil\t' an dt·rlronir
highway.. \ ronm-rlion lo Ihe bus is like a highway
inlet-change: il ran he amllht·n· along 1he high11a1.
~~o~l .\llli de1in·s. like ll;t. \lal'inlosl; kt•IIHl;trds..
hall' lwo .\1>11 ronner10rs on Ihem. 11 hirit allows
nlher .\Ill\ dt·lkes lo he ronnt·rlt•d 10 1he \lariniOsh
1hrough lhe delict•. The moust•. hmllwr. has a
single .\Ill\ ronm·rwr.
The ,\Ill\ was designed for low-spt•ed inpul dt•lk es.
surh as l\eyhoards. mice . gmphks tablets. light
11ens. and touch sct·eens. \\ hilt• lht· inlelligt•nn·
hehind lhe .\DB em arrommodalt' up lo lh de1in·s.
\ppit• n·rommt·tllis a ma\imum of lhn•t• in a singlt•
siring of ronnel'IL'd de1ires. This llll~llls a ma\in;um
of si\ dt•l ires on \laritllnshL·s 11 ilh 1110 .\Ill\ pons
(which are illiL'rnallr rnnlll'l'lt'd ill jt.tr:tlll'IJ.

\nl many peripherals han• lll'en designL·d for Ihe
.\DB. lkce111l1. lume1·er. some hanlw~tn· designL·rs
hall· been fi nding olher IISL'S fo r Ihe .\Ill\. induding
pmll'ring ldephom·- -and l'll'll ou1p111
de1ires.

ADB Extensions
If you're ha1·ing Irouble loraling an L'\lensinn rahle
for your :\Ill\ keyboard or nlher dL'Ike. rherk a
1\l'll-slorl\ed 1ideo SIOH'. \ell gt'lll'r;tlions of H:lls
and 1elt•1isions ha1e an addilion:tl ronm·r1or for
whal is ralkd S-\ ideo. a high qualily 1·ideo signal.
lil!!m rahk s hall' 1he same ronnerlors and
11 iring as .\DB t'\lt·nsion rahlt·s. Jusl t'l·mt·mher lhat
Ihe ma\imum allowable lenglh of an .\Ill\ chain is
l hfn·l.

When the Keyboard
and Mouse Freeze
1\t·l hoanl rahll's on :tllin·ll used \l:tritllosh slslt•ms
r:t;l lll't~Hill' fragile. In son;t. inslatll'l'S. 1011 n;a~
l'lll'OIIIller 11 h:ll appears lo he a frotl'll
\larinlosh-nl'illter lht• keyboard nor mouse se!'ms
alin·. If Ihis is lhl' r:tst• t'll'll :tflt•r n·sl:trling Ihe
Wllllllller. il is lil,ell 1ha1 lhe kl'lilO:tnl antl!or
lllOUSl' l'Oillll'l'lion h:ts gnnt• nakt·l. Turn oil Ihe
\ l arinw~h. jiggll' lht• cthlt·s and ronm·nor~ :II IIll'
1\t·~hoard. and Iurn onlhe .\l:tl'itllosh again. If Ihal
fi\l's !Itt' problem. :nul il orntr~ frl'qllt'lll l~. 11111
miglll 11:11111o hu~ a Ill'\\ kt·~ hoanl rahiL·.
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Keyboard Software

Two user-accessible pieces of
Macintosh system software
apply directly to the keyboard.

The Kcyhoal'll contrnl panel lets you select
which keyboard version (i.e., the country and
language) to use as well as items that appear to
reflect the physical response of the keyboard:
the keyWII@Idl@ and themeD until a key
repeats.

Key Caps

Multiple Keyboards
Chances are, your Macintosh System software comes
with a single keyboard resource *'!84 tailored for
the country in which the Macintosh is sold. But if
)'OU have installed muhiplc kqhoard resources
*'It00, you may need to select the resource to
match the keyboard and language of choice.

Keyboard
To access the Keyboard control ~YoU~el, choose
Control Panels from the • menu. This
action opens a window showing the contents of the
Control Panels folder (which Is nested inside the
S}'Siem folder) . Double-cUck the icon or file named
Keyboar d. The Keyboard control panel is
divided into three sections.

Key Repeat Rate
Controls how fast a character key you hold down
types the character. orthe five possible radio button
settings, the one just before the fastest Is a
time-tested favorite.

Delay Until Repeat
This controls how long it takes for the character key
~'OU press to begin repeating at whatever speed you
indicated In the Key Repeat Rate section. Setting

the delay too short causes slow typists to produce
double and triple characters. You may turn off the
repeat feature entirely byclicking the Off selection
In this part of the control panel.

L3ll!fDIIis a desk accessory that shows you
the character or symbol that you get when
pressing all key combinations, including tl10se
in concert with@iliRftd@iS You can use
Key Caps as an on-screen reference to find the
keyboard combination for an infrequently-used
symbol.

Ali~Keybo
!fm~arldiilcl!n
o ~trol panel settings are presenred in
*'!41 so they are remembered

liwhen you turn off your Macintosh.

Short

Choosing Key Caps from the li menu starts
this desk accessory, recognizable bythe keyboard
diagram in the resulting \\indow and the Key
Caps menu in the menubar.
As you press any key, it highlights on the keyboard

diagram, and the character appears in the
accessory's one-Une window. If you hold down one
or more
such as the shift or
option keys (or both), you see the other character
and symbol possibilities (see U.S. character table on
page*'J22). When vowels need accent marks, they
usuall ' r · pressin two keys, called a
liiilililiiMiUand a
(below).
Not all fonts have all the same characters. Some
fonts include~hie symboL~. Key Caps offers
a map to anYU~m~ but )'OU must select the desired
font from the Key Caps menu.
To capture symbols, you can type them (and any
other characters) into the Key Caps field, select the
text, and copy it to the dipboard*'J79, 108. Then
open fO!ll' document and paste the results.
Importantly, you do not need Key Caps to l.)pe
special characters-the same key sequences you
use in Key Caps work when typing into a text field or
document (try the option-S bullet).
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One-and No-Handed Typing
To display Easy Access, choose Con t ro I
Panelsfrom the Cmenu, and then
double-click the Easy Access icon or file
listing.

Easy Recess
On/Off Audio _ _ _ _ _...,.) ' cgj Use On /Off audio feedback
Each item infi!§i!33Ujmay be turned on by
various keyboara combinations instead of requiring
the control panel wihdow. With this top checkbox
checked, you llellr a whistle to signify whether a
feature is turned on (whistle pitch goes up) or off
(whistle pitch goes down) .

Mouse Keys:

Sticky Keys
You can type two-key combinations without two
hands whenJ'' M$1$\1is on. 1\Jrn on Sticky Keys
either via the Easy Access control panel or by
pressing the shift key five times in a row (at no
particular speed o,r interval, but without moving the
mouse at all) A small icon appearsm the far right_ . . _
of the menuhar.
0

When you press a modifier key (option,

command, shift, control), an arrow appears in
the icon, indicating that a modifier key is pending.
Press the second key in the sequence to effect the
two-key combination.
Bypressing a modifier key twice, the Icon fills with
black, indicating that the modifier key is locked
down, so you can do a series of modified key
combinations by just typing the second keys. This
latter operation can get confusing if you press more
than one modi6er key. If you keep the Key Caps
desk accessQry runofng, however, you can see by the
key's highlight which ones are locked.

@Off

lnitia1 De lay : 0C)@0C)
long
short

Slow Keys
Designed for those users who may type with an
Ull$teady touch or by way of a stylus, thtfifid\j§tJ
control lets you set bow long you hold down a key
before it actually registers as a pressed key.
Therefore, if you aim for one key and accidentally
touch an adjacent key momentarily, only the key you
hold down for a second or IWO (depending on the,_ ....,_
Acceptance Delay selling in the control panel)
registers as a typed key. Check the Beep checkbox if
you like audio feedback each time a key registers.

()on

Maximum Speed : 0 0
slo'.•l

sI0 w

Ke ys:

0

On

@000
medium
~I Off

C1

Ac:ceptance De lay : (:_) 0 @ 0
long
short

cgj Use key

clic:k sound

st i ck y K e ys :

()On

@(Iff

[81 Beep when modifier key is set

(11 {g)

Sticky Keys on

~ ~ 6

Moclifler Key

C1J

~ ..tr

Pending
Modifier Key
Locked

00
fast

Multilingual Macintosh users
may purchase keyboards in
dozens of languages. Even
within the Roman languages, key
layouts vary widely from
language to language.

In addition to the physical keyboard, the
Macintosh also needs one or two pieces of
S} stem software to recognize and utilize that
new keyboard. All keyboards must have a
ke} board resource (which is contained in
the System File). And if the language of the
additional keyboard is in a different language
type than the machine's native language
(Arabic instead of Roman, for example), then
ru1installer program copies the required script
resource to the System.

Most Roman language symbols can be created
with a U.S. keyboard. You may use theC!II
Caps desk accessory to locate a symbol, or
look up the keyboard combination in the table
on the following two pages.

Installing an Alternate Keyboard
Physically, there Is no difference In the connection
of a foreign language keyboard All Macintosh
keyboards are ADB devices, and should be
connected according to the way you work best
*118. Moreover, if you need to switch frequently
between ke)-boards, you might consider leaving
multiple keyboards In the ADB chain, instead of
disconnecting and reconnecting keyboards all the
time.

The keyboard should be accompanied by a disk
containing •
Use it to move all
appropriate rues (some of which you won't ever see,
~,w'are
rG!requ
nill
'red
m foDrlusing the foreign k~> to

Changing Keyboards
With multiple ke)'board resources In you
·
lillian additional menu appears between the
"RiTp and Rppllcatlon menu symbols at the
right edge of the menubar. The Key b o 8 rd
menu displays an leon that represents the currently
selected keyboard. Pull down the menu to see all
k~ recognized by the system software. The
menu listing is just like the list that appears in the

~

Keyboard Script

~

Keyboard Resource

About Keyboards ...

Kc)board control panel dc1·icc *119, but gives

you quicker access to changing keyboards or
character sets. Choose any item in the
Keyboard menu to change to that keyboard, or
change k~ via the Keyboard control panel.

=u.s.

Espanol

....... liES

Out· of the illlt•rnalmrrhanisms that makt·s altematt•
alphabets worl\ on thl' \lal'inlosh is railed the

~~!IIil!!i!fm!Jiu ~lacintosh pro~rauunin~

Of Scripts and Keyboards
The graphil'alnalltn• of the .\larintosh lt•nds ibl'lf
ll'l'\ lll'ilto hl'ing p rogt~tmmed to work with
rharartt·rs of non·Rillnan alphaht•ts ..\s the
\tal'imosh has matun·tl. its internationallanguagt·
ahililit·s hall' imprml'd so that dott•us of lauguagt·s
uow ha1e thl'ir o11n \larintosh s~stt·m software.

parlaun·. a snip! is a 11 ritiug s~stt·m . eadt with its
o1111 alphahet and te\t direction. Thl' Homan script.
for l'\ample. is the tllll' Usl'd for till' English
language. It indudes a Sl'l of il'ss than l'ih
dt:u~tcters and a ll'\t direction of ll'ftto right. top to
houom. Thl' c~ rillil' (l{ussian) srripl has a different
sl't of dtarartt·rs hut the sallll' ll'\t dirt·rtiou .. \11
idl'ogt~tphil' srript. likt• Japaut•st·l\;mji. ran hall'
thousands of rh:u~ll'tt·rs. and rt·quirt•s nwre
ke~strokes aud wmputt•r l'Odt· to rqll·t·st·nl a single
dtaractt•r. Somt• lan~uagl's allow\\ ritiu~ to go in t11 o
directions (om· for thl' maiu lau~uagt• . lil\t'
lll'hrew's right·to·kft. hut arromuwd:llions for the
insertion of fon·i!:n 11ords from left·to·right
languagt•s). Still others. like .\t~thil' and other
Eastl'nt lauguages. h:tll' rh:u~trll'rs whosl' shapl's
rhauge dependiug on tht· adjan·nt dt:u~trtcrs (this
is railed a routt'\lual srript systl'm ).

As of ear-ly 1992, System 7
still didn't ex ist for- non-Roman

Fortuu:llely. most of the hard 11ork has alrl'ady hel'll
donl' hy tht• .\pplt• s~stt·m soflllare 11i1ards. They
ha1e t•mpmHn·d thl' \larintosh to kt ~ou s11itdt
ht•twet•u a simple Roman and Wllll'\!ltalllengali
sniptl'lll ironmt·ut h~ s11 itrhing l\e~ hoanls and
rhoosin~ a mt·nu itl'lll. This is a breakthrough in
personal computing that gol's lillie uotil'ed iu the
Homan srript world.
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International K eyb·oards and Charac:ters c:ont.

Non·U.S. Roman Characters
lfrou have a U.S. Macintosh, the typewriter keys are
those of the alphabet, numbers, and common
punctuation. The character sets of most •
however, also include characters from other Roman
languages, plus a few useful symbols. To type those
characters, use the key combinations listed in the
table, below.

Afew common Macintosh symbols are also available
in the Truel'ype Chicago font with the foUowing
keyboard sequences:
Keyboard Sequence

3C control-a
~~4
• control-S

~~~ti'~~ifiBRIII
13 controi·P

~
0 op_tlon-control-shlft-0 (not 12 oint)

Special fonts, such as th
• font that comes
with the System software or th
font
that comes with some LaserWriter printers, can
provide letters from other languages and a variety of
symbols not In the basic Macintosh character set.

I •
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The Mouse

All desktop Macintosh
computers come with a
one-button mouse. You roll
(drag) the mouse around the
table to control the on-screen
pointer.

Pressing (clicking) the mouse button indicates
a deliberate action on your part. It may activate
an icon or let you pull down a menu while you
both hold down the button and move the
mouse. Portable Macintoshes provide built-in
trackballs, wltich operate on tlte same
principles, except tltat your hand moves the
ball.

With the mouse connected to tlte ADB port
@ 9, the system software gets in the act. The

Mouse contml panel lets you adjust how the

Macintosh responds to your physical action
\vith the mouse.

Inside the Mouse
Although very lightweight, the mouse is more
complex inside than it may seem. Since you need to
access part of the mouse's Insides for cleaning, you
can remove the mouse ball to get a peek at the
Internal mechanism. As the mouse ball rotates, it
drives two metal rollers (a single plastic roller is
also !here to stabilize the ball). Those rollers are
connected to two small wheels that have slits in
them. As the wheels spin in response to mouse ball
motion, optical detectors measure the speed at
which light from a tiny lamp Dashes through the
slits. By calculating those ~'peeds from both wheels
at once, the mouse and Macintosh can fl re out
exactly In what free flowing
.and-at what
speed you are moving th puse along the table.

(

Ct

Because the mouse tells the Macintosh only which
direction and how fast it's going, the mouse doesn't
know anything about the location of the pointer on
the screen. It is said to be a(D~~!i%1111
device, independent of the physical screen space.
Therefore, you may occasionally run out of desk
space before the cursor has reached Its destination
on the screen. 1f so, you can pick up the mouse and
position It elsewhere on your work
table to give you enough space to
continue the cursor's journey.

If the mouse r olls as
if it has a flat tire, it
needs cleaning.

Cleaning the Mouse
use over so that the ball is facing you,
e runs up and away from you.

8 Notice

plastic ring around the ball. Older style
e a flat tab-like feature pointed at about
'dock position. j ust beyond this ring is a
rim molded Into the mouse case. The two
debossed Into the rim stand for Open and
k. ln normal use, the ring tab should point to
e Lock position. Newer style rings do not rotate,
as described In the next two steps. Instead, the
ring slides out (away from the mouse cable).
t

<t

0 Hold the mouse with both hands so that your

humbs are on the ring, on either side or the ball.

0

Maneuver the ring counter-clockwise until the tab
is beneath the Open mark.

C) With one hand under the mouse, turn the mouse
O\er and catch the ring and ball.
To replace the ball later:

0 Drop the ball into the hole.

e soIf your
mouse ring is the rotating type,
that the tab facing the Open mark.

po~ition It

is

0 Use the two-handed method to rotate the ring
clockwise until the tab Is at the Lock position. For
newer rings, push the ring Into Its socket toward
the mouse cable until it snaps Into place.

If you're a daily Macintosh user, it's a good idea to
dean the mouse every few months. In particular
should make sure the rollers are dean and free to

roll.
Once you've opened the mouse, examine the two
metal rollers. rf they aren't shiny, dip the end of a
cotton swab Into isopropyl alcohol (or drip some
cassette tape cleaning tluid on an end) until the
swab is moist (not dripping). Wipe the metal rollers
with the swab until the rollers are clean. Use a dry
swab to wipe up any leftover liquid.
1f dogs or cats share your work.~e, it Is very
Important to look for hair that has wrapped itself
around the axles of the wheels. If there is some
there, use tweezers to pick it off until it is all
removed. Left unchecked, the hair can lock up the
rollers.
Before reinserting the ball (which you should wipe
with a dry, lint-free doth), make sure your mouth Is
dry, dose your eyes, and blow strongly Into the
opening for the mouse ball a couple times. This will
help dislodge dust that accumulates In the mouse
case.

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook

As an important input device, the mouse

should be kept in good condition. Regular
cleaning is highly recommended.

~lEi

Mouse
Mouse Tracking

Mouse Control Panel
System sofrn.-are gives you the control over how the
Macintosh responds to your mouse motions. Choose
Control Panel from the 15 menu, and
double click the
icon. In the
Mouse control panel are two settings: Mouse
Tracking and Double-Click Speed.
Eml!mliD!II!Im~'ontrols how the pointer
responds to fast mouse movement. The Very Slow
setting, shown beneath the graphic tablet icon,
offers linear response. The speed of the pointer is
directly proportional to the speed you move the
mouse around the table. When you choose any of
the other settings, the pointer will move faster in
response to a faster mouse movement The faster the
setting, the greater the distance the pointer travels as
you whisk the mouse around the table. Either of the
middle two settings is recommended, although if
you have a very large video monitor, you may prefer
the fastest setting. Whichever setting you choose, you
still have precise
y-pixel control~30 when
moving the mouse slowly.

~

~

[1J

~

~

0®0000

0
Very Slow

Slow

+

•o

Fast

+
+
+@

•o

Double-Click Speed

MouseKeys is great if you need
precision dragging of graphics but
your mouse hand isn't too steady .

Double-Click Speed control~ the lime between
clicks that the Macintosh recognizes as a double
click ~ 126 of the mouse button. Unless you have a
physical disability that prevents rapid double
clicking of the mouse button, the fastest double
click speed (the one with the arrows closest
together) is desirable. When the double click speed
is set too slow, you can easUy click once on a file
icon and then click again to drag it-but the
Macintosh interprets those two clicks as a
double-click motion to open the document.
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Alternate Input Deuices

The keyboard is not the only way
to put information into the
Macintosh, nor the mouse the
only way to control the cursor.

Existing printed graphics, including color, can
be copied to a Macintosh Ole byway of a
tJijliii!Q@The same scanner, with the help of
optical character rewgnition (OCR)
software, can convert printed text into
characters you can edit in word processing or
page layout documents.

Scanners
Ascanner Is actually one haU of a photocopy
machine-the part that bounces Ugbt off a
document and converts the image to a series of very
fine dots. Scanners that are intended for usc with
personal computers put these dots into a format that
can be saved as a graphics file. With a graphics
program, you can then open the file and either edit
the doL~ or copy the image (or any section of lt) to
another document, perhaps to have some text wrap
around lt on a newsletter page.

Scanning Images

The most common style of scanner is theiUltli%!1D

·=~ Uke the Apple OneScanner (although

handheld scanners, ·which cannot scan full pages
easily, are attractive for their comparatively low
cost). When you Uft the hinged Ud, you see a glass
plate, just Uke in a photocopy machine. Place the
printed material face down on the glass, and then
instruct the scanner software on the Madntosh to
scan the page. Software that comes with the scanner
gives you many options as to scannin51
(how man· = ·inch you want th e~
fil~c~to~beloloiiWI
saved as),
between Ugbt and dark areas,
and other settings. Trial and error is the primary
war to master the software, but you can usually save
settings for a particular kind of source material, and
reuse those settings later for similar material.

Scanners connect to the Macintosh via th
8, 58. They also require a driver file (for
the H:ttensions folder) that is compatible with the
system software version running on your Macintosh.

__ .. ____,_..
·---·------·-__,__...--.
..-_
----·-------·-

Scanning Text
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~~~~t~~~
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..____
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_____
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OCR

In combination with a scanner,mD~a~J=:tmtl
(OCR) software is a practical
temalive to retyping existing printed text into the
Macintosh. To scan a document, lay it face down on
the scanner glass, and then instruct the OCR
software to scan the page. llach OCR software
program treats the next steps differently, but the
basic procedure is to select from a miniature
representation of the page area(s) rou wish the
software to convert to text characters. When the
conversion is complete, you see the text in a text
editing window, which you can save to a disk file
(often in a word proces.~ing program format).

a;l!aml=m

Accuracy of OCR
software depends
largely on thetmmmlof the software and the
f the 'ilOCiiiiient it is SCUlning. Since OCR
so rare tries to distinguish individual characters
(so it can match up the graphical image of the
character against its internal representations of that
character), blurry newsprint, very small print, or
very Ugbt print may be difficult to dedpher. Once in
the editing window, however, you can touch up the
text manually before saving it to a disk file. With
crisp source material (e.g., a laser printed business
leuer), accuracy approaches 100 percent

The most common mouse alternative is the
trackball-standard equipment on portable
Macintoshes. When drawing grapltics is the
task, aMMQil!li@Uiets you use an
electronic pencil, called a£mi!EII as a more
natural way to control the cursor on tl1e
screen.
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Mouse Alternatives
The mouse is not for everyone or for every situation.
Users of some graphics programs, for example,
prefer a!Mf!Ait!l!lto the mouse. Atrackball is like
an inverted mouse, where the ball faces up. As you
roU your hand around the ball, both it and the
screen pointer move. Most trackballs come with
either a single button below the ball, a button on
either side of the lr.ill, or a button above and below
the ball. AU of these arrangements allow left- and
right-handed people to use the trackball with equal
ease.

Another mouse substitute found on some portable
versions of the Macintosh is called th
111
11
This device is a horizontal roUer install
~ed~on~the~
keyboard just below the space bar. The roller has
both vertical and horizontal movement, giving you
free space control over the pointer. To activate the
equivalent of a mouse button, you press down on
the entire roller. n may take getting used to, but it is
very space efficient in cramped working quarters.

1\mtlhl@!'l'can also take the place of mechanical
devices. Atouch pad responds to your finger,
dragging the screen pointer around with the
movement of your linger on the pad. To replicate the
click of the mouse button, you press firmly on the
pad at any location.
Some users in the computer-aided design (CAD)
and graphic arts fields prefer to use aj@)t!Qm
mmmJ(also called a digitizing tablet or just
digitizer) to a mouse-or in conjunction with a
mouse. Por many artists, it is more natural to draw
with a pen ormml3than with a mouse. Adigitizer
consists of a large drawing area simiJar to a mouse
pad with electronic sensors underneath. A stylus,
connected by wire to the tablet, controls the cursor
on screen as it comes into contact with, and is
dragged around, the tablet. Abutton on the stylus
replicates the mouse button for clicking actions. As
an ADB device, a digitizer may be kept in line with
the mouse so the user can switch between input
devices as the task requires.
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Uideo Basics

Anything you see on a video
monitor is the result of a
combination of black, white,
gray, or color spots on the
screen.

Each spot is called a picture element, oriDIIJ
for short. The Macintosh display's inherent
crispness is largely due to the square pixels it
presents to the screen. Unlike rounded pixels
of other computer monitors (pre-VGA on IBM
PC-style computers, for example), square
pixels fully abut each other, producing clean
lines between black and white.

Choosing a video monitor presents many
choices, wltich are couched in a flurry of
jargon. Understanding the terminology is more
than half the battle. The rest is up to your own
personal taste about the quality of a display.

101
Video Support

Video Tube Size

SOme Macintosh models include the bullt-in
electronics necessary to drive separate \ideo
monitors-up to a point. Even the powerful Quadra
models provide only 256 colors (instead of
millions) for 21" monitors@41. When video is
''built-in," a · 1 is provided for plugging the
video cable from the monitor directly into the back
panel of the computer@8-9. Connecting a monitor
beyond the capabilities of inte,11mfllai~Vlf.dt1
a eoDs!u11tlioll!fm
however, requires an optional11
1
wWch ha.~ been engineered specifically for your
Macintosh model or model family (e.g., all Six-slot
Macintosh U computers, such as the Macintosh
Ufx). Macintoshes \\ithout built-in video absolutely
require a plug-in video board before you may
connect any video monitor.

Macintosh monitors come in many different video
(cathode ray) tube sizes. Compact Macs havea9'
diagonal m~ure. Apple also produces monitors
atl2", 13", 19', and 21" horizontallroriented
~~.:i~U'~~· screens, Ius a vertically oriented
monitor called a 1
Third-party
producers offer monitors in these and other sizes.
But because the resolution (pixel density) varies
from model to model, the Siz<! of the tube is nol
directly proportional to the number of pixels you
can see on the screen.

Resolution
Often misused,-...,.-... simplydenotes the
density of pixels on the screen. The common
measure among Macintosh screens ise!m'IJ.
(dpl), with one dot representing one square
pixel. The Macintosh standard is 72 dpi-that's
5184 pixels in a square inch-to correspond to the
typesetting com'CIItion of 72 poinl~ per inch (a point
is a printer's measure of 1172 inch). The size and
proportion of what you see on the screen is vecy
close to what prints on paper.
Monitors that offer Wgber resolution actually shrink
familiar elements on the screen. For example, the
Macintosh generates a menubar that is 20 pixels tall.
At 72 dpi, that comes to about 0.28 inches tall; at80
dpi, the menubar is only 0.25 inches tali. Al80 dpi,
menu wording and icons may be difficult to read at
viewing distances considered comfortable for large
monitors. Such monitors sometimes come With
extra software that enlarges the menu bar, but not
other elements, such as documentte.xt and Finder
icons.

Pixel Grid
The number of screen pixels, measured as the
number of pixels horizontally by the number of
pixels vertically, is an important consideration when
matcWng a monitor to the type of work you do on
the Macintosh. The smallest grid is the internal
compact Macintosh screen, whlch displays
512-by-342 pixels. As we went to press, tl1e largest
avallable pixel grid was 1664-by-1200 on a monitor
that allows software adju~'tO!entto view 120 dots per
inch (the menubar in that mode is a mere 0.167
inches tall).
Portrait displays typically show one fuU page of U.S.
letter size documents, with a d of 640-b -870.
Monitors claiming to b
(in
the 1152-by-870 pixel range) usually allow you to
see most (but not all) of a two-page ~'Pread of, say, a
newslener in a desktop publisWng program. The
larger your monitor's pixel grid, the easier will be
your navigating through large spreadsheets, desktop
publishing documenl~, and multiple Windows from
different programs open at the same time.
Cla.~ic

512 X 342

PowerBook

640x400

13" Color

640x480

16" Color

832x624

Refresh Rate
\-1deo screens are painted (refreshed) by an
electron beam dozens of times each second. The
faster the
the less likely your eye will
be able to detect the constant refresWng and decay,
which makes it look like the screen flickers. You
must also be sure that on larger monitors, the
screen's refresh rate is faster than surrounding
fluorescent lighting, wWch flickers at 60 times per
second (60 hertz). The two refresh rates may
interfere with each other, causing significant screen
flicker.
is often subtle, but can become
mentally tiring and a cause of eye strain and
headaches. Refresh rates of 70 hertz or more on
two-page monitors have proven to be adequate.
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Getting a dealer
to agree to this
won't be easy .

Persistence
Related to Dicker is the 1 •
of the
phosphor coating inside the video tube. Persistence
refers to the length of time it takes for the phosphor
to tum from its activated white state to its quiet
black state. The longer the persistence, the Jess
likely you wlU see Dicker, because a pixel doesn't
have enough time to dim before it is again refreshed
In the next pass.
The downside to high persistence is that moving
objects exhibit what are called
Ablack
cursor, for example, appears to leave a momentary
trail as you drag it across the screen.

Contrast
Acomparison between the blackest black and the

whitest white is how
. of a monitor Is
measured. Higher contrast makes images stand out
much better. As with brightness, no absolute
standards of measurement are available In monitor
specl6cations.

Focus
The larger the tube size, the more difficuh it is for
the monitor's internal drcuitry to maintain good
across the entire screen. On a monochrome
monitor, single-pixel width black lines should be
sharp and crisp no matter where you draw them on
the screen. Watch out espedally for out-of-focus
•
and edges. If the entire screen is equally
out of focus, this can be adjusted internally bya
technidan. Color monitors*'l 32-33 tend to be a bit
fuzzier because of the way they display pixel~.

Monochrome vs. Grayscale
Tht'l"l' is a significant distinction ht•tll"l'en a
• •
· (i.e.. single wlor-white against tht•
nonnal black) andrnmEJ:D monitor. which at
llr~a glann• also appears to be blad;-and-white. in a
monochrome monitor. ammJ is either on or off.
11 hitt• or black. In a grayscale monitor. a pi\l'l is
completely off. completely on. or a numht•r of
inll'nncdiatc brightnesses in betwct·n-tht• shades
of gray between black and whitt•. In a sense. they arc
both monochronll'. because they produce only one
rolor- whitc. The g•~tl·scale monitor. hmrercr. can
produce varying intensities of white to earh phd.

Please don't write
to te 11 me that
\>lhite isn't a color.

Brightness
Distortion
Look carefully at the overal~f the active
area of the screen. Signs of •
include a
left-to-right narrowing of the rectangle in the middle
of the screen (called pincushioning). Beware of
one or more comers that bow out. The larger the
monitor, the more difficuh it is to eradicate
distortion along the edges. If the entire rectangle is
tilled slightly with respect 10 the plastic bezel of the
monitor, it means that the yoke on the neck of the
tube is out o{ adjustment, and can ~ easily repaired
by a tecJmjclan.

WARNING! There are extremely high voltages and
currents rullning around the back of a video tube,
even long after the monitOr has been unplugged.
Don't poke around there unless you know exactly
what you're doing.

Glare
Primarily a function of ambient Ughfin and the
texture of the video tube's front face,
can be a
headache- and fatigue-inducing byproduct of
working with a video monitor for long stretches.
Many monitors have an etched face plate, which
helps reduce harsh reflections of light sources
behind you. The more etching on the tube, however,
the fuzzier wlU be the picture, since the etching also
diffuses the Ught going from th~~r eye. A
sli tl etched monitor and an ~
1
1
1 *'14 can avoid most glare.

Amonitor's 1 _
is a measure of how much
light it emits when turned up fuU blast. Tbe btighter
your working environment (e.g., lots of windows or
overhead lights), the brighter you'll want your
monitor to be. Although this factor is rarely li.~1ed in
a monltllr's spedfications, it is important to try to
test out a monitor in your working environment
before committing to it.

Jumpiness
If you see a monilor's picture rapidly jumping
vertically or exhibiting a swaying motion, look for a
source of electromagnetic radiation coming from a
nearby device. The most common source of
problems are the black power transformers you
plug into a power strip near the monitor. The
Macintosh's fan, a second video monitor, or other
peripherals adJacent to the monitor can electrically
interfere with the electron beam on its way 10 the
tube's face plate (after all, magnetic fields in the
coils around the tube's neck direct the beam in the
first place). Try moving the potential source of
magnetic field Interference further from the affected
monitor (six inches of more). In severe cases With
large monitors, the solution requires that the
monitor be plugged into a separate power outlet
from the rest of the computer gear.

Phosphor Color
An issue with large monochrome displays is the lint

of the phosphor on the inside of the video tube.
Which color to choose is a matter of personal taste,
but the range can be from nearly white to an
inoffensive light blue (common tQ the Apple-b1'3Dd
and built-in displays) to an almost cream color.

Color Specifications
The numht•r of shades of gray depends on the
amount of memo•~· assoriatcd 11ith the 1ideo drhing
ci rcuiu~·. You'll rarl'iy t·m·ounter a gnt)srall'
monitor that offt•rs fewer than Ih shades of g1~1y.
\\ith a full compil'mcnt of~- :~ ·II.
holll'll'r. 2'iil shadt•s is easily attainable on most
:\lacintosht•s with an c~ll'rnal gmyscale monitor
(color monitors can also douhle as grayscale
monitors by turning off the color on the ,\ tonilors
control panel. :~}I. XI) . .\t 2'i6 shadt·s of gray.
your graphics software can portray photo-retlistic
ima~es.

For color monitors, an additional set of criteria play
roles in choosing a monitor. See page*'J32 for
details.
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Color adds life to Macintosh
video. Even in the Finder, you
can color code folders and other
icons according to your muse.

Software
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In documents, application of color may range
fromij@d1"D (Like a red bar on a chart) to
display of a photographic image converted to
its electronic equivalent. Moreover, a color
Macintosh can even displayi@lltii!QntiQ
images from a disk file thanks to the
[nUANif!tA system software extension 'il33.

Bits vs. Colors
1\vo fundamental (and often confused) tenns in the
color video world are
and colors. Ahit iS also
computer tennlnology for the smallest piece of
infonnation that a computer handles. Abit Is either
on or off, one or zero, black or while, or any other
method you choose to denote two dblinctly different
states. The more bits you string together into a unit,
the more combinations of ones and zeros can occur
wilhin that unit. For example, two hits together offer
four pos:.ible combinations (00, 01, 10, and ll). lf
you let each combination of bits in a group
represent a color value, then the more bits you
bundle together, the greater the number of colors a
bundle can represent.

Comment

(e.g., built in 9-inch compact
Macintosh or portable LCD).
all color and grayscale
Macintosh monitors.

Acolor screen also takes longer to refresh. For each
pixel on the screen, more bits of infonnation need
to course through the Mac's veins and arteries.
1\vo-page true color screen refreshing taxes C\'Cn
the fastest Macintosh.

little video Ro\M.
color mode; With color turned
off, produces photorealistic
black-and-white images.
RAM-hungry choice for 2 it
color monitors.
2't,' 16,777,21 , . ' '' ,>' 1 , ~~ ·:~ .·, • • • ~.
Apple High Resolution Color
monitor and do1.ens of larger
third-party monitors, requires
special plug-in video board on
most Macintoshcs.

While some Macintosh models include built-in
circuitry to support a smal.l color monitor for
run-of-the-mill color (you simply attach the
monitor to the Macintosh's rear panel,
@8-9, you will need an extra accelerated
' idl·n drwit hnal'll to use achieve
photo-realistic color on video monitors.
There's quite a jump to 24-bit color in both what
you get and what you have to pay (except for
Quadras, which can display millions of colors on the
13" RGB monitor by filling out its on-board lideo
RAMoii4I). 1\vcnty-four hit \ideo boards capable of
drhing two-page monitors are available primarily
for the Macintosh II family, and can cost almost as
much as a large monitor (a couple thousand
dollars).

Here's a table showing the number of bits and
colors possible In Macintosh systems:
Bits Colors

Glossary/ I ndeH

Then What's 32-bit QuickDraw?
Even though the highest quality image is in the
24-bit color mn e ·ou maybe confused bythe tenn
mlm!~tm!>l• QulckDraw is a large set of
behind-the-scenes progl"dDlS (most in the Macintosh
ROM, oil42) that diret.1s how images are displa)'ed
on any Macintosh screen. For high quality color
Images, QuickDraw handles infonnation in 32-bit
bundles. Of those 32 bits, up to 24 can be used for
color infonnation. The remaining 8 go either
unused or may include extra data about the color
that only a particular software program stores. As
far as the number of colors is concerned, 24-bit
color and 32-bit color both produce the same
photo-re2listic 16,777,216 colors. System 7
includes 32-bit QuickDraw, so you don't actuallr
know it's there until you plug in a 24-bit color video
board.

•

-~
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Convergence

How Color Works
Color displays are more expensive than
monochrome displays because they are much more
complex de\lices.
It helps to know that each , · on the screen is
comprised of a mixture o three colors-red,
green, and blue. In a color picture tube, a

colorless
representing each of
those colors Is directed to the phosphor Inside the
face where three colored phosphor spots are at
each pbcellocadon. The electron beam representing
the red color Is aimed precisely at the red phosphor
spot at each pixel location while the green and blue
beams reach their respective phosphor spots. Our
eyes, in tum, see the blending of three color
Intensities at that spot as a particular color. The
~m:;l)ij~dialog box In the Color control panel
*'!36. 80 allows you to choose from all available
colors at your current color setting (in the
Monitors control panel,*'J34, 81) by adjusting the
interu.ity of the red, green, and blue beams.

In addition to the specifications that apply to all
Macintosh video monitors*'J30-31, one of the most
obvious factors of a quality color video monitor is
how well the three electron
beams converge on a single spot. When convergence
is perfect, a grid of single-pixel-wide white lines
across the entire monitor Is, indeed, all white, even
upon very close Inspection. On larger monitors,
good convergence Is difficult to achieve, especially
at the edges of the screen. Poor convergence results
in a distinct colored line appearing on one side of
the white line.

Color Monitor Adjustments
Most large color monitors offer user access to a
number of controls that allow you to correct
misalignments that may occur when a monitor is
jostled. Before making any adjustments, however,
write down the settings of the various controls. That
way, In case you get everything completely out of
whack, you can return to the original settings and
start over.
Choose e highlight color:

Faster Color
The high cost of a 24-bitlarge color monitor and
video board will be wasted without a QuickDraw
~m!ZI~ ctrcuitry that is optimized for
refreshing 24-bit color screens without weighing
down the Macintosh's own computing Circuitry.
Some 24-bit color boards come \\-ith an accelerator
builtin (or as a plug-in option). An unaccelerated
24-bit board may be suffictent for a 13-lnch color
monitor, but it's definitely too slow on big screen
displays (on which it can take a full minute to
refresh without acceler.ulon).
lf your current hardware setup is too slow when
displaying color images, you can speed up the
process by choosing a lower color level from the
Monitors control panel*'!34, 81. in the tradeoff,
howC\·er, you lose picture quality. For spot color, you
may hardly notice the difference. Also be sure you
have System 7-compatible extension software for
your color \ideo board and accelerator.
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Llideo System Software

Macintosh system software
comes with several video
related modules.

These control the number of colors or shades
of gray we view on a monitor, what the
highlight color is, and how multiple monitors
connected at the same time should behave.

Not so obvious is the software that lets you
grab aU@mtJof the current screen. And
for those who have a hard time seeing the
Macintosh screen, a special control panel
enlarges images on the screen.

g
Monitors Control Panel

~0

Any Macintosh that is connected to an external video
monitor has access to the Monitors control panel.
With a single external monitor capable of displaying
colors or grayscaleoft')31, the Monitors control
panel allows you to adjust the number of colors or
gray levels to be displayed on the monitor. The
choices available to you depend on the video
circuitry and video memory In your Macintosh
oi'l41. To change the level, or to change between
monochrome and color (a color monitor can
display both color and grayscale), simply click once
on the button or color/gray number in the list. The
screen characteristics change instantly. Notice,
particularly, the rectangular area at the bottom
center of the control panel. Thls area displays the
colors or shades of gray available at the current
setting. The difference between 256 and millions of
colors (if you have a 24-bit color video setupoft')32)
is subtle--the visible dividing lines between shades
disappear.

Characteristics of se lee ted monitor :
Grays : Black & White

Controlling Multiple Monitors
The Monitors control panel is also the panel that
controls the behavior oll!ft1!Dm!iiil.J~itM1
connected to a Madntosh. If two monitors are
connected, the controlp-.mel displays the two
screens and their proportionate sizes. The numbers
(1, 2, etc.) are simply for identification purposes,
and do not indicate that one is the "main" monitor
(the number order is determined by the location of
video drcuitry for each monitor).
The locations of the mini screens represent how the
monitors view the one huge virtual screen space of
the Macintosh. For example, if the two minimonitors are shown next to each other with the
small screen centered on the left and the large
screen centered on the right, as you drag the cursor
on the small screen to the right along the center of
the actual screen, the cursor reappears at the left
center of the right-hand screen. Although not
essential, it is advisable to arrange the mini screens
In the same orientation as the physical screens In
your workspace. This does not mean that the
monitors should be touching each other. ln fact
each may cause some Interference with the other,
and should be separated by six or more Inches

oils.

0

Monitors
7 .0

~

4

@ Colors : 16
256

(Options ... )

~

Drag monitors and menu bar to rearrange them .

Nerd fun! Click and hold
the " 7 .0 " to see the contro1
pane1's authors . Then press
the option key . Press the key
10 more times and watch the
Blue Meanies (System 7
engineers) invade \>tith each

D
I~

[ Identify )

Before organizing your monitors, think about which
monitor you'd like to be the "maln" monitor-the
one that ha.~ thelp!Q)!!ftrash, and disk icons at
startup. Color or gra
e icons are more pleasant
to view, so you may wish to designate a monitor that
is not a strictly monochrome display as the main
monitor.
In case you're using two monitors of the same size,
you may need to identify which physical monitor is
which mini screen in the control panel. Click and
hold ''""'"¥' In the control panel. The Identification
number from the miniscreens show as large block
numbers on the physical screens. Drag the
miniscreens (by their middles) to adjust locations
relative each other. They automatically snap to the
side of a nearby monitor-thus your cursor won't
wind up In an Invisible valley between two screen
spaces.
To make a monitor the
drag the tiny
menubar to the desired mini screen. Thls change
won't take affect until the next time you restart your
Macintosh.

l••"•••..·l ln the Monitors control panel leads to
another dlalog box, which varies widely wJth the
type of video card and monitor you are using. Some
monitors and · •
allow for allocating
smm~ladjusling gamma correction, screen
saving delay times and other adjustments. Simple
video cards display just their drcuitry identification
in this Monitor Options dialog, with no user
adjustment~.

Speaking of restarting, you rna also ad ust which
monitor Is to display the
With the
Monitors control panel on the screen, hold down
the option key. Asmall Madntosh smiley face icon
appears in one of the mini screens. With the option
key held down, you may drag the icon to the
monitor in which you want the startup screen to
appear. For example, if you have a colorful startup
screen, you can have it appear in a color monitor,
while the menubar and disk Icons appear in a
two-page monochrome display.
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Brightness Control Panel
The built-in monochrome screens of the Macintosh
Classics have no brightness control knobs, like the
other compact Madntoshes before them. Brightness
is controlled entirely by software-tbeMf!lhi@§
simple slider-1}--pe control lets you
adjust brightness electronically. With the control
panel showing, click and drag on the slider control
to the left and right to see immediate changes to the
monitor's brightness. Release the mouse button
when brightness is set to the desired level

[itamQ•D

D

Brightness
Screen Brightness

Losing the Cursor
When using multiple monitors, it is easy to
temporuily lose sight of the
as it shifts
between monitors. The cursor won't disappear
entirely-it is always visible in one of the monitors.
The smaller the shared border between mini
screens, the less chance of the cursor slipping into
the other monitor (it just "bumps" into the edge of
the screen if there is no other monitor to go to).
Therefore, you can adjust the mini screens so that
only a small corner space offers a passageway
between screens.

Capturing (Dumping) Screens
You may take aZJ@Wof any Madntosh
monochrome or color screen at rest (i.e., when no

mtmmCH!1ttti*1I04, orfQ11111!tllij!t.. [ij.llti

~ 101, are showing). To do so, type commandshift-3. You hear the digitized sound of a camera
shutter click. This action saves a file to the disk
named "Picture" followed by a numi>_er. Numbering
starts at 1, and continues until you run out of disk
space.

These picture files are ofth8 type~l30-l3l,
and may be opened in most graphics, word
processing, and desktop publishing programs for
editing or inclusion into documents. Double
clicking on a Picture file lets you launche;l®-."~~~ij'~~~MJIIPI
and load the picture so you can view it (even in
color), but not edit it
To capture screens that the built-in screen dump
fadlity cannot, such as •
and
,
you will need the help of
third-party u ties that do a more thorough job. A
shareware product ~138 called PJash-lt, is highly
regarded among enthusiasts.

[!)
Printing Screens
System 7 removes the previous ability to print the
current screen or window to an ImageWriter . In
its place is only the ability to p~t any ~lnder
window to any printer. The Pnnt Wmdow
command In the Finder's FiI e menu prints either
the iconic or text listings of a window's contents as
shown on the screen at that instant Thus, you can
print a list organized anyway you can set the Uiew
menu and Views control panel ~112.
If you wish to print the contents of the full ~ or

an application's window, you can capture the entire
screen (command-shift-3) , and then print it from
TeachText. You mayalso use your favorite graphics
program to crop and print the picture file.

Qon
@Off
Magnification

@ Black on White
Q White on Black

Qon
@Off

@on
QOff

thr kr)hoard. '1\ping op 10n-comman - (Ill'
k·llrr 0-nol a zrro) toggles Ciosr\.iew on and off.
You 'lllmow 11 hrn it's on hrcausr a hlack rrctanglr
surrounds the~onthr snrrn.no mallrr
11hrn• 1onnHllr thr cursor. This rrctanglr shows
10111h~ arl'a that will hl' magnifird 11hrn you tum
;nannification on. Thr sizr and thirknrss of lhr
rrc~lll).\lr changt·s as lhr magnification changrs.

choil't•s. Onr Iris youl!:iDm]tht· hlack and whitr
pi\l'is on thr scrrrn. inrasr it is l'aSil·r for you lo
virw whitt•lrllrrs on a hlark had\ground (thr 1rry
whill' srrt•t•ns arl' hard for somr users 10 work
II ilh). Thr olhrr IriS lOll turn orr Closr\ il•w's
l\nhoarll shorlnlls i1; casr lhl·n· is a ronnil't 11 ith a
m;;cro kl') combination 1ou'w srtup.

L.·.·.·.~·.·.·~ .·.~.·~.·.·.·~~~.~.~~.~.·.·.·.J
© 1988-1991,
Apple Computer, lno.

rr·.............................................
..·..·3€~r~......·;;~·......·~.·~.~.~~~·~·~.~·~~~.J......:
c~·;;;·;;;·~~·d

:
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Color Uideo Software

For color monitors, system
software provides a modicum of
support for setting a couple
color parameters: highlighted
text and window colors.

Text Highlight Color
Highlight color Is lht! color that you see when you
select text ln a list or in word proce;stng text Other
progl".uns highlight objects in a varietyof ways,
Including using the highlight color. The factory
highiJght setting is black, but if you open the Color
control panel, you'll see a pop-up menu next to the
Highlight Color label. Click and hold anywhere In
the pop-up menu bar. Alist of ~1alldard colors
appears, plus a choice called Other. If you ha\'e at
least 16 colors/grays selected In the Monitors
control panel, you also see small samples of the
colors or shades in the pop-up menu.
The Other menu choice leads you to the Color
Wheel . Thls dialog appears ln many software
products that allow you to choose a color. There are
several w·Jys to use the Color Wheel . The simplest is
to drag the pointer around the color circle,
wmching the top half of the color rectangle to the
left. The lower half shows the setting right before
you opened the Color Wheel; the upper half shows
you what !he change will be when you click CE:J
(I._.. , returns you to the lower color). To choose
other tones of the colors in the wheel, drag the
Brightness slider control between total brightness
(top) to total black (bottom).

These items are in the Color control panel.
Both let you choose from a menu of standard
colors or any color available in the Color
Wheel. The Color Wheel is also used in
graphics programs as a standard way to define
a color.

Window Color
If your video card and monitor can display at least

256 colors, then you may let the Color control
panel modify subtle color highlighting of windows
and window elements. Fine lines in the title bar and
various controls in the window and scroll bars can
be highlighted with a bit of color. The settings are
anything but garish, but they were intended to be
subtle so as not to draw the C)>e's attention from the
\\indow's contents. In the Color control panel, click
and hold the Window Color pop-up menu to view
the available colors. The standard color is almost
purple, and most of the other colors have an
iridescence to them that show nicely on color
screens. Whatever setting you make applies to all
windows, and is in no way linked to the Label
menu settings for an application or document
*'! 100, Ill.

Choose a highlight color:

D
Hue l!l2768

1 (;)

52429
Brightness 65535

(;)
(;)

Red 13107

(;)
(;)
(;)

Saturation

Green 65535
Blue 65535

Color
Highlight color:
ISA>~o t.xt

I

Window co lor:

ID

Other ...

Hardware

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook:

Uideo Setup and Care

In addition to ergonomic~ 4·5
and cabling considerations~ 6,
setting up a video monitor also
means knowing about safety.

Video monitors are highlycharged electronic
devices and emit electromagnetic force
D$11jltQngRcsearch on potential hazards
to EMF continues and is controversial. Setting
up your monitors correctly, however, can
reduce exposure to tltesc fields.

Part of the setup procedure should also be
learning about controlling tlte brighutcss level
of your monitor. In some cases, the control is
done bysoftware, not a knob.

Preventing Burn·in

Surrounding Space

The high power electron beam In the video tube
can e\·entually discolor the phosphor inside the
tube. If an area of the screen, such as the menu bar,
is constantly illuminated, you may be able to see
the area ,
the screen when the
Macintosh l~ turned off. Wolle the phosphor
degradation is ine\itable, it won't be noticed if the
screen degrades C\·enly. When you plan to be away
from your Macintosh for a half-hour or more while
the machine is on, tum the brightness down all the
way. Or, }'OU may prefer the convenience of a
scrtoen-saver program.
blanks the
screen after a period of no mouse or keyboard
activity (you set how long), :utd displays graphics
ln t".mdom patterns to even the wear. Any
movement of the mouse restores the screen.

External monitors need breathing room around
them. Cooling of the video tube Is accomplished by
convection cooling: cool air comes in from the
bottom, \\'lll'lll air escapes through the top. Keep this
air nowclear. An 0\'erheated monitor may
automatically shut down as a safeguard against

Monitor Distances
Based on testing perfonned by \':llious laboratories,
a safe distance between ~ur head or body and the
monitor Is around 30 inches. W1th
lll!lmi!Dthis Is somelimes diffi .,t. b,-'"'
ecause
• the
monitors are extreme~· deep, and take up lots of
desk space. If this is the case, put the monitor off to
the side so that it angles toward )'OU from about an
arm's length away. More emissions, ho\\ever,
come from the rear of the monitor, where all the
magnelic coils that aim the electron beams are. A
distance of about four feet from the rear and sides
of the cabinet to the nearest person should be
adequate. The good news is that monitor makers are
more aware of EMF, and are working on lower
radiation-emltling monitors with each new
generation.

further damage.
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Disk Cache
Always On

Cache Size

Virtual Memory

tmJ\
~

@on

Memory Basics, page 40

Qoff

............................................................... .. ............................ .... .....................................................................,._ Memory and System 7, page 42
32-Bit Addressing

~ ~~f
RAM Disk

@on
QOff

Managing Memory, page 44
Percent of available memory
to use for a RAM disk :

Expanding Memory, page 46
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Memory Basics

Macintosh memory consists of
three types: ROM (read-only
memory), RAM (random access
memory), and disk storage.

Bit, Byte, Kilobyte, Megabyte, •..
Memory discussions focus around two primary
tenns: bit and byte. A 1 is the smallest amount of
infonnation a computer knows about It is like a
switch, either on or off, one or zero, white or black.
Memory chips consist of large amounts of
electron-microscopic, non-mechanical switches that
are either in the "on" or "of!'' position, each switch
couRtlng as one bit
Since human information is mo.re complex than
thai, jt takes groups of bits bundled together to store
infonnation we can use. Aconvention of grouping 8
bits together into a 1 gives us a possible
combination of 256 arrangements of the ones and
zeros in the group (00000001, 00000010,
000000 II, etc.). That's enough to assign one
combination to each letter and punctuation mark of
most Roman languages, like English. Generally
speaking, then, one byte equals one Roman
language character.

Being a wordy species, we work with thousands and
millions of characters at a time, especially in a
computer, where the developers of applications
programs need to temporarily load perhaps
hundreds of thousands of characters (bytes) into
memory for us to use the program. A thousand
characters is known as a kilobyte, abbreviated KB or
10
just
K (because
the quantity
calculated
a kilobyte
Is actually
2 to theistenth
powerin(2base-2,
) , or
1024 characters). The kilobyte is the denomination
for things like the sizes of ffies and memory
segments used for specific purposes.

Macintosh computers since the Plus all have at least
one megabyte (one million, or more accurately 2'",
or 1,048,576 bytes) of RAM. Most Macintoshes
today have space on their drcult boards for 8 or
more megabytes (MB) of RAM.

llmi)contains software such as theti)ll§ij!it!Tl1
ISm and other items preprogrammed at the
factory. It cannot be changed or erased without
exchanging the chip(s) .llBl!Jon the other
hand, is the temporary storage where
applications and documents "live" while you
use them. The contents of RAM change literally
keystroke by keystroke. On all Macintoshes
except portable models, RAM is completely
erased when you turn off the computer.

In contrast, ltli{tmij@§ is a safe place to
store documents, because disks maintain their
storage even when the power is turned off.
Disk storage is also much larger than RAM,
being able to hold hundreds or thousands of
documents for retrieval and modification. See
pages~ 52-57 for details on disk storage.

RAM Speed:
the Nanosecond Factor
Individual RAM chips (and by extension their
SIMMs) are rated not onl size but by speed. The
speed, measured In
· 1
(ns)-that's
billionths of a second-represents the speed at
which the Macintosh circultry reads and writes bits
to the chip. The faster the Macintosh main chip (the
centr'al processing unit, Qr ' ) , the faster the
RAM (the lower the ns rating) requl('ll'd to run
inside the machine.

Since the access rate is detennined by the CPU,
adding faster RAM to a slower machine doesn'I
speed up the RAM access time in any way. But, there
is no penalty (except perhaps a premium pdce) to
install faster RAM than needed for your Macintosh,
and you m:~,y later be able to transfer that fast RAM
to a new, faster Macintosh.

ll

2

4

IMB

8MB

20MB"

128llffi.,. yes'

120ns

Hex

2

4

1MB

8MB

32MB"

128llffi

120ns

yes

Ilfx
2
4
4MB
8MB
~2MB
128llffi yes
SOns'
• • • • • • • • • • • •jlll·~~~~~~~~~~~~--fm~MQuadra 700
8MB
20MB
68MB
yes
SOns

ortab
ljljeiJIIIJ········IMB
JIIII·S·M·
B ·····IJIJifjno.i.liill'~'~~~~
•.BPj
PowerBook 1
2MB
8MB"
yes
"
4

Ug

2

4

5MB

8MB

32MB

SOns

' If using RAM for built-in Video, 1MB SIMMs recommended for Bank A, limiting expansion to 20MB (4MB
Requires special

pin SIMMs.

you can configure for 5, 8, 9, or 12MB, the last with all 1MB SIMMs.
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In typical parlance, the amount of memory in
your Macintosh is the amount of RAM installed
in your machine. To upgrade your Macintosh
to rurfN!pi!M you may need to install more
memory than your Macintosh originally can1e
with. Then, depending on the Macintosh
model, you may take advantage otiiiiii!il
iMIIiii4' which expands the apparent RAM
available to your applications, andl!llm
IJt!D!if#Dtll which allows installation of
comparatively huge amounts of RAM.

SIMM Memory
Macintosh RAM Is commonly pa
ed in lug-in
circuit modules called one megabyte
(Single
In-Une Memory Modules). ASIMM consists of 8
(and sometimes 9) memory chips. A1MB
("one-meg") SIMM not much larger than your
index finger is exactly one megab}1e of RW. Newer
SIMMs capable of holding 2, 4 and 16 megabytes
each are also lMi.lable, but not all Maclntoshes can
use them.
SIMMs are much more convenient to work with than
individual chips when It comes to installing
additional memory *146-49, 67. Their construction
also allows more memory per square centimeter of
space.
SIMMs plug into special sockets on the Macintosh
system board. These sockets are not particularly
easy to work with for the first time but you'll have to
work with them if you plan to increase your RAM
capability. Macintosh magazines are full of
advertisements for mail order discount prices on
SIMMs so it's often best to buy a Macintosh with the
least possible RAM, and then add inexpensive
SIMMs. Also, depending on the amount of memory
you install into your Macintosh arid what
combination of 256K, IMB, or 4MB SIMMs you use,
the layout of the SIMMs in the sockets is critical to
proper operation ~ 46-49. PostScript LaserWriter
printers, too, use RAM to process print jobs. Some
models accept higher capadty SIMMs to boost their
font handling performance.

Sy s tem 7 's appetite for RAM
often shocks users of
previous system ver sions.

How the Macintosh Uses
Memory
Video RAM
When a Macintosh has internal 1 ideo support
~30 (such as on a Macintosh Dd)
of the
system RAM Is often devoted
memory that contains a copy of what you see on the
screen at all times. When running a 13" color
display at 256 colors~ 32), for example, 320K of
your total memory is devoted entirely to video RAM,
and is not lMi.lable to your applications. The more
total memory you add to your Macintosh, the
smaller the Impact of this memory grab.

to.iZifi'

System memory Is not used for video RAM when you
use a plug-in video board. These boards provide
their own RAM (they still need memory to store the
current screen), and can often be expanded to
accommodate great amounts of memory-hungry
color). Video RAM is similar to SIMMs, but you may
stl1l encounter boards that require plugging in
individual RAM chips for u~. Quadras
require spedal video RAM&Wmlfor their separate
video RAM sockets.

Before you tum on your Madntosh (e.xcept portable
Maclntoshes that may be in Sleep mode), all RAM
other than
(Parameter RAM) is emptv
- without power, Mac RAM can't store a thiDg.
When you tum on the machine, the CPU, foUowing
instructions in
performs a number of system
tests and then load.~ addidonal system software
(including some system extensions ~83 and
control panels ~80-82 that need loading) into
RAM. Syslem 7 software, itself, requires one
megabyte or more of RAM. Whatever Is left may be
used for applications programs and desk
accessories.
Each time you open an application, some or all of
the program's code is copied from the hard disk
into RAM. The RAM copy Is what runs when )'OU use
an application. The amount of memory u..;ed by an
application Is adjustable before you start the
application ~ 126, but remains fixed once the
program has Slarled. This amount includes not only
space for the program, but also for anv documents
you have open. Therefore, a small prop that uses
big documents (e.g., 24-bit color graphics or
I00-page word processing documenL~) may still
require a good amount of memory. See page ~44
about methods of managing Macintosh memory.

Parity RAM
Parameter RAM (PRAM)
SeparatL' from the S l ~l~lmL·mory in your ~lacintosh
is another lim Sl'Ction of 2)h h~IL'S (US bytes in the
~lanntosh l'<;rtahiL· l called
or
hener lmown ;t\ PR \\I (pronounced PEE-ram).
mmiiiis ac1uall1 pan of the ~Jar's internal dock
hut numL·rous nmtrol pand sen in~s other than date
and tilllL' are ston·d therl'. I'll:\\! sta~s current due
to an on·hoard hanery. If you find your dock or
other scllill!-\S rcturnill!-: to their default sellin ~s. it's
time to hall' the hallLn rL·placed- which may he a
costly proposition for soldL'rL·d hallcties. You can
n·seti'R\\1 to default SL'Ilin~s (L'\Cept the dock) h~
restartin~-: ~our "ac 11 hile holdin!-\ down the control
(not command). option. P. and R keys.

.\t the dawn of hi~h power pl'rsonal computin~. IB\1
desi!-:ned iiS ori~inai i'C lllL'Illot~ 11ith a fe:uure
called
Pari II· is an L't'l'or detection
schemt• that uses math to doul~lt· dwck (:tlthough
not in a foolproof way) the cumulatill' l'alue of data
in a hill' of R\\1 and dL·Iecl possible copyin~ errors.
Parity.checkin~-: requires om· l'\lnt hit of R\.\1 for
eH·n hilL'. hrin.,in~ the totalmtmlll'r of R\\1 chips
in a .llll.l'·ll idl' 1;7mk of mL'Illon to ') instead of S.
Becat;st·thl' 111~1 PC became ,;l entn·nchetl in
gowrnment work. specifications such as pality lt\.\1
hecune stamlanl requirL·ments for :1111 personal
compuiL'I~ consitll'rl'd for purch:N' . .\pple
respontiL·d hy offerin~-: some mmlds 11 ith a p:nity
R\\1 option. You can hu~ speciall~ equipped
~lacintosh llci aml llh modds that hall· the 9-chip
Sl ~l~ J s and parity checking cu'l'uils. hut there is no
t·l·idetKL' that non·parily \lacintoshL·s are any less
reliable than pari I~ \lacintoshL·s.
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Memory and System 7

System 7 places increased
memory requirements on the
Macintosh.

(j)

At Lhe same time, System 7 opens up memory
powers such as virtual memory and 32-bit
addressing for more recent Macintosh
models. Your Mac's RAM capabilities are
largely dependent on Lhe version of ROM in
your machine.

Macintosh ROM

How Much RAM Do I Have?

RAM Requirements

To check bow much memory you have or have
available tO load additional ro
s, you need the
help of the • menu in the
*!100. To make
sure you are Viewing the Finder, pull down the
Application menu at the far right ofth.e
menu bar, and choose Finder. Then pull down the
• menu at the far left, and choose About This
Mocintosl).

While System 7 requires 2 megabytes of RAM, that
may be just a bare minimum for using a single
application, especially if your Macintosh uses system
memory for
'
(up to 320 KB for a
640-by-480 256-color display) or you use a large
program, such as HyperCard (which (ll.llS best run
in at least one megabyte). The comparatively low
cost of I MB Sl~s makes upgrading to 4 or more
megabytes a cost effective way to improve
productivity. You will be able to open two or three
applications at a time, making it a simple click of
the mouse button tO switch instantly between
programs.

You can tell a lot ahout your Macintosh from this
dialog box. First; the Total Memory value shows
you how many kilobytes of memory are installed. A
value of 2048 kilobytes means 2 megabytes. DMde
the Total Memory value by 1024 to determine the
number of megabytes of RAM installed in your
Macintosh. !{,the value is different from what you
expect, tl1en the installation of additional memory
may be incorteet. See pages *!46-47 for SIMM
installation instructions.
The Largest Unused Block \'alue represents
approximately bow much memory is available for
applications. If you have opened and closed a lot of
applications in the current session, the largest block
may be much less than ilie total memory less the
amounts cutrcnlly being used in the list in this
diitlog box (see pages *!44-45 about fragmented
RAM).

Items in this dialog box's list are the open
applications and system software element that are
using RAM. System software for System 7 is rarely
less ilian one megabyte (if you install a minimum
system, page*J68), but can grow to 2 megabytes or
more if you have a lot of extensions and control
panels that load into memory upon startup. The
entire rectangle in each prO!,'l"dlllS block indicates
the total amount of memory allocated tO that
application. The dark area shows you how much of
iliat allocation is currently in use. See page*!I26
about allocating application memory.

D

System 7 Tune-Up

While
is permanent, the MacintOsh operating
system was designed so that when an application
program requires something from ROM, it may
actually get an updated version of that service
coming from ilie System File on ilie disk.
Unfortunately, there is only so much "patching'' that
the System File can do to ROM. It does not, for
instance, inlpart virtual memory or 32-bit
addressing abilities to older ROMs, although a
system extension, called MODE32 can help for
some Macintosh models*! 40, 46.
Each new generation of ROM in Macintosh
computers incorporates more of the latest opel:ating
system software, reducing the necessity of palcping
the ROM with System File stuff. While each ROM has
a version number, it is most common to refer to a
Macintosh as having 64K, 128K, or 256Kor larger
ROMs. The size of the ROM indicates that more
operating system software is imbedded in tjle chip,
although not all the space is used (e.g., there is no
need for color "Video ROM instructions in a
Macintosh SFJ30). This table shows the prog(ession
of ROM sizes in the course of MacintOsh model
history:

System 7 Tune-Up

128K

Acknowledging that some users were having
difficulty with System 7 and low amounts of RAM,
Apple in early 1992 released a soft\yjlfe tune-up kit
for existing System 7 users. Available li-ee from most
user groups and bulletin boards, System 7
Thne-Up consists of an extension and updates to
the Chooser, FlJe Sharing Extension, and
printer drivers for the I.aserWriter and StyleWriter.

512K (Enhanced)

se

If not part of a recently
purchased Mac or System
7 Upgrade Kit, you should
get this and insta11 it.
PowerBook 100
PowerBook 170
Although some Macs have expandable ROM capacity
in the form of cltip or SIMM sockets, as of this
writing no ROM supplements have bL>en avatlable.

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook

VIrtual Memory
When RAM isn't enough memory for a particular
operallon, your Macintosh may be capable of
assigning an unused portion ofyo,~-lmil~
temporary RAM of significant size. This function Is
called virtual memory, because the disk acts just like
RAM, albeit at significantly slower transfer rates than
RAM chips. Only Macintoshes with a 68030
mlaoprocessor or a 68020 mlaoprocessor plus a
paged memory management unit (PMMU) chip can
access virtual memory. The Macintosh SF/30, IIx,
Dcx, Dd, Ilsl, Dfx have the requisite 68030 chip.
'lbe Macintosh D, which bas a 68020 chip also bas a
memory management unit chip that can be replaced
by a Motorola MC688Sl PMMU to enable the
computer to work with virtual memory. See page
@ 45 for using virtual memory to lllllll2ge your
memory.
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The RAM Disk option is built
into Quadr a and PowerBook
Memory contro1 panels .

32·Bit Addressing
Each b}te of RAM has a unique address number,
mucb like a street address for a house. Until hlgher
power CPU chips were put Into the Macintosh, it was
customary to use a 24-diglt binary number as a
memory location address. While this gave a possible
16,m,216 addresses (equiwlent to 16MB of
memory), half of these addresses were reserved for
the Macintosh hardware. That 1e£t a maximum of
8MB available for applications. To o\'el"COme this
limit. a few years ago programmers were
encouraged to use 32-dlglt numbers for addresses
-a scheme, called 32-blt clean, supported by
ROMs In newer Macintosh models. A32-blt address
offers over 4 billion combinations, but because of
addresses reserved for hardware, that leaves us with
1 gigabyte or addressible memory.

You need 32-blt addressing to access RAM
greater than 8MB. This Is possible only on newer
Maclntoshes with 32-blt clean ROMs, although some
models as old as the original Macintosh Dcan use
32-blt addressing with the help of MODB32, a
system extension available free from most user
groups and Apple dealers. 1\lm 32-blt addressing
on from the Memory control panel. Some older
programs, howeYer, may not be compatible with
32-blt addressing.

RAM Disk
When you have lots of RAM, you may consider
assigning part of it to behave like another disk
volume on the deskto @94. 'lbe advantage of this
feature, called ·
is that access to that
volume Is Yirtually Instantaneous, because there Is
no physical access required, as with a floppy or
bard disk.
On desktop Madntoshes, a RAM disk Is not aU that

helpful these days. Hard disks tend to be quite fast,
so they rarely slow you down unle$5 you are
accessing a huge rue. Secondly, the memory you
assign to a RAM disk Is not available to your
programs and documents. It Is typically more
valuable to have RAM awilable for multiple
applications. Also, if you copy a program to the RAM
disk, the program must stiJlload Into the application
RAM area for you to use it-the program Is then on
the bard disk, In the RAM disk, and, when running,
In your application RAM as well. Most dangerously,
when you tum oil your Macintosh (except the
PowerBook 100 and other portables In Sleep
mode), anything stored on the RAM disk Is
immediately erased. If you baYen't Sll\'e edited
documents to a real disk, they'll be gone, probably
without notice.

A RAM disk can make sense, however, on a portable
Madntosll, provided there Is sulDdent RAM
installed. By keeping frequently used programs and
documents on the RAM disk, you lower the need for
the computer to access the battery-hungry bard
disk. MoreoYer, putting a portable to sleep@ 10-11
doesn't erase the BAM-although it's a good idea to
back up your documents to the bard disk before

puUing the machine to sleep, Just In case you can't
wake up the Mac again after avery long,
battery-draining nap.
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Managing Memory

You can let the Macintosh
manage the memory inside your
machine, just like you can let a
service station attendant fill up
your gas tank, check your oil,
and do tune ups.

But Macintosh owners, like car owners,
should know something about what's
happening under the hood when unexpected
things occur. lf you want to learn even more,
you may be able to help the Macintosh do a
better job of managing memory for more
efficient day-to-day operation.

Applications and Memory

m~

Each time you start an application program, the
Macintosh loads some or all of that program into
That's the copy you usr. To use memory
efficiently; however, most programs load only
portions of themselves when they stan. As other
portions are needed (e.g., dialog box displays, code
that carries out infrequently used menu commands,
etc.) the program brings those items into RAM,
perhaps flushing other expendable items at the same
time. The less space that a program needs to
operate, the more programs you can open at the
same time for instant switching among them-a real
producti\ity l>oost '(he downside is that the
program may need to fetch parts or itself from your
bard disk, which may cause noticeable time delays.

There are actually up to three v-.Uues that an
application knows for its application memory size.
One is the absolu
equlred to run
tile program, as designated by the program's author.
The only time you'll see this value Is If you try to
open lhe program when there is more than the
m:lnililum but less than the desired RAM available.
An
s you that !here is enough
memory to open the appUcation, but less than
optimum. If there isn1t even die minimum RAM
available lhe alert box tells you that you can't open
the program af all. Running a progr.un at its barest
minimum RAM usually remits in slow operation
(program ilegntents have to be retrieved from disk
more often) and often limits the size or number of
documents you can open.
Evcty application program reserves a portion of
RAM for its use. That segment is not only for the
program, ~ut also for any documents you open. To
work with large documents, some programs even
bring only portions of the document file into RAM,
while the others remain in temporary files on the
disk. When you save the document, the program
recombines the temporary files and the RAM
segment into the saved file.

=-

~ Hlj~rC<lrd

~

'"'""" 3.0

2.DOC*"

c ....--.......,.
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Y..-sieo: Hljp«"C¥d 2.1
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Application Memory Sizes
You can adjust the amount of memory that a
program occupies. Before System 7, when
.i!Jlfmim!fn~ 12 was a user option, the segment
of RAM associated with a program was called its
MultiFinder partition. Since MultiFinder is always on
in System 7, we call a program's memory
requirements its applkation memory size.

H perCard Info

l
0LectM

Suggesttd siz• : 1,000 K

j C~rrtnt sizt : ~ K

The second wlue is the amount of RAM that the
program's designer recommends as a practkal
minimum. From the
click once on any
application program icon (for a program not
currently running), and choose 6 e t I n f o from
the FII e menu. At the bottom of the Info diaJog
box is a number showing the suggested memory in
kilobytes.
The third value is the amount of RAM that you want
the program to occupy. You may cbang~Piel!lthlll
at~val
rlJue
in the
dialog box by changing the11
field in the Memory box at the bottom. You
may enter values betw~n the program's minimum
RAM size and 99,999 K. Whatever RAM yon assign to
an application become$ reserved e11tirelyfor that
application when It is loaded. Even If not all of it J~
used, no other application trespasses in that
territory.
In most situations, the current and suggested sizes

should be the same. You would enter less only if you
arc running into memory constraints with a
combination of programs you like to run all the
time. On the other hand, some programs that use
lots of RAM for documents can be increased
substantially. For example, while•Jmtlmitlm{!l
~138-139 runs acceplably at the suggested 875K
size, setting lhe current size to 1200K or 2000K
allows manymore windows open at the same time,
color pictures, as well as the addition of several
authoring tools.

Memory Usage:
the Global Picture
Open one or more applications, and then sWitch to
the
by choosing Finder from the
Application menu (fltr right of the menubat).
Choose Rbout This Macintosh from the
• menu to see how your machinfs memory is
being used. Each open application (listed in
alphabetical order) has1l rectangle that represents
the application memory size. The black or gray
space is the amount of that partition currently filled
by the program and documents. If you see a lot of
white space after opening a typical set of documents,
then you can probably reduce the application
memory size (you'D have to do it after quitting the
program) to free up space for olhcr applications.
But if the dark bar almost fiUs the space, then it's
probablytime to increasll the size. Try increasing the
value in lOOK increments over a period of time and
see how tllat helps performance.
•Thm
eiam
! om
unt of memory assigned to the
111
varies according to it's needs. The dark
bar usually comes close to 6lling the space, but the
Macintosh handles all memory management for the
System. You can watth System Software vary its
memoryrequlremenJs. Wilh the Rbout This
Macintosh window showing, choose,$h ow
Balloons from the Help menu (the question
mark Icon at the right of the menubar). Move the
cursor .around the screen to let
how
instructions about various patts of the screen. As
Balloon Help loads and unloads the text, you s'~ the
System Software requirements change dynamitally.
When finished, choose Hide Balloons frOm
the Help menu.
While the
ue is supposed
to display the amount of RAM available to the next
application you try to open, in practice the value is
not always accurate. It is best to try to open an
application. If there is insufficient memory, then Jet
lhe alert box teU you more precisely what the
situation is.
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Virtual Memory is inherently
s low even with the fastest
hard disks. You'll probably be
happiE?r with a RAM upgradE?.
Memo

When Memory Is Tight
You will notice that you may nom
t~
ha!ve~en
fs~
outifm~tJ
when you frequently see th~:~
alen while trying to open needed appllcatioos. But
before you run out to buy more SIMMs, there are
some remedies to Icy.

1

F'.ll'SI, it's possible that your RAM has become
fragmented by opening and closing a lot of
appllcatloos. While this happens less than it used to,
consider this a possibility. Organize the loading of
appllcatlons into memocy In a last-in, first-out basis.
In other words, first load appllcatlons that you plan
to have running all the time. Then add the more
transient programs. The more you can keep the
launching and quitting of appllcatlons in the same
memocy space, the less Ukely RAM will fragmenL

Another culprit is the disk cache (right). If you have
it set high, it's occupying valuable appllcations
space. Try throttling It back to just 32K or 64K to
open up a bit more space for an appllcatlon.
check the silent thieves of RAM:
~'l'iT'it'l f nt the INIT variety) and
that load upon startup. A
netwm~hlll extension, for instance, can occupy

More RAM on Disk:
Virtual Memory
System 7 (and some third-party software for System
6) opens the way for more powerful Macintosh
models to temporarily use a portion of the hard disk
as additional RAM-a function callle<tJIImrill
~· il The system treats this disk space just Uke
RAM (but more slowly). That disk space Is occupied
by an invisible rue (called VM Storage), so you
cannot use that space for saving Items to disk See
the the RAM table on page oWI40 to see If your
Macintosh qualifies.
Adjust virtual memocy In the Memory conlrol panel
oWI43. The conlrol panel lets you select which hard
disk Is to act as virtual memocy, and shows you how
much space Is awilable on the disk for this purpose.
With virtual memocy off, the total memocy value is
that of internal RAM chips; with virtual memocy on,
the value reflects the total of chip and disk RAM.
With virtual memocy turned on, cllck the up or
down arrows to adjust the total memory.

Unless your Madntosh Is capable of 32-blt
addressing (the Memory control panel features
on-off buttons for It), you won't be able to assign
more than 14 MB of disk space (and probably less If
1OOK of RAM. Agraphical desktop picture provided
)'OU have NuBus expansion cards installed) to virtual
by some third-party ~ons can eat 200-300K ,
memocy. 1\Jmlng on 32-blt addressing, however,
without you knowing ll As proof of these programs
sets the Umit to 1 'gabyte ( 1000 megabytes).
memocy appetite, compare the
·
81
~~~usage (In the About This Macintosh Importantly, Yirtual memocy extends your RAM as a
dialog box) after starting normally and after starting
separate segment of memory-it's not contiguous
with the Shift key down to tum off all extensions.
with your SIMM RAM. For example, If you set up a
Then tcy removing a suspldous extension from the
4MB virtual memocy In addition to 4MB o
Extensions folder 1111d restart the Madntosh.
RAM, you don't get a contiguous block of memocy
larger than 4MB (choose About This
RAM Disk
Macintosh from the • menu to see how the
PowerBooks and Quadras include features of the
System assigned programs to RAM and virtual
Memocy conlrol panel that allow you to tum a
memocy). Since programs require contiguous
portion of total RAM Into a disk volume that appears
blocks to load themselves and their documents, you
on the Desktop. The speed of opening and saving
might still have be careful about managing
files to
is significantly faster than on
appllcations and memocy, even with a large virtual
your hard disk The downside Is that a RAM disk Is
memocy.
not forever: its contents are lost when you shut
Experienced virtual memocy users recommend
down the computer (except \\ith the PowerBook
keeping virtual memocy to between 1 and 2 times
100). Use a RAM disk only as a temporary disk, and
the
internal RAM to prevent exces.<;Jve disk access.
copy rues to the hard disk before shutting down.
You may still find virtual memocy intolerably slow
for some appllcations.
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Disk Cache
System 7 sets aside a portion of RAM for the

(pronounced kash). The disk cache silently
stores a copy of information most recently read
from and written to a disk (or at least as much as It
can hold). Behind this concept Is the idea that the
Macintosh Is very likely to need to re-read
Information that has recently passed to or from the
disk For example, if you open a large document,
and only pan of the document is In memocy while
the rest is In a temporary file, as you scroll through
the file It Is much faster to swap In data from the
cache memocy than from the comparatively slower
hard disk file.
To adjust the size of your disk cache, open the
Memory control panel. The default disk cache size
is 32 KB per megabyte of RAM you have Installed In
your Mac, but If you prefer, you can scrunch the
cache all the way down to 32K (or less In some
memocy configurations), no matter how much RAM
you have. The maximum allowed is 128K per
megabyte of RAM. Therefore, with 8 megabytes of
RAM, you can allot a full megabyte to the disk cache.
Unless you work with large color graphics
documents, the default size or smaller should give
you good all around performance.
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EHpanding Memory

Most Macintosh models have
provision for expanding memory.
While such expansion entails
opening the system unit and
dealing with circuit boards, the
process is within the grasp of
most users.

A typical installation requires the addition or
reorientation o!Sllfl1iU1 *'l48 on the
motherboard. SlMM sockets on older require
care so as not to break the plastic tabs that
hold the SIMMs securely in place.

Each Macintosh family has its own organi7.ation
of SIMMs on the motherboard for the various
memory configurations. It is vital that SIMMs
be installed in their correct sockets, especially
if you are mixing SIMMs of different sizes.

4 and 16 Megabyte SIMMs
SIMM Sockets
SIMM Basics
Single hi-Line Memory Modules (SIMMs) each
contain 8 (or 9 form tft,'i'!40) chips on a
small circuit board:one;ngTge of the circuit
board has shiny metallic squares-the connecting
points between the SIMM and the SIMltf socket on
the system board. When you buy SIMMs, be sure to
tell the seller which Macintosh model you have
--different Macintosh models require different
SIMMs 'i'l 41. SIMMs come packaged in special
static shielding plastic envelopes or bags. Do not
remove the SIMMs from this container until you
have opened your Macintosh cabinet and are ready
for installation.

~
CAUTION
SIMMs are extremely sensitive to static electricity.
Always try to hold the SOOt like a precious
photograph by its short edges, which have no
connections. Before you come near a SIMM, ground
yourself by touching SQmething metal, like the
fri!Ma UiUJCabmet or rigid frame of your
opened Macintosh. Blectrostalic discharge wrist
straps are available, but they don't offer much more
proteCtion than frequently touching the grounded
metal points of your Macintosh while holding a
SlMM. Even rolling your chair around the Door or
sitting down can build up a static charge on your
body. Discharge your static frequently during SIMM.
installation.

Iii'

All but the newest sockets for SIMMs can be difficult
to work wl!h. Look closely at how SIMMs already on
the system hoard are fitted into the socket (if your
Macintosh has SIMMs installed). Asmall, somewhat
flexible plastic arm on each side holds the SIMM
firmly In place, such that plastic tabs fit through the
small round boles on each edge. The pla.~c anns
are the most difficult parts to work with when
removing a SIMM. You must take great care not to
break any of these arms. If you break both of them
on a socket, the SIMM will probably not set
correctly in the socket, perhaps disabling your
Macintosh. Worse yet, sockets are not
replaceable-you'll have to replace the entire
(e.xtremely expensive) system board.
II almost looks as though you could use your
thumbs to gently pry the arms back to free a SOOt.
Their small size and light fit., however, make it
painful or impossible. One way to safely remove a
SIMM is to use a small screwdriver to gently pry
one arm away in stages from the SIMM, and then the
other. You may have to repeat the operation a
couple limes, but eventually the arms will be clear
enough that you can pull the SIMM forward and free
it from the arms' clutches.
Newer sockets have spring metal clips, which are a
pleasure to work \\ith by comparison.
Plugging a SIMM into a socket is much easier. Insert
the connector edge of the SIMM into the SOOt
socket, and press down on the SIMltf to insure a
solid seat in the connector. The chips on the SIMM
should face away from the arms and tabs of that
socket (facing up on sockets that are slanted). Then
press slowly but firmly on both edges of the SIMM
toward the arms and tabs until the arms click
securely in front of the SIMM.

Only the latest high-power Madntoshes (Classic ll,
llci, llfx, llsi, LC and Quadras) can accept 4MB
SIMMs \\ithout additional third-party software. All of
these but the Classic II and LC can accept 16MB
SIMMs. The original Macintosh U cannot
accommodate even composite SIMMs (made from
thirty-two !-megabit chi s instead of eight4-megabit
chips) without a
(the same upgrade
you get if you upgrade the disk drive to a 1.4
high-density noppy). But even then, you'll still need
the MODE32 System 7 e.xtenslon to access BAM
above 8 megabytes. Other models that require
Cld).l£Dare the SE/30, llx, and Ucx. These
machines have ROMs that are Incapable of
43 which is necessary for managing
memory above 8MB.
Before jumping to 16MB SIMMS be aware that
today's early versions
which are taller than most 1 r.m and 4?tm Slt.tltfs.
The Quadra 700, for example, has clearance inside
the cabinet for low-profile SIMMs only. The Quadra
900, on the other hand, accepts high-profile SOOts
in only three of its four STh1M banks. Low-profile
SThtltfs fit all Madntoshes.

ar·elftm.m!!lnlmo

Macintosh llcl Cache Card
An optional plug-in board for the Macintosh Ocl can
.,imJ.\llroE!v!!
e ia
rformance by up to 50 percent. Called a·
..
(pronounced KASH), the board
consists of a small amount of very high speed RAM
chips. Just as a disk cache stores recently read and
written hard disk items in handy RAM, the Jlci BAM
cache stores items recently read and written RAM
items in super fast RAM. It is independent of regular
SIMltf RAM.
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Money In the Bank(s)
SIMM sockets are usually on the motherboard In
sets of two or four. Each group Is called a

Opening Compact Macintoshes

Your First Memory Test
Once the SIMMs are installed, close the Macintosh
cabinet and stan up the Macintosh. If the Madotosh
does not start up properly see page oil 10. But if
everything looks OK, check that your ~
memory is what you think it Is. From thelilml!.l:l
puU down the 4i menu and choose Rbout ThIs
Macintosh. Th
\'aluesbould
show the new RAM amount. If not, go back Into the
Macintosh system unit and inspect the S1MM
Installation and orientation against the charts on the
next two pages.

cabinets on the compact Madntoshes (Plus, SF.,
SFJ30, Classic and Classic U) require special tools
to open and pretty good hands to extract the maio
circuit board. You can buy third-party Madntosh
cabinet crackers (consisting of a special
screwdriver, cabinet prying tool, and Instructions)
from some RAM merchants. It's best to have
watched an experienced compact Madntosh cabinet
opener perfonn the operation before tr)oing it
)'OUrself. The task can be dangerous, since you must
poke your hands through narrow openings
surrounded by high voltage components (some of
which ~1ore their charges for an hour or more after
turning off the Madotosh) to remove three cables
from the main board. Opening a compact Macintosh
yourself voids the warranly, so If you are still
covered, have an authorized service technidan
perfonn memory upgrades, even If you buy the RAM
elsewhere and have to pay the technidan a labor
charge.

Whenever you add RAM, you must have enough
SIMMs to llU a romplete bank Moreover, a bank
must contain SIMMs of the same size. See pages
~ 40-41 for the bank configuration of your
Madntosh.

Macintosh Plus
and SE RAM Resistors
II you are doing the RAM upgrade ~'Ourself on a
iii
Mij
aa[·o
i!!tol!
sh Plus or SE (older models), two
u
on the logic drcult board help the system
recognize various amounts of RAM Installed in the
four SIMM sockets. These resistors are marked on
the drcult board with a border labeled~~~
The two 150-ohm resistors (R8 and R9 on the Plus,
R3S and R36 on the SE) are individually labeled
mml]and
For 2MB RAM totals, there
needs to be a resistor only in the 1 ROW position,
and no resistor in the 256KB position. For 2.5 or 4
MB RAM, there should be no resistors In either
location.
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EHpanding Memory cont.

The Macintosh LC comes with 2 MB of RAM
soldered to the system board. To expand RAM, you
must plug SIMMs into the two RAM expansion
SIMMs two at a time of the same size. RAM
expansion sockets are close to the special video
RAM SIMM. You may expand memory to the
following amount~:

Macintosh Plus Upgrade

Macintosh Classic

Total

SIMM sockets on the MaCintosh Plus are labeled 1
through 4. Mixing 256KB and 1MB SIMMs must be
done only in the prescribed orientations. For S}'Stem
7, possible memory configurations are:

The Macintosh Classic has 1MB o( memory soldered
to the logic board, and a connector for an optional
RAM expansion board. That expansion board has
1MB of soldered RAM (bringing the total to 2MB).
There are also two SIMM sockets for installation of
two SIMMs. If you insiall SIMMs, you must install
two at a time of the same size, either 256 KB (for a
total of2.5MB) or 1MB (fora total of4 MB).In
additi.on, the RAM expansio)l boar~ has a jumper
that has two settings. From the factory, lhe plastic
jumper is over lhe SIMM NOT .INSTALL£0 pins. If
you plug SIMMs into this expansion board, you must
pull off the jumper and place it over the "SIMM

-

(4) 1MB

INSTAllED" pins.

Total

Macintosh SE Jumper
On later models of the MaCintosh SE, the RAM
resistors were replaced by a simpler
Q!!!{!J·I'This is a lhree·tJin prong sticking out of
the logic circuit board just above the SIMM sockets.
Aplastic jumper is .installed on two of the pins if you
are upgrading memory from one megabyte. tabcling
on the circuit board may be misleading. The jumper
should be In the
position only for a 2MB total
RAM. For 2.5 or 4MB, the jumper should be
removed entirely.

Macintosh SE
SJMM sockets on the Macintosh SE are labeled
SIMM I through SIMM 4. Mixing 256KB and IMB
SIMMs must be done only in the prescribed
orientations. The orientation of SIMMs for the 2 and
2.5 MB RAM are different for logic boards with
resistors and jumper. Use only the orientation
suitable for your logic board. For S}'Stem 7, possible
memory configurations are:
Total

:

,, .

,\leDIOI')":

·

.
. ·.

Sl.\1.\ls

· .

.

2MB

(2) 1MB

4MB

(4) 1MB

---

---

SE with Jumper

SIM:\Is

'' ,

:\lemor~-: .

SE with Resistors

.

2MB

Exa

sion Board

I
Macintosh Classic II

2MB

.

(2) 1MB

Macintosh SE/30, II, llx, and llcx

These models have two banks of four SIMM
sockets-S total. SIMMs must be added four at a
time (one bank at a time), wlth all four in a bank
being lhe same si,ze. If you mix SIMM sizes, lhe
larger SIMMs must be In Bank A. While the the
SIMM sockeL~ are In different locations on lhese
circuit boards (the II and llx are !he same), the rule
of lhumb is !hat if you view lhe SIMMs so that !he
chips are on the right :.ide of the SIMM modules,
Bank Ais on lhe right, Bank Bon the Jeff. For
System 7, possible memory configurations are:
.

SIMMs

. ·

·
·

•·

2MB

(8) 256KB

5MB

(4) 256KB, (4) IMB

·'

16MB

(4) 4MB

20MB

(4) IMB, ( ) 4MB

64MB
~· :} ..:.~ .
68MB

.

'

:

..

(4 16MB
.

~

.. .. .

'

.. :.

(4) LMB, (4) 16MB

,' . " . ._
..

Soldered On

lOMB
,_;;~. ~ ~

· ,s_I~m~

.

· ,\lacintosh SE/30. IIex. and llci only:

The Macintosh Classic n ba~ 2MB of memory
soldered to the logic board and two SJMM
connectol'S for RAM expansion. Both SIMMs must
be of the same capacity. With 2MB standard, you
may (lin System 7 without expansion. ln practice,
however, 4MB is the mJ.nimumfo~ running multiple
applications. You may expand memory to the
following amounts:
. ':
.'

.

,

Total
Memory

2) 1MB and Board

.Toll}~
;~
Memon ·

SIMMs

Memo!')·
4MB

(2)
•

~~

..

,

~.

~

~

Macintosh llci

4M»
•• •

•

•• ".

••

••

>

Because of the on-board video RAM, the Dei SIMM
arrJIIgement Is slightly different from the other II
family members. While there are still two banks of
SIMM sockets, Bank AIs where !he Macintosh. looks
for video RAM. You are free to put large or small
SIMMs in any bank, as long as each bank has four
SIMMs of the same si7.e. If you use the built-in video
circuitry, then you must have RAM in Bank A. Using
an external video card, Bank Acan be empty.
Recommended memory configurations for System 7
arc the same for the MacintoSh SFJ30 and flex
above.
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Macintosh Portable

Macintosh llsi
The Macintosh Dsi comes \\ith 1MB of RAM
soldered to the system board but only 4 SIMM
sockets. SOOfs must be added four at a time, and
all four must be the same size. Adding SIMMs brings
the total memory up to sizes indicated in this table:

Quadra 700
The Quadra 700 comes with 4MB of RAM soldered
to the logic board, plus one four-SIMM bank for
memory expansion. Neither Quadra model accepts
2S6KB or 2MN SIMMs. All SIMMs In the bank must
be of the same capadty, and should be no less than
1MB SIMMs. With 4MB of RAM, the Quadra 700
runs System 7 as-is.
Total
··
S1.\1.\ts · · ·:
·,\lcmol'}"
<,·
·( )

( ) I MB

IIII

In any case, make sure the RAM board you purchase
for your Portable Is for the particular model you
h:n·e-they are not interchangeable. Follow the
memory expansion installation instructions In the
Macintosh Ponable owner's manual for detail~ on
opening the Portable ca.'!C and Inserting the board.
As always, exercise extreme care In handling any
circuit board.

Macintosh PowerBooks

Macintosh llfx
SIMM sockets in the Madntosh Ufx have a different
connector setup, requiring 64-pln SIMMs espedally
for the Ufx. The Ufx works only with IMB or larger
SIMMs in Its two four-socket banks. If you mix IMB
and 4MB SIMMs, the larger 4MB SIMMs must be In
Bank A. Possible memory configurations are:

There are two versions of the Macintosh Portable
(the original and the backlit models), and each
requires il~ own RAM expansion card. The original
Portable uses very low power (and ex sivc)
~~li:N.I(SRAM), while theiJm!$m!DtEmJI
uses low power (and not so expensive)
pseudo-static RA.\1. With one megabyte of RAM
permanently Installed on the S}'Siem board, the RAM
expansion card is the primary way to add memory
(some de-.'Ciopers may add memory via another
connector, the Processor Direct Slot). Due to
technical reasons heyond your control, Ills unlikely
that you will be able to expand the Ponable's
memory beyond 5MB.

Quadra 900
With 4MB of RAM soldered to the logic board, the
Quadra 900 is ready to run System 7 Immediately.
Intended for heavy use, this model also has the most
capacious RAM expansion to date. Four banks of
four SIMM sockets allow theoretical expansion to
26oMB \\ith 16MB SIMMs. Each bank must contain
SIMMs of the same size, with larger capacity SIMMs
filling out the lowest bank numbers first

All PowerBooks require special RAM expansion
modules designed to fit the confined space inside
the unit. Only RAM modules specifically designed for
the PowerBook model of your choice should be
used.

Expandable LaserWrlters
12MB
20MB

11111111

(8) 1MB

A few PostScript LaserWriters are expandable in

the

RAM department. The LaserWriter llNI'X may be

increased from its basic 2MB to as much as 12MB
by filling Its 12 SIMM sockets (3 banks of four
sockets) "'i th 1MB SIMMs. The IL\TX requires
spedal 64-pin SIMMs. While these can be the same
as the Macintosh llfx, the LaserWriter llNTX
requires only 1OOns SIMMs, whlle the IIfx requires
SOns. You may use l1fx SIMMs In the llNTX without
any problem.
The newer nf and llg LaserWriters each ha,·e 2
banks of four SL\fM sockets. Both printers IL'ie the
san1e SOns SIMMs as the Madntosh llci, and can
accept 4MB SIMMs to bring total RAM to 32MB.
Aminimum of 5MB of RAM Is required on either
printer to use the higher resolution PhotoGrade
printing for high-quality grayscale printing.
Total ·
Mc•liril') .
4MB
'_ ,j:' :-;

,.

'

.

,

. ·

·

(4) 1MB
·.

•,

.

I,

.

(12) 1MB

12MB (NTX on! )

(S) 4MB

32MB
~-.. ~ 1;
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·
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Floppy Disk:s

Macintosh floppy disks come in
three capacities: 400KB, BOOKB,
and 1.4MB. All use a 3.5"
diameter disk (made of material
similar to audio tape in a
cassette) inside a protective
plastic housing. Differences in
capacity depend on how
information is imbedded on the
disk.

Unlike other computers, the Macintosh floppy
disk drive has an automatic insertion and
ejection mechanism. Push the disk almost all
the way into tl1e slot, and the dtive pulls it the
rest of the way. In ejecting a disk, the floppy
disk drive pushes tl1e disk out of the drive so
you c1u1 pull it all the way out.

Floppy disks have much less capacity tl1an
hard disks, but they provide a way for software
publishers to disttibute software, for you to
back up important files, and for Macintosh
users to exchange files when the machines are
not connected via a network.

Do you wont to initialize It?
(

Diskette Sizes
The release of the Madntosh Plus model in 1985
signalled the beginning of the SOOKB disk drive.
Unlike the preceding 400KB model the new drive
read and wrote information to both sides of the
disk-hence its designation as at!I~Dltm
In 1989, Apple began the !ransition to a
higher density floppy disk, called
1 (floppy
disk, hi density). Apple calls this drive the
~~·i161Uiiil and it has room for 1.4 mt.-gabytes of
ASuperDrive can read and write all three Macintosh
disk formats (plus some MS-DOS formats, page
'i!I72. But a double-sided disk drive cannot read
an FDHD formatted disk. Therefore, the SOOKB
double-sided disk format is still the most common
one for distributing sohware or sharing files with a
wide range of Madntosh models.
Diskettes are manufactured for each density, and
should be used only for their intended capadty to
prevent lost data. Single- and double-sided disks
(400KB and SOOKB) look physically a!Jke. In most
cases, however, the double-sided disk wiU be
labeled as such either in faint stamping somewhere
on the plastic case or on the metal shutter. FDHD
disks, on the other hand, are physically different. In
addition to the disk lock tab (on the edge away from
the shutter), there is also a square hole in the case.
Tbe SuperDrive mechanism senses that hole, and
recognizes the disk as an FDHD disk. The leuers
"liD'" are also prominently printed on the plastic
case near the metal shutter.

Inserting a Diskette
Macintosh disk drives are smart enough to prevent
you from doing something wrong. You cannot, (or
example, insert a diskette upside down. As you push
the disk Into the slot correctly, the drive eventually
takes over, dra\\ing the disk in the rest of the way
and seating it firmly in the drive. You don't see it
sliding the metal shutter to one side to reveal the
magnetic disk material to the disk drive heads.
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Initializing a New Disk

Protecting Diskettes
Unles.~ you

intend to save information to a diskette,
you should always lock the disk before Inserting It
into a disk drive. This prevents the possibiUty of the
disk becoming infected with
'il60 or
acddental erasure. AU Macintosh diskettes have a
locking tab. With the round metal disk hub facing
you, the
is in the corner opposite the
diagonal cut in the disk case. Use your fingernail to
sUde the locking tab in either direction. When the
tab is up, and you can see through the hole, the disk
is
· 1 Your programs may still read
files on e disk, and you can run most programs
from a locked disk. You'Ualso know if a disk is
locked once you insert It into the disk drive and
open the window to the disk: a small padlock icon
appears in the upper left corner. If you eject the
disk, change the locking tab, and re-insert the disk,
the padlock disappears.
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This process will erase all
information on this disk.
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Pleese name this disk:
!untitled
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Before information can be saved to a disk, the disk
must be prepared to accept the information. DOS
computers call this process
the disk,
while the Madntosh world calls it initializing the
disk.
lays down an invisible map of
parking places for blocks of information. The
Macintosh is also smart enough to know that when
you insert a blank disk, it must be Initialized before
you can do anything with that disk,-«m
lnnclm
udilln- seeing
what, If anything, Is on the disk. Aw,
appears asking you whether (and sometimes how)
to initialJ1.e the disk.
If you have Inserted a single- or double-sided disk
into the drive, the dialog box gives you the choice of
how to initialize the disk (or to eject the disk).
While you mayget away \\ith initializing a
single-sided disk as a double-sided one, bear in
mind that a single-sided disk was originally
manufactured as a double-sided disk, but failed
quality testing on one side. It's risky at best.

Inserting a blank PDHD disk into a SuperDrive
results in the dialog alerting you that the disk needs
initialization. There are no choices, except to
initia!Jze or eject the disk. Do not attempt to (onnat
an PDHD disk In an SOOKB disk drive. Also, despite
some users' success, cutting a PDHD hole In an
SOOKB disk to fool the SuperDrive intQ thinking you
have a real PDHD disk haS not proven reliable.
After initiaUzation, another dialog requests that )'OU
name the disk. Since disk icons appear along the
right edge of the screen, you should keep the name
to approximately 15 characters so you can see the
entire name on the desktop. Any character but a
1
is fair game for the disk name (colons
designate dividers between elements of a pathname
'i!ll6). You can rename a disk at any time.
If initialization falls, the Macintosh will teU you so. If
the disk is a new one, and you expect it to be good,
try restarting the Madntosh and relnltiallzing the
disk. If initialization falls again, forget the disk.
Hither return It to the manufacturer for a
replacement (If It is so warranted) or toss it. A
troublesome disk only gets more so in time.
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Ejecting a Disk
Clean Up Desk top
Empty Trash ...
Eject Oisl<
Erase Oisl< ...

:l€E

Restart
Shut Down

Erasing a Disk
Dragging files to th
~109 is not the purest
rorm or cleaning out a disk. In truth, the files arc
still on the disk, but the disk
has no
record of them. If the disk contained man)' different
icons, those icons are stored in the invisible
1·
file, and may lake up space }'OU cannot
reclaim. The best way to erase a disk is to select it in
the Fjnder and choose Erase Disk from the
Special menu. This action results in a dialog box
asking for confirmation. For non-FDHD disks, you
also have choices for initializing as single- or
double-sided. That's because erasing a disk is the
same as initializln a disk-wiping it cle-.m and
building a fresh 1 · • file. This does not,
however, rename the disk. You must do that
separately.

Renaming a Disk
To prevent accidental erasure of disk nan1es, it lakes
deliberate action to edit a disk's name. You must
click specifically on the name part of a disk's icon in
the Finder. When you do, a border appears around
the disk name, and the name is highlighted. This
means that the name has been selected, like text in a
document. The next character you type replaces the
entire name. Or, you can click the pointer anywhere
along the name and position a texl insertion pointer
to add text. When you're firushed, click anywhere
outside the icon or press return or enter.

You have three ways to eject a disk from the Finder.
After clicking once on the disk icon you want to
eject (you don't have to click the icon if you have a
single fioppy disk drive), choose Eject from the
Special menu (or type the keyboard CAUivalcnt,
3C - E). On most Madntoshes, command-shift-1
ejects the disk in the first floppy disk drive, but this
proc-ess is not guaranteed to work on later models.
Either one of these methods is the least practical
eject sequences for mos~sltuations, because it
lea\'es the icon for the disk on the desktop. If you
move the icon or try to open the disk with the disk
ejected, you will be prompted to insert the disk. If
you are truly finished working with a disk, the other
methods are better.
Perhaps the most common way of ejectfng a disk is
b)•clicking and dragging the icon to the Trash icon.
While you might think this action should erase the
disk, it does no harm to the disk. It ejecL~ the disk
and removes its icon from the desktop. The Put
Rwoy menu item (and keyboard shortcut :le-Y)
also fully ejects a selected disk. You'll see the icon
close into the Trash icon as the disk pops from the
drive.
If you have ejected a disk, left its icon on the
desktop, and get the dialog box asking you to insert
the disk, you can usually cancel the box without
inserting the disk by typing 3C-. (commandperiod). This won'I work, hoWe\'er, if the action
that prompted the dialog box must read or write
information to that diskette before proceeding.
1\Jming off the machine with the Shut Down
menu or starting the machine while holding the
mouse button also eject all diskettes.

Not exactly high-tech . but
a highly effective s olut ion .

Ejecting a Stuck Disk
If you need to extract a diskette from the drive and,
for any number of reasons, you cannot get the
Madntosh s1.arted, all is not lost. As a fall-safe
mecharusm, the disk drive has a mechanical
ejection button behind the front panel. Notice a
small hole to the right of the disk slot. If you unbend
am~-~ and carefully insert one end straight
into that hole, you can press the manual eject
button. It takes a little effort, and you have to keep
the paper clip straight, but you can do it.

If a disk is re-.tlly :.1uck-no amount of Finder or
manual ejection gets it out-then there's something
wrong \vith the disk. Perhaps the label bas separated
from the disk and is grabbing the disk driv~ or
maybe the disk's metal shutter is slightly bent and
caught on something in the drive. Trying to force it
out may damage the disk drive. It \\ill be cheaper on
the long run to have a knowledgeable technician
open the Macintosh and extricate the disk by freeing
it from inside.
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Floppy Oisl<s, cont.

Copying Disks
One of the first instructions you see in most
application progl'lllll installation guides is to make a
copy of the progl'lllll disk(s). The basic procedure
requires that icons for both the source and target
disk be on the desktop, and you drag the icon of the
source disk to the- target disk. If you have a single
floppy disk drive, here are the steps to follow to
copy one disk to another:
0Lock the disk you want to copy, and insert it into
the disk drive.
f)Choose Ejectfrom the Speciumenu.
This leaves tile icon on the desktop.
0 Make sure the destination disk is not locked,
and insert II into the disk drive.
On.rag the icon of the source disk to the icon of the
destination disk until the destination disk
highUghl~. TheJI release the mouse button.
f) Read the dialog box carefully. It tells you what
you are about to do and asks for confirmation.
Click~ to continue, or ~ to stop.
GDuriJig the copy process, in addition to a ,
Jtmmfil::ladialog box (which you can move by
clicking and dragging on the title bar), you will
be asked to insert each of the disk one or more
times. Follow those directions until the copy is
finished.
f) Select both disks (click and drag the selection
rectangle around both disk's icons), and drag
them to the Trash, thus ejecting the destination
disk, and removi,ng both icons from the desktop.
If you click OI!LJ in the Copy dialog box after

some files have been written to the destination disk,
it will be too late to testore the de&ination disk to its
original state. You do have time to cancel the
operation, however, wblle the Macintosh is reading
from the source disk for the first time.
Copying one disk to another does not alter the disk
name of the destination disk. If you want a pure
copy, rename the destination disk to the same as the
source disk. You may have two disks with the same
name on the desktop at the same time (although it
might get confusing in some circumstances.)

Backing Up Disks
To make a backup copy of a dis!<, follow the steps
for copying one disk to another (left.) This is
different from using diskettes as a medium for
bac,king up ·
o!t)55-56. To protect your
application program investment, it is wise to make a
set of backup disks and store them in a safe place,
perhaps in another building or a fire-proof vault.

Floppy Disk Care
Macintosh floppy disks are durable, but not
invulnerable. Boxes of diskettes come with standard
care guidelines, such as preventing the disks from
getting wet, dusty, or too hot (the magnetic disk
inside melts at temperatures attainable inside an
enclosed automobile passenger compartment in the
summer sun). Keep the shutter closed at all times to
keep dirt and lethal fingerprints off the disk
medium. When mailing disks, protect them in either
a diskette mailer or a bubble pack insulated
envelope. Postage cancelling machines (which can't
read your "Hand Cancel" instructions) can crush
unprotected disks enough to make them
unreadable.
such as those in ringer
telephones, motorized gear, po¢er transfotrners,
and audio speakers can cause the most damage to a
disk's data. Since the particles on the disk medium
are magnetic (disk drive heads use magnetic fields
to write data to the disk), anythi})g that generates a
magnetic field poses a serious threat.
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Hard Disl<s

Practically every Macintosh
these days has a hard disk
installed or connected to it.
A hard disk provides mass
storage-tens or hundreds of
megabytes in one convenient
disk volume. No matter how vast
you think a hard disk is when
you get it, you'll begin to reach
its capacity much sooner than
you expected.

Tite smaUest hard disk you should consider
today is 40 megabytes (unfortunately, some
Macintoshcs arc available only with 20MB
drives). Apple also otTers hard disks for
desktop Macintoshes in the 80 and 160
megabyte range, while third parties supply
disks in a variety of configurations between 40
and 1200 megabytes ( 1.2 gigabytes).

Hard Disk Specifications
When evaluating hard disks, the primary factors to
consider are formatted capadty, transfer speed, and
sound level. Hard disk capadties are normally rated
in megab}1es, but the value can be deceiving. A raw
hard disk sometimes ha~ many more megab}1es
available than what you'll actually be able to use
once thjl disk has been formaned.
mittfm:§on large disks can occupy megabytes of
space. Always ask for the•Jlilli®JJW:I!iil!lillf!
mmJJ~nm:~ and sound level are difficult to
judge from disk drive printed specifications,
because only when head-to-head comparisons using
the same measuring techniques arc used can you be
sure of the results. Commonly dted measures,
and
(measured in
milliseconds), have become almost meaningless
because these specifications are so similar from
dri~e to drive. At current sub-25 millisecond speeds,
you probably won't notice a ; or 10 millisecond
improvement in day-to-day operation.

System 7 Compatibility
Many non-Apple hard disks require special drivers
(system ex1ensions) to work with ~'ystem 7. If your
hard disk dates from mid-1991 or before, contact
the manufacturer about Sr.>'lem 7 requirements
before installing System 7 on the disk.

Initializing a Hard Disk
Most often a hard disk comes from the dealer
already formaued, perhaps with System software
already installed Even so, it will also come with
software that letS you format the drive. Use a disk
drive's
only \\ith that
particular drive-these programs are not
interchangeable.
Be prepared to wait awhile to initialize a big hard

The best source of information on disk drives
available at the moment arc comparati,·e ~iews in
Macworld and MacUser magazines. At least once
each }-eaT they put dozens of disks through their
paces in labs under what appear to be controlled
situations.

disk. If the initiallzation program also has a separate
Q!:!mriU!i!fiG!ImiDProgram or option, run it after
the initiall?.ation. Not all sectors of a hard disk "ill
probably format properly-this is normal. Your
Madntosh System softw.u-e will skip over the bad
sectors when writing to the disk.

Amore difficult yet more important consideration is
the
of the disk drive brand you buy.
While only a handful of manufacturers make the
actual hard disk mechanism, dozens of companies
package those drives with their power supplies and
disk maintenance software. You should look for not
only a long warranty, but also a company that has
earned a good reputation. Again, the magazines
(especially the letters departments) can steer you
away from trouble, but there is no guarmtee that
today's stable company will be around in two years if
your disk drive acts up.

If you are connecting a hard disk that had been
initialized while connected to a Madntosh of vastly
dilTerent ~-peed (e.g., initialized on an Sll, but now
connected to a Usl), It is wise to back up your hard
disk (twice for safety) , relnitialize the disk, and copy
the files back to the disk. The reason Is that the hard
disk was probably mapped In a way that worked
beuer with a slower machine. ThisQmrJblnD
factor (how consecuti,·ely sectors arc mapped on
the disk) can significantly reduce performance if not
correct for the machine you're using.

An important consideration for an external hard

disk is a design that makes it easy to insert it into a
series of
Make sure that the
(address) can be adjusted from
the rear panel, and that the drive is either not
internally
or allows its termination to
be switched on and off from the rear panel. The
section on SCSI devices @58 describes these terms
in detail.

Internal or External
Most Macintosh buyers get a machine with a hard
disk inside the system unit. It's convenient, and
usually offered as a package price. Those are the
advantages of an internal drive, cspcclally If you
have to move the computer around periodically.
An external drive, however, ha.~ two signi6cant
advantages. First, If the dri\-e should need repair,
you just submit the drive, not the entire Macintosh
to the shop. Secondly, you can take your System
sofm.-are. applications, and documents from
Madntosh to Macintosh much more easily than
mo,ing most Madntoshes. It is also easier to sell an
external drive you \-c outgrown on your way to a
larger dri\-e.
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Hard Disks, cont.
Using a hard disk also brings with it
some obligations on your part. Backing
up a hard disk is essential to protect
yourself against the hard disk's failure
{which could wipe out your programs
and documents). Also, organizing
hundreds or thousands of rues takes
some effort, especially as the disk fills
up.

Connecting a Hard Disk

Backing Up a Hard Disk

Hard Disk Partitions

AU of toda 's Macintosh external hard disks connect
to the
(Small Computer Systems Interface, or
"scuzzy" for short) port on the rear panel of aU
Macs. liven Internal hard disks connect to an
Internal SCSI port on the system board. Making SCSI
devices work properly, especially when more then
one are conm:cted In a chain, can be tough work.
See pages.ft)58·59 for details on SCSI mysteries.

The most important maintenance chore you have
with a hard disk is backing up important
information on a regular basis. Most users do not
back up until something disastrous happens, and
the bard disk is no lon cr available or is damaged
(crashed). One
and a computer
user sees backup religion for awhile.

Hard disks in excess of aboutlOO megabytes can be
made more manageable by breaking the e disk
space into two or more sections, caUedrtml~mlJ
Special software (a system extension) Is usually
necessary to partition a hard disk. MOSt large ha(d
disks come with this software, and commercial disk
utility progrJmS also have partition modules. As part
of working with the software, you designate how
large each partition should be. Since each partition
appears on the desktop a.~ a distinct disk volume,
you can also choose which volumes the partitioning
software should make available when you start up
)'OUr Macintosh. Seldom-used partitions can be
hidden until needed. Then, activaling the
partitioning software, you can mount the desired
volume when needed. See page .ft) 118 for further
ideas about organizing files on a hard disk.

Powering Up an
External Hard Disk
For your Macintosh to recognize a second, CX!emal
SCSI hard disk, )'OU must tum on the hard disk and
let it reach full speed (just a few second~) before
turning on the computer. You can designate which
disk )'Ou'd Uke to be the startup disk by way of the
1
.ft)SO. Occasionally,
an external disk won'Is ow up on the desktop at
startup time. This usually happens after changing the
SCSI cabUng arrangement, or adding a disk drive to
the SCSJ chain. It may take one or two additional
Restarts to get the Macintosh to recognize the disk
(don't turn off the disk between attempts). If a
couple restarts fail to get the disk on the desktop,
see the troubleshooting suggestions .ft)I76.

You have a couple choices to make the task easier.
One is to copy data files that you've changed to
floppy disks.
(1.4MB floppy disks)
make this palatable for a few megabytes of data, and
the Finder can help you locate recently modified
Iiles .ft) 120.
Commercial 1
make the job even
easier, because they can keep track of what needs to
be backed up based on rue modification dates and
the date of your last backup, prompting you for
specific floppy disks from the set containing your
entire hard disk's contents. These Incremental
backup programs work more efficiently if you back
up to another mass sto e device, such as another
hard disk, a
· .ft)6I, or a
• 1
.ft)6J. Depending on how much
stuff you need to back up, the operation could be-as
Simple as starling the backup program, and letting it
do all the work.

c:::=J
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Cautions
Treat your hard disk, especially an external drive, as
if it were a one-of-a-kind fragile egg. If it Is your
only hard disk, that device has the only copy of your
latest work (everything since your last backup).
Some might even say that their working lives are on
that disk. In fact, today's hard disk drives are pretty
durable, but the gentler you can be, the further Into
the future you put the day when the hard disk fails.
Here are few rules to help lengthen your disk's life:
•

Make sure the computer and hard disk

are tumed off before connecting or
disconnecting the ~~W~~
•

Do not move the disk (or computer for an
internal disk) while the disk drive is
reading or Writing.

•

Hand carry a hard disk while traveling,
and put it in a protective case if possible.

•

Ask airline security checkpoints to hand
inspect the disk instead of passing it
through the
· (x-rays don't
seem to hurt a hard dis , but the magnetic
fields on the conveyor belt rollers could
do some harm)•

•

Allow a hard disk that has passed through
cold or bot air temperatures to retum to
room temperature before turning it on.

Speeding Up Your Hard Disk
The lon!\er you own a hard disk <UlU the mort· times
your progt~uns sa1·e files to it. the more likl'ly that
fib 11 ill he scattered all around lOUr hard disk. In
fact. chunks of a single file may be 111itten to sel'eral
places on the disk (the operating systt•m figures out
11 here all the pieces are 11 ith the help of control
files hidden on the disk). This alhms the computer
to sa1e files where1er it can fit pieces (;I! h~te
dHmks). instead of looking (perhaps in l'ain) for a
COHtiguous part of the disk for the entin· file. :\s
files become liberally sprinkled througholllthe
disk. mur hard disk become incrr<L'ingh·
fragm.t·llled. The dmmside to . •
: 1 is that
the hard disk has to work harder to read and write
a file. increasing nwchanical wear and tlw time it
takes to perform disk accesses.

Dynamic Backups
You can 1 ,
· your hard disk yourself or 11·ith
the help of a conunerdal disk optimizer (most disk
utility products han· optimizer modules). To do it
murself. you need to backup all fib. reformat the
hard disk. and then copy the files had\ to the hard
disk. :\ot onh· is this a lot of work. hut the
conullt'tTial i•roducts also perform additional
optimization tasks that you can't do manually.
Conunercial optimizers do thl'ir 11orl\ hy copying
and rewriting files. ~lake sure you hal'e a backup of
rour hard disk before starting optimization. And
don't wait for 1our hard disk to Ill I up before
optimizing it___:_optimization requires a t:tir amount
of free space on the disk. Finally. disk optimization
shouldn't ha1e to he done fretiUelllly. Fragmentation
has to get pn:tty had for you to notice speed
degmdation. Some disk optimizers precheck the
disk to see if optimization will really help you. Wait
ulllil it says you need to optimize.

~lanufacturers of rery large hard disks (.)00 MB
and up) frequently offer specialized software that
amomaticalh sares data not unlv to the disk mu
signi~· in yot;r progmm. but to:; backup dis!~ at the
same time. Techniqm·s for this kind of hack up are
calledmm:milm'l (data is saved to two
daisy-ch:tined SCSI dril'es) and ~ (a
second SCSI disk is attached by way of a plug-in
hoard for a ~lacintosh 11-style computer).
lluplexing is faster than mirroring. because the
writing to both dril'es is performed more
simultaneously. Both systems gi1·e you the comfort
of ha1·ing an up-to-the-minute backup of the
primary hard disk. If one fails (the soft1rare alerts
rou when one of the dril'es fails). l'tlll can take it out
;.f sen·ice and use the backup 11itl;out any data loss.
These systems art• imended primatily for nt'lwork
ser\'l'r hard disk-;. for which backups art· critical to
a husines.-;. :\n additional backup procet[urt• should
he done daily or 11·eekly to another derice
(cartridge or tape dril'es) and that haclmp stored in
a fireproof location.
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SCSI Connections

The Small Computer Systems
Interface (abbreviated SCSI,
pronounced "scuzzy") is the
standard among Macintosh
computers for connecting
add·on hardware that requires
fast information transfer: hard
disks, scanners, and CD·ROM
drives to name a few.

All Macintosh computers since the Plus model
include a SCSI port on the rear panel.
Up to 6 devices may be connected in a series
called a daisy-chain (an internal hard disk can
be the seventh SCSI device connected to a
Mac). MostEII3]devices have two SCSI
ports-one to connect to the previous item in
the chain and one to connect to the next item
in the chain. A SCSI device may have either the
same 25-pin connector as most
Macintoshes, or the more standard 50-pin
connector. PowerBooks have a still different
30-pin minature connector, requiring a
connector adapter*l8. Choosing the correct
cabling is critical in setting up a SCSI device.

Connecting multiple SCSI devices to the
Macintosh can be a frustrating experience due
to the unpredictable nature of SCSI devices as
they interact \\~ th each other and lengths of
SCSI cable. It often takes trying several
different combinations of cables, devices, and
thei!§i@@t!filconnector to make everything
in a SCSI chain work as desired.

SCSI Termination
Part of the SCSI mystery for users is the SCSI
ttii!DDJ!Im~TeclmicaUy, this device is supposed to

absorb the electronic signals that flow through the
SCSI cable so that a signal doesn't bounce back
through the cable to the sender. Improperly
terminated chains have resulted in multiple images
of a hard disk on the desktop (and a great deal of
dysfunctional behaVlor a~ a result).

3
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SCSI Device Numbers
Each device in a SCSI chain must have its unique
idl'ntilication numhl'r. Most SCSI de\ices have a
small ~"\\itch on the rear panel that aUo\\'S you to
change the SCSI number. The S\\itch can be any of
several designs, including a thumbwheel, push
button, or rotary knob. Which number you assign to
anydcVlce Is r.trelya concern except for these three
rules:

G Apple Internal hard disks come from the factory

set to zero, so no external device should be set to
zero;
f) No two dC\ices mayhave the same ID number;
you have no internal hard disk, but two or
more external disks, the drive you want to be the
am~~-·hould ha\·e a higher
number than the others (although you can
change the stanup disk from theGmQI!:IL'm
control panel*'l80,later).

SCSI Cables
Because of the two Sl}1es of SCSI connectors
(25-pin,like on the Mac, and 50-pin, such as on

most external SCSI devices including Apple's disks),
a \\ide variety or
are prepared to
confuse you. Here is a table of SCSI cables you might
need, divided into groups based on how common
they are:
SCSI S tern Cable

25- Jn mnle

SO- in male

eu

If )·ou are about to connect someone else"s hard
disk to your SCSI chain, check the
m!lm!Jil!of aU devices before starting up. If two or
more hard disk.5 have the same SCSIID, the disks
could become damaged. Also, change a SCSIID
number only when all connected $CS1 devices and
the Macintosh are turned off.

Tenninators come in several varieties. An external
terminator, the easiest to work with, looks like a
double 50-pin SCSI connector (ln the 50-pin cable
scheme of things). The design allows it to be
attached by itself to one of the two SCSI connectors
on a device or between an incoming cable and the
connector it plugs into. Some SCSI devices,
especially hard disks, may be internall)' terminated,
meaning that the termination parts are inside the
cabinet Some of those disks offer switches or trap
doors to make removing the termination easy for
non-technical users, while the rest make the job a
scary prospect unless you're comfortable with
electronic drcuitry. The ea.'icst SCSI devices to work
with are those that are not internally terminated,
allowing you to controltennination \\>ith an external
tenninator.

A\'allable in lengths up to 15 feet to link
Macintosh to non-standard SCSI device
links non-standard to ~1andard SCSI
Working with a variety of SCSI devices in a chain will
be much easier if they aU have the same 50-pin
connectors. Cables are more readilyavailable, and
you have the flexibility to maneuver the devices in
any order needed for compatibility (below).

Apple internal hard disks (and most Internal disks
available from third parties) are internally
terminated. Byand large, this Is OK, since the party
line states that the device closest to the Macintosh
should be terminated. The same line says that the
last device in the chain should also be terminated.
Unfortunately, this scheme does not always work.
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Starting Configurations

When Things Don't Work

Since connecting SCSI devices may require a bit of
experimentation (especially when two or more
external devices are connected), you should start
from the prescribed configuration and proceed
further if that doesn't work. Here are starting
configumtions for one and two devices connected to
Macintoshes wlth and' wlthout internal hard disks
(assuming the internal hard disk is terminated):

Before fooling with the SCSI chain and
configuration, here are a few items to investigate as
causes for devices that don't appear to work as
expected:

No internal hard disk, one exrernal device:

0Thrn off all equipment, and make sure all SCSI
cables are firmly attached to the device
connectors. The 25-pin connectors should be
screwed to the sockets; 50-pin connectors should
have the socket's edg
locked in place.

8Tum on all SCSI devices before turning on
Terminator
No internal hard disk, two external dtl\ices:

the Macintosh. Occasionally you can leave a
dtl\ice in a sail chain turned off, but there is no
formula to follow. In many cases, all devices in
the chain must be turned on before the
Macintosh will even start.

0 Be sure that you have installed System
Internal hard disk, one external device:

7-compatible versions of any system software that
comes wlth a SCSI device (Uke scanners and
CD-ROM players). It's easy to forget these things
when Installing a new system or hard disk. Restart
the Macintosh if installation was necessary.

Internal hard disk, two external devices:

If fulfilling these obligations still doesn't get your
SCSI chain working, it's time to experiment \\ith
SCSI cabling and settings. Here are possibilities to
ex'Piore with the Macintosh and devices turned off:

GAiter the numbering of external SCSI dC\ices so
that the devices are in a different order than
before.
eeonnect the devices in a different order If the
logistics allow.

8 Try cables of different lengths In different
positions bct\\ecn dt:vices.

0

Remove th
from the end of the SCSI
chain, especially if you have a long SCSI
periphel".tl cable In the chain.

8Move the terminator from the end of the sail
chain one step closer to the Macintosh. For
example, If the terminator is by Itself on one of
the sockets on the last device. move it between
the other socket and the incoming cable. After
each move, SI1I1 the Macintosh and uy il If the
one-step move doesn't work, move it another
step toward the Macintosh.
If no combination of cabling, termination, or
numbering lets all the dCiices work, try removing
the least used item from the chain, and start the
process over. You may have to leave a device out of
the chain except for the times when you need It, and
can put it in the chain without all the other devices.
The manufacturer may be of some help, but don't
count on SCSI device makers to have a solution to
every problem, especially worldng \vith brand new,
obsolete, or out of the ordinary dtl\ices.

Disk Booting Order
Earh timt• you turn on or rrstart thr ~lacintosh. thr
a sta11up disk in a
spedflr onl<·r:
opt'I~Uin)\ system seardll's for

•
•
•
•
•

First intrrnal noppy disk tlril·e
S<·rond internal noppy disk driw
E\ternal noppy disli drin•
SC'il hard disk last chosrn in the Startup Disk
control panel
lntt•rnal hard disk (the SCSI address is stored
inml:~ ·ll)

e llcmainin)\ SCSI adtlrt·ss<•s from 6 dmm to o
Thr flr:->t d<·l'icc in this order that co11tain a System
me hrrmm·s the startup disk-the one at the upper
ri)\ht rornrr of till' desktop. That Systrm·s fonts.
sounds. lil'Y hoanb. and !'\tensions hrcome
a1·ailahle to all applications that shu1 thr r<~tfter.
Each timr thr ~ l adntosh finds a d<·lirc at a SL'il
addrrss. it abo look.' into thr E\trnsions and
Systrm foldl'I'S fo r <hin·rs that match the dc1in·.
Scanners and CD·IW~t dril·cs. for rxample require
tht'Sl' drivers hr loaded into m<·mmY hy the
oprratin)\ system at startup for other soft\\·arr to
recognize the d<·1·ices.

Roving SCSI Devices
~I any

Macintosh us<·rs hrin!\ a hard disk or
1
•
•
:~ il l along to work on other
~tacintoshes or make presentations. This is a wise
mmt•, l'Spt•cially wht•n dt·monstmting software or
prrsenting to a group of people. It's much more
reliable to startup from your own hard disk with its
compll·mcnt of fonts. sounds. and applications that
you work with daily. If you take your disk along.
also bring one or two SC'il cahlrs that fit your
devil'e. .\!ways have th<· system cthle that connects
hrtw<·cn the .\larintosh and your dr\in·. Or perhaps
the ~tacintosh has a S(~'i l deliCt' already connected
that ~ou can replace 11ith your hard disk (prmided
the cable ronnectors are compatible). You mi!\ht
also carry a SC'il periph<· l~tl cable in case the
~lacintosh you nt·t·d to connrct to is best accessed
hy chain in)\ your dt•lin• onto another one alr~tdy
installed.

'1\ml on your dbk drive and then the ,\ lacintosh.
Chances an· till' ~tacintosh will start from its
internal drive if it has one. If the ,\ladntosh fails to
put your disk on the desktop. choose Restart
from the Specialmt·nu. Sometimes it takes a
couple restarts tn l'l'COWlizc a nell· hard disk When
your disl\ icon app<·ars. open the
1 I
control panel :~ XO. and clil'k on your disk's icon.
Tht• lll'\t time you n·start the ~larintosh. your disk
will he the st;U'll!p disk. replete with your familiar
fonts and other system software senkes. As a
courtrsy to th<• ~tacintosh ·s mvnrr. choose the
primary hard disk from the Startup Disk control
panel before shutting down the ~lacintosh to
r<·mm·e your disk. It's not serious if you fnrgct this
last step. howc1rr. hccaus<' the Macintosh 11·ill
rt•stal1 from tht• first disk drill' in hoo ti n~: order that
h;Lo; a System me on it.
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Uiruses and Damaged Disk:s

Like the medical variety, a
computer virus infects quietly
until the symptoms start to
appear. By then, it~ too late
(you're already infected.)

Several viruses have spread throughout the
Macintosh community, and more will do so as
devious (if not deviant) lone-wolf programmers
try to be cute or wreak havoc. If your Macintosh
or software begins to exhibit abnormal behavior,
a \~rus may be at the root. Fortunately, virus
detection software is also available.

Virus Propagation

Recovering a Damaged Disk

Tho most innocent actions-inserting a Ooppy disk
or starting a program downloaded from a bulletin
board-<an begin a virus rampage through your
hard disk. Some viruses are of the nuisance \'ariety
in that they simplyslow down your machine's
performance. But other viruses are more deadly:
they literally erase files without your knowledge.
Floppy cUsks are the primary carriers of 'iruses. The
strains are in the rues on that disk and are copied to
your hard disk along \\ith a file, or Uterall)' just by
inserting the disk (the Macintosh's actions when you
insert a disk are enough to trigger some virus'
propag:~tion) . If you work in an office full of
Macintoshes, the likelihood of your machine
becoming infected Is great, especially if others freely
exchange files and public domain software from in
and out of the company either by Ooppy disk or
network.

\\'hen a hard disk fails to lWt or be recognized by
the Macintosh, it is cause for both alarm and a cool
head. In virtuallv all cases, the information is still on
the disk, but the disk's hidden directory is damaged.
The directory is like a table of contents to a book.
F.ven if the table of contents is mls.~lng, the chapters
are still there.

Preventing Virus Infection
Several public domain and commercial programs
offer \irus detection and protection. Among the
mo~1 popular are the shareware .ft)I39 program
called Disinfectant (kept up to date and
distributed widely by
and
llU!~S}and the commercial product, Symantec's
SAM. Both programs include Starti1p prograins
9lthat wmch for the incursion of virus-like
activity. Virus creators and dcwctors are forever in a
cops-and-robbers game, with the creators usually
one small step ahe-Jd of the detectors. WhatC\'Cr
virus protection program you adopt, be sure to keep
it up to date-the virus creators are doing their best
to do the same.

The term commonly used for this problem is a disk
crash, which came from the early days of disk drives
when the heads could literally come into contact
with the disk platters and irretriC\'ably scratch the
disk. Such hard\\'are disk crashes are extremely rare
on Madntosh hard disks. The kinds of crashes that
do occur are more often than not recover.tble.
Unless you are already using a disk utility program
that assists in recovering crashed disks and lost rues
(products like Norton Utilities), try to create a
Oo disk with a minimal system .ft)70 and the
D!~Jmlml• program from the System disks.
Restart your Macintosh using that diskette, and start
the Disk First Aid program. Click c::ED Jn the
dialog box until the name of the damaged disk
appears. Then clickc:ED. Choose Repair
Automatically from the Options menu,
and let tlte program try to fix the disk's directory. If
this doesn't work, try running Disk First Aid two
more times.
If you can start your Macintosh from a Ooppy system
disk and )OU can see the hard disk (but it still won't
let you start from the hard disk). reinstall the
•
onto the hard disk 'i!68. Go
through the entire
program on the system
disks.

It is also critical just in case your hard disk has a

virus on it, that you don'I spread it to your
application program master disks. Before installing
any software, always
the Ooppy disk
before inserting it into the disk drive for the first
time.ft)l3.
Unprotected

Write-protected

While not always caused by aEID!L!a hard
disk's medium or key controlling files may
become damaged. The usual symptom is that the
disk cannot be read by the Macintosh-an alert
says "the disk is unreadable ." In
many cases, the program and data files on the
disk are intact. You just need the help of disk
repair utility software to bring the disk back
to Life.

The next step is to buy one of the disk utility
programs (SUM, Norton Utilities, or Central Point's
Macintosh TooL~) to anempt to bring the disk back
to life. Each program goes about this in a different
way, so you'll have to follow the sometimes cryptic
steps in the manuals. lf you can find a knowledgeable Madntosh friend to help out, it can help a lot.
There ha\·e been even more SC\-ere cases. The disk
spins, but neither th
• · nor disk utility
programs can recognize the disk. Such disaswrs
generally occur to those who have valuable,
unbacked up files on the disk (Murphy strikes!).
Call your hard disk supplier to find a service that
recovers CJ"JShed disks. These services are not
cheap. It can cost a few hundred dollars just for the
bureau to see if anything is recoverable, and then a
charge per file for recovery. On a large disk, the fees
could reach $1000.
The last resort is to reiniliallze the disk. lf have been
good about making backup copies, then the lost
work may not be too serious in rettlrn for having
your disk back. Consider installing file recovery
software from the disk tools programs listed above.
They make the task of recovering from a disk crash
(or even acddentally erased rues) much easier.
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Other Mass Storage

In addition to traditional hard
disks, other mass storage
devices may also be connected
to the Macintosh.

Depending on the device, they offer open
ended capacity, very high capacity on a single
disk, and alternative methods of backing up
your regular hard disk(s).

Three basic media are worth investigating if
you work wi~tlarge amounts of disk data:
removable cartridge hard disks
(magnetic); optical disk cartridges (in
varying degrees of writeability); and tape
drives (used primarily as backup devices). AU
make good backup devices. Mass storage is
also a very competitive specialty, which helps
improve performance, increase capacity, and
reduce prices as the months go by.

Tape Drives
Huge Hard Disks
While the first hard disk e\'er available for the
Macintosh was a 5 megabyte job, toda u can buy
a traditional hard disk that holds 1.2~lloll.lol~
(1200 megabytes). For internal use on most
Madntosh II models, you should limit yourseir to
hair-height hard disks, which are becoming
available in the 600 megabyte range. Only in the
six-slot Madntosh models (0, Ox, lUx) can you
install a full-height disk by repladng the disk drive
bracket (a ne\v bracket comes with full-height
internal drives). You should, howe\-er, be able to
take a hair-height drive with you if you change to
another Madotosh 0 model. Large disks can get
unwieldy (you should
such disks, ofj56),
but as file servers or working storage for color
graphics, digitized video images, and sound, such
sizes become necessary.

Removable Magnetic Disks
The most popular standard in this cate ory is a drive
and cartridge mechanism developed b _ _...
and packaged under many companies' brand
names. Syquest drives come in two capadties
(approximately 45 and 88 megabytes) and are in
the $1000 range (less for the 45 megabyte drives).
Volume purchases of 45 MB cartridges get the price
down to under $70 each. You pop these durable
cartridges in and out of the Syquest drive much like
huge floppy disks. Moreover, since the disks act like
any disk volume, you can e\'CII use one as a primary
startup disk, although the performance is slower
than comparable hard disks. Software developers
and network admlnlstratoi'S can load an entirely
different version ofS)'Siem software (e.g., a new
\"ei'Sion or an international \"ei'Sion) and start f'rom
that disk to experiment \\ithout <lli.1Urbing his or her
primary working hard disk. Syquest drives and
cartridges are excellent v-Jiues for back-up and
short-term archiving.

Compact Disc-Read Only Memory is becoming

a more popular method of distributing large
quantities of computer information. The discs are
physically identical to the single-sided a~u~·ftl
di'om lftll
compact discs, but they require a speci.iUJoll~lo:AI.I
player, which connects to the Madntosh SCSI port
ACD-ROM disc can store about 550 MR of data, but
the discs are read-only. To create a CD-ROM, you
need the help of CD-ROM pressing plants, Which
help )'OU create a master disk (f'rom your hard disk)
f'rom which copies are pressed Amaster costs
about $1500, with individual copies costing around
$5.00 each. For monthly updates of reference
material or publishing huge quantities of data,
CD· ROM is a cost-effective medium.

Because tapes store information in a linear fashion,
and random access is incredibly slow,.D!Da!JIIl=i
are best suited for batch backup and restore
operations. Several tape drive. hardware standards
and capacities are u.'ied today. Here's a table of the
primary formats and typical properties:
~·onnai

CaP.acit)'

~otcs

DC2000 40-120 MB

· ...

Is a

DC600 60-320 MB
le
Tcac

60-150MB

DAT

1.2GB

8mm

2.2GB

WORM

er u the e\·olutionary scale, am!mm!D
(WORM) disk is also optical (it is read
by a laser beam), but in a different format than a
CD-ROM. WORM disks come in a variety of sizes,
predominantly in the 600 MB range (with 300 MB
per side-you flip the disk, so no file can be larger
than about 300MB). You cannot erase a file saved
or copied to a WORM disk. At best, if you delete a
file, the desktop file on tltat WORM disk forgets
about the deleted file, but the file is still there. Some
WORM drives come with software that lets you
retrieve those files in case you need to view a
previous \'Crsioo of a file. WORM drives are best for
one-time archival storage of historical data.
Hi

w.a.-..~~oW.W~

Erasable Optical Disks
The latest optical storage innovation Is a high
capadty disk that acts like a flippable magnetic disk,
with roughly 300MB per side (the cost of two la.'iers
would make the drives unattractive). With drives
costing In the under $4000 range, and disks about
$200 each, you'll need to store lots of data (perhaps
a couple gigabytes or more) to make this option
economically feasible. As a day-to-day working
drive, performance of optical drives Is not as good
as high capacity magnetic disk drives.

DAT and 8mm drives are emerging technologies,
and evolving fast. Before purchasing any tape
backup dove, compare the software included with
the drive, and make sure it does the kind of backups
you need for your data storage.
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Before You Upgrade to System 1

System software upgrades
are a way of life in personal
computing. Some upgrades are
more painless than others,
depending on the level of
compatibility between your
existing computing setup and
the new operating system.

Why Does Apple
Upgrade System Software?
What genuinely makes the compilation of
components in your Macintosh's cabinet a
Macintosh is the system software.1MN"fi.1h¥ii§
imbues the box with a kind of personality. In the
case of the Macintosh, a number of its features were
desirJble enough for makers of system software for
other computers to imitate those features. Apple, in
tum, needs to stay ahead of tl1e competition by
enhancing its distinguishing characteristic-it's
systemsoftware. In reality, the marketing battle is
not among the Macintosh, IDM PC-style, or other
computers, but among the Macintosh, MS-DOS and
Windows, OS/2, and other system software
environments. Unlike the more incremental
improvemenl~ in previous upgrades to Macintosh
systemsoftware, System 7 represents a major leap.

Why Upgrade to System 7?
There is no law that says you have to upgrade to
System 7, but as time goes by, more and more
applications will take advantage of its features. Even
1vithout those applications, working with your files,
;'li'I!Tttmlr!m,vith others, ana@loJi!!Qti1!t your
desktop environment may be reason enough to
make the char1ge, provided your applications and
hardware (e.g., hard disks and other peripherals)
are System 7 compatible.

Improved Desktop
Management *!94
Theflt!3!jti) becomes an actual storage place for
files, instead of a nebulous concept. When you drag
or save a file to the Desktop, tl1e file appears in the
desktop area of the screen, but is actually saved in a
Desktop Folder on the startup disk volume. System 7
suppresses the folder from appearing in the disk's
window, but the folder does appear if you open the
volume in an earlier system software version.

System 7 was the most ambitious system
software upgrade Apple had ever attempted for
the Macintosh. More user feedback and
engineering effort went into this version than
anyti me since the first Macintosh operating
system was released in 1984. There is a
likelihood that System Ts newft§!1!11N1will
make your Macintosh life easier and more
productive. It also means thattqil@fi! nmmg
witl1 hardware and software you owned before
May, 1990 is less assured.

1}1-~1
Better Folder Views*l112
Anew control panel,Dmo!Iers enormous
flexibility In the information you see in iconic or te.xt
listing views of files in a folder. Moreover, in a11y text
mode, a hierarchical structure lets you view listings
of items in a folder without opening a new 1vindow
to see the files.

A Finder that Finds ~ 122
Instead of thelitt!flli11'\1 desk accessory, System 7
embeds file searching into the Finder's File menu.
You enter search criteria into your choice of two
Find dialogs (IDe more detailed one lets you search
comments, version numbers, and other esoterica).
Then, if a match is located, the Finder opens the
folder \vindow at that Jevel a11d selects the matching
file. If that's not tl1e desired Ole, issue the Find
8 gai n comma11d. The folder window closes when
a new match is located, and its folder window
opens.

(OJ

While upgrading to System 7 is reversible, you
should make sure that you and your Macintosh
are prepared for System 7 before installing it.
Abasic understanding of System Ts new
features, compatibility, andl!tjtt!@ii§
Wliili!i9!1!9@ will make the transition more
enjoyable.

~

File Sharing-i)164·173

If you work in an office full of Macintoshes already

connected to a shared printer, System 7 lets you
t@lljft!f1 ll11d applications among designated
people on the network. For simple sharing of files,
this eliminates the need for a more formal file server
*'!162.

[£]
Virtual Memory -i) 45
When working with large documents and Jots of
applications in a memory-constrained Macintosh,
System Ts virtual memory opens an unused part of
your hard disk as a11 extension to your Mac's RAM.
While not nearlyas fast as rea1HJM111lUE11
may eliminate a roadblock in certain
circumstances when it is essential to have several
applications open at a tinle.

nnJ

System Folder

Multiple Programs-i) 126

System Folder Simplicity -i)74

Alarge number of Macintosh us,
or to System
7 either shied away from\1mfilrnn (due to
earlier incompatibility problems) or didn't know it
existed. In System 7, MultiFinder-the ability to run
as many progran15 at a time as RAM allows- -is
al1vays on (lllld can't be turned off). lfyou have IDe
RAM, it's much easier to keep your common
programs running all the time a11d just click among
IDen1.

Experienced Macintosh users can have more thllll
100 files in IDeir System Folders, making it difficult
to locate a particular item or kind of item. System
TsMjlt@UjlQtG contains a number of
sub-folders, each with a special purpose, such as
storing all the preferences files or control panels.
When you drag a file to the System Folder, System 7
is smart enough to alert yo~ tl1at the file belongs in
one of those sub-folders, a11d stows it for you.

Customizability *! 11 0·113
Knowing that Macintosh users like to customize
IDeir environments wi~ an 1 1 the
System 7 engineers built in significantly more
flexibility in the way you can customiz~
colors, and IDe eJ menu's contents without having
to be 4l'!mim wizard *'!84.

TrueType-t] 88
Except for those with a big investment

fonts, System 7 ~:~~!'!!!
sing]
1 • ~t fil~
printer needs to print the font in any size
your screen to display fonL~ in all sizes. No more
jaggies.
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Hardware Requirements
System 7 has a few minimum requirements for your
Madntosh hardware. They are:

lnterapplication Communication
With System 7, programs and documents have a
couple ways to communicate with each other. The
most accessible are thermmmi!and®IM@
features*1134. ln this mechanism, a section of one
document pubUshes itseU as a file. Another
document can subscribe to that file, thereby
including the pubUshed data (text, pictures,
whatever) into the second document. Then,
whenever a change is saved in the first document,
the cltanges appear in the second document
automatically the next time you open it for viewing
or printing.

128K ROMs (everything since the Macintosh Plus)
SOOK disk drive (everything since the Macintosh Plus)
21\lB RAM

That's just to get System 7 running. To use it
efficiently, however, you reaiJy should have a hard
disk. Also, since the System software takes up at
least a megabyte of your RAM, you won't feel
comfortable lvith less than 4 megabytes of RAM if
you plan to run more than one program at a
time-and it's irresistible.
But even 4 MB of RAM and a hard disk won't give
you everything that System 7 has to offer unless your
machine is among the latest models.Dm!!D
llaml•!mandMMO!if'atiFJ have special
requirements as shown in the table below:

Less Ukely to be a user-accessible L\C feature of new

programs is
*1132. Programs can
send messages-Apple Events--to other programs
and documents. Programs that have been designed
to accommodate each others events can work
seamlessly together in the background.

32-bit Addressing
System 7 enhances thecmJcapabilities of higher
power Macintosh models. By Jetting the computer
denote each individual memory location by a
32-digit (binary digits, that is) number, the 8
megabyte limit on many Macintoshes is extended
to 128 megabytes, with@IT!!iiu!§uu!ii
addressing*143 up to one gigabyte.

' Possible 'vith a 68030 or 68040 accerlerator and
third-party software
' Requires MODE32 System 7 extension (free from
most yser groups and dealers)
' Requires optional MC6885 IRCI6A PMMU chip.

System 7 and Counting...
S~stt•m ~oft11are !:l'tll'rations are noted hy the
leatlin),: tli~:it of till' n·rsion lllllllher. rherdort•.
\l'rsion -.o of tht• S~stem \\;L~ the fiN rdr;N' of the
S1stem - ~l'lll' l~llion . .·\sIll'\\ 'ladntosh cnmputt•t-s
l'llllll' out of tht• lahs ..\pple often twe;tks the
opt·t~llin~ s~ stt·m to accommodate new h;trtlware
features h11ilt into those machines. \ersion lllllnlwr:-.
for this kind of s~stem cha11~e appetr as a second
decimal. as in -.o.l which 11as rl'leL~ed for the
Classir II. Powerllooks and Quadr;L~. Such rl'le;L~es
an• also ).:Ootltiml's for the enginl'et"S to repair any
hu).:s that may he reported since the prior rdl'asl'.
\t't') often. 1011 ran i).:tllll'l' thesl' incremental
releases, unbs you are l'\periencing hugs that the
nt•w n·lt·ast• fi\t'S.

'lore signifirantupdatl'Saffectthl' middle digit. ;L~ ·
in -. 1.0. This len~l of upgt~tde may introdun· some
Ill'\\ features. hut the produrt is sllll in the Sy~tem gt•nt·t~U ion. \\ hl't~.\pplt• is rl'ady tn spring
inind-hog,~lin).: new s~stem softwarl' features on us.
it will he for an entirel1· lll'W gl'nemtion. Systt•m H or
heyontl.

~

Compat;bHHy Checker 1 .0

Checking for Software
Compatibility
Apple has assembled information about software
product compatibiUty \vith System 7. With System 7
(and available separately from manyApple dealers
or user groups) is aWJill:!UiiiiWappUcation (i.e.,
you need HyperCard 1.2 or laler to open it) that
examines the system folder contents and
appUcations on your hard cUsk. The program
produces a report about which applications and
versions are compatible. Some programs are only
partially compatible, meaning that certain
operations may be erratic or may cause a system
error. Not every program and ~)'Stem file extension
is io the Ust on the stack, so just because a program
is not listed doesn't mean ~1at it won 'I work 'vith
System 7.
You should not upgrade to Systen17 until you have
confirmed (either by Apple's list or lvith the software
publisher) that your primaryi!IjiM'i!ttftMTand
peripheraiC!Iim'l (system extensions) are System
7-compatible. It may be alright for an occasional
utiUty to be out of commission until the product is
updated, but your bread-and-butter productivity
applications should be System 7-ready before you
take the plunge.
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1nstalling System 7

Once you've determined that
your Macintosh hardware and
software are ready for System 7
(if it didn't already come
installed on your machine}, you
are ready to install the system

c;are.~

Apple makes the job easier than on most
computers, since the disks include a program
calledlm.'@lt'lt'Jwhich does the work for you
if you like. More experienced Macintosh users
may prefer to install only parts of system
software. The liftt'j!lhi!Pm oplion of the
Installer program makes this possible.

lnsta ller

What the Installer Does
When you ask themt!!i)lrniprogram to do the
entire installation job, it installs pieces of system
software that it calculates are the ones your
Madntosh needs. In many cases, some of those
details are derived from the existing items in a
l@l®it!1Mmor an earlier version. For example,
if it finds that the ImageWriter chooser document
is the onlyprinter supported by your system
software, it will update only the lmagcWriter
chooser document, rather than copying documents
for the entire Apple printer line.

Preparing for Incompatibility
Unless your applications and system files (INIT-type
extensions, control panel devices, printer drivers,
etc.) rate a clean biU of health from the
Com mtlbility Checker, it is best to temporarily
move all non-Apple items from the System Folder to
another folder on your disk. The purpose of this is
to start 11~th a clean System 7 System Folder, and
then gradually move items back into the System
Folder after installation.

Custom Install
lnstl~td of letting the Installer figure nut what's best
for your machine, you can use Custom Install to
hand pic!\ the pieces that go into your upgrade.
After starting the Installer and clicking E!mliml.
click llimlii .

In the Custom Install scn•en is a scrolling list of all
thl· system sofllrare llien·s you can install on your
disk Changl' the tar~ct disk. if necessary. by
clicking mtl!DIJ until the desired disk name
comes into ricw.
Click on System Software for any
Mac in t 0 S h. :\t the bottom of the window
aplll'ars a dl•tailed listing of the item you just
srlected. It tells you the size. its last modification
date. and 1ersion number..\ bril'f description also
helps you identify the item. Items arailahle through
Custom Install arc:

Starting the System
Software Installer
One of the system diskettes is labeledi@MIIW
Start or restart your Madmosh*'II 0, and
immediately insert the Install I disk into the
li1ilum1Ull~;rml Because this disk does not
contain a
*'!74, it immediately launches the
Installer application on the disk. At the same time it
opens an installer script file, which contains details
about the disks in your set and which ones are
required for ~'arious kinds of installations.
When the Installer first appears, a descriptive screen
pro~des simple instructions, leading you to click
CEili!IJ to continue. Until CEili!D becomes active, the
Installer is looking at your Macintosh to determine
which model it is and what system software items
are currently in your system folder. It uses this
information to choose items for installation. Click
, ,.,,.., I when it becomes active.

Systl·m Software for any Macintosh
Soft11 are for all Apple pnnters
Software for l.ascr\\'riter
Software for l'ersonall.a.\er\\'rill•r SC
Software for hnage\\'riter
Software for .\ppleTalk lmage\\riter
Software for l'ersnnall.aser\\'riter SC
Software for StyleWriter
Software for lmagc\\'ritl·r I.Q
Software for ApplcTalk hnage\\'ritt•r I.Q
File Sharing Software
EtlwrTal k Software
TokenTalk Software
System Software for \lacintnsh Plus
System Software for \lacintnsh SE
SIStl'nl Software for \lacintosh Classic
sistl·m Software for \lacintosh Sl'l:\0
System Software for .\lacintosh I.C
System Software for .\lacintnsh l'ortahle
System Software for \lacintosh It
System Software for 'lacintosh II\
System Software for .\lal'intosh llsi
System Software for 'lacintosh lin
System Soft11are for 'ladntnsh lki
System Software for 'ladntnsh llh
~linimal Snftmtre for any Mal'intnsh
~linimal Software for ~l adntosh (nne for each model)

If you can afford the disk spare on an external hard
disk. you should install thl· cnmpll·tl' sy~tem
software for any 'lacintnsh and the software for all
:\pple printers. This occupies just 0\l'r three
me~ahytes of hard disk space. hut it assures that
you can use the hard disk on any ' larintnsh from a
~ladntosh Plus to a Ill\.
Although the dcsniption of the complete system
software package indiratl'S that it ropb evet)lhing
to your hard disk. it docs not ropy the Ethdl:tlk or
Tnkl·nrall\ drilers to the E\tensinns folder unless
1011 alrcad1 ha1e those driwrs in the S1stem Folder
ill'fnn· inst;tllation. If you later add an i:therl:tlk or
Token Tall\ hoard to your ~lacintosh. you can use
Custom Install to install thl· appropriate dri1 er to
your hard dis!\.
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Reading from:

CJ

Ntan2

lC1
Tldbh.f

Ins telling onto tho dhk "'Zeus"
Preparing to lnthttl ...

If You Cannot Restart
The lnsta ller is an
amazing program that's
fun to watch.

Choosing the Proper Disk
you have only one
connected to your
L/ IfMacintosh,
its name will be shown at the left bottom
of the dotted box as the target disk for installation.
You can install a stripped down \"ersion of System 7
on a 1.4MB Ooppy disk*'l70. To install system
software on a different hard disk, click I''""'" ""'l
until the desired hard disk's name appears in the
doued box.

Easy Install
As a result of its examination of your system, the

Installer provides a list of items it will install into
your system.
is the no-brainer way of
installing system software, but you should exercise
care if the hard disk is an e.xtemal disk that may be
connected to Macintosh models other than the
current machine. External hard disks should go
through the
procedure (below).
Click 1'"'""I (or press return) to initiate the
installation process.

Watching Installer Work
After initiating the installation process, the Installer
looks through its internal list of items it knows
about on the various installation disks and
compares that list against what it needs to install on
your disk. In the succeeding screen, the Installer
shows icons representing each of the system
software diskettes it needs for your installation. As
the Installer requires each disk, it ejects the current
disk, and requests that the next one be inserted. The
disk currently being read and copied to your hard
disk is highlighted.
At the bottom of the screen, you can watch more
detailed progress within each disk. You may see
messages about removing outdated files, reading
files from the Ooppy disk, and writing to the hard
disk.
To finish the process the Installer requests
re-insertion of the
Upon
completion, a dialog box prompts you to either quit
the Installer or nerform further installations with
fllf'l§hfifjtrffliiljlf you have reached this point by
way of Easy Install, you are probably finished, so you
can quit. This restarts the Macintosh under your
newly installed system software on your hard disk.

Occasionally, a user must run the Installer progran1
a second lime if the first attempt doesn't take hold.
Restart the Macintosh with the Install I disk and run
through Easy Install again.

Installing System 7
LaserWriter Drivers
When installing System 7 for your entire system,
Easy Install automatically updates yourmmmJ
lf other Macintoshes share a networked
LaserWriter with you, those machines should get the
System 7
installatio~en if
they are still on System 6. Failure to do this requires
the printer to be reset each lime a different system
version prints to it (this is lime consuming). A
separate Installer script file on the Printing diskette
performs this upgrade independently of the rest of
the systemsoftware.
Insert the Printin disk, and double-click on the

t;I~~~~{Jl~This is the installer script just
for printing. Click~ on the Easy Install screen
of the Installer.

Installing System 7
on External Hard Disks
Because there is a strong likelil10od that you \vill
take your e.xtemal hard disk to another Macintosh
model at some time in its life, it is best to perform a
that disk, rather than theiJ!m
-~~o~Wo"ioltoll:lvns•tall allows you to install a
purpose set of S)"Stem files that work with all
Macintosh models, instead of just your own.
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Creating a Minimum System Diskette

It is always advisable to have a
startup diskette handy in case of
trouble with your hard disk.

Superprive (1.4 MB Floppy)
Startup Disk
You can use the System 7 Installer to create a
minimum system diskette on a high density (J .4
megabyte) diskette. Start your Macintosh with the
lf®@Ddisk in the floppy drive. When the Installer
finishes loading, click C!:J to reach the Easy
Install screen. Then click I c.,,.,.,,. I .

Because tl1e Macintosh system gives startup
precedence to a disk in the floppy drive, you
can always start your Macintosh from a floppy,
even if your hard disk fails to start normally
due to system extension conflicts or disk
problems.

tlltt the Item s you wont to select ;
~hlft-tlld:

t o utet l multiple Items.
Int. t all

~~~stem fo~ Mettnlosh
Mtn Syst11m f or M n lntosh Pl us
Min Sys tem lor Mulntosh U
Min ~ ys tem for Mac:lnto•h tlo.Uit

c zeus

Min System f or M acint osh Sl/ 30
Min slis tem fOr M aci n t osh l C

Q

Hlo
..•lfw- "~~
••••
Sln :
l l81K

....

:

............._._..., .. ....
Vw1 ...:

~

,_,...,,._,,,
l.O I

,~

-~

.........

-• •n_......,.,.Hoc.......,f!IMI\i ••,..

r~--tw~ar-«l)rtw1\4>,._. ,

In the next screen, you see a list of available system
software elements to install. Scroll down the list
until you reach the Minimum Software entries.
You can create a diskette tailored for your
Macintosh or a disk that will start any Macintosh
model. The latter might help friends who don't have
a minimum system diskette for their systems.
The next step is to make sure the Installer
recognizes the diskette to be used. Click C'1:@J to
eject the Install disk, and insert the new floppy. If
the floppy needs to be initialized, do so now. If the
name of the floppy doesn't appear above['!§],
click I'"''""""'I until its name is there.
Click on the Minimum Software entry for the
machine(s) of your choice, and then click I'"""" I .
You will be prompted to insert various installer
diskettes during the copy process.
After a successful installation, try the disk by
restarting the Macintosh with the newly created
system diskette as the startup disk. Your hard disk
should show up as the second disk on theJ.Z®MM
Because it is not the startup disk, none of the hard
disk's extensions loaded during startup.

'-------

lnsta11 1

~
I Swlt th Olst I
(£esy l n•tall )

~

Take a lon9 a s tat"tup
diskette vthen you tr av e1
vtith a Po\'l'erBook.

BOOK Startup Disk
The System 7 System File and Finder are too large,
even in their most trimmed forms, to fit on anlilim3
M!!ifiltj If your Macintosh is not equipped with a
1.4 MBQ!l.!QNjdthen you should still have a
startup diskette to rescue your Macintosh from
potential hard disk problems.
Unfortunately, the only solution is to start from a
System 6.o.x diskette. Theftlml®!ildisk that
comes with System 7 is a 6.0.7 system disk,
consisting of System, Finder, a few important control
panels (General, Brightness, Monitors, Mouse,
Portable, and Startup Device), and a couple
bard disk utility programs. You may use this disk
(or better yet, a copy of it) as your emergency
startup disk.

Lock the Startup Disk
Once you have a minimal startup disk, llip the
locking tab on the reverse side.oi) l3 This will
prevent a&m:loi!60 from propagating to at least
one solid startup disk for your ~)'Stem.

When to Use Startup Diskettes
Most of the time your hard disk will successfully
startup, as it should. But if you notice some erratic
behavior when using your Macintosh, you may wish
to isolate the problems as being vims or hardware
related. By starting the Macintosh \vith a locked,
virus-free minimal system disk, and working with
your applications, you may be able to detect whether
the problem is in the Macintosh hardware (the
problem persists even when starting from the
diskette) or on your hard disk (the problem goes
away) . If the problem .is on your hard disk, it may
be due to a vims or a conllict of extension or
control panel files oil83.
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MiHing System Software

It's a fact of life that not all
Macintosh owners have the
same system level installed on
their Macs. This is especially
true with the transition to
System 7.

(j)
Ejectable Diskettes
(2MB or smaller)
'JYpical Macintosh diskettes (SOOK and 1.41\16) can
be exchanged freely between machines running
System 7 and earlier systems. For the most part, the
contents of a disk will be the same on both system
levels except in two instances: I) if you have
dragged an item to the System 7 Trash without
emptying the Trash before ejecting the disk; and 2)
if a file was dragged from the disk to theft®$tm1
under System 7. In these two cases, you will see two
extra folders in the diskette's window when opened
under System 6 or earlier. These folders are labeled
m!iJandJtXfWifij i(iWQ You are free to
manipulate (even delete) these folders and their
contents as you normally would under System 6.

System 6 Hard Disks on System 7
Whenever you connect a hard disk that had any
changes made to its contents in a System 6 (or
earlier) environment to a machine booted from
System 7, the governing S}'Stem 7 software
automatically begins rebuilding the) tl'f!$@lfile
~ 94. Behind the scenes, the system is acrually
building a new hidden
file,
which is different from the Desktop file on System 6
disks. For simplidty, system software calls this
Desktop Database the Desktop file. You can
interrupt the rebuilding, but if you let it go ahead, it
does no harm to your System 6 disk. It ''~II.
however, use up about 48K of disk space that you
won't be able to account for. The System 6 Desktop
file is not overwritten or deleted by the System 7
Desktop file. Windows, icons, and other visual
features of System 7 apply to a System 6 hard disk
connected to the computer. Back home, your System
6 Madntosh will ignore the System 7 Desktop file,
and use its familiar System 6 Desktop file for its
internal management. You ,viii, however, see two
new folders, Trash and Desktop, which you may
delete.

You can count on exchanging disks with Mac
owners running System 6 or even earlier. Or,
you may connect your portable hard disk to a
system that boots from a System 6 system.
Fortunately, there's no problem doing this, but
System 7 disks show some extra folders when
run under System 6 or earlier.

Mixing system software versions gets more
complex when people on the slune AppleTalk
network need to share resources, like a laser
printer. This setup is possible, but takes some
care to make the cooperation seantless.

Sharing a Laser Printer

System 7 Hard Disks on System 6

If not all Macintoshes on an AppleTalk network
sharing a printer are at the same System software
level, it is important that all machines at least have
the same sharedti1jhlmiQb9Wthe LaserWriter
or AppleTalk lmageWriter files) in the System folder.
If you fail to do this, then each time a user tries to
print with a different printer driver version, a dialog
appears reminding the user that the LaserWriter has
been initialized '"ith a different version of the driver.
The printer will have to be reinitialized, wasting a lot
of time.

Instead, upgrade each user on the network \vith the
Version 7 printer drivers. System 6 users must be
running version 6.0.2 or higher to be upgraded to
System 7 printer drivers. Do this installation only
with the Installer that is located on the Printing disk
that comes \vith the System 7 software, as follows:
Owith a Macintosh already started with System
6.0.2 or later, insert the System 7 Printing disk
into the disk drive.
8nouble-click the Printer Update icon.
8Make sure the startup disk is listed as the target
(click lsw"'" •~s•l if you need to change the disk).
8click I •••• '"''""! , and wait while installation
takes place.
f)Clicke!ill.
&open the Chooser, and click the LaserWriter
driver icon (and click the desired LaserWriter
printer in the list to the right).

Two or More Systems
on One Hard Disk
Jla1in~ more than one copy of System software on a
startup disk (either of the same 1ersion or different
versions) is risky business. Only cmt· ~
Gimm can he the SO·CaJ!t•d .. blessed .. folder-the
one that actually starts up. rtility pro~rams. such <L~
System Switcher. help .\lacintosh de1elopers try
their suftwan· on different intL'nl<llional versions of
S)StL·m software h) lettin~ them choose which
System to restart from. But unless you know what
)olll·n· doin~. multiple copies of the System and
Finder files on your startup disk can cause l'l'ry
erratic heha1·ior and system crashes.

You may connect a System ?-formatted disk to a
Macintosh that uses System 6 to start up. Since the
startup systen1software rules, don't expect the
Finder views and other visual niceties of System 7 to
appear in your disk's Windows. But you can expect
to see the Trash and Desktop Folder icons on your
disk. When you reboot from this disk, those items
are hidden from view, and both files and trash go
back where you left them previously.

Mixed Systems on a Network
To exercise System Ts File Sharing on a network, all
Macintoshes that are to participate must be
upgraded to System 7. The same is true for using
any of the interapplication communication features
of System 7. Only System 7 machines will he able to
send messages (Apple Events) to each other. The
System 6 AppleShare Chooser document can give
you some access to file sharing but this
combination is not recommended.

AppleShare File Servers
You can use ~'ystem 7 Macintoshes on a network
built around anJltiti)t;jmfile server, but don't
upgrade the System software on the server until you
install the System 7 compatible version of
AppleShare (version 3.0). Even if you are still using
an earlier AppleShare version, upgrade the print
server software to work 'vith System 7 print drivers.
To do this, quit the AppleSharelq;tjtlii9Mdinsert
U1e System 7 Printing disk, and drag all relevant
printer drivers (i.e., those supported on your
network) to the System Folder. Do not use the
Installer for this update. Then restart the
AppleShare Print Server.
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System Folder
10 items

12.9 MB in disk
-~~
-t--~1--+-

System

System Folder Overview, page 74
Clipboard and Scrapbook, page 79

Finder

Control Panels, page 80

Clipboard

Extensions

Contro 1 Panels

G

Startup Items, page 91

Note Pad File Startup Items

Apple M nu Items

Preferences, page 89
Extensions, page 83
Finder and System, page 84

Apple Menu Items, page 76

Chooser, page 78
Fonts, page 86
PrintMonitor Documents, page 90
TrueType and PostScript, page 98
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System Folder Overview

To your Macintosh, the System
Folder is the most important
folder on your startup disk. Most
of the time, however, you can
forget about it entirely.

~
System Folder
The Blessed Folder

r::J\

0

The system Folder has its own spedal icon-the
folder with tlle tiny Macintosh on it-to indicate that
it is tlte one the internal operating system looks to
for instructions to complete the startup task. In that
folder is the all-importantmJmmfile. The folder
containing the active System file is informally known
as the "blessed folder." In the process of putting
System 7 on your hard disk, the Installer builds a
number of special folders inside the System Folder
for numerous system-level files. Many of your
applications programs also store your user
preferences and temporary rues !n the system folder.
Vi.rtually everything you double-click in the system
folder opens to do something.

Much of what goes on inside theli!imm

l!l1mD is done automatically for you as you
work with applications. The exception is when
you want to customize your work environment
-tl1at's when you may need to dig a bit inside
the Folder.

Fortunately, System 7 greatlysimpUfies working
\vith System Folder contents compared to
earlier system versions. In the place of perhaps
hundreds of files are a handful of folders that
group system level files in a way that makes
them easy to find, add to, or delete.

System File

Finder

Most of what the System File contains is not
accessible to the user. But if you open t11e rue, you
see a \vindow listing a number of files-fonts and
sounds, mostly. If you have more than one language
keyboard or script system ~21 , then the rues for
these features are also in the system. You insta.U a
new font into your system by dragging tlte font rue to
the system File; you remove a font bydragging it out
of the System IDe's open \\~ ndow.

TheGI!mDis one of the llies you cannot open. The
file consists of prograntming code t11at gives the
Madntosh its visual personality, and helps you work
with files. The System and Finder IDes always work
together.

Notepad File
If you type anything into the Note Pad desk
accessory (default location is in the Apple Menu
Items folder), that application saves the data in the
Notepad File in the System Folder.

Clipboard
Each time you copy or cut a chunk of text, picture,
or object, the information goes into a special part of
Macintosh memory called theWM1.!1N11If
memory is mnning low, t11e Macintosh temporarily
stores the contents of tl1e Clipboard memory into the
Clipboard llie in the System Folder. This file is
emptied as the Macintosh shuts down, however.

Extensions
Acatch-all folder, the Extensions Folder, contains
items that can best be described as system-level
services. This includes software that lets your
Macintosh communicate properly with external
devices such as printers and IDe servers-device
drivers, they're called. Also in the Extensions Folder
are small programs that must automatically start
each time you start up your Macintosh. These
System
programs are often calledmiil3(pronounced
in-IT) , after their INITfile type~ 83. Such
programs usuallywork silentlyat the same time you
work witl1 your Macintosh, monltoring various
elements of your machine. Agood example is a ,,;M,,~-+----1~
detection extension, which might be on the lookout
for processes that resemble tl1e impregnation of a
vims into a file. If the e.xtension finds such an
Extensions
action, it may notify you with a dialog box that a
potential virus infection has been thwarted.

Preferences
Many applications (including the Finder) need to
store user settings for the next time the applications
run. In system 7, these preferences are normally
stored in the Preferences Folder. The folder is
primarily for the convenience of the program's
author, since tl1e preferences files can be in one
place all the time. It's rare that you'Uneed to ever
open the folder except perhaps to delete preferences
files from applications you erase fromyour hard
disk.

Preferences

Apple Menu Items
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Aworking knowledge of the System Folder is
not essential for working with your
applications. It does come in handy, however,
when things don't work right or when you wish
to set up shot1cuts to particular applications or
documents.

- - Scrapbook File
While there is a separate Scrapbook desk
accessory (the default location for it is in the Apple
Menu Items folder), all data stored in the
Scrapbook is maintained in a separate Scrapbook
File in the System Folder. Thus, you can copy the
contents of a Scrapbook to another Macintosh and
preserve the contents, even if the the Scrapbook
application should be updated in a future version of
the System software.

Control Panels
Most of the custontization choices available to users
are performed by way of control panels-tiny
programs that provide relatively simple access to
things like sounds, colors, and how folder windows
display lists of files. Thelltllj!!!i places anto
the Control Panels Folder into the Apple Menu
folder. Choosing that item from the Apple menu,
however, simply opens the Control Panels folder. For
more convenience, place aliases to frequently used
control panels in the Apple Menu Items folder. Many
third-party hardware products and a number of
third-party utility programs supply their o1vn control
_ __. panels as a means of adjusting user settings.

m

Startup Items
Not to be confused with !NITs or extensions, a
l.j!rti!IFtl\mtJis a document or program that you
want the Macintosh to open each time you start up
your machine. If you drag a document file to this
folder, the Macintosh will start that document's
application (if the application is still on the dlsk)
and open that document. In previous system
versions, this same feature was available as the Set
Startup item in the Special menu. Having
startup items in a folder, however, makes
management of these items much easier.

-

Apple Menu Items
The contents of the leftmost menu in the menubar,
the Apple(S) menu, is completely customizable by
you. Whatever program or document you copy to
the Apple Menu Items folder immediately appears
in the menu's alphabetically sorted list. lYPically
used as access to system level items, such as
and small programs known as
~!! the Apple menu is a convenient
place ie
accessed programs and
documents. For most users' file organization, it is
most efficient to copy an alias*' 120 for a file to the
Apple Menu folder.

What Goes Where?
If some of the concepts of the v-.uious folders seem
more than you care to remember, the good news is
that you don't have to remember what kind of
system file goes into which folder. If you drag a
system file to the System Folder (i.e., the folder icon,
not the opened 1vindow), an alert box teUs you what
kind of file you just dragged there and into which
special folder (if any) it should go. By clicking
CD , you let the system software put the dragged
file into the proper folder for you. Clicking I <••"' I
leaves the file where it was-it does not move tlte
item to the System Folder. When you drag a system
file into the opened 1vindow of the System Folder,
you do not get the alert box. Therefore, in normal
operation, it is best to leave the System Folder
closed, and drag items to tlte icon and let the system
software put those files in the right places.

Som~ softW'ar~ d~v~lopers

OW'n folders in
to put
files and r~sourc~s us~d by
th~ir products . Aldus and
Claris both do this.

creat~ th~ir

th~ Syst~m Fold~r

Control panels need to be stored in the
Control Panels folder or they may not
work properly. Put "Cac he Switch" into
the Control Panels folder?
( Cancel )

!!!!!!!!!!!!OK~D

l'f!![

I
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Apple Menu Items
The Apple menu (the leftmost
menubar item with the .S logo),
is available all the time
-whether you are
working within the
Finder or an
application.
App le tvlenu Item s
D _
2:36:30
PM
Alarm Clock I~a.;;;..
__
_Cl...I
_
The Alann Clock application is both a clock, alarm
clock, and alternative way of setting the Macintosh's
internal clock. When you open the alarm clock, a
small window appears with the lime ticking away,
second by second. You may drag anywhere in the
middle of the windowto relocate the alarm clock
window on the screen. The next lime you open the
Alann Clock, the window will be in the last position
you left it. The box on the left is a close box ;t) 102,
a click of which closes the program.
Clicking the flag
icon at the right,
you see an enlarged window,
showing the current date and
three iconic buttons that let you select the time,
date, and alarm setting for editing in the middle box.
To edit a value, click on the desired icon, and then
click on the number (or AM/PM setting) you want to
change. Adouble-arrow icon appears to the right,
allowing you to raise or lower the selected value
\vith the mouse (click ;md hold an arrow for rapid
progress). You mayalso type a value to replace the
selected value. To set the clock according to an
audible lime signal (such as a telephone company
service), set the seconds to "00," and click on the
clock icon (leftmost one) at the sound of the tone.
To undo changes, click on the active clock at the top
of the window.
To set and activate the alarm, click the alarm icon
(at the lower right) , and set the lime you'd like the
alarm to ring. Be sure the AM and PM setting is set
correctly. Then click on the small lever icon to the
left of the alann clock lime. When the lever is in the
up position, the alarm is set (the alarm icon at the
lower right shows the clock ringing).
When the alarm goes off, the ~-ystem beep;tj 113
sounds once, and a miniature alarm clock flashes
atop the Apple menu icon. If the alarm time had
passed while the Macintosh was off, you won't hear
the beep, but the Icon will flash just the same when
you tum on the Mac. To tum off the flashing, open
the Alarm Clock. If you wish the alarm to ling at the
same time tomorrow, just close the window;
otherwise, click
D 2:59:43 PM t
on the lever next
to the alarm lime
12/ 30 / 91
to turn off the
alarm clock.

You have the flexibility of adding up to about
50 applications or documents into the menu,
thus giving you instant access to any item while
you work with your programs. All it takes is
dragging a file (or anml!!!of a file) to the
Apple Menu Items folder.

Applications may be small programs (such
as desk accessories) or major standalone
programs. The System software Installer places
several small programs into the Apple Menu
Items folder by default, but you may move
them to another location (or delete them) , if
you prefer. If you place a document into the
folder, and select the document from the
menu, the Macintosh opens the application
(if there is enoughiD]) and the document.

*
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The Macintosh Portable and PowerBooks provide the
Batte')' application to help you monitor the charge of
the internal battel)'. Visual design of U1e Battery
application is different for the PowerBooks than for
the Portable. For PowerBooks, the opening window
shows a horizontal scale between Empty and Full.
Asmall battel)' icon illustrates a lightning bolt when
U1e battel)' is being charged. Click the flag button to
expand the window. This reveals a Q!!!D button,
which immediately puts the PowerBook intoEtl
lm!ml<contents of RAM are left intact). Optionclicking the battel)' Icon in the smaller window also
puts the computer to sleep, as does choosing
Sleep in the Finder's Special menu. On the
PowerBook 170, the Batte')' window also lets you
tum on
a switch U1at slows down the
CPU (from 25Mhz to 16 MHz) and reduces the
ma.ximum screen brightness-all in the name of
improving battel)' life.
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Chooser
You should always keep the Chooser in the Apple
Menu Items folder, especially if you connect to any
networked services, such as printers andli!m
rrr:mD see pageoit)78 for details on bowto use
the Chooser.

For the Portable, the battel)' charge is shown in a
vertical scale, and (]!!!] is always visible. Its
\vindow takes up more space than the PowerBook's
collapsed view, but both operate in the background
to show you instantaneous battel)' charge levels.

Calculator
D Calculator
The Calculator application · ...,,...,.,.,.·.!-"'!·· , ,.•.,.,.,,,..•,,,,
presents an on-screen
;
171
:1i:
1ih
replica of a simple fourll·.·
function handheld calcu= I
lator. Usc the numeric key-

j
Key Caps
Because Macintosh fonts include a number of
·
·
'
•
·
·
'(:::JIZJ"'
'
'
·
'
!{§]
S Wsymbols
and foreign language char.tcters, it is not

Gifall"9il:!f

~~b~a;~s:::n~~~~~~bers : .GJ[it!Jtl!.

~~~r:~t~o~·~~~~~cul- ·_m.~mn atJons, and then choo.sc
, ·ro=:JQl;jH
:
Copy from the Edtt
, · .. ·'''' . .~,,,,,. ·
menu to copy the contents
of the calculator's display 'vindow into the Clipboard
for pasting into another application. More
sophisticated calculators are available as
commerdal and public domain products.

always easy to remember the keyboard
combinations necessary for each character.
Moreover, not evel)' font supports the same
characters, especially those fonts designed to
produce graphic symbols or characters in
non-Roman languages (e.g., Gre~Arabic).
Key Caps displays a replica of the · 1 1 and
offers a menu of fonts installed in your ~'ystem . By
choosing the desired font and pressing the modifier
keys (option, shift, and con/rob, you see all the
characters available in that font. You may type a
special series of characters into the Key Caps
display, and then select, copy, and paste them into
your document. For more about Key Caps ;t) 19.
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Items you drag into the Apple Menu Items
folder appear in the menu in alphabetical
order.

Stnlpl>oot

r.m:

Note Pad

Apple Menu Items
13HBlndisl<

9ittmS

{!)

1§1

Puzzle
An electronic version of the
plastic pocket puzzles most
of us tried as kids, the Puzzle
program preseniS a window -..,..,..&_,..,.fill-..,...,:!•
with a grid of 16 squares,
fifteen of which have jumbled
pieces of a picntre. Choose ............._ .
Cl ear from the Edit menu to toggle tlte
numbered squares; or copy and paste any graphic to
tlte puZ7Je. Our job is to arrange the squares so that
the picture is complete (or the numbers are in
order). Our reward for doing so is a digitized voice
cheer (modifiable 1vith ResEdit ~ 84-85, 156-157).
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Scrapbook
Many users find the Scrapbook helpful as a means
of saving snlppeiS of text, graphics, or virtually
anything else you can copy or cut from a document.
Information is saved in the Scrapbook File in the
System Folder. For more details about the
Scrapbook, and iiS partner, th1'I t@H$'i'!see
page~ 79, 108.

Pod

R:ememoer to call Steve at~out

Eight pages Of ShOrt noteS
tho m"tlng on TunOoy
are stored in the Note Pad
File, editable via the Note
Pad program. This is a very
simple text editing program,
offering no font changes or "'
printing. But you can select t..
t '-l
~"""""""".....:==l
t(!}.t and copy it for pasting into another application,
or paste text from other documents into tlte Note
Pad. To advance through the pages, click on the
upturned corner of the current page; click on the
lower left corner to work your way backward.

-
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Adding Control Panels
While the default installation of the System software
places anJ!D!:m of the Control Panels folder into the
Apple Menu Items folder, this is not an entirely
productive arrangement. Uyou select this item, all it
does is open the 1vindow to the Control Panels
folder-you still have to open the desired control
panel. It makes more sense to put aliases to the
actual control panels that you use frequently into the
Menu. Then, by selecting an item, you
automatically open that control panel directly.

*

Since it is best to leave the real control panel files in
the Control Panels folder, you should create an ali.as
to a desired panel, and drag the alias to the Apple
Menu Items folder. Here's how to do this:

0

-Pod

1¢

ro

8

Adding Other Items
The Apple Menu is a convenient place to list
applications, documeniS (especially stationery
~135) , and items on a network that you need to
open frequently. By having these items listed in the
menu, it saves you from having to search for their
icons nested in various folders. As with control
panels, it is best to drag aliases to progrdllls,
documeniS, and shared volumes to the Apple Menu
Items folder. That way, the re-.tl files are where you
expect to find them if you look for them through
your folder organization ~ 116. It may make more
sense to rename some aliases so they appear more
concisely in tlte Apple menu. For example, you
might rename SuperWriterTM Professional2.5 to
just Super\Vriter.

With ~uch a cu~tomizahle resource :u mur
finget1ip~. you should take care in mana~:in~: the
contents of your Apple menu. While you can put
about 'iO items into the menu, it makes sense to
keep the li~t :l~ short a~ possible, while still
proridin~: an index to pro!(r:uns and documents you
need to access all the lime.

Think about control panel~ that you'd like to have
handy.likel!ieandEim If you hare multiple
monitors connected to your ~lacintosh or need to
switch among v:uious color settings,fln!ml:ml~
should he then•. Connecting a lot of diffcrl•nt hard
disk~ to mur machine often calls for thl·Em!mm
~co;11rol panel-a good candidate for some
users· • menu. Or if you do a lot of file sh:uing on
a network dra~: aliase~ to hoth the
•
and
control panels. l.l•aw plenty
of room for third-party desk accessories and
control panl'ls. too.

The most important SUgj\estion i~ to renw1·c items
automaticall1· inserted bv the srstcm software
Installer if y<;u don't cx1;ectto .usc them. If you find
you don't usc the Alann Clock. Calculator. Xotc
Pad. or Puzzle a lot. then consider mming those
small pro~:r:uns to an applications folder elsewhere
on your hard disk. These items don't han· to he in
tlw System Folder to 1mrk.

When you dtoo~c an alias to a network volume or
folder (alia~ created on another ~lac) that is not yet
mounted, you are prompted for the password. If
mu create the alia~ from a mlumc mounted on vour
;nachine and choose it from the • menu. you.
b)vass the password prompt. These methods of
accc~sing a shared item com·enicntly bypass
navigation via the~

Apple Menu Strategies
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Open the Control Panels folder, and click once
on a control panel file (either in tlte icon or text:
listing of the 1vindow).
Choose Make Rlias from the File menu.
Anew file appears, named witl1 lite control
panel, plus the word "alias." Notice that an
alias's file name is in an italic font.
Drag the alias file to the Apple Menu Items
folder. You may drag the file to the Desktop
first, if you need to dose the Control Panels
window to see the Apple Menu Items folder.
Open the Apple Menu Items folder, and
remove the word "alias" from the file's name
(for detaJls on editing file names).

While you may rename tlte alias file to anything you
want (it still keeps iiS link back to the original file),
you should keep control panel names recogni.zable,
especially if someone else might need to adjust tlte
control panel settings on your Macintosh.

I group a 11 progt·ams
at the top with
a leading space.

(Space)

!
#

Adjusting Apple Menu Order
System software automatically lists ,\pplc ml•nu
items alphabetically. Athird·party utility will
prohahly collll' along to allo11 you to set the
order manually. hut even so. you can innul·nn·
the order hy preceding the names with 1·:uious
characters. The chamctt•t-s to the tight
(presented in their sorting order. earliest
sorting character fi1-stl sort before the letters of
the alphabet.
Some of these characters might look weird a~
leading ch:u~tcte1:; to pro~ram or documl·nt
names. butthl· space character is innocuous.
:\otc. ton, that a name with two spares at the
beginning sorts hcforc a name with only one
space :l~ the fii"Sl ch:u~tctcr.
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Chooser

The basic concept of the
Chooser was a good one when it
was first designed: to help you
choose which serial port or
network device, such as a
printer, the Macintosh should
use.

AppleTalk
At the lower right comer of the Chooser window are
two radio bunons that let you tum AppleTalk on or
off. If you are connected to an Apple'l'alklolloill·....,._
(for printing and/or file sharing) you must activate
AppleTalk to use any of those remote services. But if
you are a standalone Macintosh, not connected to
an networked printer, then you can keep AppleTalk
inactive.

Choosing a Printer
The seeminglysimple act of choosing a printer,
actually triggers a number of actions behind the
scenes. The printer icons you see in the Chooser are
those of the prirrter driver files in the Extensions
folder.liftlii!!!!!Q(i§fiare small programs that
allow the Macintosh hardware to communicate
properly with the designated printer. Each printer
style expects different forms of codes and signals
from the Madntosh. By letting you choose the
driver, the System software allows software
developers to write generic printing routines. The
drivers do all necessary conversions for a specific
printer model.
If the printer ls a serial port printer (e.g.,

lmageWriter, StyleWriter), the Chooser allows you to
select aWI!liUI to connect the printer.
AppleTalk networked printers, such as LaserWriters,
know ,that you must be connected via the printer
(AppleTalk) port. The Chooser immediatelylooks
out upon the network to find the names of tl1e
printers your Macintosh has direct access to, and
lists the name(s) in the right-hand box of the
Chooser window. You must click on a printer name
to indicate which one you 1vish to print on. This is
how you can direct printing to one of several
printers on the same network. Some printers
support background printing, meaning that you
don't have to wilitfor a document to print before
continllinfntthrk 4)152. If so, the
lllll\lii@L....!I_~ radio buttons appear in the
Chooser 1vindow. By and large, background printing
is desirable when available.

a:

When you S\vitch printers, an alert box urges you to
loo~ at the Page Setup dial
for your
programs. This is because
:r.~@dialogs for
different printers offer different choices, some of
which don't translate appropriatelyfrom one printer
to anotlJer. Therefore, unless you use the default
Page Setup settings, you may need to adjust those
settings before printing4)148-150.

But as Macintosh systems, especially those in
networked offices, became more complex, the
Chooser was asked to do more than just let the
user select a printer. The Chooser serves many
other duties that might not seem to be related
to printers, like choosing which file server to
access. As you choose a server, you wonder
what happened to the printer choice made
earlier. Other settings are safe, but it's hard for
you to know that.

Choosing an AppleTalk Zone
The network you are connected to may be complex
enough that the network administrator has linked
together several AppleTalk networks spread over
great distances (see pages 41156-15 7 for details
about how such a network works). This
combination is called an internet. To help you locate
a particular printer, file server, or other shared
device, the network administrator may have grouped
chunks of the internet into zones. If so, the Chooser
shows a list at the bottom left of zones established
on tl1e internet. As you click on each zone, you see
the names of servers (or printers if you have clicked
on a printer driver) available in that zone. Dividing
an internet into zones inlproves the effidency of tl1e
entire internet and your access to devices.

=10

Still, the Chooser is where you select printers,
servers,Mitj1rrjti''3 zones, mainframe
computer linkups, and other network services,
depending on your connectivity setup.

Choosing an AppleShare Server
Asingle chooser document, AppleShare, is your
access path to one or more file servers or File
Sharing Madntoshes on your network. When you
choose AppleShare, the list at the riglll shows allQ'!D
~ (or otl1er people's Macintoshes contairling
shared items) tl1at your Macintosh can "see" on the
network. When tl1e list has several items in it, you
see howimportant it is to clearly name your
Macintosh in thpJ.jitl!ift'M!mcontrol panel
4)80. Double-click on any one server, and you'll get
another dialog box that prompts you for password
and other log on information. See pages@ 164-173
for details about this dialog box and accessing
U!!'Jil'l!:ttfjtiiYou may also bypass the Chooser by
putting an alias to a mounted se.rver into the Apple
Menu Items folder for quick mounting, or into the
Startup Items folder to mount the server at startup.

Chooser

~

~

cA,_

J!LQ!b
LO lmageWriter

§.

g

.

.

Q

Select a LaserWriter:
Lasersaurus Rex

'
ImageWriter AppleTalk lmageWriter

~

AppleTalk lmage'Personal LaserWriter SC

~

IJ

Persona1 LW LS

~

Background Pr inti ng: @ On

0 Off

StyleWriter

~
Some application programs react to the printer
driver you have selected 1vitl1 tl1e Chooser. Since
various printers cover different areas of a page,
some progl".uns take the printer model's inherent
margin limits into account when formatting active
page sizes for text or graphics. Therefore, it is best
to work lvith your applications after choosing the
printer on which you intend to print the document.

Appl eTalk

@Active
0 Inactive

7.0

Keyboard Shortcuts
While in the Chooser. mu can maneuver around tht•
11·indnw 1rith the l\t•yh~ard instead of the nun1se. if
you prefer. Pressing the tab key cycles through the
windows, highlightin!\ the actilatcd nne with a hlacl\
hnrder. In an actin• window. the cursor 1\t'ys lrt you
manipulate tht• text or icon selection in the
direction of the arrow.
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Clipboard and Scrapbook

Although frequently confused by
new users, the Clipboard and
Scrapbook are two distinct
information holders in the
Macintosh environment. What
distinguishes these two
workhorses are their persistence
and capacity.

Both the Clipboard and Scrapbook are
versatile in what they store. Anything you can
copy and paste in a document-text, painted
graphics, a graphic object, a HyperCard card
(which may consist of text, buttons, graphics,
and lots more), a sound, an icon, an
animation sequence-can be stored in tl1e
Clipboard and Scrapbook. About the only
things they don't store are files. But then, that's
what disks are for.

Theti1tn11HS@stores one piece of
information at a time, and its contents
disappear the instant you turn off or restart
your Macintosh. There is one Clipboard that
serves all applications.

How the Clipboard Works
The Clipboard works almost invisibly. Virtually every
Macintosh program contains an Edit menu \vith
the Cut, Copy , and Paste items, which
control the CUpboard. Some programs also let you
view what is in the Clipboard. Even if they don't, the
Show Clipboard item in the Finder's Edit
menu opens a window that displays the Clipboard's
contents (if the item is displayable, such as text and
graphics).
To put something into the Clipboard in any program,
you select something-a range of text, a graphicand choose Copy from the Edit menu (or type
command-C). To put the contents of the Clipboard
in another place on the document or in another
document (even in another program), click the
mouse at an insertion point (this may not be
necessary in graphics programs) , and choose
Paste from the Edit menu. Mter pasting, the
Clipboard still contains the item, so you can paste it
in another spot if you like.
Choosing Cut from the Edit menu both clears
the selection from the current document and places
the information into the Clipboard. If the program
has a Clear menu item, this simply deletes the
selection \vithout placing it into the Clipboard.

How the Scrapbook Works
Like it's realworld counterpart, the Madntosh
Scrapbook is a place for treasuring memories
-memories of infoffilation past. When you open
the Scrapbook, the \vindow shows as mucl1 of the
contents of the current page as fits (the contents
may be much larger than you can see). At the
bottom of the window is a legend that shows which
page of the total number of pages you are viewing,
plus the type of information stored on that page. The
Information type is represented by ali@tl@jijjf!j
oW]84, a four-character identifier (you may not see a
trailing space after a three-character resource
name). Some items you paste into the Scrapbook
may be composite objects, consisting of several
types of information shown in a comma-delimited
list. Ahorizontal scroll bar lets you bring different
pages Into view.

_p

Scrapbook

•

y

•

Each time you choose Copy or Cut from the
Edit menu, the Clipboard is replaced by the
current selection. If no information is selected, then
either the Cut and Copy menu items will be

You actually use the Clipboard to move information
into and out of the Scrapbook. To store something
in the Scrapbook, first select it from the document
(if appropriate in the program) , and choose
Copy from the Edit menu. Start up the
Scrapbook (or use the Application menu to bring it
to the front if the Scrapbook is already open), and
choose Paste from the Edit menu. The
Clipboard's contents paste as the first page of the
Scrapbook (the Clipboard still has the information
in it).
To grab something from the Scrapbook, simply
scroll the desired page into view, and choose
Copy from the Edit menu. The information is
now in the Clipboard, ready for you to designate the
document \vindow and location for pasting the data.
Deleting a page from the Scrapbook can be done by
choosing either Cut or Clear from the Edit
menu \vith the
page to be
deleted
showing in the
Scrapbook
window. You
can also start
from scratch
the

disabled (grayed out) or the menu items won't
disturb the Clipboard.

the
System Folder)
to the Trash.
The next lime
you open the
Scrapbook, it
creates a new
Scrapbook File
for you.

Use the Clipboard as the means of moving
information from place to place during the same
Madntosh session. If you need the infom1ation to
survive the next shutdown of the Macintosh, paste it
into the Scrapbook for safe keeping.

Clearing the Clipboard
The CUpboard takes up memory, so the larger the
an10unt of infom1ation in the Clipboard, the less is
available for you to open other programs. Pages of
text or complex color pictures in the Clipboard can
absorb many kilobytes of RAM \vithout your
knowledge. While you cannot completely clear the
Clipboard, you can reduce it to a negligible size by
selecting a single character of text and copying it
into the Clipboard. That single byte shouldn't get in
the way of any other operation.

7/7

When Pasting Doesn't Work
The application prog1~1111 determines what types of
~tacintosh information it can accept from the
Cliphoard. \ot all prog1~uns accept all information
t~]ll'S. The most common information types.Dm
and !mil are more likely to he accepted hy a
rariety of programs. hut there are no guarantees.

PICT

For e\ample. most word processing programs
accept TEXT t pasted at the te\t insertion poi mer) or
a I'((T, which comes in as a single piclllre that can
he mored around as a\\ hole. But unless the
program !mows what to do with. say, allm!mi]
· •
(typt• ·snd · l. attempts at pasting will
result in either a heep or a message signifying the
prohlem of trying to pasle an incompatible
information type.
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Macintosh control panels
generally consist of
system-level preferences that
you adjust once or infrequently.
~
~::itt.~
Control P a nels

General Controls
The most basic control panel settings are those that
establish basic operating characteristics or your
Macintosh. These items are found in the General
Controls panel. From here you may set the Desktop
Pattern (the pattern of dots and colors that appears
as the background of the desktop on your screen),
the speed of insertion point blinking, how many
times a menu item should flash when you select it,
and the date and time. For details on setting the
1
(and how to put a picture there
instead), see page*'l110.
Dltihmulolumlblinking refers to the Dashing the
text insertion pointer does when you edit text in a
field or document. Blinking the cursor helps you
find it amid all the other characters and graphics on
the screen. As you select different speeds, the
sample pointer shows you the results. The default
setting is the middle speed.

System software comes with as many as 20
control panels, and many third-party hardware
products also provide control panels as ways
of letting you set preferences about the
hardware. You mayalso find a lot of
third-party software-primarily utility
software-that provides additional control
panels.
To set the
click on any set of digits (hour,
minute, second) or AM/PM designation. A
double-arrow icon appears to the right. Either type
the desired values into the selection or click the
arrows to alter the values. If you are setting the
clock against a lime standard, set ~1e seconds to
"00," and click on the clock icon (above the time)
at the sound of the tone.
Below the time are radio buttons for you to choose
12 or 24 hour time. The default for the United States
version of the system is 12 hour time.
To set the&
click on any set of digits (month,
day, year). A double-arrow icon appears to the right.
Either type ~1e desired values into the selection or
click the arrows to alter the values. Click the
calendar pad icon to make the new date take effect.
In case you're stiU using your Macintosh into the
21st century, with System 7 you can set the date in
that century up to December 31, 2019. Trying to set
the date to the year 2020 yields 1920 instead.

·-1Fast

Menu Blinking

Time

2:11 :00 PM

Ell
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000 ®

Date

Off
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Users 1vi~1 physical disabilities that make using the
mouse difficult or impossible can use Easy Access
to turn the keyboard into a completcftt!lE
'
Multiple keystroke combinations
are also possible 1vith a single physical pointing
device between the user and keyboard *120.

Color
For Macintoshes connected to a color monitor, ~1 e
Color control panel contains color adjustments for
highlighted text and the highlight colors of window.
You may choose from a standard palette as well as
from th
which lets you choose from
as many colors as your video control circuitry
allows *1 36, 113.

21 items

Labels

0 ®0

Easy Access

To help you organize your files and folders, you may
categorize their icons in the Finder by assigning
labels to them from ~1e Label menu. The names
of the labels and colors (if you have a color
monitor) are set via the Labels control panel *1110.

I ~ .· ,
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Bri ghtness

Sharing Setup

Color

~

Eas~

If you usc your Macintosh on a network, it is
24hr .

l'i!J
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ljrt!1!111Qtn1Ais an important visual feedback
device. After you release the mouse button on a
menu hem, the menu remains down for atl instant
as the selected menu item Dashes. This instant gives
you a chance to verify that you selected the desired
menu item. If you turn off blinking, the menu
disappears so fast that if you select the wrong menu
item by mistake, you may not know what you did
wrong when the wrong action occurs. Settings of 2
or 3 are desirable.

important to fill in the Network Identity blanks in the
Sharing Setup control panel. Those settings let

others provide you secure access to U1eir Iiles. This is
also whe[i,1 des; te your Macintosh as being
open for
:mdtl4ii.\&lm!nt!toil172.

-

nm

Labels

Sound
In the Sound control panel is a slider control to adjust
the volume of sounds played through the Macintosh
internal speaker (or via the audio output port). You
may also select a single sound from those installed in
your System 6Je as ~1e one you'll hear whenever the
Macintosh normall bee s at ou. Macintoshes
equipped 1vith
may also record alert
sounds via this panel

Sharing Setup

~ ~
Map

M

~

Startup Disk ~~~----t~========~:_
When you connect mulUple hard disks to a
Macintosh and 1vish to change the disk that the
Macintosh recognizes as the startup disk, use the
Startup Disk control panel to choose the volume.
Then restart the Macintosh *'l l L

..A-.

___ ______________

~o"'
...;.
.r'.._
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All control panel files should be located in the
Control Panels folder inside the System Folder.
The system softwarel® mlmptaces anE!l!!3
to the Control Panels folder in the Apple Menu
Items folder. When you select Con t ro I
Panel s from the .S menu, the Control
Panels folder opens, and you see the icons or
text listing of the control panels installed on
your Macintosh.

81

Apple's control panel icon s~~~ feature a small
slider control to distinguish these files from
other types. To open a control pruJCI,
double-click on its icon. You maydrag the
control panel window around the screen, and
leave it open as you click on another window
to activate a different program. Close the
control panel by clicking the control panel
window's dose box.
~ closeView
For those who have difficulty working \vith small
fonts and graphics, CloseView contains settings for
The window opened by the Users & Groups
magnification of the screen from 2 to 16 times
control panel contains icons of each external user
nonnal size. rt also allows inverse colors, in case it
you have authorized to access your Macintosh via
is easier for you to read while text on a black
lijtfj!tj!jfiT\J You create new users (or groups of
background oltJ 35.
users) by selecting appropriate menu items in the
File menu. Then double-dick each user icon to
Keyboard
establish an access password and how much access
Adjustments
to the speed o
and
to allow each user olt) 164-173.
how long you have to hold a key before it starts
repeating are made in the Keyboard control panel.
Views
If you havetttmDfi)t\lhntJJlUgi!N]olial1fl!l
Th~provides a \vide range of choices to
connected (or their software installed), you also
view files and folders in windows. The Views
choose the keyboard the Macintosh recognizes
control panel is where you make these choices,
olt)
19.
including the font of file names in d1e Finder, the
nature of icon views, and how much information
Network
you want to see in list views in \vindows olt) 112.
If you are connected to more thrut one type of
network (Loca!Talk, Ether'falk, or TokenTalk), you
choose the desired network from the Network
control panel olt) 162-163.

~~~---- - Users & Groups
~

Monitors
Madntoshes with color or any separate video
monitors may adjust various settings via the
Monitors control panel. Multiple monitor users set
which monitor gets theiTiTliTITI rnnand startup
screen. All users set the number of colors or gray
levels on color and grayscale monitors olt) 34-36.

Mouse
1\vo aspects of the mouse-how fast the screen
pointer tracks actual mouse movement, and the
speed of a recognizable double click-are set in the
Mouse control panel o1tJ 25.

ontrol Panels
12.5MB in disk

Port abl e
Minutt>s Until Autom atic Slt>t>p

L I~I G•n•U·c:J
Q "r~

Monitors

Mouse

~

HardDisk

~

·1 · 2 · 4 . 8 · 15

-.....-

18] Stay awakt> wht>n pluggt>d in

ls CloseView

Fi e Sharing Monitor

l'
l

Systt>m

7 .0 .1

Portable

-..~~-

-.J-

Portable

Network

~~ --§(

Macintosh Portable and PowerBook owners control
those machines' special settings via the Portable
comrol panel. Most settings relate to battery-saving
aspects, such as how long to wait for disk or
keyboard activity before powering down parts of the
machine. Other choices include internal or ex1emal
modem and SCSI ID number of dte PowerBook
lOO's hard disk when connected to another
Macintosh.

~ Cache Switch
~ Quadra models include a control panel that lets
~=·:;E
..r-=:1----------f~
you turn off themi!!!JCPU's internal cache-one
Cache
Switch
r
of the features that makes these machines so speedy.
1
Views
isk
Some software is not compatible with this cache, so
Users Groups
.n...
this control panel lets you turn the cache off. This
-------------------------------.-~.,.v-..
slows the Quadra to about the perfom1ance of a
rr!j
Madntosh llci.

1_).:_l_j.):1~.,

&

Ir;>
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Map
Global Macintosh users can obtain a lot of
information from the Map control panel, as well as
let it keep their portable Mac's clock in sync with
where they are in the world. Color Macintosh users
maywish to copy the color world map from the
Scrapbook and paste it into the Map control panel
window. Map contains a database of about 200
locations around the world (including 1\tount
Everest and Middle of Nowhere), their map
coordinates and time zone data. l)'pe the first few
characters of your city and click (9 to see if vour
location is in the database.
·
You may also enter a new location into the database
if you have the latitude and longitude. To do so,
'
enter the latitude and longitude into the appropriate
boxes. Check N if the latitude is in the northern
hemisphere; check E if the longitude is in the
eastern hemisphere. Then type the name of the
location into the city field, and click 1... cuv I.
Once you have your home town entered, click Gill.
If the time zone is different than the default setting
this actually sets your system clock. Go to the AI~
Clock or General Controls panel to reset the
hour. The goal is to let the Map govern the Mac's
time based on your geography.

File Sharing Monitor
While you can see from the icons of folders
whether anyone is using your shared folders the
File Sharing Monitor control panel gives ;ou an
at-a-glance view of all file sharing activity taking
place on your Macintosh *! 164- 173.

Your location blinks on the map 1vith a tiny star·.---~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
This becomes the reference point for time and
distance calculations. If you then click on another
area (clicking and dragging to an edge of the map
seroUs the map in that direction) , or search for
another city (type the name and click S -or
hold down the option and return keys to cycle
through the entire database list), a different flashing
cursor signifies the selected d ty. The T'JIUe Zone
values show the time zone relative to Greenwich
England. Click on T i me Zone, and the label'
changes to Tune Difference-from your home
reference point. In the lime Zone mode, the plus
checkbox indicates that the time zone value is so
Latitude
many hours later than Greenwich time (also known
as GMT, Coordinated Universal T'JIUe, or !ITC); in
Long i tude
Time Difference mode, the plus checkbox indicates
that the time difference is so many hours later than
Time Zone
the time at the home reference point.
Tite distance between your home point and the
selected dty is shown at the bonom. Clicking on
the label toggles through a sequence of miles,
kilometers, and degrees.
If you take your Macintosh 1vith you to a new city,
and if the exact clock setting is important (e.g., to
make sure appointment alarms you may have set
ring at the right time) , then find the dty and click
Gill to establish your current location as the
reference point. Be sure to set the Map back to your
real home base when you return.

~
Quadra models include a control panel that lets
you turn off the~ CPU's internal cache-one
of the features that makes these machines so speedy.
Some software, however, is not compatible with this
cache, so litis control panel lets you turn the cache
off. This slows the Quadr:t to about the
performance of a Macintosh lld.

Memory
Depending on the Mad ntosh model you have, the
Memory control panel gives you power over the
size of the 1
and
whether
should be turned on

*!42-45.
Cl

EJI

Memory
Ots~

Ct<loo

~E:J [ID

Ctcht Sln

A1¥tyl On

S.atct HW"d Dfdc

~
~
v7 0

Applying only to Macintoshes that don't have
video monitor brightness controls for their built-in
monitors (e.g., Macintosh Classic), the Brightness
control panel is the software way of adjusting
monitor brightness *!35.
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Third-Party Control Panels
You often hear a control panl'i rl'ferrl'd to ;L~ a
(pronounced SEE-de1). This Jlllml'llclature coml'S
from the file t)lll' of control panl'i documents. The
four chm~tcter identifier is cdc\'. alllmvercL~r
ll'lll'rs. Acdel' is synonymous 1vith a control panel.

o

Cache Switch

The Brightness

What's a cdev?

mi

The morl' utility softwan· and l'\ll'mal de1iCl'S you
cnnnl'Ctto mur ~ l arintosh. the nwre control panels
1ou'll accm.uulatc. It's notuncomnwnto hare
;lozens installed. Be sure to dt~t~ them to the System
Folder and let the system softwart• plllthcm in the
ri~ht place for you.

frequently
accessed control panl'is into the Apple ~l enu Items
folder. By ha1i n~ the nmtrol panl'i listed in the
.-\pple menu. you hal'l' ll'ry fast access to it. instead
of opl'nin~ up the Control Panels folder first. You
ma1· still want to ll'all' the Control Panels folder
ali;~~ in the • llll'nu for those times when you nl'rd
to adjust the other panels.
You may lea1e control panel windows open as you
work on other applirations. \\'hen contents of such
windows arc constantly updated. hmrevcr. they may
slow down rc~ular Olll'rations on your ~ l acintosh.

,

liD
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Extensions are system-level
files that extend the basic
functionality of system
software.

The kinds of files found in the Extensions
folder includet!t!ift!tl!ij(iUj (a device
something like a printer or other non-standard
piece of hardware) and programs that used to
be known as
orl£lm
For these programs to work effectively, they
must be loaded into RAM during d1e
Macintosh's startup sequence so they can
monitor various activities taking place on the
Macintosh.

Assuming that system software contains
everything that d1e Macintosh needs to be a
Macintosh, extensions give system software the
power to work with specific e>.1emal devices
or setup background processes d1at arc not
nonnally part of system software.

Extensio ns

Printer Drivers
Each family of printers requires its own printer
driver to help the Macintosh communicate with
that printer. Applications developers design their
programs to print in a genernl way; the printer
driver converts that genernl code to the commands
and signals that work with a specific printer. You
select the printer you want to use by opening the
0.!.1@§3oil78 and clicking on the printer driver
icon-tl1e same icon that appears in the &:tensions
folder.
Pre-installed system software tends to include all
printer drive.rs in your Extensions folder. If you use
only one printer consistently, then you can remove
the drivers for the other printers. Similarly, if you
purchase a non-Apple brand printer, it will come
with its own printer driver, which you need to drag
to the Extensions folder.

System Services
Mj~ WMty software programs, previously known
as
(pronounced in-ITS, and named after their
four-character 6Je type name), find their way into
tl1e Extensions folder. Extensions tend to be
background processes tl1at are loaded as the
Macintosh starts. Most have an icon that appears
along the bottom of the screen as the Macintosh
starts up. Examples of E.xtensions are virus
detection programs (which monitor disk activity
for suspected vim! actions) and alarm programs
(which continually compare the internal clock
against the time of the next alarm).

:o

Extension Incompatibilities
E\tensions are frl'lJUl'lltll the cause of
inccnnpatihility problems 11ith lll'll software
pro~rams. Since many htensions are crl~lled and
distrihutl·d 1ia tl)(' public domain (user ~roups and
on-lim· hulll·tin hoards). they may not he as
thorcn c~hly tested as commecTial products. llute1en
conum·cTial E\tl'IISions con flirt 11ith other
E\tensions.

Device and Network Drivers
Manyother external devices, liked•limHplayers
or 1
"'
require that a special driver
be ins led in the E.xtensions folder. Known as a
d~ice driver, the file allows the Madntosh to
communicate with that external device-a device
that the System software does not automatically
suppon. These kinds of drivers work silently in the
background once installed. They don't appear in the
Chooser.
@~

EHtensions
12 .9 MB in disk

7 items

~

~

++

~

Apple's printer drivers are updated each time the
System software is updated. Whenever you upgrade
the Systen1 version, be sure the corresponding
printer driver is also installed properly.
Your choice of printer driver can affect the way
some programs lay out information on the page.
Some printers have inherent margins in which they
cannot print. Software that recognizes this limitation
may reduce tl1e avallable area of a page for you to
work in. You should always install and choose the
printer driver for which the document's printed
output is intended before working on the document.
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You can disable all E\tl•nsions upon startup hy
holdin~ down the Sllift Kl''> durin • the startup
prores.~. Wlll'n the
1
appears. an
additional messa~e indiclll'S that alll'\tensions are
turned off. If you suspect :t s in~h: Extension ;L~ hein~
a troulilemakl·r. you can rt•mon· it from the
E\tensions and Systl·m folders ;md rl·start the
\ladntosh. Third pat1y utili til'S ;dso allow you to
sl'lectill'ly remml' multiple Extensions from the
startup Sl'CJIIl~lll'l'.

e'4.
"
~

Welcome lo Moclnlosh.

Extensions Outside Their Folders
System software looks for e\tensions in both the
Extensions foldl·r ancltlll' System Folder (in that
order). To preH'Ill an E\tensions from stanin~ 11 ith
the ~lal'intosh. n·mmt• it elllirl'ly from the System
Folder. or place it in a foldl·r 11ith a 1ery different
name. Some pro~rams that an• not fully Systl'm compatible may require printer drilw or other
e\tensions he only in the System Folder. In this rase.
keep the l'\tension in the Extensions folder. and
create an alias for thl' Systl·m ·Folder.

~

•
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Finder and System

The Finder and System files are
the most important part of
System software. They work
together, and must be from the
same system software
generation for your Macintosh to
function. The two files serve
very different purposes,
however.
The Finder

11

I

There Isn't much a user can do with the
.. ~
Finder file without digging deeplywith
programmer-level tools (see below). Doubleclicking on the Finder yields an alert saying that you
cannot open the file. The magic of the Fmder is
apparent only in day-to-day use of the file
management facilities of the Macintosh
environment.

Most of what you sec on the screen in the way
of file and folder icons is the jurisdiction of the
Dlm!l It is the user interface to the lower
level operations of the system software. For
example, dragging a file from one folder to
another is the Finder's way of letting us easily
perform a series of complex steps in the
system software. The Finder icon is that of a
compact Macintosh.

The System File
Double-clicking the System file opens a
window to the resource Iiles attached to
the System file.~~(~~~~~~~mtay bef a
pi!ujj.!l!!l!mi
o
• types. Each resource
file type has its own Icon to help you identify which
is which.

j

The~ file contains not only a lot of system

software instructions that we never see, but also
several items that we do sec: fonts, sounds, and
keyboard resources. The icon for the System file
is a suitcase with a Macintosh in it.

Moving resource files into and out of the System file
is as simple as dragging the Iiles into and out of the
System file \vindow. In previous versions of system
software, more convoluted methods, such as the
1
utility program, were required to
shift resources around the System file. There are still
third-party utilities that help manage large groups of
fonts and sounds in the System 6le. For more
infonnation about font resource Iiles, see page
~86; details about sounds can be found on pages
~156-1 59; keyboard and script resource ftle data
is located on page~2l.
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Fonts

A Macintosh font is the typeface
style for any text character
displayed on the screen or
produced on a printer.

While this terminology differs from the
typesetting world (in which a font is a
particular size and style of a typeface), the
electronic nature of Macintosh character
generation makes it much easier to consider a
font as a typestyle in any size and in some
cases more than one sl)'le (e.g., bold, italic,
etc.). A Macintosh font is software that resides
in the System Folder. While some printers have
fonts built into t11em, System 7 calls upon font
software to display the fonL~ on the screen and
supply font information to printers when
necessary.

System 7 supports two font systems: U1TttUJ!I
and Adobe
TnteType
simplifies working with fo nts, especially for
non-PostScript printers, such as t11e
lmage\Vriter, StyleWriler, and inexpensive
LaserWriters. By dropping a single font
resource file into the System file, your
Macintosh can display and print that font in
any size.

Font History

Of Points, Leading, and Serifs

SystemFile Fonts

Font sizes are designated by(!YitQQ4jApoint is
a typesetter's unit of measure equalling tnz of an
inch- the first Macintosh's 72-dot per inch screen
display was no accident. Character size is measured
as the distance from the highest and lowest part of
the space that characters can occupy. Characters
Une up along alj1ji!!Uijr!and the distance between
base!Jnes in adjacent!Jnes of text is called leading
(pronounced LEDD-ing), also measured in points.
Macintosh software tends to call this measurel!m
l@j®jt!llt is common practice to refer to the
combined font size and line spacing in a
specification of so many points "over" so many
points, as in 10 over 12, meaning a 10-point font
with 12-point leading.

When you open a freshly installed System 7 System
file, you notice two styles of icons representing
fonts. These are icons of the resource files that you
may move in and out of the System flle like any file
and folder. One font resource file, with an icon
showing more than one lcuer, is a@D~font.
This font file allows anySystem 7-compati le
program to print that font in anysize, including
fractional point sizes and sizes well beyond the
capabilities of most page printers. The other font file
resource style is a fixed-size font (also called a
W!dflbttlt!Jfont). Fixed-size fonts for the same
typefaces as the TrueType fonts are provided for
compatibility1vith documents created in fixed-size
fonts of earlier Systemsoftware releases (see below)
and for faster display of common point sizes.
Tme'JYpe and fixed-size fonts are the onlyfont
resources that may be added to the System file.
0

I

"""'

system

ora Trn.s (t,oW)
True
a r.,..., (bo)d.thhc) TYpe
0
0

Fonts with alphanumeric char.tcters fall into two
broad styles: serif and sans serif. A£!aiiis an
ornamental stroke appended to any location on a
character, usuallyat some free end of a line. New
York and Times are serif fonts. When char-.tcters
lack these serifs,' they arc said to beti!UfJi§•il
(French for "without scriP'). Geneva and Helvetica
are sans serif fonts.
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Bitmapped Font Suitcase
Outline Font File
TrueType Font File

The earliest fonts for the Macintosh were fixed-size
fonts-Qne font resource for each size of a typeface.
Such fool~ were used not onlyfor the screen display,
but also for printing on tl1e dot-matrix
lLi!@\iMPrinter, which could replicate tl1e dot
pattern of the screen. The font resource actually
contained the location of dots for each character in
that size-a map of the light and dark bits for each
character. Bold, italic, and other derivative styles
were modified from the basic font as needed, so
separate fixed-size fonts weren't needed for those
styles.
fiiiftf't!ltiUcarne into prominence in 1986 along
1vith the advent of the Apple Laser\Vriter. Among
PostScript's characteristics was its ability to define
characters by mathematical descriptions, essentially
mapping them!!If!lmof a character's design. This
outline font methodology allowed printing devices
to use the same font software to print at a variety of
resolutions, up to thousands of dots per inch.
Outline printer fonts still needed fixed-size fonts to
display the characters from the font on the screen.
If you purchased an outline font, you also received
a set of~iU%9JI@l§in several standard sizes.
Macintosh owners heavily involved 1vith desktop
publishing have large investments in PostScript
fonts.
Afew years later,
(ATM),
an add-on software program, allowed a single
PostScript outline font file to also display the font
smootluy in many sizes on the screen 11~thou t
dedicated screen fonts.
Apple'si j1!tj t.fttleont methodology was initially
introduced as the sole font technology for System 7.
Uke PostScript, it also utilizes outline font
technology (although an entirely different math
algoritl1m to define fonts), and allows a single
outline font resource file to control both screen and
printer font representation. In late 1990, however,
Apple again embraced PostScript font technology,
and plans to include the equivalent of ATMin System
7 so that users with large PostScript font libraries
can continue to use them as before. Current System
7 users can obtain AIMfrom Adobe Systems
(1-800-521-1976, x.4400) for $7.50.
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Adobe Type 1 font technology, originalJy
released with Apple's first LaserWriters, is
preferred by most professional typesetting
ti§iit!I.Jilk§liiiiithat produce high-quality
printed output from Macintoshes, and is built
into aU PostScript Laser\Vriters. While these
printers contain a basic set of fonts, you may
enlarge your font library by adding 'JYpe l font
files from Adobe Systems and others to your
System File. The Adobe l)·pc Manager
(ATM) extension makes it possible to display
these fonts in any size on the video monitor.

Installing TrueType Over System 6
If you are upgrading from System 6 to System 7 and
have existing font libraries, the transition shouldn't
be too painful, since the TrueType implementation
recognizes the popularity of screen and PostScript
fonts.
The l"rjlj"E''I'Gcarries to the System file the following
TrueType fonts:

Chico o

Helvetica

Geneva

ew ork.Symbo
7imes ( italic)..,._ _.....:..=::::.J.::.::.::::J

no

aco

It also brings over the fixed-size fonts shown in the

following table

9

Aelvetica
M,'!IH!w...-

10 12 14 18 20 24
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Choosing Fonts

18 point and
AbC AbC 20
point Twtes bit-mapped
18 point and
Ab C AbC 20
point Times True'fype

Any fiXed-size font otber /ban tbose delivered witb
System 7 should be in the System file if you want it
to be listed in Font menus. Bear in mind that
TrueType will not improve the display or printed
characters from these fonts. When set to sizes other
than those in the font resource files, these
characters will be mathematically scaled, but will
appear distorted.
PostScript outline font flies cannot be installed into
the System flle. They must go into the System Folder.
When needed, a PostScript font is downloaded to the
PostScript printer, just as in earlier systems. If you
have corresponding screen fonts, they should be
dragged to the System file, where all fixed-size
screen fonts belong.
If you have ATM (Adobe 'l)'J)e Manager), you need
only one screen font as before (for the font to
appear in Font menus). Drag the ATM file (TNIT) to
the Extensions file so that it will start up with your
Macintosh. Version 2.3 or later is required for
System 7, as is about 200K of RAM.

The fonts you choose for your text depend a lot on
the kind of printer you use. The so-called directconnect device (e.g., lmageWriter, StyleWriter,
~rWriter SC models, Hewlett-Packard
DeskWriter) do not store any fancy fonts on their
own-they print dot-for-dot what the Macintosh
tells them to. For these printers, you you will obtain
the same quality from any 'frueType font you select.
Your choice will depend more on personal
preference for the differences between, say, New
York and its companion font, Times.
For PostScript printers, however, your choice may
be influenced by the e:.'tent of your PostScript and
TrueType font libraries. Because some printers have
several PostScript fonts already installed, compare
smnple printouts of TrueType fonts against the
built-in PostScript fonts. You nta}' prefer, for
example, the built-in Tunes font over the TrueType
New York font (the latter is much improved over
previous font substitution of Times for New York).
Be aware-too-that when you print a True'JYpe
font on a PostScript printer, U1e System software
must send additional software to U1e printer before
the printer can handle the True'l)'Jle font. Mixing
PostScript and TrueType fonts in a document slows
the process~88.

Choosing Font Sizes
Fully System 7-compatible programs
are intelligent about the font sizes
shown in the Size or Style
menu. Point sizes in outlined text
are sizes that your Macintosh should
display without distortion. ATrueType
font should have all sizes outlined. lf
the font is only a fixed-size (bitmapped) font, then just those sizes
installed in the System file are
outlined. Sizes in plain text will be
scaled, and probably distoned on
the screen and ill non-PostScript
printers.
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TrueType and PostScript

If you are making the transition
to System 7 and have PostScript
or other laser printer fonts
(beyond what are installed in
your printer), it helps to know
how system software treats
PostScript printers and fonts.

Bitmapped Font

TrueType Font
(on screen)

Screen Display Precedence

PostScript Printing Precedence

When a program displays text on the screen, here is
the order in which the system software looks for a
font to display the characters:

Because of all the possible locations of fonts in a
PostScript printing setup, systemsoftware pursues a
complex path to finding a font that is the most
compatible with existing font Ubr'Mies, yet allows
True'IyPe to work its magic when no PostScript fonts
are a\oailable. Here is the search order:

8

The fixed-size font resource in the System file.
The TrueType font in the System file
(for calculation and display).
OA 'IyPe 1 PostScript font (if ATM is installed).
fixed-size font resource of the nearest size
that cru1 be scaled (probably in a distorted
manner) to the desired size.

UA

Direct-Connect Printing
Precedence
When you print text to a direct-connect device (i.e.,
a non-PostScript device), such as the ImageWriter,
StyleWriter, fax modem, etc., system software looks
for font information in the following order:

8

APostScript font in the printer's ROM.
APostScript font previously downloaded to the
printer and currently in the printer's RAM.
OA PostScript font located on a hard disk
connected to the printer.
OAPostScript font file located in the Extensions
Folder of the System Folder.
C)A True'IyPe font in the System ftle.
(tA fixed-size font resource (screen font) of the
nearest size that can be scaled (probably in a
distorted manner) to the desired size.

0rhe TruelyPe font in the System flle
(for calculation and printing).
8An ATMfont (if ATM is installed).
fixed-size font resource of the size that can be
best scaled (perhaps in a distorted manner) to
the desired size.

8A

lmagesetting is not
ex pensive vthen you
\v ant to make a good
impression vrith a printed
flyer or news letter.

.
.
prohahly recommend that you pn·pare documents
and proof print on your I.:L~L·t'\Vriter using
downloadable PostScript fonts exclusively. To
pt'l'll'llterrors in layout. renwn· TrueType and
.·\pple suppliL•d ~creen fonts for typefaces with the
same namt·s as the PostScript fonts you plan to usL·
(t·.~ .. Tunes. <:,trarnond. lldn•tka). Copy tht•
matrhiu~ third-party screen foub to your System
file (or use U~l l. and download the printer fonts
to your I~N·t'\\nter ~ I1!· 1'i.).

TrueType Font
(printed)

PostScript Font Files
Unlike bitmapped or True 'IyPe font
resource 6Ies, Postscript fonts must be
installed simply in the System Polder, not
in the System File. Ahitmapped version
of the Postscript font must also be in the
System File (in at least one size) for the
font to appear in the Ust of fonts available
in any application.
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The Preferences folder is one
that you rarely, if ever, have to
worry about. Your application
programs and system software
use this folder as a convenient
repository for preferences files.

Preferences

Many programs allow you flexibility in
specil)ring parameters about the program
-things like how you prefer new document
windows to appear, ruler measurement scales,
and so on. Apple encourages program authors
to store this informalion in files in the
Preferences folder, thus preventing your
applicalion folder from accumulating extra
files that get in you r way. In the Preferences
folder, the files are out of sight, but always
accessible to the programs, since tl1e
programs know where to find the files.

System Software Preferences
When you install System 7, the system software
automaticallyplaces some of its preferences files in
the folder. For example, the Finder Preferences file
stores, among other things, the Views control panel
settings and the warning status of the Trash.
Preferences files are generally quite small, since
theycontain mostly a record of on-off switch settings
for features in a program. Programs that are not
fully ~'ystem 7-compatible, may not yet know to
automatically put preferences (or settings) files in
the Preferences folder, nor know how to find tltern
there. Don't move a program's preferences file. If it
knows how to handle tlte Preferences folder, the
program will place the preferences file there by
itself.
Double-clicking on a preferences file yields different
results with different programs. Some will
automaUcally launch the applicaUon that generated
the preferences file. Since the only prescribed way
to edit a program's preferences file is tltrough the
application itself, this makes sense. Double-clicking
on other preferences files simply presents an alert
box indicating that the file can't be opened.

Preferences
4 items

EJ

:!l ~

13MB in disk

D

25.4MB available

~

DAL Preferences

File Sharing

Finder Preferences

~

[I)

[1iJ

Users & Groups Data File

CD Remote Programs

My FTF Agenda

Deleting Preferences Files
Application programs that are fullySystem 7compatible are supposed to be designed such tlt.at if
the application's preferences file is not found in the
Preferences folder tlten the program starts up with
its original, default settings. ln the process, it also
should create a new preferences file in the
.Preferences folder to record any changes you make
to the program's settings. Therefore, if you want to
start fresh, quit the program, drag the preferences
file to tlte trash, and restart tlte program.
Be aware tllat if you are upgrading your applications
software to System 7 levels, tllere may be a
preferences file from the previous version left in a
couple of places on your disk. The two places to
look are in the System folder (not in rutysubfolder)
and in the folder containing the application. These
were the two most common spots for program
preferences files before System 7.

,Q
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When you use a printer that
allows for background printing,
a system software application,
PrintMonitor, controls the action
behind the scenes. Most of the
time, the PrintMonitor
Documents folder is empty.
~
~
Pri ntMoni t or Documents

As you print a document from an application,
system software creates a rue colllaining the
print specifications of the document you wish
to print. That file, called aLJimiliJJt!l is
automatically placed in the PrintMonitor
Documents folder. In tl1e meantime,
PrintMonitor quietly and continually checks
tl1e contents of the PrintMonitor Documents
folder. If it finds a spool file, then it launches
the PrintMonitor application, which in turn
starts sending Spool files to tl1e printer. For
more about PrintMonitor, see page oill48,
152.

Watching PrintMonitor
Documents at Work
If you have a printer that supports background
printing, you can watch the PrintMonitor Documents
folder fill and empty itself of spool files.
8Activate the Finder, and open the PrintMonitor
Documents folder. Place the window so you can
see it clearly.
8Prepare a document consisting of about three
pages.
Issue the Print command 4 times, and activate
the Finder so you can see the PrintMonitor
Documents folder.
8PuU down the Application menu (at the far
right ofd1e menubar), and open PrintMonitor.
Position the window so you can see the
PrintMonitor Documents folder icons and the
PrintMonitor windowsimultaneously.

8

As you send each document to the printer, the

document is saved as a Spool File in the folder, each
with its own serial number. 1\s PrintMonitor works
with a file, its spool file icon changes to one with an
"X" through it. As PiintMonitor finishes sending the
document to the printer, the spool file icon
cUsappears-PrintMonitor has done its job for that
file. PrintMonitor continues working its way through
the files (in the order in wWch they were printed
from the application) until the PrintMonitor
Documents folder is empty.

PrintMonitor

Waiting,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'T"70

Q

( Cancel Printing )

( Set Print Time ... )

Printing Status: 005- Keyboards
Pages To Pr int: 7
Looking for LaserWri ter "Cookie Monster".
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You can direct your Macintosh
to start one or more applications
(including standalone programs,
desk accessories, and control
panels), load a particular
document, or connect to another
Macintosh each time it starts up
or restarts.

Startup I terns

Adding Applications
You should add only as many applications, desk
accessories, or control panels to tl1e Startup Items
folder as your Macintosh ha4lm] to load. If tl1e
Macintosh runs out of memorv before all
applications load, the applications menu flashes
with th~ icon. When you then choose Finder
from the menu, an alert notifies you of the lack of
memory.

Therefore, if you typically work with a
particular set of applications all the time, you
c;m let the Macintosh prepare your work
environment for you. The way you teach the
Macintosh what to load is to put a Ute (or
preferably an alias to the file) in the Startup
Items folder inside the System Folder. If you
place a document file in the Stat1up Items
folder, the Macintosh both launches the
application for that document, ;md loads the
document. If you place anmlm3to aL!II
there, your Macintosh connects to the server.

~
1 item

Startup Items
13MB in disk

25.4MB .av.ailable

~

#?

Mi;rvsvfl Yanf

\Vhen you cop)' a combination of items into the
Startup Items folder, they load in a specific order:

I

Applications
Documents
Desk accessories and control panels
Servers

Within each group, the items load in alphabetical
order of the file name listed in the Startup Jtems
folder. By creating and renaming aliases to
applications or documents, you can control the
order of overlapping windows appearing on the
screen after everything has been loaded (see
below).

If you include aC!tSli!H94$Ndon%i@lrijhtg l
in the Startup Items folder, the loading rna)' not go
completely unattended. The Finder icon Oasbes over
the Applications menu icon. When you bring the
Finder to the from, the loading of DAs and control
panels continues (although tl1ere may be additional
interaction needed to open all of them).

¢1

1¢

~
~

Adding Documents
As you drag multiple document files or their aliases
to the Startup Items folder, be sure that the
application for those documents can open more
than one documenl at a time. Most applications do
that, but not all. If more than one document is in tl1e
Startup Items folder for an application that handles
only one document at a time (e.g., TeachText), then
only the first document (alphabetically) opens,
while the others are ignored.

An a lias to a favorite
Hypet·Card stack in t his folder
assures t hat Hy perCat·d and
s tack are ready for you at
s tartup.

Servers
In addition to putting a serveg
in the Startup
Items folder, the Chooser offers another way to Unk
to one or more servers at startup.

Startup Strategies
II is rare that you would store actual files in the
Startup llt•ms folder. :\lore likely. you willl\eep
applications. desk acce:;sorics, control panels. and
documents in other folders that arc more natuml
repositories for those files. Instead. create ali;L-;es
fo r any file or st·tw r you want to haw in the Stanup
Items folder. To create an alias. click once on the
file icon (or listin~ in a text listi n~ l'iew). and
dwose Make Alias from the File menu. The
fi nder then creates an ali<L'i file. D m~ the alias file
to the Startup llems folder.

An imriguing property of alias files is that their
names don't han• to hear any resemhlance 10 their
owner files. Therefore, you can rename an alias to
any1hing you want. For the Startup Items folder. this
means that you can rename a series of document
aliases such that they open in an order other than
alphahetical for their owner files. You can name
them with sin~le leners (.\, B. C. etc.). Then the
Finder loads them in that order. placing the window
of the first file aJ the hollom of the pile of
m'CI'ia ppin~ 11imlows. ~l ake sure that the window
you 11·am to he on top sorts hL'i t in the list. You can
do the same renaming of application aliases if) on
wam a particular application to he the wpmost
(acti\ e) application on the desktop after till'
~lacin tosh starl'i up.
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Desktop Operations
The Desktop
Balloon Help
Cursors
I cons
Menus
Windows
Alerts and Dialog BoHes
File Dialog BoHes
Clipboard and Scrapbook Efficiency
Trash
Customizing Your Desktop

92
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96
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100
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The concept of the Macintosh
Desktop is often clouded
because the term seems to refer
to different things, and its
meaning has evolved slightly
with the system software.

Strictly speaking, tl1e Desktop is the workspace
you see on your video monitor. Think of the
background pattem as the top surface of a
physical desk. On it rest icons representing
your disks, the wastebaskel, folders,
documents and so on. Opening al!ml
window is just l.ike opening a physical file
folder and making it the topmost item on what
may be a heap of open folders and other
papers on the desktop.

The Desktop Metaphor

Hiding the Desktop

(tm~~k!I:I~fim:ffillr:...:ll such as the Macintosh

environment, attract discussion of 1 · 1 1
Extending tl1e literary metaphor a bit, screen
metaphors present objects or images on the ~ideo
monitor that remind us of other objects or images
from the world outside the screen. Therefore, just
like a real file folder, a Macintosh file folder is a way
of grouping documents. By reading the name of the
folder, we get a clue about the kinds of documents
inside. Fortunately, the computer adds significant
powers to tlmt folder, such a~ a variety of index
listings, search facilities, and almost unlimited size.
But because the Macintosh folder shares its basic
properties with the familiar paper folder, we, as
users, don't have to conjure some new mental
model for tl1e way documenL~ are organized on a
Macintosh. Dragging a document icon from one
folder to another is highlyanalogous to the way we'd
move a paper document from one folder to another.
That's an10ng the things tl1at attracts us to graphical
interfaces.
just like our real desk and work environment, we
can tailor the Macintosh Desktop to suit our whinls.
Several control panels open tl1e Desktop to
customization of background colors or patterns, file
listings, color or patterns, file listings, alert sounds,
and many more features @II 0. The Macintosh
Desktop is where we work- it should be a
comfortable place.
While the Macintosh Desktop is certainly more
powerful than any physical desktop, it doesn't
include everything you might have on your desk. You
can add software programs that fill most of the gaps
(from a card file :Uld calendar to pictures of the
family), but you'd still lack a telephone. That could
change in the future, as the Macintosh and its
Desktop evolve.

When you run applications on the Macintosh, they
open visually on top of the Desktop. Especiallyon
larger video monitors, you see not onlya document
1vindow (and perhaps some palettes from the
program), but also the Finder's disk icons, the
Trash, and l'estiges of open folder lvindows. H the
1vindowclutter Is more than you like, you may hide
all open windows in the Desktop layer (all
Desktop-level icons always remain visible in a
background layer, however). With the Finder as the
active appllcation, pull down the Rpplication
menu (the rightmost icon on the menubar), and
choose Hide Finder. All Finder windows
retreat to the Rp pI i cation menu. By clicking
on a Desktop icon, or bychoosing Finder from
the Rp plication menu, the Finder windows
return to their settings before you hid the Finder.
Desktop-level icons (including Illes you store
directlyon the Desktop) are alw·ays visible, although
they can be COI'ered bya document 1vindow. A
potential conceptual problen1\vith this is that if you
need access to a Desktop-level icon, it does not ever
float in front of an appllcation's document \vindow,
even when the finder is the active application. You'll
have to move or hide tl1e application lvindows (via
the Rpplication menu) to access the Desktop
icons.

Desktop File
Hidden behind the scenes is a Desktop
database--<:alled the Desktop file-which the
Finder uses as a place to store its information about
applications, documents, and their icons. Every disk
volume larger than 2 megabytes contains a System 7
Desktop file. Among the purposes of this Ble is to
help the Finder display the proper icon for an
application's document files. The file is also where
comments in a flle's Get Info dialog boxof] 118 are
stored. You don't see the Desktop file in anydisk or
folder 1vindow (although you may see its
components, Desktop DF and Desktop DB, listed
in File Open dialog boxes for some utility
applications of] I06. Don't delete these files with
disk or file utility programs.)

Glossary/ I ndeH

Because tl1e representation of icons and
folders is controlled
@74, the
terms Finder
often used
interchangably- you'll hear Macintosh users
say they quit to the Finder or quit to the
Desktop. The Finder is a program tl1at
presents the user interface; the Desktop is tlle
graphical metaphor the Finder uses to show us
the disk and file organization. The Desktop
view is also the most global view of your
Macintosh environment you c:m get.

./ ~Finder
Microsoft Word

~..,.,.

_____c._
_
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just like a desk's top, you can put a document
literally on the Macintosh Desktop, instead of
inside a folder or storage device. This is a
sleight of hand, because all files must really
exist someplace on a storage device (in this
case the§tM!!IriifiM @58) , but in System 7,
the Desktop appears to be a real place to put
stuff.
Here's an impor tant
rnaintenance tip.

'\
Rebuilding the Desktop
The Desktop file changes as you add new
applications or other Finder icon-bearing files to
your hard disk. System software automatically
copies the program's icon families to the Desktop
file so they'll be handy for the Finder as it displays
document icons. System software does not, however,
delete Desktop file information from applications
you delete from your hard disk. Moreover, if you
copy an upgrade to an application to your hard disk,
and that upgrade contains a new icon, the older
icon family may prevail. Also, a large Desktop file
that contains a lot of unused Items can noticeably
slow down the Finder's perfonnance.
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To keep your Desktop file up to date, you should
periodically instruct the Finder to rebuild the
Desktop file. The prescribed way to do this is to
hold down the option and command keys while
starting or restarting your Madntosh. After what
appears to be a normal stanup sequence (you get
the happy Macintosh, Welcome screen, and loading
of extensions), an alert box asks whether you wish
to rebuild the Desktop file. Notice the warning that
all comments in Get Info dialog boxes "'ill be lost
in the process. For this reason alone, it's not a good
idea to place important information in that Get Info
box, since rebuilding the desktop is an important
maintenance job all Macintosh owners should
perfom1. Click CEJ to rebuild the desktop. Even
on huge hard d.isks, it takes only a few minutes. A
progress dialog keeps you informed of the progress.
Fortunately, your Finder \\indow arrangement
remains intacL
Since the Desktop 6Je is a potential entry point for
virus infections, rebuilding the Desktop file is
another W.'tY to protect your hard disk from
infection. How often you rebuild the Desktop
depends a lot on how often you install and de-install
applications, desk accessories, control panels, and
CA'tensions. Active Madntosh users should rebuild
once each month. Everyone should rebuild the
Desktop at least once a year.
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As friendly as the Macintosh
user interface is compared to
other personal computers, the
array of choices in pull down
menus and dialog boxes can
bewilder a newcomer to the
Macintosh or to an application.

Troubleshooting

System software includes a mechanism that
assists programmers in building electronic
help into a program. These instructions
appear in cm·toon-like balloons on the screen.
Accordingly, this mechanism is calledl!flji!.Inil
IJDli! and should be the first place to look for
help when you don 't understand something or
know what to do next.

Glossary/ I ndeH

Unlike previous attempts at providing
electronic, on-line help, Balloon help can offer
help in context. For example, a help balloon
can provide different comments for active and
dimmed instances of the same menu item.

Only pt"•)gt· ams written
fot· System 7 at·e like liJ
to offer balloon help-but
Mt all of them do .

Turning On Balloon Help

Turning Off Balloon Help

The He I p menu is visible in the Finder and in most
applications at the right side of the menu bar. Pull
down the menu like anyother menu. Any
application tltat accommodates Balloon Help will
have at least two items in the Help menu:
Rbout Balloon Help and Show
Ba II o on s. Progranmters mayappend additional
menu items, presumably in the sante "help" tlteme
as the menu. The Finder, for example offers a third
item in this menu tltatleads to a display of keyboard
shortcuts for the Finder.

To prevent these balloons from getting in your way,
you may turn off Balloon Help at any time. Pull
down tlte Help menu, and choose Hide
Ba II o on s. Also, if you restart the Macintosh,
Balloon Help is off when the machine starts back
up.

To turn on Balloon Help, choose Show
Ba II o on s. After that, as you drag the mouse to
any menu, menu item, window, or dialog box
item, you should see a small explanatory comment
appear in tlte cartoon-like balloon. Because system
software provides the Balloon Help text for so many
common elements (e.g., the parts of a window's
titlebar), you will likelysee the same wording for
these pieces across many applications.
Importantly, while Balloon Help is active, you still
have full control over the program. The balloons
may pop up all over the screen, but you maychoose
menu items, fill in dialog boxes, emer text, ~md save
documents just as 11~thout Balloon Help.

About Balloon Help ...
Hide Balloons
Finder Shortcuts

Icon Help
Balloon Help can help you identify a documem from
its icon. The default behavior of balloons for
documents is a balloon that tells you the name of the
application tltat generated the document. This holds
true o; r the application is still listed in the
lt®G • rl!jl'i'! 94. Otherwise, the help message
is that the document was created byan application
not available on anyvolume visible to the Finder.
TeachText
Sharewar e utility available
that shows balloons at
a key -command .

Rbout Balloon Help ...
Show Balloons
Finder Shortcuts
The ~tr i ng

Help unu

Use thla •enu to ge t in foraot i on
t hot he I pa you u~e your
c:oaput er.
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Cursors

The termsiQI!t'f.l•and(ifltljl®are
used interchangeably in the
Macintosh world, but they're not
truly the same. There are a few
cursor styles, each of which has
a different meaning.

I

Some cursors are for pointing, others to
signify where ~1e next typed characters goes,
others to indicate a particular tool \villi is own
peculiar action, and still oiliers to show you
that some process is taking place.

+

While the Macintosh system software comes
with a limited repertoire of cursors-an
arrow pointer, a text pointer, a thin crosshair
pointer, a ~tick crosshair pointer, and a
wristwatch-many application progran1s
display their own cursors as you use fue
programs. Mostt§iiti,J(imove on the screen
in response to dragging the mouse, while
others, like the text insertion pointer, serve as
place market'S for additional actions.

Animated Cursors
ln many processes, you see an animated

Mouse Pointers
The system cursor that tracks along with the mouse
changes its shape, depending on where the pointer
is, and what the system is doing. The most common
cursor shape in the Finder is the arrow. Th . 1
is what appears when you drag the cursor into the
menu bar or atop an icon. All cursors have a 1
1 1
a single pixel on the cursor that must
be atop an object or menu item to
perform whatever action you intend.
On the arrow cursor, the hot spot is
at the very tip of the arrow. If you
click the arrow on an icon such that
the hot spot of the cursor is above
an icon, the icon will not highlight,
even though the rest of the cursor
overlays the icon. Other programs'
cursors place their hotspots in different locations,
but generally in a place that is logical for the
cursor-the tip of a drawing pencil, the spout of a
paint bucket, the center of a crosshair.

cursor-the cursor shape dtanges slightly during
the process. The Finder includes a set of
wristwatch cursors with different settings of tlte
hands in the watch. Whenever long processes start,
such as copying several files to a disk, the animated
cursor takes over. The minute hand on the watch
spins around tlte watch. Other kinds of animated
cursors to entertain you while you wait in \'llrious
programs include the spinning beachball,
counting hand and a revolving Earth. Some
utility progrants also let you install additional
animated cursors to take the place of the Finder's
wristwatch cursor.

~~""8~@
W ~tf~

Third party ex tensions let
you assign still other system
animated cursors , including
Claris, the Dog Co'1f, doing
fou r-legged backflips .

If you open a text editing program, like a word
processor, almost the entire document window is
for typing text. /1s you drag the cursor from outside
the window into the window, ou will see that the
cursor shape changes to the ·
The
design of this shape allows you to place the vertical
line between characters when you need to insert
additional characters. When you dick the text
pointer inside a text editing area, a second cursor
Dashes in that spot. The mouse pointer is free to
move. The Dashing text insertion pointer indicates
where the ne:<t keyboard character or item pasted
from the Clipboard wJJJ appear. This pointer Dashes
to help draw your attention to the active spot in a
window.

How the cursor tracks the motion of the mouse or
lrackball is controlled by the Mouse control panel
'i'l25. For most users, the efficient setting of the
Mouse Tracking control is one of the two middle
settings. For very large screens, however, the fastest
setting allows you to whisk the pointer from edge to
edge on the screen using the smallest desk real
estate under the mouse.

~~~~~~
o~~~~~~tJ
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Icons

At the Desktop level, icons
represent files or places to store
file. The pictographic nature of
icons allows them to convey a
meaning. A folder icon, for
instance, represents a
collecting place for documents,
applications, or other folders.

Desktop icons are different from icons you
may see in application programs. Aprogram's
internal icons generallyact as buttons that you
click once or twice with the cursor to effect
some action.!IM@Iii@iiij on the other
hand, represent objects. You can move them,
open up most of them to see what's inside, and
select more than one at a time before carrying
out actions on those items.

rf]
P~tttm l

~

CircltsF'ont

~
rf]
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Icon Families
Every Finder-level leon for a System 7-compatible
program (including the Finder) usually has a family
of icon pictures for eacl1 icon. Members of the icon
family include small (maximum of 16-by-16 pixels)
and large (maximum of 32-by-32 pixels) icons in
three color levels: monochrome, 4-bit color (16
colors), and 8-bit color (256 colors). These
variations of icon design are necessary given the
diversi!y of video monitors for the Madntosh and
given that you may elect to show a folder's icons in
either the small or large icon format. System
software recognizes the abilities of your video
monitor, and shows the appropriate icons--you do
nothing to select what color level of icon appears on
the Desktop.

ics8

ics4

ics •

~~~

Application and Document Icons
Application programs have an icon for the
application. But if the application produces any
documents or has any support files (like an on-line
help system), several icons may appear on your
Desktop. For example, Microsoft Excel has a unique
icon for the progran1, spreadsheets, charts, macros,
and support documents.

Ctrcltsf on t

Dragging Icons
Once one or more icons are selected, you canmll!ll

fTiTik!!jj!ilon any of the highlighted icons to grab

Selecting Multiple Icons
You may also select more than one icon \vithin the
same \vindow for various operations, such as
copying to another disk, dragging to the Trash, or
moving into a folder. There arc two ways to select
multiple icons.
One is to hold down the shift key while clicking
once on each icon you wish to gather into the
group. This method is ideal for gathering icons that
are located in \videly different locations in a \vindow.
The second method is for gathering adjacent icons
in a rectangular grouping. Click and hold the mouse
button at one comer of the rectangular selection,
and drag the mouse until the selection rectangle
(the dotted line rectangle) encompasses the desired
files. As you reach various icons, they highliglll,
indicating that you have successfully selected them
in the grouping. Release the mouse button when all
are selected. If you want to add yet additional icons
to the selection, hold down the shift key and either
click on indi~iduallcons or drag-select another
rectangular grouping.
To select all icons in the fronunost \vindow, simply
choose Se lect Rll from the Edit menu, or
!ype command-A. To de-select an icon grouping,
click anywhere except on one of the selected icons.

Selecting Icons
in Multiple Windows
Selecting an Icon
For several operations in the f'inder, it is necessary
to select an icon. To select a single icon, position the
tip of the arrow cursor atop the icon, and click the
mouse button once. The iconmmmmimJ by
becomlng darker (or black on a monochrome
display).lf an icon's object is open (whether it be a
disk, application, document, or folder), the icon
will be dimmed or "grayed out." This occurs
commonly to disk icons and folders whose \vindows
are beneath the one you're vie\ving. Also, if you \iew
the Finder while an application is running, that
application's Icon and any document files it has
open will be dimmed. To de-select an icon, click
anywhere except on the selected icon.

Although system software allows only one window to
be active at a time--and hence you cannot select
icons in more than one \vindow at a time--it is
possible in some circumstances to select icons from
different folders. Bysetting the view of the disk
volume window to any text listing *I 112, you can
expand the contents of any folders *I 112 and
shift-click select any files you can see in the one
\vindow. After you select one or more icons, you can
expand folder views \vithout affecting the selection.

cru

cru

System Folder

System Folder

Icon unselected

Icon selected

them all, even if some of the selected icons are not
in view in the \vindow. The basic actions you
probably want to accomplish are:

0 moving the icon (s) to another location in the
\vindow
e same
dragging the icon (s) to another folder, disk,
or Trash icon or

C) dragging the icon(s) to the Desktop. Each
action has its own behavior associated \vith it.
Dragging an icon(s) around its own \vindow is
simplified \vith the Finder's auto-scrolling. If the
\vindow's verticaJfjpmfil!jl!l is active 'ill 02, then
you can drag the icon into the area of the window to
which you would nonnally scroll manually. For
example, if an icon is at the bottom of the window,
and you \vish to reposition it at the very top, drag the
icon sucl1 that the arrow pointer is just above the
active area of the \vindow, and hold the mouse
button down. The \vindow \viii scroll to bring the top
into view. You cannot
• beyond the
manual scrolling limlts of the window.
To drag an icon(s) to another folder, disk, or Trash
icon, you must drag the group and carefully position
the arrow cursor atop the destination object. The
destination object must highlight before you release the
mouse button. Onlywhen the object highlights does it
mean that it is selected as the destination. If you mlss,
the icon(s) stays on top of the destination icon, \vithout
going into it. You can combine the actions of
auto-scrolling inside a window to reach a folder and
drop the icon (s) into it. There is no Undo available for
moving an icon inside another.
Finally, you may drag an icon(s) to th~ layer.
When you do this, the file or folder is stored in the
Desktop layer of the disk from which it was dragged. To
drag a file to the startup disk's Desktop, copy it first to
the startup disk; then drag it to the Desktop.
Whenever you drag multiple icons into another folder,
the orientation and spacing of the icons stays the same
in the destination folder, provided both \vindows have
their views set to Icon *I 112. If you try to manipulate
individual items in the text views of a \vindow, the items
revet:t back to the sorting order dictated by the View
menu selection.
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Renaming Icons
Every Finder icon has a name. If the object is not
locked or being shared byanother user on a
network, you may rename the icon. Click once on
the icon's name, and the text is selected. 1)rpe a new
name or edit the existing name. To shorten the delay
to the editing mode, you can shorten the
double-click speed (in the Mouse control panel) or
jiggle the mouse after clicking the nante. Also,
clicking the icon once and pressing return or enter
puts you into edit mode immediately.

~ ~ ~

Finder and System Icons
Macintosh System software comes with a large
library of icons it uses to display generic documents,
applications, folders, plus a large number of special
purpose folders and files. Below is the cornucopia
of system icons and what they signify.
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Generic Extension
Generic Document
Generic Folder
Floppy Disk Volume
Generic Application
Locked Folder on Shared Volume
Empty Trash
Generic Application

Macintosh LC
Macintosh llsi
System File Suitcase
Madntosh U
Macintosh Ucx/d
Macintosh Portable
Compact Madntosh
Generic System File

~ ----

LI:D -

This row:

This row:

This row:

Generic Pier Document
Stationery
Trash to be Emptied
System Folder
Apple Menu Items Folder
Startup Items Folder
Shared Folder Owned by your Macintosh
Locked Shared Folder Accepting Copied Files (Drop Folder)

This row:
Scripting Language
Resource Flle
Sound Resources File
Fixed-Size Font Resource File
True1)rpe Font Resource File
Keyboard Resource File
Font Suitcase
Desk Accessory Suitcase

This row:
Telephone Modem Port
Printer Port
Clipboard
PowerBook 100
Quadra 700
Data Access Manager Document
PowerBook 140/170
Quadra 900

This row:
Folder you've Set for Sharing
Shared Polder Currently
Being Accessed
Control Panels Polder
PrintMonitor Folder
Preferences Folder
Extensions Folder
Generic Preferences Document
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Menus
Macintosh menus are either of
the pull down or popup styles.
Both types of menus are
accessed by clicking on and
holding the menu label, and then
dragging the pointer vertically
along the list of items in the
menu.

Menubar Anatomy

Most pull down menus are in theliH@IIattl
which stretches across the top of the Desktop.
These are the menus that let you control
actions in the Finder or an application. Several
elements of the menubar- the • , Fi Ie,
Edit , Help, rutd Application
menus-are consistent across applications,
including the Finder. Yet, while virtual.ly every
application sports File and Edit menus, the
contents of the pulled down menus vary from
progrru11 to prognm1.

The menu bar at rest is always at the I!_P of the
screen. fn multiple-monitor systemsot'l34, the
menu bar is in only one screen. From left-to-right,
the standard menu bar contains:

8

thetJ menu
one or more menu titles with text designating the
category of items underneath each menu
C) the Help menu
the Application menu, which shows a miniature
icon of tlte active application running on the
Macintosh, including tlte always-nmning Finder.

0

If you have more than onciBlil!UtJSI\tormm.!!.mm
resource file installed in the System~7~
additional menu bar icon representing the current
language appears between the He Ip and
1111
Ap pI i cation menus. Thrning onr:ll!S-m-20 also shows a small indicator at the very far right
of the menubar. Some applications and tllird-party
utilities may display other icons or menubar
indicators.

I'"

,

Edit
Rpple Menu
The j menu cttanges as you shift from application
to application. The first item in the menu always lets
you view a dialog,Pox tlmt supplies information
about the program, or, in the case of the Finder, of
the Macintosh memory situation. Afew programs
insert one or more other program-specific items at
the top of the tJ menu. Below the dividing Une are
progr-.uns, documents, control panels, or desk
accessories contained in the Apple Menu Items
folder. This list is entirely customizable *176.
Rbout This Macintosh ...
~ Al arm Clock

Gl Calculator
~Chooser

(£)Control Po nel s
IAiJ Key Caps
~ Microsoft Word
Note Pad
~Puzzle
1!1 Scrapbook

bJ

XN
New Fol der
Open
XO
Pti nt
XP
Close Window

xw

Get Info
Shori ng ...
Duplica t e
Moke Alia s
Put Away

3t.D

Find ...
Find Rgaln

XF
XG

Poge Setup ...
Print Window ...

XI

XY

Some progrruns also feature a variation of tl1e
pull down menu cal.led the hierarchical menu.
A
item displays a
right-pointing arrow at the right edge of the
pulled-down menu. As you drag the mouse
pointer atop this item, an additional menu
appears to the right.

Finder Lab e I Menu
Finder Ui e w Menu

The Ui e w menu is the way for you to control the
way tlte current Finder window is to display items in
the window. Settings in the Views control panel
*1112 apply to any choice in tllis menu. See page
*1112 for guidance on file views.
by
-"by
by
by
by
by
by

Smoll Icon
Icon
Nome
Size
Kind
Lobel
Date

Assigning a label to a file is like attaching a colored
tab to a document in a folder. By assigning labels to
documents, you give yourself another method of
vie\\~ng and organizing files within a folder. The
names and colors (on color monitors) of labels are
set \vith the lab e Is control panel *1111. See
page*1II1 for guidance on using labels.

,..
-

Laliel

Essential
Hot
In Progress
Cool
Personal
Project 1
Project 2

Spe ial

Finder Edit Menu

Finder Special Menu

Actions of the Finder's Edit menu items may seem
inconsistent. One item, Select All, allows you
to select all files in the currently open \vindow.
Undo, Copy, Cut, and Paste , however,
work only with text, notably, the text names of icons.
Select a file and choose Copy from the Edit
menu. The copy is not of the file (that's what
Duplicate in the File menu is for), but of the
name of the selected file. As you edit names of files
@ 118, the other editing commands become
al'ailablc. Undo works only with te>.1 changes, not
Finder motions.

Most of the Special menu's operations are
system-wide, such as emptying theflDmdisk
maintenance, and system power functions. The first
item, Clean Up Window , brings all icons
(in eitlter leon view) into the alignment set in tl1e
Views control panel*1112. TI1e Clean Up item
also has two alternates when you hold down
modifier keys: the shift key turns the item into
Clean Up Selection (in case you select
one or more icons to align); the option key turns
the item into Clean Up by Name (icons are
organized alphabetically from left to right, top to
bottom).

Finder Fi I e Menu
Items in the Finder's Fi Ie menu relate to
organi.zing, opening, and printing files, altl10ugh
printing is most often controlled from \vithin an
application. One menu item, CI o s e Window,
changes to CIo s e AII when the option key is
pressed before pulling down the File menu.
Because some menu items require selections of files
or folders, those items may be dimmed when no
selections are made.

Undo
Cut
Copy
Paste
CIPor
Select All

882

Cl eon Up Window
Empty Trash ...

XH

XC

xu
XA

Show Clipboard

Eject Disk
Ero~e Disk ...
Restart
Shut Down

XE
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i@!ijj!il.!§li@are most often found inside
windows and dialog boxes. While sometimes
a popup menu initiates a command, it more
often provides a list of possible text items that
are to Oil in a blank.

Popup Menus
Another style of menu that appears inside dialog
boxes and application program windows is most
often used as a way to let you choose from a list of
settings or possible entries for a text field The most
recent implementations of popup menus include a
down arrow at the right of a shadowed rectangle.
Clicking and holding an)where on that rectangle or
on a text label that may be to the left of the rectangle
makes the popup menu appears. If an item has been
previously selected or is a default V'Jiue, the item is
checked in the popup menu, and the menu is
scrolled so the item is where the shadowed
rectangle is. Therefore, )'OU may have to select an
item above or belowthe current selection.
Aversion of the popup menu includes
an '
in the shadowed
rectangle. You can either type a value
into the field, or select from the list in
the popup menu you sec when you
click on the down arrow icon.

la.l ~l

Accessing Standard Menus
To pull down a menu, use the mouse to position the
arrow cursor atop the icon or 1~1 menu title in the
menu bar. Then click and hold the mouse button. A
menu of choices-menu items--drops down from
the menu bar as long as you bold the mouse button.
You may drag the cursor left and right along the
menu bar to see what items arc under each menu
title.
While holding the mouse button, drag lite mouse
down so that the arrow stays within the box of the
menu. As you position the cursor anywhere on a line
containing a menu item, the item iJJ,I!.~~::l.l
showing you what command or selection applies
when you release the mouse button. Dotted lines are
inactive dividers to help the program author group
related menu items. To close the menu without
making any menu selection, simplydrag the arrow
outside the pull down menu, and release the mouse
button.
Amenu item lltal ends in an · , (. •• ) means
that the selection displays a dialog boxoil104-I05.
It is common practice to explore a new program's
depth bychoosing these menu items to see what
d.ialog box options are aV'Jilable. You can almost
always cancel a dialog box, so you won't make any
changes to a program or document bychoosing
ellipsis menu items.

Keyboard Equivalents
The right margin of a pull down menu is reserved
for displayof equivalent keyboard combinations that
perform the same action as choosing that menu item
\vith the mouse. These keyboard equivalents are
often more efficient if you are working primarily at
the keyboard instead of the mouse.
Various symbols indicate the combination of keys
required to issue lite command. The most common
is the Corwnand modifier key (3C). To issue the
menu command, hold down the 3C key while
pressing whatever other char-deter is shown in lite
menu. While letters are shown as capital leiters, the
unshifted character is what you type. 3C key
equiV'Jients common to virtually all Macintosh
programs are:
File Menu:

SC-N New SC-0 Open 3C- S Save
SC-P Print SC-Q Quit
Edit Menu:
SC-Z Undo 3C-X Cut

SC-C Copy SC-V Paste

If more than one modifier key are shown, then hold

both keys and type lite remaining char-.tcter. Here
are symbols commonly used for modifier and
non-character keys:

+I

shift {) space ....
delete ® tab
option ~ return +-' control ,... enter ow
command3C
caps locki{

Hierarchical Menus

Help Menu
The Finder and most programs released for S}>-stem
7 and above contain provisions for on-line help
called 1
Available from the Help
menu, you can turn on Balloon Help and drag the
cursor to various parts of the screenor program to
get help about various menus, buttons, and fields.
See page 96 for details about Balloon Help. Also in
the Finder He Ip menu is a choice that accesses
five pages of shortcuts for Finder operations. These
shortcuts appear in a window, which you close by
clicking the close box in lite \vindow's upper left
corneroi)I02. Other applications mayadd items to
the Help menu to provide more information or
shortcuts about themselves.

Tear-off Menus
Application programs maycont:tin a special kind of
menu, called lite
When you click
and hold a tear-off menu title from the menubar, a
graphical menu of tools, patterns, or other graphical
objects appears. You can drag lite mouse into the
menu and select one. But if the menu is designed as
a tear-off menu, you can also drag the entire menu
away from lite menu bar. Releasing the mouse button
leaves the menu out on the desktop in a special
\vindow called a paletteoi)l 03. Nowyou may access
any item in the menu by clicking on the item in the
palette.

Application Menu
Because you may have several applications running
at the same time, and overlapping \vindO\~'S may
hide the otlter applications, the Rp pI i cation
menu offers a \VllY to activate another application.
From this menu you mayalso hide the current
application or all lite otlters in c:tse 1vindow clutter
is confusing youoi)I 26. Aminiature icon of the
active application appears as the Rp pI i cation
menu title, including a small Macintosh representing
lite Finder.

Show Balloons
Finder Shortcuts

Hide Microsoft Word
Hide Others
Show All

0

Finder

~~Micros oft Word

Some programs feature hierarchical menus. also
called
Amenu item that displays a right
facing arrow at the right margin of the pull down
menu has a submenu connected to it. Selecting the
main menu item, the submenu pops up to the side
of the pull down menu. To access one of the
submenu items, you mu~1 keep lite mouse button
pressed and carefully drag the cursor horizontally
from the selected main menu item to the submenu.
You then drag the pointer vertically inside the
submenu to make a selection that takes effect when
you release lite mouse. Hierarchical menus are
frequentlydifficult to use comfortably because of the
precision pointer control required to make the
submenu appear.
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Windows
Macintosh windows come in a variety of styles,
and may overlap one another. ln most
circumstances, only one 1vindow-the window
nearest to you---c.'lll be active at any instant.
Clicking anywhere on a window (except on a
Finder icon) brings that 1vindow to the
foreground, making it the active window. Due
to the potential of window clutter when many
applications are open at the same Lime, the
Ap pI i cation menu offers choices to hide
windows from all appUcations except the
current application.

A Macintosh window is much
like a real-lifemtrnl•l'.'8You look
through an opening to see some
or all of another space. For
example, when viewing a text
document in a window, you
essentially look through the
window to see as much of the
entire document as fits in the
opening on the screen.

To see other parts of the document, you
manipulateMdnll@tior other devices to
shift the item "behind" the "~ndow.

Zoom Box

Vertical Scroll Bar

Finder Window Anatomy

Clicking the upper right box has different effects
depending on your last actions wltl1 the 1vindow, but
it essentially toggles the size of the 1vindow between
the optimum size and any other size to which you've
manually resized the window (lvitll theL@i\1 :!'ttl
below). AFinder 1vindow's optimum size is tile
smallest 1vindow that:

When there is more in the window than can be seen
through it, the scroU bar becomes active.
Consisting of five partS-up arrow, down arrow,
page up area, page down area, and the
thumb-tl1c vertical scroll bar allows you to shift
the contents of tile window vertically to see items not
currently visible. Clicking the~crolls the
view in small increments in that direction; clicking
the grey page areas causes larger jumps in t11e same
directions. You may click and hold arrows and page
areas to get repeat action scrolling. Thelm!mm
represents tlJC relative location of the current view
in the entire vertical distance of tl1e 1vindow's
contents. Drag the tlmmb in either direction to jump
to an approximate location in the 1vindow's
contents.

Because Finder windows have much in common
with windows you often find in application
programs, the following details apply to both.

Title Bar
Awindow's title bar displays tl1e name of the item
whose contents you see in tl1e window. ln the Finder,
that may be a disk volume or folder name; in an
application, the name is of the file containing the
document (or Untitled if a new file has not yet been
named and saved).

Close Box

8

displays all icons or tex1listings; or
fills the entire screen except for a single column
of disk volumes and Trash at the right.

If you move or resize a window, clicking thef.&
m!ltoggles between the optimum size and tl1e other
size or location.

Clicking the upper left box closes tl1e window. Tllis
is the same as activating a window and choosing
Close Window from the File menu (or
typing command-W) in the Finder. The Finder
remembers the size and location of each window as
the window closes, so it will reopen where you last
saw it. Uyou hold the option key down while
closing one Finder window (either by clicking the
Close box, choosing Close Window from the
File menu, or typing command-W), all Finder
windows close.

Ma
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Window Header
Finder windows can contain additional information
about the contents of the disk or folder. Beneath the
title bar is a row of values listing tl1e number of
items in the current view, tl1e amount of disk space
currently occupied, and how much disk space is
available. While these listings are standard for icon
listings, they are optional for text listings, as set by
tl1e Views control panel 'illl2.

Grow Box

System Folder App lic.ations

[d

~
-

~

- - - - - - - +- -u_ t_i_li_tl_·e_s_ _ _P_r_o..;;:j;..e_
ct_s_~Pro jects 2

Click and drag this lower right comer icon to resize
a window. As you drag tile Grow Box, an outline of
the window follows tile cursor location. When you
release the mouse button, the window and its
contents are redrawn to the desired size.

Horizontal Scroll Bar
When tl1ere is more in a window in the horizontal
plane than can appear in t11e 1vindow, t11e elements
of a horizontal scroll bar appear at tbe bottom of the
screen.
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Window Styles

Organizing Window Layers
Most Macintosh programs, including the Finder,
remember the size and location of a window just
before it last closed. You can choose from two
primary methods of o anizing windows: tiling and
• ' are adjacent to each
overlapping.
other, such tltat you can see the entire window
opening of all windows at once (although only one
window is active).
~/1-Uil.IGC!LI.Illl,lj~WIJ resemble pieces of paper

on a desk, where one item might cover some or all
of other items, with one item definitely on the
tdpmostlayer.
Arrange the windows so that some portion of every
window will be visible, no matter what other window
is open. Acascading arrangement works well.
Remember, too, that you can reduce the number of
Finder windows open by vie1ving disk volume or
folder 1vindows in any text listing mode, and then
expanding the outline views of nested folders in the
same 1vindow.

·-:::.::.:
o--Cleaning Up Windows
Icon 11ews of Finder 1vindows or even the Desktop
can get messy after dragging items from other
1vindows. The Special menu provides a Clean
Up command whose precise action depends on
what is selected and keyboard modifiers. In gener.tl,
the Clean Up command places icons in
a!Jgnment according to settings in your Views
control panel oil 112, attempting to fill space closest
to the upper left comer of a 1vindow without any 6Je
names overlapping one another in the 1vindow. Here
are the possibilities:

You can avoid mesl>'}' icon 1vindows and Desktop by
turning on the Always Snap To Grid selection in
the Views control panel, or hold down tlte 38 key
while dragging any Finder Icon.

Enclosing Folder and
Disk Windows
Afolder that resides on a disk is said to be enclosed
by the disk (Folder Binside Folder Ais enclosed by
Folder A). You ClUJ always see which disk and
folder(s) enclose the current window by holding
down the 38 key while clicking and holding the
name of the folder in the title bar. Apop-up list
shows th
oil 116 from the current1vindow
out to the disk on which the folder is stored. You
may then select the folder or disk layer to open or
activate that window. Similarly, a keyboard shoncm
of command-up arrow opens or activates the ne.xt
higher folder in the path. Once you reach the disk,
command-down arrow opens the disk's 1vindow.
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Moving Windows
In addition to resizing 1vindows (those that have a

grow box in tl1e lower right corner), you may move
1vindows around the screen by cllcking on the
window's title bar and dmgging the 1vindow. An
outline of t11e 1vindow follows the cursor. When you
release the mouse button, tl1e 1vindow Is redrawn at
the position of the outline.
Nom1ally, clicking on anywhere on a 1vindow
activ-.ttes that window. But if you hold down the 38
key before cllcking on an inactive window's title bar,
you can then drag the 1vindow withom making it the
active 1vindow. This only works among 1vindows
1vithin the same application (including the Finder).
If you click on a window from another application,
the application comes forward (although \vith the
38 key held down, the window order 1vithin that
application does not change).
ln the Finder, cllcking an Icon in an inactive window
does not alter the window order. This allows you to
grab an icon and move itlo the active 1vindow with
tlte least possible effort.

You see many different types of windows in
Madntosh software, but a number of those styles are
built in for Madntosh programmers to use easily.
Those styles are shown below:
Notice that a few styles do not feature a titlebar for
dragging or closing. Such 1vindows arc generally
used for modal purposes-the window appears on
top of whatever else is on the screen, and you must
dispose 1vitl1 the 1vindow before you may return to
the program. Programmers can also design their
own window styles. It is common to find~
~il!l!m; in programs tl1at display tool or pattern
choices. There can even be a l'h'l'li'!'llll'!~,;tt
dJtlml!;(!! in which elements in the window seem to
Ooat mysteriously atop tl1e Desktop.
Document \vindow
No grow box document 1vindow
Zooming document window
Zooming, no grow document 1vindow
Plain rectangle 1vindow
Shadowed rectangle window
Rounded rectangle \vindow
Dialog box 1vindow

b!Jjl!j~

L!j[!][!]
L!j[!]
Active vs. Inactive Windows
On the Desktop, only one window may be active at a
time. You can recognize an
document
1vindow by the horiwntallines and other elements
in the title bar and scroll bars. An
\vindow
shows only the window's name and the 1vindow's
contents. On color monitors, the name in an inactive
1vindow is a shade of gray instead of tl1e usual black.
ln programs, however, you may encounter states in
which more than one window Is active. Palettes and
a special type o~ (called the movable
modeless dialog~e a no grow box
document window) reside in a domain separate
from document 1vindows. Sometimes called the
mmtllmsri! thiS domain is closer tOyour eye
than document windows, and allows for
simultaneous access to any window in that domain
as well as a single active 1vindow in the document
layer. Tlms, a program's tool palette doesn't get
hidden by clicking on a document 1vindow. A
program's palettes, however, may disappear when
you S\~tch to another program that is nmning a1 the
same time. I
System Folder

I
f

12 tt.ms

--

1!5.6f11 tn disk

22Bt1:l ava1

I
~:D~~~s~~~st~e!iim~F~o~td~er~;;~[;) ~Inactive

Active

12 tttmJ
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F1
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Alerts and Dialog BoHes

Two basic types of windows pop
up on the screen from time to
time (usually in response to
some action you take).

AnJiMJ:t!'tiis generally a simple message
from the program or Macintosh, offering you a
limited number of buuons to click in response
to the message. A friendly alert is a box that
tells you tl1an an action has been completed
(e.g., transferring a file to ru1other computer).

Cancel/No/Abort/Stop buttons

OK/Yes/Continue buttons

I'"""' lru1d ~ generally me:m that nothing has
yet changed (e.g., no installation has taken place),
so that amm!of thcl!mmmreturns you to the state
before the alert appeared. C§!!D and C§U, on the
o~lCr hand, indicate tbat processing has already
begun (e.g., copying a group of mes [rom one disk
to another), and a click of the buuon will halt the
process at its current state.

This buuon responds in the afllnnalive to any
question presented in ti1e alert. If this button is the
only one showing, then the alert is generally telling
you that something has already happened. If the
buuon has a thick border around il, then pressing
return or en/eris the same as clicking tl1e button.

The Trash contain 1 item. It uses 11
disk space. Are y
sure you want t
permanently remou ·t?

of

- + --'

Clicking the lone CEJ) button in the alc11
indicates to the program that you acknowledge
the message-and the alert box goes away. A
more helpful alert is one tl1at warns you of
impending danger (e.g., you are about to
ovenvrite an existing file on your disk). With
these kinds of alerts, a choice of two buttons
(usuallyCD and I''"'" I ) let you tell the
program whether it should go ahead or cancel
the request.

The alert message
This may be in the form of a question or a simple
statement. If there are no buttons in the alert, then
the box will either go away by itself (e.g., the
Welcome alert when you start the Mac) or require a
mouse click to clear (e.g., many '·splash screens"
that appear when you choose the About item
in ti1e • menu).

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook:

Alt®@JHt!'l on the other hand, usually
offers many choices in the form of buttons,
popup menus, and text entry fields. In dialogs,
you choose from various settings or
preferences that are to apply to a selected
chunk of text, the current window or the entire
document, depending on the nature of the
dialog box.

You can usually predict when a dialog box will
appear, because it comes in response to a click
of a buuon or menu choice with names ending
in an ellipsis (.•• ) . In fact, if you want to
explore the depth of a new program, choose
all menu items with ellipses, and study the
resulting dialog boxes for choices they offer.

Radio button grouping

Editable Field
Enter requested text into these entry fields (they may
contain default information when the dialog opens).
Because these fields can scroll horiwntaUy when
you put more data into them than shows in the field
rectangle, it is always best to select the text in the
entire field and type new text to replace it. The safest
way to do litis is to press the tab key to advance the
text cursor from field to field in a dialog box. When
it reaches a field ibat has text in it, tl1e entire te.xt is
automaticaUy selected. 1}'ping replaces the selected
text.

~arc always mutu:~ly exclusive witltin

a group-only one may be selected (and usually
one must always be selected).

Item grouping
A labeled border around items is anot11cr way to

help you understand which settings are related
witltin a complex dialog box.

Underlin e:
Non e

I

Cancel button
None of the changes to settings in the di:llog box 1viU
take effect when you cancel the dialog. TI1is lets you
change your mind before clickingCE:J. ln many
dialog hoxes, the keyboard shortcut
command-period is the same a.~ clicking 1,,..., I.

Apply button
underneath the dialog (more pre't'alent in modeless
dialogs). Thus, }'OU can C.\'J)eriment with v:uiations
in settings "ithout repeatedly opening and closing
the dialog box.

Button leading to
another dialog box
Po si ion----~~~~
@N rmal
0 Superscrip
0 Subscript
Spac ing ------1-----~
By:
®Normal
OC onden s e d ~f_
..._
...._
...._
....._..·-~
! -----+--------~
0 EH panded :.....................:

Popup menu

Scrolling text field

Designers are quickly settling on the interface
element of the d0\\11-pointing black arrow to
indicate that a shadow field contains a popup list.
Click and hold anywhere on the field arrow to show
the list. The currentlyselected item will be marked
in the popped-up list. If the list is a long one,
arrows may appear at the top ancVor bottom of tl1e
popup, indicating there arc more selections.
While holding down the mouse button, drag in the
direction of t11e arrow to scroll tlte items in the list.

Such fields mav be editable, but in dialo
are most often 'used to present lists orl!ll'llllllln'i''""'
Clicking once on an item selects it (perhaps
marking itself with a checkmark or other
characters). A , , , ·
on a single selection in
some dialogs is the same as choosing tlte item and
clickingCEJ. Where applic:tblc, you may also be
able to shift-click to select a contiguous •·ange of
items in a list or command-click (or option-click)
to select individual items scattered througl1out the
list-these actions fall under the term

Chicago
Geneua
Monoco

Aclick of tltis button tcUs the prog.-dm you 1vish the
current settings in the dialog to take effect. When a
hea~y black border surrounds tillS button (or any
button in a dialog or aJen), it means that pressing
return or enteris a keyboard shortcut to clicking t11e
button with the pointer.

mmm!illnmto the selection or document

lol

style-------,
DBold
D I t ali c
D Outline
D Shadow
D St ril<ethru
Small Cap s
D
Cap s
D Hi
n

OK button

In some programs, tltis button lets you apply the

Fon t :

D
D
D
D

AbortButton.pict
ApplyButton.pict
CanceiButton.pict
Picture 0
Pop-Up.pict
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Just like the button or menu item that led )OU to the
current dialog, the ellipsis ( ... ) on this button's
nan1e means that a click of it will take you to
anotlter level of dialog box. Depending on the
programmer's design, the new dialog may replace
or overlay the current one. Also depending on the
design, clicking tl1e sub-dialog may either bring you
back to tl1e first dialog or close them both.

Dimmed item
Buttons and fields that don't apply to the current
settings may be dimmed or"greyed out" to indicate
that they are not :wailahle. Clicking on or ta.bbing to
a dimmed item has no result.

Editable popup menu field
Some ~pa~ menus combine a menu witl1 an

tfif(t!!(\7t!lthat allows you to manually enter a
v:lluc other tl1an those av-Jilable in the popup list.
Sec page~lOl for more details.

Checkbox button grouping
Checkbox buttons allow you select or deselect any
combination of items in the group. Occasionally, a
checkbox item in a group 11~11 he mutu:~ly exclusive
or inclusive, meaning that a click of one item
automaticaUy affects the setting of another item in
the same group.

ii
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File Dialog BoHes

A special kind of dialog box
-the file dialog box-assists
you in opening and saving
documents while you are in
applications.

Opening and Saving actions display two
variations on the file dialog box theme. In the
Open file dialog, you simply select a
document; in the Save file dialog, you must
enter a name for a file before it is stored on
the disk.

Open File Dialog

Popup Path List

Both types of file dialogs, however, share hard
disk navigation procedures so you can open or
save a document in a specific folder on any
disk or network server volume nonnally
visible (rom the Desktop. In fact, the view of all
volumes in file dialogs starts at the
Desktop-the most global view of volumes
connected to your Macintosh and mounted.

The pop-up menu above the file listing lets you
navigate through the path between the Desktop (at
the bottom of the list) and the folder whose contents
you see in the Ole list. Simplyselect the folder level ~ Eject
you "~sh to view. From the Desktop level, you can
When the current volume is an ejectable disk or
see all disk and server volumes currently mounted.
cartridge,~ becomes active. Click the button
to eject the volume. If you insert a diskette atlytime
Current Volume
while the Open FiJe dialog is visible, the floppy
Applications have the ability to Biter names that
In addition to displaying the name and icon style of
immediately becomes the current volume.
appear in the listing of files to limit the list to files
the volume containing the items in the scrolling list,
that the program can open. If the dialog box offers
Desktop
this area of the dialog box is also a buuon. When
selections for other file types (e.g., radio buuons for
Aclick of Utis button navigates you all the way back
you
click
it,
you
navigate
one
level
closer
to
the
different graphics or word processing document
the Desktop in one click. It is the same as choosing
Desktop. You may continue clicking this button until
formats), the filter allows only those items in that
0 e s lc top from the pop-up Ust or clicking the
you
reach
the
D
esktop.
file format to be listed.
current volume name until reaching the Desktop
level.
List of Files
I6110E 109 .... ,
l mat the left edge of
Cancel
his list teUyou a lot
c:> Rpollo Hard Dislc
a Zeus /
~ To close the Open File dialog without opening a
about an item in the _ _ ~~Company File Seruer
~ document, click~ . In most programs, the
dialog. When viewing
(g) Daue's Floppy
£j e c t
original path is restored as the default path for the
from the Desktop, you
1iir
11
.1
~ next time you try to open a document.
see volume icons (hard
Trash
Deslctolf J '
and floppy disks or
0 Uiolet Folder
_ _ ___,
·~
Open
network servers) and the
~ Happ Application
r----~/
~
You
may either double-click an item in the file
names of the volumes.
(] Zebra File
(
Cancel
..
J
~ Usting to open it, or click it once to select the item
You may also see the
~ and click CE:J. Some programs use Utis dialog
Trash icon, although it
0
pen
~
box to ask you to choose a folder into which some
is most likely dimmed,
document 1vill be saved. In those cases, you simply
meaning that you cannot
navigate to and open U1e del>ired folder before
open it to see what's
clicking UE:) . Pressing return is the same as
inside from here.
clickingUE:) .
If you open
(double-clicking on Ute Une in U1e scrolling list is
command-up/command-down
the fastest way), you will see icons for folders atld
documents. Open folders as needed to wend your
arrows
way to a document. Some graphics applications
\a1igate to the nl·xt highest or lo11·est folder level in
allowyou to see a miniature preview of a file's
the current 1ohum•. If the selection in the file listing
contents by just selecting Ute document in this list.
is a document. thl· command-down arrowh:L~
no l'lfert.
The keyboard offers a shortcut to quickly locate a
Keyboard Navigation Shortcuts
file in a long alphabetical Ust. Type the first few
In both the Open and Sm·c file dialol(s. you can
characters of the document name, and the
command-left/command-right
play the
like a 1irtuoso to na1igate
Macintosh seroUs the list to the first item matching
arrows
through multiple mlumes and dozens of folder
those leucrs or to the item coming closest to those
Cycle through all a1ailahle mounlt'd I'Oiumrs. This is
le1els. The Command (3€) modifier key also pia~~ a
characters later in the list.
the ke~hoard etJUilalent of 1:mm in pre-System "'
roll'.
file dialog hoxes. This nll'thod. howe1er. lets you
cycle through thL· mlumes in either direction.
Whenever you choose 0 pen from an application's
File menu, you sec the Open FiJe dialog box. The
most basic versions consist of a scroiUng field
beneath a pop-up list, four buuons, and the name
of the currcmlyselected volume. Open File dialogs
tend to showfiles in the disk or folder level of either
the application or the last file opened or saved.

' 11

l

l

ll

al!mmm

I

up/down arrows

Select the next or pre1ious item in the file listing.

home, end, page up, page down
Facilitate faster na1igation through lists of files
1:\ppiL· Extendl·d Keyboard Only).

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook

Not all open and save dialogs are alike,
however. Programmers have extraordinary
latitude in adding elements that make the most
sense for their programs. Variations are almost
endless, as some progran1s allow you to open
documents saved in other formats or offer
conversion capabilities as you save a
document.

File Save Dialog Box
All na,igation possibilities of the Open File dialog
box apply to the Save File dialog box. In this case,
you navigate to find a folder level into which the
current document is to be saved.

List of Files
· g field is selected by
Because the document nanun
default when the Save File dialog appe-dl'S, you
must activate the list of files to navigate through it
with the mouse or keyboard. Clicking in the list or
pres.~ng the tab key displays a dark selection box
around the list. File names are dimmed, but folders
are active in case you need to open a nested folder
to save d1e current document. You may then type
the first couple characters to zip to another part of
the list if folders are presen tin the list.

File Name Field
Virtually every program provides the name
"Untitled" as the default file name the first time
you save a document. Sinee the entire name is
selected, you may just beg~·n typing, since the first
char.tcter you type replaces the selected name. File
names cannot contain a coIon, nor should they
extend beyond about 30 characters.

New Folder
Some applications provide the power to create a
new folder from the Save File dialog. This is very
handy when you need to save a document to a
folder not yet in existence. The new folder goes into
the current folder level showing in the popup path
list.
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Save Changes Dialog
If you try to close a document or quit an application
\vithout saving your last changes, you \vill likely see
a three-button alert box ask you about what to do
with those changes. CE:J is the default button.
Press enter or return to save the file to disk.
~ stops everything, returning you to the
document without closing it t -~._ I closes the
document \vithout saving the cl!anges. This action
cannot be undone, so consider wisely before
clicking.

Document/Stationery Buttons
Mant arsrcations let you save a document as a

lltM! ,J,,IdtJas an option oit)I33. The standard
stationery icon shows a couple pages with the lower
right comer turned up. Astationery document lets
you use the file as a template \\ithout threat of
accidentally overwriting the original.

Q
Stat ionery File
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Clipboard and Scrapbool< Efficiency
Effective use of the Clipboard
and Scrapbook can boost your
productivity with the Macintosh.
After awhile, the Clipboard
becomes second nature to
Macintosh users, especially
when used with the convenient
keyboard equivalents of the
Cut, Copy, and Paste
commands lrom the Edit menu.

Both the CUpboard and Scrapbook are
constructed to meet requirements of new
programs and types of information. Demands
today have far outstripped the text and graphic
information of the first Macintoshes. In some
programs, you can cut, copy, and paste
sounds, animation, and even video mo,~es.
The main distinction between thc®m!HbiH
and@ijii!!t@ij still holds: the Clipboard only
holds one item at a time lmd is erased upon
shutdown, while the Scrapbook stores numy
items safely in the Scrapbook File in the
System Folder.

Efficient Keyboarding

Viewing Clipboard Contents

Modified Paste

Avital component of using the Clipboard efficiently
is mastery of the keyboard cquiv-.UenL~ of the Cut,
Copy, and Paste items in the Edit menu.
While their keyboard leiters, X, C, and V, may not
make mnemonic sense, notice tl1at the Ieucrs are all
in a row at the bouom left of the U.S. ke)'board.
Common manipulation of infonnation is to select an
item from a document \vith the mouse in the right
hand, and tl1en petform the cut or copy on the
keyboard witl1 the left (bias for righties, to be sure).
Similarly, for pasting, position the pointer where
needed and tlu!n Command-Vwith tl1e left hand.
In the same vicinity is Command-Zfor undoing an
en·oneous cut or paste.

While the CUpboard can hold onlyone item at a
time, you may forget what's in there if you've been
copying and pasting a lot. Only a few programs let
you view the Clipboard from \vithin the prog11llll.
Fortunately, the Finder's Edit menu contains a
Show Clipboard item, which displays a
window shO\ving the item and describing what type
of item it is (e.g., te.-:t, picture, sound).

It's not always obvious in an application when
additional pasting powers are included. Instead of a
Paste Special menu item, some programs
enhance pastlng power when you hold down a
modifier key. For e.xample, if you copy a HyperCard
card into the Clipboard, you can then paste a
miniature version of the art of that card by holding
down ll1e shift key before pulling down the Edit
menu to choose Paste. In fact, \vith the shift key
down, the Paste menu item becomes Paste
Picture.

0

3C

X

0

3C

c

0

3C

v

Ex perienced
Macintosh
users do these
commands in
their sleep!

Pasting Special
Some programs have an extra Paste command in
their Edit menus: Paste Special. Exactly
what this docs depends entirely on the prognun, but
it highlights a point about the Clipboard. When you
copy a selected chunk of data into tilC Clipboard, the
CUpboard can contain a lot of infonnation about
that chunk. Paste Special typically allows
you to paste certain aspect~ of that chunk. For
example, in a spreadsheet program, if you copy a
ceU into the Clipboard, you can choose to paste any
combination of tl1e plain V'Jiue, the formula, and the
format (e.g., bold lC.\1 property) of ti1e original ceU.

Efficient Scrapbook
You usc tile Clipboard to move Information imo and
out of the Scrapbook. The Scrapbook window is not
resizable, so you may not be able to sec everytlting
on a •·page." When the information on a page is a
sound, a bunon appears that lets you play the sound
as long as it is of a L)'Pe that the System software
recognizes.

This co lor map comes in
the System 7 Scrapbook File.

Software

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook

Trash

Living up to the
desktop-as-metaphor guideline
of the Macintosh interface, the
way to erase a file from a disk is
to drag it to an iconic trash can.

just as in the real world, if you change your
mind about something you throw in the trash,
you C<'Ul rummage through the can to retrieve
an item-as long as you haven 't emptied the
trash. Once you empty the trash, however, the
file is gone (although third-party file recovery
programs may be able to rescue it from the
city dump) .

Unlike earlier versions of System software, the
System 7 Trash does not automatically empty
itself when you Shut Down or
Restart . On the one hand, it means that
you have to think about your trash more often;
on the other hand, it means that you c:m
change your mind about a discarded item
many days later.

Two-Step Trashing

Retrieving Trash

~[i

Throwing out a file is a two-step process:

If you double-cUck U1e Trash icon, it opens a

Trash

8

drag the item to the Trash icon; and
empty the trash.

In other words, simply dragging lhe item to the trash

does not really remove it from your disk. No matter
how large lhe file, you won't see any difference in
the amount of disk space occupied or available by
just dragging an item to Ute trash. It's as if you
simply dragged the item to a different folder.
To empty the trash, choose Empty Trash from
the Spec i a I menu. The default behavior of this
menu Item is to remind you of how many items are
about to be tr:tshed and how much disk space will
be freed by their departure. Very different from
earUer versions is that you are not warned about lhe
Impending erasure of application or system files. To
System 7, trash is trash, unless the item is being
shared by another computer.

window showing you all the items (if any) still in the
trash. To recover an item, simply drag it out of lhe
Trash window, and place it in any other folder or
volume.

Trash Options
You may avoid the intervening dialog that warns
about the items to be trashed two ways. If you
normally Uke U1at warning, but want to bypass it
occasionally, simply hold down the option key
before pulling down the Special menu. The
Empty Trash menu item, which nonnallyhas
;m ellipsis ( ••• ) after it to indicate a succeeding
dialog, no longer has that feature. The Trash will be
emptied without ceremony.

Trash Info

@

Trash

'w'here : On the

d~sktop

Contents : 16 files and I folder are in th~
Trash f or a total of 493K.

Modifie d : Mon , Dec 30, 1991,3 :10 PM

I8J 'w'arn before emptying

You may make the dialog-less method U1e regular
behavior by selecting the Trash icon :md choosing
Get Info from the File menu. The Warn before
emptying checkbox can be unchecked. The
Empty Trash menu item no longer features
the ellipsis-and you're on your own to make sure
you empty the right stuff.

Eject Di51c
Erase Oislc ...

~E

Restart
Shut Down

System 7 Trash on System 6

What Gets Trashed?

If you normally run a hard disk under Sy~tem -:" hut
connect it tn a ~lacintosh starting 11ith S~>tem 6.
you'll Sl'e a Tmsh folder. in addition to the nonnal
Tt~L~h iwn. To compl•nsate for the differenn:s in
handlin~ tr.t~h. the folder is the S~>tem 6 11ay of
tellin~ ~ou that thl·rc arl' items that sun·ill'd the shut
down ami rcsta11. If you dr.tg items from the Tt~~h
folder to the System 6 ll~tsh icon. those items will he
deleted when the ,\Jadntosh shuts down.

Throwing a file into the Tr.L~h really doesn't rem me
it from the disk. The file is still there until
something else writes 0\'CI' the same space on the
disk. What is gone. h011e1tr, is the file's cnt~· in the
disk directory (a hidden file). that hrlps the finder
locate a file on thl• disk. Therefore. third-party file
rl•cmwy programs can help you restore a file that
h:L~ heen trashed. prm·ided it hasn't yet been
m·ei'\ITillen.

Foreign Trash
\\'ith localization of Mal'imosh s~>tems for each
count~· comes some intl'l'l'Sting diffl·rcnces in how
the Tr.tsh icon is lahrll·d, eren in other
En)\lish-speaking countries. II ere is a sampling of
the fine ttming that goes into making the ~tacintosh
culturally correct:
t:nited States
United Kingdom
France
Gennany
Spain
Portugal
Italy

Trash
W:tStebasket
<:orbcille
l'apierkorb
Papelera
l.ixo

Ccslino
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Customizing the Desktop

Macintosh System software
provides a number of ways for
you to customize the
appearance and behavior of the
Desktop.

You may change the underlying desktop
pattern, the color and categories of icons, the
way files are listed in folder windows, and a
variety of color elements if you use a color
monitor. Most of the customizalion is
performed in various control panels, and is
retained from session to session.

Desktop Pattern
In the General Controls control panel is a section
that allows you to choose from several desktop
background patterns as well as create your own. If
you use a color or grayscale monitor, a color bar
appears at the bottom of the Desktop Pattern
panel, allowing you to assign individual colors to
each pixel.

Pattern Anatomy
AMacintosh pattern is defined by the pixel layout of
an 8-by-8 grid. This endows the desktop pattern
with a regularity that befits a background. That
64-pixel pattern is repeated to fill the entire screen
while occupying very little memory.

Saving New Patterns

Pattern Strategies

To make sure a pattern is remembered by t11c
Sy-stem, even if you change patterns later, you must
edit the pixel changes, and then double-click the
small desktop area. This replaces tl1e System's
pattern (which you edited) with the one you
created. You won't be able to restore the original
pattern unless you recreate it manually or reinstall
the System File.

If you frequently startup from more than one hard
disk, a different Desktop pauern for each disk
serves as visual reinforcement that you are starting
from the desired drive. Someone who is responsible
for installation and support of corporate
Macintoshes may \vish to create some custom
desktop patterns for the users to choose from (see
below).

Default Patterns
The pattern installed in desktop Macintoshes at the
factory is a grey pattern (50% gray in monochrome,
a subtle mixture of gray shades elsewhere). A
magnified view of the 8-by-8 pattern appea.rs on the
left, a real-size sample of the pattern in a small
desktop on the right. As you click the left and right
arrows atop the real size rectangle, tl1e control
panel cycles through the patterns in the System
File. To apply the pallern in your real Desktop,
click once in the small desktop rectangle. You'll
have to cycle around to the gray again if you
restore the st:mdard pattern.

Editing Pixels
The magnified view is also a pixel editing area.
Clicking the arrow pointer ln the area toggles eacl1
pixel between black (or the selected color) and
white (or tl1e previous color). Edit onlya pallern
tl1at you don't like (in case you make it truly
permanent, below). As you change each pixel, you
see a san1plc iu the small desktop to the right. To
apply your finished pattern to the Desktop, however,
you must still cUck once in the small desktop area.
The new pattem will be preserved as long
as y o11 don't cycle tbror~giJ available
patterns.

- +- ..MI~~--~·--

Editing Colors

Desktop Pictures

WitlJA'i1ulj!,[olt!llo!fjyou mayclick on one of the
colors before applying it to a pLxel in the editing
area. You may also replace any of the selected
colors with a color of your choice. Double-click on
a color square to see thefiljUfjfJl'!'lrdialog. Any
color you select from the color wheel replaces the
color you opened.

Some third-party utilities arc available that allow you
to create and install full-screen pictures that replace
the Desktop pattern. While there's nothing wrong
\vith these niceties, color desktop pictures can take
up a few hundred kUob)tes oflll!illthat would
normally be available to applications. If memory
conservation is a concern, tl1en avoid or disable
these extensions.

Desktop Pattern Details
When \'OU douhlc·click on a desktop pattern in the
Genc~al Controls control panel. the pattern is
sa\·cd in the Srstem file. You can \iew (and edit) the
resources co,;tainin)\ those patterns with HesEdit
~ H'l. \Vorl; flna with a copy of the System file.

~lonochrome pattl·rns arc stored in theB ·
resource, while color patterns are stored in the
I"DU!lJ resource. Both arc ID 0. \\'hen you sail' a
desktop pattern from the control panel. the pattern
is sared to thesr resources. If \ 'OU hm·c a rery ·
customizl·d pattern resource ti1at you'd like to
install in Sl'\ era! department ~tadntoshcs. you can
usc HcsEditto copy the 1':\T# or ppt# rcsotll'l't' to
those ~lacs. This war, rou mm't disturb the font and
other resource setu1; f<,r each usl•r's System l'ile.
But he sure to hackup the users' original System
Files in case there is a problem \\'ith cop)ing the
pattern resource.
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Changing label Names
Open ~te Labels control panel to change the label
names assigned at the factory. Each name appears in
an editable field. You can tab through ~1e fields or
use the text pointer to select and edit text within any
field. As you make changes to any name, the name
immediately changes in the lab e Is menu.

Label Concepts
Alm!!J is nothing more than a category (and color)
that you can assign to any desktop ohject, such as a
folder or document file. This kind of label has
nothing to do with the name of the object, which
appears on all Finder views. For example, in a real
life folder of documents you might stick colored
tabs on some of the papers to help you locate ~te
"hot" ones. Macintosh labels go much further th~ut
that because you can sort documents within a folder
according to their labels and even search for all
documents with the same label across several
mounted volumes.
Labels are defined in the Labels control panel, and
assigned to objects in the Labels menu at the
Finder level.

Assigning Labels
To assign a label to a disk, folder, or file icon, first
select tl1e icon (click once on it) or select a range of
icons (contiguous or othenvise). Then pull down
the l abe I s menu, and choose any of ~~e items
there. To remove a label, select an icon, and choose
None from the Label menu.

Label Strategies

Essential
. ,. . . . . Hot
. . In Progress
. . Cool
. . Personal
. . Project 1
. . Project 2

Assigning colors to icons is an obvious way to help
you organize and locate files in open folder
\vindows. With some color icons, the final colorized
effect may be difficult to predict. Also, you may not
remember what all seven colors mean. Therefore,
use color sparingly if you intend to use that attribute
as an organization helper.
The text labels may actually be more useful, since
you can group documents by some system 0~1er
tltan ~1e ph~'Sical grouping in folders. For example,
you can label several documents scattered in several
folders according to a project name label. In text
views of folder contents, you can elect to display and
sort by label names. Or ask the Finder to locate all
files with the same label, even if the files are located
in different folders or on different volumes. It's one
way to establish relationships between flies on your
hard disk and related files on a shared server (the
selected label will be by position in your label list,
not the owner's chosen label nan1e or color).

111
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View Menu
The Finder's Uie w menu lets you set the view and
sorting order for files in the topmost open finder
window. Details about each of the Uiew menu
settings are adjustable in ~1e Views control panel.
1\vo Ui e w menu items show files as icons in the
window, either smaU or large. In tiufil!l[g.J.Iuu!o[!
miniature icons with file names to their right
represent each file; inl!i!J4IN•Uuiolor!l (the
default mode for the finder), large icons have the
file names beneath them. Given the same size
window for both, you can display more than twice as
many files in smaU icon mode as in regular icon
mode. Still, the larger icons are more visually
appealing and distinctive-a plus for visually
oriented users.
The other Ui e w menu choices list ftles as text in
the window. Only ~JOse columns checked in the List
View section of the Views control panel are listed
in the menu. Each of the choices designates how the
files in the window arc sortcd-b y Name
(:~phabeti cal), Size (largest first), Kind
(alphabetical), lab e I (alphabetical), Date
(most recent first), Uersion (lowest first), or
Comments (alphabetical). Ifyo u have
disabled one or more of ~1esc possibilities from ~1e
Views control panel, the choices wiU not be in the
Uiew menu.
Notice that in any text view, your sorting choice is
underlined in the column headings. Click on a
column heading to change the sorting view without
going to the Uiew menu.

File Viewing Concepts
The finder presents much Oexibility in the way you
can view the contents of a disk or folder.
Important!)\ you can establish a standard that takes
effect by default for aU open disks and folders, but
you can change the view of any window at any time
1vithout disturbing your overall vie1ving scheme.
Views come in two basic types: iconic and te:-.1
listings. Each of these types has multiple variations.
[mt.i')l4\fiaUow for spatial Ol')llUlizations that
might appeal to some users. Other users may prefer
[MI!t'j!U!Q whose hierarchical viewing
mechanism reveals ~1e contents of nested folders
1vith the click of the mouse without opening ano~t cr
lvindow~ll 6- 11 7. ln fact, some users may actually
have only one Finder windowopen- the one to
their hard disk with a text view that offers
one-1vindow access to any document on the disk.
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Views Control Panel
From the Views control panel, you have great power
in ~1e display characteristics of icon and text list
views. Changes you make in this control panel take
effect immediately.

View Font
You may choose from any installed font :md size for
the ftle names. The font you choose applies to icon
and text list '~ews, including names of icons on ~1 e
Desktop. When you issue the CIe an Up
comllland from ~1 e Spe cia l menu, the finder
tries to avoid overlapping file names in the regular
icon view. Larger font sizes means that the icons 1vili
be spread out fum1er in the 1vindow.

Text List View
l.ist views also show icons, but you have a choice of
three icon styles: the typical large icon, the smaU
icon, and a generic smrul icon (folder, application,
document). TI1e generic icon allows the most items
to appear in ~1 e list. If you like, you can have the
Finder add up and <lisplay the size of any folder
displayed in the list. This takes extra time to display
a complete list, but you don't have to wait for ~lC
Finder to finish its calculations before moving to
another task-the Finder cru1 do this in the
background. You probably do want to check the
Show disk info box so you can see how much
space .is available on the disk even in the list view.

Icon View
The choice between a straight and staggered grid
pertains to the way icons arc automatically aligned
during a clean up or if you want icons to snap to the
invisible gtid in the window. A
W\f!fBNii!jN
generally allows more files to be displayed in the
1vindow, because there is more space to display long
file nrunes without interfering with 0~1 er file nrunes.
Uyou like the alignment to be in effect at all times,
check the Always snap to grid checkbox.
Alternatively, you can leave this button unchecked
and drag icons in Ute 1vindow with the Command
key down to make sure ~1e dragged icon(s) align to
the desired grid.
The right-hand column of checkboxes lets you
determine how mru1y columns of information should
appear for e.1ch item in ~JC list view. Version is the
version number assigned to a ftle (if any) by an
application's progrrunmer ~ll8. Comments are
what you enter into ~1e Get Info box~ 118 in the
Finder. Bear in mind that comments are erJScd
when you rebuild the Desktop~ 94. The fewer
columns of data you show in the \vindows, the less
you'Ufind yourself scrolling horizontally to read the
data. Enable only those columns ~1at you find useful.
Ill
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Icon Strategies
Changing icons is particularly helpful when you
create templates or files for other people to
usc-especially those who may be new to
computing. If you like, you can make the icons for
company-related documents out or tlte corporate
logo, or design an icon that represents tlte content
of tlte file, rather than the application that generated
it. As long as the user double-clicks on the file, the
Finder wiU launch the appropriate application and
load the document.

Desktop Document Icons
Most applications programs include special icons to
assign to document files they create. ThlfTMI!oH§,\1
usually have some resemblance to the
so you can determine what
kind of document you're seeing in the Finder. But
system software lets you modify the icon of any file
in the Ole's Get Info dialog box (select a file and
choose Get I n f o from the Finder's Fi Ie
menu). You can even do ~lis to an application, if
you like.
Use any painting program to create a color or
monochrome graphic that measures no larger than
32 pixels square. Select the graphic and copy it into
the Clipboard. Next, open the Get Info dialog box
for the document. Click on the existing icon in the
upper left to select it. Choose Paste from the
Edit menu. The icon changes immediately in the
Fmder (if the color looks odd, you probably ha1·e a
label color assigned to that object). You can now
copy the file to any other disk, and the new icon
prevails under System 7. It also survives rebuilding
of the Desktop. You may also copy icons from other
Get Info dialog boxes.

~
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With a color monitor, you may also change the
subtle highlights that the System places on window
elements (in both the Finder and applications).
Choose only from the st:mdard colors (or black and
white, which shows no shadings at all, just like on a
monochrome monitor). The shadings arc
intentionally subtle. Apple's designers didn't want
t11e window features to dr:tw your auention away
from tlte content. Third-party utilities were available
for previous system software versions tl1at made
window elements almost infinitely colorful. Such
programs will surely be available for System 7.

Text.Highlight Color
In the Color control panel (for those with color
monitors) is the facility to change the color of a text
selection. In the monochrome world, selected text is
inverted-black becomes white and vice versa. With
a color monitor, the black characters stay black,
while the rectangular area surrounding the te>.'l can
be of any color a1•dilable in the color wheel. Clicking
and holding the pop-up menu for highlight color
presents a list of 9 default colors and tlte Other
option. Otlter leads to the color wheel. Whatever
color ou choose there takes effect when you close
the 1 1
• • 1vindow. Asample of tlte color is
shown in the Color comrol panel.
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To return a Die's icon to its original, select the icon
in the Get Info dialog box, and choose Clear
from the Edit menu. The original icon reappears
immediately.
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Sounds
The Sound control panel controls both the volume
of the system beep (the one that most programs use
to alert you to something) and the system beep
sound. To adjust the volume, simply drag the slider
control to a number and release the mouse button.
You'll hear the currently selected alert sound at the
selected volume. If you turn the \'Oiume to zero, you
hear no sound, but t11
• flashes in place of
sounding au alert sound. If you see your menubar
flashing at various times, It's probably because your
sound is turned off.
The System software comes with six sound resource
files installed in the System file. You can play any
sound in the list by clicking on the item. More
sounds are av-J.ilable through user groups and
bulletin boards. Simply drag the sound resources to
the System File.
Additional utility software enhance the availability of
sounds on Lite Macintosh. Apopular program,
lj.!l!ti.!\Ufu@ tcts you assign individual sounds to
virtually every action that you or your Macintosh
makes, including keyboard clicking, disk ejecting,
starting up, restarting, and shutting down. See pages
oi! I56-159 for more about sounds, including how
to record your own alert sounds.
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Folders and Paths

The Finder provides a folder
structure that you can use to
store and organize any file on a
disk. This structure is a virtually
unlimited electronic version of
file drawers and folders within.
You may nest folders within
another to depths unheard of in
the physical file folder world.

Despite the possibility of nesting a file many
levels below the Desktop, each file has a kind
of address, called its path. The path consists of
a sequential list of folders you'd have to open
to reach that file. Fonunately, the Finder gives
you many ways to transcend and navigate a
complex path.

How you organize application and document
files in folders is a personal affair, but it helps
to give it some thought based on your work
methods. And you can change your mind at
anytime.

Finder

Navigating the Hierarchy

Folder Hierarchy
The Macintosh file systemis said to be
ID!@!MfttJ!Nbecause you can organlze files
according to a structure that resembles a corporate
organizational chart, with each horizontal slice
representing a mnk within the entire scheme. The
most global view is at the top, with each lower
ranking nested inside a folder just above it in rank.
At the top of the flle structure is the Desktop, which
gives you an overview of all the volumes mounted on
your machine (including servers connected via a
network). Next comes the contents of each volume.
When you open a volume's window, that window is
said to be the root of that volume. From the root
grow the folders and documeniS further nested
within. At any level, including the Desktop, you may
park any combination of individual files and folders.

Creating New Folders
At the Finder level, you can create a folder in
another folder very easily. Bring to the front the
folder window in which you want to add the new
folder. Then choose New Fo Ide r from the
File menu (or type command-N). Afolder called
"untitled folder" appears in the first available
location in tllC window (or in list view, where il sorts
according to the view type selected). The folder
name is highlighted, ready for you to give it a name.
Within some applications, you may also create a new
folder from thelijfi'Mdialog box~ 107. A
button brings up a dialog that prompiS you for a
folder name. The folder goes into L11e level currently
being displayed in the Ust of files.

Your methodology of working your way through L11e
hierarchy depends on what mode you are in. In the
Finder, you may open successive folders by
double-cUcking on their icons. In a Finder text
listing view, you may also view the conteniS of a
nested folder byclicking once on the arrow ne.\1 to
a folder's nan1e. The view expands (much like an
outliner software progran1) to reveal items \vitltin
that folder without opening another window.

D Q_DD
D~DD
Open
S€0
Print
::l6P
Close Window sew
Get Info
Sharing .. _
Duplicate
Make Rlias
Put Rway

SC I

Find .. .
Find Rgain

SCF
SCG

Page Setup ...
Print Window .. .

3€0

sgy

While viewing any Finder window, you may find
where that folder exists in the hierarchy by holding
down the SC key and dragging on the folder's name
in the \vindow'~ A pop up list appears to
detail t11e patl1 from the Desktop to the folder. Select
any iten1in tlJe list to open that folder's window.
Witllin a file dialog box*J106- L07, a similar pop up
menu of the path to the current folder appears
above the listing of Ole names. Navigate to any level
byselecting it from the list.

Naming Folders
You may rename folders at any time, even wllile the
folder window is open. To rename a folder, dick
once anywhere on the folder's nmne (in either tile
icon or list view). After a momentary delay, the
mune is surrounded by a rectangle, with the name
selected. li you jiggle the mouse after clicking, the
te.xt becomes instantly editable. An even quicker way
to get into edit mode is to click the icon once, and
press the return or enter key. Use Macintosh text
editing techniques~ 129 to delete or edit some or
all of the name. Afolder must have a name, even if it
is one character. Maximum lengtlJ is 31 characters,
\vith any character allowed e.xcept the colon.
Be sure the folder's name identifies in some way tl1e
nature of iiS conteniS. Wllile icon and text views
show a folder icon along witl1 the name, some users
also add the word "Folder" or a lowercase script f
(option-F) to designate a folder object. This might
seem redundant, however, in Ught of the attached
folder icon.
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Organizational Schemes
Tens or hundreds of megabytes of files can become
unwieldy very quickly. To be the most efficient with
your disk storage, it is helpful to be aware of a few
organizational techniques that you can adapt to the
specific \\•ay you work with your applications and
documents. For very large h:ttd disks (in excess of
100 megabytes), it is helpful to make your first
organizational layer in the form of multiple hard
disk partitionsojt'l56. Each partition becomes a
separate volume on the Desktop. Partitioning
software comes with most high-capacity hard disks
as well as with commercial disk utility software.

How Many Levels?
Each user's approach to the depth vs. breadth issue
is different. Some users prefer to limit each window
to a Sill all number of items that can be viewed all at
once in a relatively small Finder window, even if it
means that a document may be deeply nested many
levels a\\~Jy from the root. Others prefer fewer levels,
and don't mind lots of items at each level. One rule
of tiiUmb says that if you have to mix depth and
breadth, then keep 1vindows clutter-free closer to
the root, but allowdeeper folders to contain many
files or other folders. For example, a hierarchy for a
writer of litis book ntight look like this:

DOS Organization
A remnant of the Microsoft DOS structure is the one
in which you create a separate root-level folder for

each application. ln each folder goes the application
and all documents created with that application.
This is a computer-centered organization, because it
makes you think about files by path rather th:m by
content or context.

Work Type Organization
You may divide your work into the typical software
categories, wiUt root folders for Word Processing,
Spreadsheets, Telecommunications, etc. Within each
folder arc Ute relevant applications (e.g., a word
processor, outliner, spelling checker in Ute Word
Processing folder) plus all documents created by
those applications.

Books

D

S.,stom7

CJ CJ CJ D

Artic~s

H•nu•ls

Short StoriH

Fin>neiol

CJ CJ

O.v olopor 's Guido ""ritin<j

holds all
' Since you can launch an
application y opening one of its documents from
the Finder or open an
in the -'Menuojt'll20,
you may not need to open litis folder very often.
Other root folders are for documents, and can be
organized around context. For example, a Finance
folder might contain spreadsheets, relevam memos,
charts, and presentations-all created from
numerous applications, but all pertaining to the
Finance depanmcnt.
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Contextual Folder Organization
Document organization c ut be radically different in
different folders, because the context for a group of
documents cmt vary widely. Jlor some instances,
grouping by project may be appropriate; in others,
grouping by the nature of the documents (e.g., :tll
correspondence) is best. In most ctses, you'll find a
need for a combination of techniques.

i(ijli@iJon tlte other hand, make it easier to

Path Notation

<Applcl idk Zonc>:<Macintosh Usc•·

When a deeply nested
folder is one you need
to access :tll tlte time,
you have two choices.
One is to leave tlte
folder showing on the
Desktop all the time.
The otlter, more
efficient method is to
create an alias for that
folder, and place the
in the-' Menu
120-121. Choosing
that item in the menu
brings you to the Finder,
and opens that folder.

Use the settings in the Ui e w menu and Views
control panel *'!112 to establish the way ('m 'ant
items to show in a root or folder window. ,
mmiJcan provide a spatial organization that works
well for frequently accessed items-you get to know
where an item is, and go to it without even looking
closely at the icon or name. You may also drag icons
around a 1vindow and resize a window so that only
some items show when tlte window opens, thus
reducing visual clutter.

At the root level, you can create one folder that

N:mtc>:<Volumc N:unc>:<filc (lath>

Quick Access to Nested Folders

Folder Views

Applications/Data Organization

The rt~L~on rou cannot ust• a colon in the name of a
file or foldr;. is that tht• Finder resetws that
ch;tmcter as a dl'limilcr between elements of a path
name. lkcause of the file sharin)\ prowess of System
7. a full path name often includes the location of the
file from the 1iewpoint of the network. Therefore.
the h:L~ic structure of a full path name is:

117

The file path. itself. contains colons. ;L~ in:
liard Disk:Writing:Books :llnlcrC:trd
llandbook:Graphics:Figurc 32-1

:\lost of the time you don't sec pathnamcs in this
notationunlrss you do some progt~unming (even in
llyperCard). llut at lc;L~t you know whrrc the colon
\l'l'nt.

Ond items when there are many in the folder.
Choose tbe •
that makes the most
sense for your vie1ving pleasur~.g.,
alphabctlcaJ names when looking for a file name,
chronological modification dates when looking for
recent files to back up. Also, use the Views control
panel to pare the columns of text listings to only
those items that help you identify and use mes.

-

1ntroduction

Troubleshooting

Hardware

The Finder simplifies basic file
operations to little more than
clicking, dragging, and making
menu selections.

Application and document files are treated
equally by the Finder, lending to a consistency
that is easy to learn. There are no arcane
commands or convoluted processes to worry
about.

File Information

~I!J

Select any icon in thefim!lDand choose 6 e t
Info from the File menu (or type
command-f). Depending on the type of object you
selected, the Finder presents relevant information
about that file, including what kind it is, its size, its
location on the Desktop (the path, @117),
creation and last modification dates, version
number, and a space for your comments. Some files
include additional information, as follows:
Application Memory sizes@ 126·127, Locked
status
Document Locked status, Stationery status@ 135
Trash Warn before emptying status@ 109
Alias Path to original copy@ 120-121, Locked
status
The two measures of file size indicate the amount of
disk space being occupied by the file and the actual
byte count of the file@ 42. The disk space may
sometimes be a few kiloby1es larger than the actual
byte count.

Naming Files
Afile's name may be up to 31 characters long, and
be any combination of leuers, numbers, and
symbols except for the colon character @ 117. The
shorter and more succinct your file names, the
more you will be able to tell about a file when
viewing its name in a ille dialog@106. Since ille
dialogs and text listings by file name are sorted
alphabetically, you can influence how files are
arranged in the list. See page@ 77 for leading
characters you can add to help sorting. Be aware,
too, that numbers son by their character value, and
not by the number. For example, the fi1e name
Chapter 12 sorts before Cbapter 2, because
character sorting places the " 1" of the "12" before
the "2." Therefore, consider numbering items with
leading zeros if necessary (e.g., Chapter 02).
No two files may have the same name in the same
folder level. But the same file name may exist in
each of your folders.
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Microsoft Excel

K ind: application program
Size : 389K on disk (396 ,393 bytes used)

Yhere : MacintoshHD : Exce1:

Created : Mon, Dec 7, 1987, 12 :00 PM
Modified : Mon, Dec 4, 1989, 3 :37 PM
Version: Microsoft Excel
Comments:

--···Memory ···········································:

l

0

locked

I

Suggested size : 272
Current size:

K

~K

l

I

: ......................................................................,

Renaming Files
To rename a file in the Finder, click once on the
name. After a momentary delay (jiggle the mouse to
shorten the delay), a rectangle surrounds the name,
and the name is1Jlm!l111n..8You can also click
the icon once and then press tl1e return or enter
key. Use Macintosh editing processes @ 129 to
change the name as you like. Click outside the edit
box or press the return or enter keys to make the
change take effect (or choose Undo from the
Edit menu if you change your mind). Every file
must have a name, even if one character long.
Good news is that if you change the name to a fi1e
that has an alias pointing to it @120-121, therm!!!
will still be able to find the original file.

Danny Goodman's Mac in t o sh Handboolc

I terns r em11lnlng to be copied:

Moving Files
You have many choices in moving files and folders
in the Desktop view. You may move a single file, a
multiple selection of files oi194-95, a folder (which
includes all items in the folder) , or an entire disk.
To move an icon within a window, drag it to the
desired location and release the mouse button. If
you drag the icon to a different \vindow (or to the
Desktop), the file moves to that location. To move
the Ble to another folder icon, you must drag the
icon until the icon of the destination folder or disk
has higl1lighted. Release the mouse button, and the
file icon disappears, meaning that the move was
successful. if the file leon is still visible atop the
folder or disk icon, the move didn't take-you just
missed the icon. Try again, making sure the
destination icon is highlighted before releasing the
mouse button.
If you move several files all at once, you may see the
Move progress dialog box, shmving you the progress
of the move. Moving (or copying) Bles is not
undo-able.

Deleting a File
The onlyway to delete a file from the Finder is to
drag it to theummoill09. That doesn't remove it
entirely from the disk, however. You'll still have to
empty the trash to free up space on your hard disk
taken by that file. Some applications also let you
delete files by way of a file dialog box ofl106-107.

Wr iting:

3

Bllclcup 2

116 Info

Stop

Copying Files
Simply dragging an icon makes a copy of that file
only when the destination is another volume.
Otherwise, the file is only moved to the destination.
You may make a copy within the same volume,
however, by holding down the option key while
clicking and dragging the icon to its destination. The
m!mJprogress box shows you how many files are
still to be copied (remember, a single folder leon
may represent dozens of individual files) .
Aspeda! property of copying floppy disks to a hard
disk exists. If you copy the diskette icon to any hard
disk window, you receive a warning that the copy
will create a folder with the name of the floppy disk.

Duplicating a File
Another method of creating a copy of a file for use
in the same volume (or for backup purposes) is to
select the icon(s) in the Finder and choose
Ou p lica t erom the File menu. This action
creates a copy of the selected file(s) , but the file
names are appended with the word "copy." If you
>w'antlo use the copy elsewhere, drag it to the
destination before renaming il

""

I'·· -er

116

Kind : FreeHand 3.0 document
S i ze : 30K on disk (30,495 bytes used)

~h er e

: Zeus : Software Spreads2 :
116-117 :

Cr u t e d : 'w'ed, Jan 1, 1992, 3 :03PM
Mo dified : Thu, Jan 9, 1992, 9 :35 AM
Ve r s ion : n I a

C8l LockPd

0

st.ti onery pad

Locking a File
Application and document files may be locked at the
Finder level by checking the a; oBriate box in the
tmmmdialog boxes. AI!M_IJ!Icannot be
modified, deleted, or used as stationery of)I35. A
duplicate of a locked file, however, is not
automatically locked. The only lime you'd want to
lock a file is when you don't want to acddentally
modify or delete the file, or if you waotto prevent
others who might access the file via me sharing from
modifying the file (although there are additional
ways to prevent this). Locking application files is
often used as a preventative measure against virus
infection, but some applications modify themselves
when they run, and must therefore remain
unlocked.
If you drag a locked item to the Trash, you are not
alerted until you attempt to empty the trash. But by
holding down the Option key while choosing
Empty Tr ash from the Specia l menu the
Finder will go al1ead and delete the locked file.'
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One of the biggest boosts to
efficient hard disk managmj&V
in System software is the . .
A new Macintosh concept for
System 7, the m:lmallows you to
create a tiny file (1 to 2
kilobytes) that can stand in for
any file, folder, or disk,
including a shared disk on a
network.

One of the biggest boosts to efficient hard disk
management in System software is the alias. A
new Macintosh concept for System 7, the alias
allows you to create a tiny file (Ito 2
kilobytes) that can stand in for any file, folder,
or disk, including a shared disk on a network.

Alias Overview
When you create an alias, you create a small 6le that
behaves exactly as the original file. II has the same
icon as the original (altl10ugh you can change that,
*'1113) , and starts out with the same name, plus
tllC word "alias." The only visible difference in the
Finder is that the nan1c is italidzed.
The alias is actually nothing more than a pointer to
tl1e original Ole, passing along anyaction sent to tl1e
alias. All the action- reading and saving data,
changing preferences, editing a document-really
takes place only in the original file. The alias is
merelyan extra set of eyes, ears, and mouth for the
original file.

Multiple Aliases
An object may have more than one alias. ln fact, it

may be worthwhile in some cases to have multiple
aliases. For example, you may want an alias to a file
in the Apple Menu Items folder, as well as in some
other document folders, convenient to other related
documents.

Permanent Link
The link between alias and original is one-waythe alias knows about the original, but the original
doesn't know about aliases created from it.
Therefore, if you delete the original file, you won't
be alerted about U1e aliases out there that still point
to tl1e original. You will get an alert, however, when
you try to access an alias and it can't find the
original.
The true magic about aliases is that you can move or
rename both the original and the alias, and the alias
will be able to locate the original. The only
restriction is that the original must still be on the
same volume where the alias was created. But you
can move the alias to a different volume, and it will
still find the original (or at least request you mount
the volume on wllich the original resides).
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Creating an Alias
To create an alias from theiJI!!lDsimply select an
object (or group of objects), and choose M 8 k: e
Rlias from the File menu. The Finder peels off a
copy of the icon from the original, and displays the
alias next to the original. The alias file name (in
italics) is the same as the original, plus the word
"alias," with the name already selected, ready for
you to rename it. Because no two files in a folder
may have the same names, you may prefer to move
the alias to its destination before renaming it.

Renaming an Alias
How you name an alias depends more on how you
plan to use it. Of course, you don't have to rename
the alias file, although the identifiable italic file
name in Finder windows and infdfl!®® oi'II06
makes the "alias" part of the name redundant. Since
an alias file is a file like any other, you rename it just
like any other fileoi'l118.
Asignificant advantage of an alias is that its name
does not have to resemble its original file's name.
Therefore, as an example, you could create aliases
to a series of forms that need to be filled out in a
particular sequence. Move the aliases to a separate
folder, and rename them with sequence numbers to
help the user know whlch is whlch.

Finding the Original File
Because an alias may bear no resemblance to its
original file (it can have an entirelydifferent name
and icon), you may need help finding them:rl
oi)122-123 to the original file. Select the iiTaS'file in
the Finder, and choose Get I nfofrom the File
menu (or type command-/). Aspecial item in an
alias' Get Info dialog is the listing of the original
6le's location. The path includes a zone and
Macintosh name if the original is on another
Macintosh, or an asterisk as the first item, indicating
that it is your own machlne.
The path to the original, however, may not be
accurate if the original file has been renamed or
moved. Even though the listing may be incorrect, the
alias finds the original when called upon to do so
(when you double-click the file, for example). To
update the listing, click~ . The Finder goes
through a sophisticated series of searches to locate
the file if it is still on its original volume. If the
search fails, an alert box tells you the original
cannot be found.

Iii

1 Ching alias Info
::

==

=

E 1Chif>9 ~~~s

Kind: alias
Sin : 3K on disk (526 bytes used)
Yhl!rl! : Zeus : System Folder : Apple Menu
Items : Utilities :
Crntl!d : Mon, Dec 30, 1991, I :34 PM
Modifit•d: Mon, Dec 30, 1991 , 1 :34PM
Origina1 : Zeus : Utilities : I Ching
Comments:

0Lockl!d

[ Find Original ]

Alias Strategies
IIL'rl' arl' SL'Il"ral produrtill' 11a1s to ust• aliasl's:
• Apple .\ lenu Items. lktl'nnim· 11hil'h
applirations. dorUIIIL'Ills. foldL·rs. disks. and seners
~ou'dlikl' to haw a1ailahiL· inthl' • mL·nu. Then
malil' aliast·s for thosl' itt·ms. drag thL·m to thl' .\ppll'
~IL'Illl Items foltlt-r. ami n·namt· thl'm so ~ou cut
findthL·m.
• Startup Items. Cop~ :tliaSL's of Itill I' all-da~
applirations or dorumt•tlls to thL· St1rtup ltt·ms
foldt•r. ThiN' programs 11illlaunrh llhl'n 1011 start
~our marhint·. 11ithout disturbing I IIIII' lilt•
organitatitlll .
• nesktnplcons. If IIlli prt'IL·r to L'mulaiL' thl'
11orkstation srt"nario that displa~s iwns to
fn·quL·nth arrl'SSl'd programs and donlmt·nts on
thl' Desktop. do so 11 ith aliasl's. ~Ialit' ali:N·s fo r
l'arh lilt·. and nloll· thl' aliasL·s tothl' lll'sktop.
Rl'namt·thl' aliasL'S arronlingl1.

• Index tu l'loppy m· Cartrid~c Uisks. \\hL·n
1011 storl' importalll information 011 I'L'mmahle
mL·dia. it is somL·timt·s diflkult to loratl' ;t partirular
fill'. Crl'atl' a lll'll foldt·r on 1our startup disk. and
cop~ aliasl'S from all fill's of a n·mm ahll' 111hlllll' to
thl' lll'll foldt·r. \liast·s to a huudn·d fib takl's up
bs than 211111\ on 1our hard disk. llouhll'-dirk on
:1111 of thl' aliaSL'S. ;tlld IIIII al'l' jli'Omjlll'd to iiiSL'I'l
th~· propl'r llllllllll' rot;taining that filt•. \ouran do
this sdt•rtild~. as \It'll. just indL'\ing thost" fib 11111
helieiL' ~1111'11 1\:lllllll :ll'l'l'SS llllll'l' fi'L'tjlll'lllh.
• Folder Ali;L~cs. lll'l':tll>~' a foldl'r :tlias hehan·s
likl' its ori~i nal. if 1011 d1~1g a lilt• lt1 :111 alias foldl'r.
thl' ill'lll artualh ~IlL'S into thl' ori~i11al foldt·r (au
alias IIL'IL'I' storl's :1111 of ~our datal.\\ hilt· 11orking
II ith thl' l'IIIIIL'IIlS of a tit-l'ph IIL'Sied foldl'l'. rreall'
:111 alias and plan· it on thl' lh'sktop. making it
llllll'h l'aSiL'I' (II at'\'l'SS 01' n111difl !Itt• foldl'(S
coutellls without open in~ up a sl'rit•s of lll'stl'd
folder 11iudm1s.

• l'ocket llard Uisk. In a nL'lllorkt-d
l'n\i ronmL'IIl. 11111 em ~ill' thL· impn·ssiouof
CIITiillg lOIII' l:anl disk ill 21\ of a llopp1 disk. 011
~our marhiiiL'. rrl':IIL' all alias to ~our hard disk. and
cop~ the alias 111 a llopp1 disk. lk surl' 1011 hall' SL'l
thl' hard disk llllumt•to hl' sh:tn·d :~I ll t-1-5.
Thl'll. from am othl'r S1stem - -l'ljllippt·d \l:tri11tosh
Ollihl' lll'(\IOI'h. IIIII Clll inSl'l'l \IIIII' llopp~ disk.
douhll'-dick thl' alias fill'. and log into 1our hard
disk. Your hard disk lwromt·s a mountt·d 111h1mL·
on that \lacintosh.
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Despite its name, thelifttlrn'l
didn't have any integrated
search facilities until System 7.
What we now have is a two-level
search function controlled by
the Find and Find Again
items in the Finder's File menu.

Troubleshooting
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The Find command leads to one of two
dialog boxes that let you establish tl1e search
criteria-either a simple file name search or a
more complex search based on oilier factors.
In most cases, as files are found to match tlle
search criteria, tl1eir folder windows open,
and tlteir file icons or listings highlighted. Use
tlle Find Again command to continue
searching witl1 the sante criteria.

Find
Find: jsyst elll

Persistent Find
Simple Name Search
The first time you issue the Find command (either
via the menu or typing command-F), you get the
smaller of two search dialog boxes. This one has a
single field into which you enter some or all of a file
name you're trying to locate. The more characters
you type, the faster the Finder will locate the file. But
if you're unsure of detailed spelling (e.g., whether
the file name is plural), enter the first letters of the
name that you know for sure.
Fllld
Searching on "Zeus" ...

System File Off Limits
When the search takes more than a few seconds to
tum up the first match, the Finder displays an
unusual progress box. Ahorizontal barber pole
appears to rotate as the process continues.
If the Finder locates a match, it opens the disk or

folder \vindow containing that item, and mma!J!lJlD
it. You can stop there if the first one is the desired
file. But to continue the search, simply choose
Find Again from the File menu (or type
command-G) , instead of opening up the Find
dialog again. The Finder continues looking through
all mounted volumes. An alias is treated Uke any file,
so the Finder will locate those names as well. When
the Finder issues an alert beep, then you'll know it
has made one complete search of all volumes.

( More Choices

The Finder remembers all the parameters of the last
Find command you issued until you shut down or
restart the Macintosh. Therefore, when you choose
Find from the File menu a second time, the
version of the Find dialog box that you last used
appears on the screen, complete with all selection
criteria the way you left then1. But the Find
Again command bypasses the dialog onlyin the
course of a swing through the selected folders or
volumes. For example, once you've made a search
for an item and reached the end of the search path
(signified by the system alert sound), the Find
Again command recalls the Find dialog box,
expecting you to change some element of the search
criteria.

Searching for files does not include searching for
the resource files inside thef\i'fU§jjjijQorother
~files. Therefore, don't expect to find fonts,
sounds, keyboards, or script resources as long as
they are packed inside the System File or suitcases.
If you drag them from the System File to any folder,
they will be subject to searclt by the Find
command.

I

( Cancel I n

Find

[]

(Q]

Findft-

Ex tensions

:JCN
Open
:11:0
Print
:JCP
Close Window

:11:1

Get Info
Sharing ...
Duplicate
Make Rlias
Put Rway

:ICY

Fi nd...

=F

Find Rgain
Page Setup ...
Print Window ...

:11:0

D
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Find and select items whose
name

•

II

contains

•

lj~y~tem

More Choices
Abutton in the standard Find dialog-leads you to a more detailed Find dialog box.
Here you can be more specific about the search,
while throwing a wider net. Instead of merely
searching for the beginning of a file name, you may
search on any aUribute you see in a file's Get Info
dialog box.

Selection Criteria
The top third of the dialog lets you choose the text
or comparative values to search for. As you choose
from the first pop up menu, the other two items
adjust themselves to make sense. Sometimes you
need to type in a matching text entry; for others you
adjust dateS like you do for the internal clock setting
in the General Controls control panel of} SO. You
may even search for all files with a particular label.

Searching Scope
In the middle third of the dialog, you establish
where tbe search should take place. The default
setting is "on all disks," meaning that the search
starts with the startup disk, and works through all
mounted volumes. Pop up the menu, and you'll see
that you can narrow the search to a single volume,
the currently open folder window, or any folders you
have selected.

Search

I

D all

on all disks

(Fewer Choices)

at once

Cancel )

t

Find

»

Find Results Display
The search from this dialog normally produces the
same results as the simple Find dialog. Upon finding
a matching file, the folder containing that file opens,
and the matching Ble is selected. Issuing the Find
Rgain command continues the search through
selected folders or volumes until the system emits
the alert sound.
But with this advanced search, you have another
choice in the "all at once" checkbox. When you
check this box, the Finder searches all selected
folders and volumes (you're most likely to see the
Find progress barber pole with this setting) before
producing any display of the found files. After
locating the files, the Finder then opens the folder
or disk window that encompasses all the found files,
changes the listing to a text view sorted by name,
expands folders containing found files, and
highlights the found files. In other words, this
version shows the results of the Find command
all in one \vindow.
II the view to the disk window had been something
otl1er than by name, you'll have to return to your
chosen setting in the Uiew menu.

No Match
When no match is found fo r your search criteria, an
alert box tells you so. You won't hear the system
alert sound.

Searching Multiple Criteria
Through clever application of settings in the
expanded Find dialog box, you can have the Finder
look for a union of two or more search criteria on a
single disk or folder. Essentially, the process involves
finding matches for one criteria in an ''all at once"
listing display, and then having the Finder search
those selected (highlighted) items for the next
criteria. Here are the steps:
QEnter the first search criteria, selecting the
desired volume or folder, and checking t11e
"all at once" checkbox.
8ClickCE!J to effect the search. When items
are found, they are highlighted in a single text
listing view window.
Owithout de-selecting any item, choose Find
from the File menu (or type command-F).
Enter the second search criteria.
In the£1l!Zm pop-up menu, choose
"the selected items''.
GClickc.:!E:) to let the finder see which of the
selected item also match the second criteria.
Only those items matching the union of the two
criteria will be selected.
8Continue \vith additional criteria, if desired.
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Using Rpplications
Rpplication Basics
User Interface Elements
Graphics File Formats
Publish and Subscribe
Rpple Euents
Stationery
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User Interface Elements, page 128
Application Basics, page 126
Graphics File Formats, page 130
Publish and Subscribe, page 132
Apple Events, page 134
Stationery, page 135
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You buy a computer to run
applications-the programs that
let you capture ideas, create
and manage information,
communicate with others.

Applications vs.
Desk Accessories
The MadntoshMf.'!ifN44HU:JOmown as a DA,
pronounced by saying the leuers Dand A) has been
around since the first days of the Macintosh. Its
intent was to provide a way for small programs to
run on top of an open application 1vithout taking up
a lot of memory space. Desk accessories were
literallyinstalled into the
· and started
by choosing them from the
menu. System 7 has
changed much of the need for desk accessories,
primarily because you can open more than one
application at a time. But the need for small
applications really doesn't go away. Apple even
includes updated versions of the original desk
accessories in the Apple Items Menu folder.
When you open a desk accessory, you'll notice in the
memory allocation bars of the About This Macintosh
dialog box that they take up very liulellmJ(usually
less than 32K). Even within the original memory
constraints of DAs, progrnmmers did marvelous
things, including word processors, spreadsheets,
and telecommunications programs.
Under System 7, desk accessories and applications
look the satne to the user, despite their internal
differences (of value onlyto the progratnmers). DAs
and progratnS are listed as different kinds of files in
text listing views of folders, but you probablywon't
be able to tell the difference when both kinds are
open. Newer DAs have distinctive icons just like
applications, and take their places in the Application
menu just like any application. What is still
beneficial is that DAs take up less memory, and
therefore are welcome in light memory situations.

Glossary/ I ndeH

Macintosh applications have earned a
reputation for being easier to learn than those
of other computer systems, primarily because
of consistencies in basic operations. Once you
know how to start and quit one Macintosh
program, you know how to do it for all of
them. That's been true since the first
Macintosh software available in 1984.

;g

ljttilftlh@~i interact witlfii§iiijiiidii§
in subtle ways. Being able to run multiple
applications at the same time, for example, is a
function of tl1e system software. Applications
also seek help from system software to open
and save documents-the standard dialogs
are built into the system. And yet, while you
are using a program, you almost forget about
system software, as you focus on the task
inside the progran1.

llbout Tlll1 Met lntosh
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Installing Applications
Whlle desk accessories install as easlly as dragging
their icons to the Apple Menu Items folder (or
anywhere, just like an appUcation file), applications
sometimes come with more sophisticated
installation routines, especlally when the progratn is
so large that it requires more than one disk. Apple
encourages developers to write routines that utili.ze
the Satn
• progratn that installs system
software on your hard disk. Spedflcations for the
installalion process are written to a file called the
installer script. The installation of an application
1vith the Installer would be similar to system
sortwarfif!W!tttif!1~68-69.

Some progratns are simple enough to install that
there are instructions to drag files and folders to
various parts of your hard disk. Some files may be
destined for the£®~? (more likely in the
nested Extensions
others can
go anywhere, such as a folder in which you park all
applications. Versions of progran1s previous to
System 7 often contained ancillary files (e.g.,
dictionary and help files) that had to be in the satne
folder level as the application. In System 7, these
supporting files generallygo into various folders
inside the System Folder.

Ve: ~), while

Force Quitting

Applications and Memory

You mar l'llcountl'r instancl's whl'n 1our Macintosh
appl·ar~ to frl'l'Zl' up- or han~-:. as till' l'\jll'I"IS sa1. If
this happl'ns whill' running a program. IIYthl'
gl'ntll' 11ay out. Typl' command-option-escape
(l'll'n if ittakl's hoth hands). If all gm·s lll'll. a
dialo!: ho\ 1rill allow you to forcl' quitthl' program.
l nfortunatd1·. you'lllosl' all changl's sinn· 1011r last
sail'. hut you em gl't to othl'r open progr:11;1s and
sail' thl'ir changl'S. Tlll'n. rl'start your 'lacintosh. in
CN' thl' machinl'·s ml·mm-y ~-:ot jumbled in thl'
pron·ss.

\\'hl'll you'd lil\l' to run moll' applications than
alailahll' ml·mon allows. thl'rl' arl' a number or
m1·mo1'\ lll'l'Sl'l'lation tl'rhniqul's you ran 11-y hl'forl'
addingmJi!! Tl'rhniqul's indudl' lolll'ring tlll'E!mll
~ linthl' ' !emory rontrol p:ull'l :~ 1:1.
rl·dul'ing till' amount of ml·mol'l l'arh application
tries to grah for itsl'lf :~ 1 1. and opl'ning
applirations in an l'ffiril'ntordl'r :~Off~.

Still other programs come inwlo!iiQliH$1on
floppy disks. The primary reason for compressing
files is to cram more data on fewer disks to reduce
the disk swapping during installalion and lower the
product's cost. Sofuvare publlshers have many
compression schemes to choose from, each with
sllghtly different methods of installation. The most
common is similar to the Apple Installer program.
You inse.rt the first floppy disk, and double-click the
compressed file on that disk. That starts the
decompression of the files, with a request for you to
designate where on your hard disk the application's
folder should be initially created (you can move it
later). You'll be prompted in rurn for anyadditional
disks. Avariation on this process is that you must
copy the compressed files to your hard disk before
decompressing them. Be sure to remove the
compressed files aftenvard to free up disk space.

The Software License
It may surpriSl' you to ll'arn thatthl' flnl' print
you're supposl·d to mllllwforl' opl·ning a soft11arl'
parkagl' is artually all!m!:!lJ toiN'thl' soft11arl'.
You don'tml n it. \lost lirensl'S rl'ad prl'tt~ much
thl' saml'. so it's l'llll'rtaining to artually rl':td cllll' of
them. lnthl' prol'l'SS you'llll'arn that if a softwarl'
parkagl' misralrulatl'S your bottom lim·. 1ou cui't
hold till' puhlishl'r or author rl'sponsihle. l.irl•nsin~-:.
as opposl'd to lllllll'rship. gill'S thl' lirl'nsor
(puhlislll'r) mort· 1ights mw how you USl' and
installthl' software. l'pholdin~ thl'Sl·lin·nsl'S. mam·
softllarl·rompanil's (amlthl' \\ashin~ton. D.C. .
tradl· groupralll'd thl' Softwarl' l'rotl'rtion
.\ssoriation) hall' surrl'ssfully sul'd rorpo1~Uions
thai han· mad1• multiple copies of soft11arl' without
pa1ing thl' lirl'nsing fl'l' lpurrhasl' prin·) for l'ach
usl'r.
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Running Multiple Programs
As long as you have memory available, the

1"'""::\
;

~~\

,: ............i--~:~~---~X ;

:. ..........F're'eR;ina·~·:o
Drop Document on Program Icon
Starting Applications
The Macintosh provides several ways toE1!UIIltl
(launch) an application. You can combine any of
these ways depending on your work habits or other
whims. If the application is already running when
you attempt any of these procedures, the application
comes to the foreground.

·~~.
. .,. . ~---..
About This. . .,Macintosh
...
~ Alorm Clock
~ Colculotor

~Chooser

Q£1 Contr ol Panels
~ FreeHand 3.0 alias

~ Key Cops
~ LoserStotus
Note Pod
'-

rJ

.J Menu

If you place an!J!I ~ 120-121 to a program tile
in the Apple Menu Items folder, you can select the
program's nan1e from the • menu to start the
program.

Double-Click Program Icon
If you can see the icon of an program (or its alias
icon), you ~t\1!)Dttflltll13the icon to start the
program. Doub e-clicking is the same as selecting
the icon (clicking it once) and choosing Open
from the File menu.

Double-Click Document
The Finder is smart enough to know what
application created most documents. Therefore, if
you double-click on a document icon (or an alias to
a document), the Finder locates and launches the
application and then opens the documem in the
program.

System software allows you to Ea document
icon to an applicatlon icon to launch that program
and open the document. The icons may even be in
different \vindows (clicking on icons in an active
Finder window does not activate that window).
While it is faster to just double-click a document
icon to start the assodated application, there are
times when the drag is a better option:
Q when the document was not created by the
application (but the application can open the
document's file type); and
t)when you have multiple versions of an
application, and you want to make sure the
proper version opens with the document.
Some programs can accept 61es in formats other
than their own. For example, most applicatJons can
read a plain text 6le. Double-clicking on a t~'t file
won't 6nd an application. But by dragging the te.x:t
file to the applicatlon icon, you can open that
application. An application's icon highlights when
you drag the document icon to it only when that
application knows how to open the document type.
If there is no highlight, the document cannot be
opened directly by that application.

Macintosh allows you to open more than one
program. This greatly simplifies copying and pasting
informatJon between documents generated in
different programs (but also see a better
copying information \vithG!I!mm an4 'ft1
lt!ll
~132-133). Once multiple applications are
running, you S\\~tch between them by either clicking
in any visible window of a desired program, or
choosing the program from the Application

mJ

menu ~I OI.

Copy Protection
It's rare these days to encounter a copy protected
application that prevents instaliation of the program
on a hard disk. Entertainment programs frequently
had this restriction in the past, but copy protection
of this type is rare.

Network Copy Protection
Afew programs employ copy protection schemes
lhat prevent you from installing multiple copies of
the same program on more than one machine
connected to a network. These programs have
uniqueGiiiiiiiiiii1imbedded in each copy. As
you start the progr-.un, it looks in other Macintoshes
on the network for any other copy of that software
\vith the same serial number. If it finds a duplicate, it
won't let the second person open the program. The
solution is to buy a copy of the software for each
user.

0
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Quitting Applications
Virtually every application program quits the same
way-a Quit oplion in the File menu fadlitated
by the command-Okeyboard equivalent. If you
have any open documents whose changes have not
yet been saved, the program prompts you about
whether you want to save the changes for each one
before quitting.
Desk accessories often behave differently. While
some includcommands in their own
menu bar or extra menu to the right of other
menu bar items, more commonly a click of the DA
window's close box disposes of the mini program.
Aglobal method of quitting all applications is to
issue the Shut Down or Restart
commands in the Finder's Special menu. The
finder sends messages to applications identical to
the Quit command you normally issue from their
File menu. You'll still be prompted about saving
changed documents.
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New ...
Open ...
Clo se
Saue
Sau e as ...
Re uert
Pa ge Setup ...
Print...

:M:N
3€0

:M:S
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Place ...
EHport...
Quit
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~
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Hardware

Consistency across a variety of
applications makes the
Macintosh seem very easy to
use. 'lle're not frustrated trying
to learn and remember a
different file saving command
for each document- we know
where to look and what to look
for in a Sa u e command.

You can count on a number
elements being in virtually every application
from tl1e Finder to the most esoteric modeling
program. Once you understand these items,
you're well on your way to being comfortable
in virtually any Macintosh product.

111111
New ...
Open ...

XN

xo

Close
Saue
Saue as ...
Reu erl

xs

Pege Setup ...
Print...

XP

Application-Specific Menus

Pl ace ...
Euport...
Quit

XQ

Steady Menus

File Menu

The human interface guidelines that Apple
supplies Macintosh programmers specify that every
product should have alu!§.!!!®with a basic set of
liilm!lll tn addition to the icon-based menus (• ,
Help, and Application), you will probably find a
Fi Ie and Edit menu in each program. When the
user has a choice of text style, two more menus are
up there: Font and Style.

Commands you'll almost always find in the File
menu are those that open, save, create new, and
print documents. It's also where the Quit item
can be found. These menu items tend to have the
samei§t!llld@lui!@Qilii'Pdacross
programs: command-O, -S, -N, -P, and -Q,
respectively.

Edit Menu

.S Menu
Most of the • menu is devoted to items in the
Apple Menu Items folder. But above the dividing
line, programmers usually place an item that tells
about the product. Choosing the Rbout
<product name> item leads to a dialog that
may range from a simple description of the product
to an animated cartoon. You'll usuallyfind reference
to the version number, publisher, and people
involved in creating the product. Some
programmers provide alternate screens when you
press one or more modifier keys while you make
this menu selection.

Rbout This M acintosh ...

\!/

Rlarm Clock
~ Calculator
~Chooser

Q;) Control Panels
~ K e y Cops
~ LaserStatus
{iJ Note Pad

Virtually required in every program arc Edit menu
items for Undo, Cut, Copy, and Paste
(command-l, -X, -C, and -V). The exact wording
of these items may change in some programs,
depending on what kind of information you've
selected or have in th@oH$1ioft Moreover,
pasting can be empowered to paste different
characteristics of the information in some progran1s
*'!108. As a result, you maysee a·Paste
Special item as well.
Additional items that programs might include in the
Edit menu are the commands for the
lj1!!'jlJ1flf@WJ'ID!'\1feature~ l32-133 and one
that leads to a dialog box for setting the program's
preferences.

Undo
Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Se lect Rll

XH
XC
xu
XR

Show Clipboard

Font and Style Menus

Beyond the standard menus and menu items, an
application may do anything it pleases to present
menus that give you the power to work with
information in the progran1's documents. When
exploring a program for the first time, it's a good
idea to study the contents of each menu. Select those
items with ellipses ( ••• ) after them to see the
resulting dialog boxes.

Windows
Any progran1 that lets you work on documents offers
one or more 1vindows in which you work your
~When you start an application from the
Uiii!ii (or* menu), it may either prompt you
1vith an Open File dialog *'! 106 to open an
existing document or display an empty window,
called Untitled. The laner assumes that you 1viU
create a new document. But if you then open an
existing document, you may end up with two
1vindows-your document and the untitled one.
Some programs assume that if you open a document
1vith an unused, untitled window showing, then the
document you're opening should replace the
untitled 1vindow. There is no consistency to this, so
be prepared to see both behaviors.

-------1-

Sometimes combined into a single Font menu,
items for these menus control thand style of
selected text in a document. Font menus always
list all the fonts installed in your System File. Under
the heading of style, you may see various font sizes
(ideally a set of standard sizes plus a way for you to
choose any point size) and styles (bold, italic,
etc.). See pages~ 86-88 for more on fonts and the
System.

Geneuo

Heluetlca
Mono co
"'New York
Pal ntlno
Symbol ·
Times

/18/ir.

UMer!lne
~

"lilmt!ltoo!l
Condense
- · EHten d
Group

Other...
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Del e t e ...
Pr int Preutew ... 881
Print Merge .. .
Pege Se t up .. .
Pri nt...
88P
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_B_ut_ t_
on_ _)
Butt on

lo Check: BoH
Editing Text
Madntosh text editing is the same in virtually every
program. TI1e cursor becomes a text pointer
whenever the cursor Is atop a text editing area.
Clicking the cursor In text plants a Dashing text
insertion pointer-signifying the place your next
typed character will be Inserted. TodJiare a chunk
of text for an action, you9Jand • ~ the te>.1
pointer across the characters, words, or
paragrdphs. The~DJ!\!l1J1fiustext is said to be
selected. You can also select text by planting the te>.1
insertion pointer at one end of the selection, and
then holding down the shift key while clicking the
at the other end of the te.xt.
Once text Js selected, it's usually time to Issue some
menu command that acts on the selection, such as
changing its font properties or copying it to the
Clipboard. One Important property of selected text is
that the next character you type replaces all selected
text. Thus, to change a word, simplyselect it (a
double-click Inside a word selects the entire word),
and start typing the replacement--{fon't bother
deleting the old word.

Lorem ~psu m dol or sit e
nonummy ni bfi eui smod

[_] p (1
l:Jt/'-....

' ·rg o o
~ O c:?
AO ~

loRad i o Bu tt on
Buttons
With the mouse being such a large part of our
interaction 1vith the Madntosh, the profusion of
clickable buttons Is no coincidence. The three most
common button styles are t11e outline (rounded
rectangle), radio, and checkbox.mmftt!I!Ifilbtfi
perform a single action, as designated by their
name. When a dark border surrounds such a
button, it means that a press of the return or enter
k acts the san1e as clicking the buuon.ll!mm
come in groups, and are mutually
exclusive within the gr~l!!l:'. one can be
highlighted at a tlme.li!t!TWritj@i!.I&Jon the
other hand, let you set or unset whatever the label
indicates. Acheck in the box means tl1at the setting
is enabled or engaged. When the box is filled in
gray, it often means tl1at tl1e selected information to
whicl1 the settings apply has a combination of
features (e.g., part of the text is bold, part not).
Click t11e checkbox to make the desired on or off
setting apply to t11e entire selection.

Open Mell .. .
Send Mell .. .
Qui t

atQ

Saving Documents
Most applications that work witll documents have
two types of Sa u e commands in their Fi Ie
menus: Saue and Saue As. The first is tlle one
you use when saving changes to a document tllat
you've already named and stored on your disk. This
version is tl1e one \vith tlle convenient command-S
keyboard equivalent, which makes it easy to
frequentlyrml!h our work each time you reach a
resting point. The more often you perform
intermediate saves, the less work Is at risk to a
power outage or machine failure.
The Sa u e As command, on tlle other hand, is
the command you use to perform tlle first save of a
document. The command leads you to a Save File
dialog box~ 107, in which you can assign a file
name, and determine what folder tlle document
should go. You can also use the Saue As
command as a way to make a copy of the current
document from wilh.in the program. Simplyissue the
command and save the same document to another
folder, or assign a different name (perhaps for
backup purposes). If you assign a new name, the
document window's title bar will bear tllat new
name. Be aware, however, that when you finish 1vitll
tl1e Saue As command, the next Saue
command you issue will be to save the document to
the last file name and folder specified in the most
recent Saue As command.

Tools

Printing

Some prograrns-u~allnflfiphics
programs--{fisplay
or B Sometinles
these palettes may be pulled down from the
menubar, and then dragged away from the bar so
tllat tlle palette can remain 1isible while you work
on a document. Click on an icon representing the
desired tool. This puts you into a mode tllat is
unique to that tool, whether it be dra1ving, filling an
area with a ~uem or selecting objects on the
screen. Th
tums into the same shape as the
tool you selected. No matter what tool you use,
however, as you move tlle pointer to tlle menubar,
the cursor retums to tlle famiUar arrow.

In the F i Ie

menu of any program tllat produces
documents iS some variation of the Pri nt
command (as well as tlle Page Setup
command ~ 150). In programs that allow opening
multiple documents, tlle Print command applies
to tlle current document only. Ahallmark of the
Madntosh is that printed output closely resembles
tlle information you see in the window. The Prin t
command leads to a print di(jft
for the
printer you've selected in the • • ~ 78. The
content of tlle print dialog is different for each
printer, but in it you make additional selections
about the print job about to start. Click
to
send tlle document to your printer. For more about

it1:r

m:i~Ul~la sce pages ~l48- 153.
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Graphics File Formats

If your Macintosh work is
predominantly in graphics
programs, then you tend to
encounter the aiRhabet soup of
graphiciHt:II.Uu .it1-PICT,
PICT2, TIFF, EPSF are the most
popular.

These represenl the manner in which graphic
information is stored in a disk file. Each one is
different and generally incompatible with t11e
ot11ers. Fortunately, manygraphics programs
can save to and open from more than one
format.

is distinct, however, from the
mapped and object
graphics. Most graphics programs are one
type or the other. Which style you use depends
largely on the intended final resting place for
the graphic- screen picture, low resolution
printer, high resolution printer.

Bit Maps in Object Documents

Bit Mapped Graphics
I:Hflfl»''i1\Wgraphics are the realm of painting
pac ges. These programs let you work with a
graphic on a pixel-by-pixel basis, usually in some
magnified mode. The first graphics program for the
Macintosh, MacPaint, was a bit mapped graphics
program. While the standard granularity of bit
mapped programs is 72-pixels per inch, you can
find advanced programs that give you more detailed
editing abilities, up to the LaserWriter's 300 dots
per inch, in a ltighly magnified view.
'U!Itl!otT §paint programs let you setfim'm
rae an wlite to create your shapes and1ili:igeS
on the screen. Tools help you set down patterns of
dots in squares, circles, and dotted patterns. In
color paint progranJS, you can assign different
colors to Virtually every pixel (within the color
palette of your color video support oi'l36).
Adownside to bit mapped graphics is that once you
lay down the pixels, what may appear to be a shape
is still nothing more than a collection of dots. If a
square you've painted is the wrong size, you'II have
to erase and re-paint the pixels in the right size.
Painting programs let you select a group of pixels
(\vithin a selection rectangle or an irregular area
that you drag a lasso tool). If you drag the selection,
you leave white space underneath. If you manipulate
the selection, such as rotating, strctclting, or
shrinking, the program does it~ best to maintain the
general shape of the original by scaling the dots to a
best fit You'll probably end up \\ith jagged or
distorted lines and uneven fill patterns, however.
Still, many Macintosh artist feel very much at home
in bit mapped graphics. When the finished output is
to be displayed on a Macintosh screen, bit mapped
graphics produce excellent results.

Object Graphics
Object graphics progr.uns, more commonly called
draw packages, produce graphics results in a vastly
different way. Instead of a line being a series of
individual pixels, an object line is a mathematical
specification for a line: two end point coordinates
and a line of a designated thickness between those
two points. Each line, box, circle, polygon, arc, or
text chunk, is anl!m!!Jthat can be individually
selected (by just clicking on it), and altered
independently of any other object in the document..
It's as if each object exists in its own physical layer
in the document. Moreover, an object is easy to
change. To resize an incorrect square, simply select
the object, and drag on one of its corners. The
program makes note of the new coordinates for that
object- the line tllickness remains the same.
Due to their mathematical accuracy, object graphics
(also called vector graphics) tend to print
smoot11er sh= tl1an bit mapJ.>ed graphics,
especially onmrn @M"mMN.ltW!~ Curves
are as smooth as the resolution of tl1e printer can
produce. Data storage requirements for object
grapltics documents are also less, since there is less
information required for most shapes t11an for bit
maps.

Most draw programs allow you to paste bit mapped
graphics copied from other programs. When you
paste the art, however, the bit map turns into a
single, uneditable object (there are no pixel editing
tools in most draw programs). You can position the
art without penalty, but if you try to resize it, the
image distorts as the Macintosh tries to best fit
-scale-the pixels to the new orientation.
You 'II likely encounter further problems when you
try to align a bit map \vith object art in the same
document. On screen, everything looks fine, but
when the page prints on a laser printer, the
alignment may be off. The problem is that the
typically 72-dot-per-inch bit map is being printed in
a 300 dot-per-inch world. Incompatible math makes
perfect alignment a gradual, manual fine-tuning
process.

Graphic Types and File Formats
Bit mapped and object gra hie types are
independent of th
used to store the
images. For example, the '
file format can store
both a bit mapped and object graphic in the Satlle
file. When you copy a bit map or a simple
monochrome graphic object to the6r.~!lli@1111.,.jmtn•
· -l
you'll see that the images are both saved as PICTs,
yet when you copy each item out of the ScrapbooK,
they retain their bit map or object status for pasting
back into documents.
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Programs designed for System 7
may include a feature that
allows documents to share
information with other
documents on your Macintosh or
even on someone else's
Macintosh on a network.
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Once you establish the link between source
and destination documents, you don't have to
think about it anymore-any change you
make to the source document appears
automatically in the destination document the
next time you view or print it.

This feature is caJJediQfibMII@I
l@i#ijiilafter the two basic actions in the
process. A source document publishes
infom1ation; a destination document
subscribes to that information. ln between the
two is a file on the disk called an edition.

Basic Publish Procedures

~

Picture Edition

The Metaphor
Because there is nothing in the real world that does
to documents what Publish/Subscribe (PIS} does, it
is dJfficult to conceive of a metaphor that helps us
understand what this feature does. The PIS
metaphor comes close.
If you create a chan in a spreadsheet program
(based on complex calculations that may fluctuate
over time), you may want to use that chart in a
report and a presentation. But if the calculations
and chart change, you don't want to have to re-copy
and paste the new chart everywhere you use it. In
the PIS world, you select the source chart and turn it
into a publisher of its information. The publisher
creates a flle called anr.mm!DEach time you
change information in the area designated as a
publisher (the chart in this case), the publisher
updates the infonnation in the edition file when you
sa1·c the flle.

On the other end in, perhaps, a memo document,
you can create a subscriber by opening the desired
edition Ble. Asubscriber Is a reserved space in your
document that is linked to the edition file. The
subscriber derives its lnfonnation from the edition,
displays it in the memo, and makes it part of the
document. While the memo document is still open,
system software monitors changes made to the
edition file, and passes changes along to all
currently open subscribers. Thus, when the
publisher updates the edition, any open subscriber
sees the change in the document immediately.

Implementation of Publisb/Subscribe varies from
progrrun to program, but the prindples are the
same. Somewhere in the Edit menu will be items
that have the words Publish and Subscribe
in them. To create an edition flle, the steps are as
foUows:
0 Select the area of the source docwnentto
publish.
f) choose Create Publisher from tlte
Edit menu.
8 in the dialog box (you see a miniature preview
of tlte selected data), assign a name and folder
location for the edition file, and click Publish.
Some progrants let you see where publishers are in
a document. A menu item named Show
Borders (or similar) displays grey borders
around the publisher and subscriber areas in the
document (the border type should be different for
each kind). The menu item changes to Hide
Bor ders so you can clear the borders.

Basic Subscribe Procedures
The steps for accessing an edition file are also
simple:
0Position the cursor where you want the edition's
information to be inserted into the document.
f) choose Subscribe To from the Edit menu.
Select an edition file in the dialog box (edition
files have a small grey rectangle Icon in tlte
listing, and display a miniature preview of the
information when selected), and click
Subscribe.

8

The information appears immediately in the
document. The Information is locked for editing
(changes can be made only inside the publisher) ,
but you can usually move the location of the
subscriber in a document. Occasionally, ~'Ou can
modify certain properties of the Information, such
as text font or style, but not the content.
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Viewing Editions
In addition to previewing editions in the Subscribe
To dialog box, you may double-click an edition file
in thellm!!JThis displays a window showing a
miniature preview of the edition. You also see the
data type(s) of the information. A button lets you
open the document containing the publisher that
created this edition.
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Publisher-Edition-Subscriber
Interaction
It's important to understand how the three elements
of the PIS chain work together. While information
flows only from publisher to edition to subscriber,
an edition or subscriber can trace the chain back to
the publisher on demand.

Subscriber to:

Picture Edition

f.. Get Editions: ·························································-···········································!
® Automat ·cally
i
i
0 Manually
[ Get Edition Now J

i Lat~st Edition :

:18 :43 PM

i

Publisher to:

j

! Latest Edition :

( Cancel J

n

OK

J

Subscriber Options
Subscribers, too, have similar options. Select the
subscriber and choose Subscriber Options
in the Edit menu or double-click the subscriber to
reacl1 U1e dJalog.

On Save/Manually
Tllis chooses whether you want
to go to the
edition on every save or just when you want.

Automatically/Manually

Send Edition Now

This chooses whether the subscriber should accept
and display changes to the edition or the user gets
updates on den1and. Click I .., ••n•..... I to receive
an update from the edition.

This updates the edition when you click it, instead of
waiting for a save.

Date Info
This dJsplays the time and date of tllC last change to
the edition file. If you choose manual updates,
you also see the time and date of the last time you
cxplidtly updated the subscriber from the edition.
Cancel Publisher

Send Edition Now

,

Friday , J anuary 17 , 1992 12 :08 :34 P.

'

!i....................................................................................................................................

Open Publisher

Pop up List

0 Picture Edition

®On Sou
0 Manually

Cancel Subscriber

This list reveals them!ml oft'lll7 to tl1e edition
controUed by the selected publisher.

r- Send Editions: ········--··············-·····-··-···--·--·····---······

i

!
I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..!

An

Finally, a
knows only about the
whereabouts of the edition it subscribes to. When
told to get an update (I.e., opening the document),
the subscriber reads the data from the edition.

•I

i

A,
· knows only about the edition it creates
and updates that edition only when its containing
document is saved (or manually updated in
Publisher Options). Apublisher docs not know if
anything has subscribed to its edition.

knows only about the publisher that
created it, but the only communication between the
two is generated by the publisher when updating the
edition. While an edition doesn't keep a record of its
subscribers, system software is aware of what chains
between editions and subscribers are currently
active. When a publisher updates its edition, system
software alerts all open documents subscribing to
that edition that it's time to fetch the latest data.

I0

133

~
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Cancel Subscriber- - - -....
Tllis deletes the subscriber, but usually leaves the
current copy of the data in the document. This has
no effect on the edition file.

[ Cancel

J'

OK

D

Publisher Options

Date Info

For each publisher in a document ou rna set
some o lions. How you reach theu·~~P
dialog box may differ from program to
program. One method is to select the publisher and
choose Publisher Options in tile Edit
menu. Most programs allow you to double-click the
publisher to reach the dialog.

This reveals the last time and date an update was
sent to the edition. If manual update is set, it also
lists the time and date of the last change to data in
the publisher.

Cancel Publisher
This deletes the publisher, but not the data in its
area on the document nor in the edition file. Other
subscribers may stiU usc the edition, even though
the publisher no longer exists. TI1e contents of the
edition will never change.

Open Publisher
This lets the system software work backward
ilirough t11e chain to find and open the document
containing the publisher. If the publisher is from
another program, the other program wiU load,
provided there is suffident memory.

~
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Rpple Euents

Behind the scenes in system
software, the Finder
communicates with applications
in a messa ing scheme called
You don't usually
..g~et~t~o..s.,.eeiMiilw\lllat Apple Events are
doing, but they open the way for
programs to communicate
directly with other programs.

For example, an on-screen form presented in
one prognun can respond to the entry of a
customer number by sending messages to a
database program to look up the customer
name, address, and credit rating, and then
return the information to the proper blanks on
the form. The data entry operator isn't even
aware of the trnnsactions that took place
between the two programs.

(j)
Terminology
With System 7 came a bevy of new terms to describe
communication betweenB rograms. One is the
rgtiOtmii!luoJ1!1M/metaphor. The internal
mechanism that controls thls feature is called the
tm!fM!Fupl!QWhen you hear discussion of
this manager, it refers to the Publish/Subscribe
feature.
1\vo other acronyms are used almost
interchangeably: PPC and IAC.II3is
progranHo-prograrn communication. The term PPC
is used primarily to help programmers identify a
collection of routines that facilitate sharing of
information between programs, either on the same
computer or on multiple computers connected to a
network. Interapplication Communication D1tl] is
a more general term, covering all the ways
programs can be linked to others, including via
Publish/Subscribe, Apple Events, and less obvious
connections designed into applications by their
designers.

To make matters vtorse, IAC
is called IPC (Inter Process
Communications) outside the
Macintosh community .

Wltile most message passing between
programs will be hidden from the user, more
advanced users can access Apple Events and
send messages to other programs with tl1e
help of utility prognuns .
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In the real world, preprinted
stationery is like a template.
Some items on the page are
already there for you. You just
fill in the rest with information
that is unique to that narticular
sheet. Macintoslfl@ •ldQfl
works the same way.

You can turn any document into stationery.
Instead of opening the original file to edit it,
the program automatically copies the
stationery document into a different, new
document for you to fill in the rest. There's no
chance you'll accidentally save ~1e new
document over the original stationery.

Not all Macintosh programs support stationery
fully. But if you designate a document as being
stationery, the system software helps prevent
you from overwriting the stationery file.

Q

Stationery

Full Stationery Support
When a program fully suppons stationery, you'll
notice two behaviors. First, the Save File dialog box
*'!107 contalns a choice to save a document as
stationery or regular document. Second, if you open
a stationery with that program, the program
automatically makes a copy of the stationery pad
into a new window, usually an untitled one. You
must then save tlte new document with a newname.
article Info
article
Kind : Microsoft Word document
S ize: 1 ISK on disk ( 120,832 bytes used)
'w'here: MacintoshHD : Micr osoft Word :
Word 1 :
Cre.,ted : Tue, Nov 26, 1991, 4 :04PM
Modif ied : Fr i, Dec 6, 199 1, 11 :33 AM
Version : n/a
Comments:

0

Locked

Stationery Icons
When you create stationery (or change a document
to stationery in the Getlnfo dialog), the leon to the
document changes slightly. The convention to
differentiate stationery from regular document icons
is that the lower right comer of the icon is turned
up, as on a pad of paper. Aprogram that fully
supports stationery usuallysupplies its own
stationery icon--a turned up comer version of the
regular document icon. If the program does not
support stationery, tile system substitutes tile generic
stationery icon ot'l99.

Opening Stationery from Finder

[8] S t ationery pad

Creating Stationery
If a progr.un does not fully support stationery, yet

you want to protect a template document, you can
change the status of the document from the Finder.
Select the document file and choose 6 e t I n f o
from the File menu. At the lower right corner is a
Stationcl"}· clicckbo~ Check the box to turn the
file into stationery.

Editing Stationery
If a program fullysuppons statione.ry, you won't be

able to open the stationery file itself to make
changes to the template. You'll first have to change
the stationery checkbox designation in the Get Info
dialog. Open and modify the stationery. After saving
and closing the document, return to the Get Info
dialog and re-check the stationery dialog box.

When a prograot does not fully support stationery,
lbe results of opening a stationery file differs
depending on whctller you open lbe stationery file
from
(witll or 1vilbout the program
running) or from1vitllin the program with tile 0 pen
menu itent.

thttillml

Opening a stationery file from the Finder is the only
wayyou can use the file as If the program doesn't
support stationery. Double-clicking on tlte file
causes a dialog box that informs you that a new
document will be created from the stationery pad.
To continue, you must name tile new document
(click 1-. .._I to alter tile folder location of tile new
file). The new document is a regular, not a
stationery documenL When you click G:J , the
Finder makes a copy of the stationery file and
renames it 1vitl1 your new name. Only !hen does it let
tile prograot open the document.

letter

letter

Opening Stationery
Inside Programs
Anon·stationery aware program behaves differently
when you choose to open a stationery pad 1vith the
File menu's Open command inside the
program. Unlike the Finder's offer to create a new
copy, this metllod sinlply warns you tilat you are
about to open the stationery file, and that any
changes you make will be made to tile stationery
file, itself. If you'd ramer work on a copy of the
stationery, il's better to S\\~tch to tile Finder and
open dte file from there while your progr.un is
running.

Organizing Stationery Pads
How you stash stationery pads on your hard disk
depends solely on your document organization
strategy ot) ll8-119. Fortunately, if you'd like to
treat stationery files like documents for storage
purposes, yet prefer to have some pads at ready
access, you can create one or more aliases for them
*'!120-121, and place aliases where tlley are easy to
access, such as in the Apple Menu Items folder,
Startup Items folder, or on th~ tt!l@@j You can
even create an alias for a shared stationery pad on
anomer Macintosh on tile network. One pad can
serve an entire workgroup.
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Welcome to HyperCard
HyperCard is a unique software tool that allows
you to do more with your computer.
With HyperCard, you can use "smart" documents
called stacks. Stacks can help you do many different
things-for example, you could use a stack to keep
track of your appointments, manage your expenses,
learn a new language, or play music from an audio
compact disc. A few stacks are included here to get
you started. The I::!:y.P-erCard Basics booklet explains
how to use them. You can obtain additional stacks
from Apple dealers and user groups.
(

More

lt.:R

Introduction to HyperCard, page 138

EB
~-+~--

HyperCard Audio, page 141
HyperCard Scripting, page 144

)

©1991 Apple Computer , Inc.
.

!
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HyperCard Printing, page 140
HyperCard Authoring, page 142
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Introduction to HyperCard

If you get your system software
packaged with a Macintosh
computer or you buy a system
software upgrade kit, you also
receive additional software
called HyperCard.

IUJ.!§iif!!t!lisa progranuning environment
for non-teclutical Macintosh users (although a
lot of experienced programmers use it, too).
Macintosh owners have created millions of
appUcations (called stacks) in HyperCard as
commercial software products, freely
distributed programs (l!!jijji!@lk§), inhouse corporate and academic appUcations,
and programs for personal use.

The two-disk HyperCard set that comes with
system software allows you to open and run
those applications. Apple has hidden the
user-programming portion of HyperCard in
this set, but it's accessible in every copy of
HyperCard.

HyperCard Versions

HyperCard's Purpose
HyperCard's programming environment is very well
suited for a number of application types. The three
most common are information publishing,
information management, and external device
control.
For information publishing, a HyperCard stack
file is used to distribute text and graphic (even
animation and video) information. Apple, for
example, uses HyperCard as a publishing medium
for communications \vitJtin Apple and to developers and dealers
(e.g., a stack entitled "What's New in System 7"). An
infonnation management stack lets the user
enter and store personal or business information.
The stack then assists in locating, e.~porting,
printing, or massaging the information. HyperCard
is also frequently used to control a videodisc or
CHtj:Milplayer. 1yPically, t11e HyperCard stack
contains additional interactive training material
supported by high-quality video or sound on the
external device.

¢
Installer

HyperCard first appeared inside Macintosh boxes in
late 1987. Since then, the program has shifted to
Claris Corporation for further development The
version recommended for System 7 is HyperCard
version 2. 1 or later.
Moreover, there arc three different editions of
HyperCard:

0

e
Q

the two-disk set bundled with Macintoshes and
system software upgrades;
a five-disk upgrade from Claris that includes a
guide to the programming language; and
the same five-disk set, called the HyperCard Stack
Development Kit, which includes a full set of
manuals for beginners and is available in
computer and software stores.

Hyper Card

amy's stack

Home

Stacks of Cards
HyperCard files are called stacks, each of which
consists of one or more "cards." Al!mJ fills the
window that appears on the screen. Astack file can
be a single card (e.g., a stack that lets you enter
values for a calculation) or thousands of cards (a
corporate phone directory) . While there is a first
and last card of a stack, there is no stopping point at
either end. They just keep going 'round and 'round.

.....
Home

W elcome lo HyperCard
HyperCard li t udcru-toftwt r. *Ool \htt .tlclwt

Installing HyperCard
HyperCard is an application like any other as far as
the Finder is concerned. Thellm!m')that it creates
are like document files in the'Fiii'iTCf. The two have
related icons, as you'd expect. You may create a
separate HyperCard folder, or put HyperCard with
the rest of your applications on your hard disk.
For smoothest operation, however, it is best to place
a special stack, calledmm!!leit11er in the same
folder level as HyperCard'Oriii a folder at that level
named HyperCard Stacks. HyperCard looks for the
Home stack each time it starts, and looks for it in
several well-defined places such as these.
If you have removed some fonts from your System

file, you may be prompted to add them to make your
Apple-supplied stacks look good. Those fonts are on
one of the HyperC:rrd disks, and may be dragged to
the System file to install them.

Starting HyperCard
Start HyperCard by either double-clicking the
HyperCard application, the Home stack, or atJy
otJter HyperCard stack leon. If you double-click
HyperCard, it amomatically opens the Home stack as
its starting point.

rou 10domon w!thJ'OW'tomJNiitf.

Wtth~rd.J'O'Un.n u.M ~Im&.rt'"dorwlwnt~

r.lt.f .-b. StKU anbtlpJ~WdomUIJdif!ntnt

lhiAp-b •umpk )IOU nNld w. • ttad. 10 '-"P
tnd . olyw.r t ppoinmtol\.,_ m.&n. . youraptNU.

rn
---

t..ma new t.nr-ll • . or pUymunt from t.n t \a4Jo
~dl~r. A. f- w r~ach•r-.lnd\Wl.d btno iO pt
Jttrt«<. 'l'M ~booU.tnpi&IN

you

how 10 we tbtom. v~ un

••in ~ltioNJ mclJ

fn:omApp!e dMitn.ndw.rpoupt

01.,\ "Wltt~

.... N

~
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The Home Stack
Consider t11e Home stack as the launching pad for
your HyperCard work. It is the familiar place to
whicl1 you can always return, since most stacks have
a button you can click tlllll takes you directly to
l:ll!miCor type command-H). The Home stack
that comes with the 5-disk set has 12 buttons on its
first card, each leading to a different sample stack
supplied in that set. While you can click on a button
in the Home stack to jump to another stack, the
Home stack is not like the Finder. Buttons that are
linked to other stacks have to be created by the user.
In the 5-disk set Home stack, a menu item assists
users in creating buttons that open other stacks or
launclt other applications.
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Browsing Through a Stack
Navigating through the cards of a stacks is possible
several ways. The Go menu is a key tool, allowing
you to go to the First, Last, NeHt, and
Pre u i o us cards with simple commands.
Multiple-card stacks also usually have on-screen
arrow buttons to simplify navigation.

Recent
The Recent command (in the Go menu)
displays a dialog showing miniature pictures of the
last 32 cards you've visited. Click on any picture to
go directly to that card.

Message Box
By choosing Message from the Gon~m~enmlul(~or
typing command-M), you display the li
a kind of communications window between
you and HyperCard. You can use tl1e Message Box to
send commands to HyperCard. Try typing go to
next card in the box and press return. That
command takes )'OU to the ne>-1 card. This is pat1 of
theWJQIIanguage'i)I44-145. You can
always type go home to take you back to tlle
Home Stack.

St,eet

Sttt e

Rddre sseJ With Audio

.llilm.Slru.L_ _

-

Jlt her Town
Mwo~•

~I ..

21111

•
•

Opening Stacks
In addition to opening stacks by clicking on an icon
button, you may also choose the 0 pen S t a c I<
command in the File menu. When you check the
Open stack in new 1vindow checkbox, the stack
you choose will open in an overlapping 1vindow. You
may open as many HyperCard windows as your
HyperCard memory allocation allow'S 'i)44.

Finding Information
HyperCard includes a generic text search command,
called
Choose Findfrom the Gomenu (or
type command-F). The Message Box appe-.trs with
the F i n d command already typed for you. Enter
text to search between the quote marks, and press
the return key. If no match is found, HyperCard
beeps once. If it finds a match, HyperCard goes to
that card, and dra\\'5 a rectangle around the
matching text As long as that command remains in
the Message Box, you can continue to press return
to find the next match of that text in otl1er cards.
Uke HyperCard stacks, tlle Findcommand
continues 'round and 'round tl1c stack.

I
0

go to""' cono

~

-

Jo!GDI 1:21:!1

.&Jnti2lil>MI!Mll

--
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In addition to the Home stack, the two-disk set

comes with three other stacks that are both useful
and serve as basic examples of information
management stacks. The Appointments with
Audio and Addresses with Audio stacks let you
start accumulating personal infom1ation. In the
Appointments stack, a card for each day of the year
contains fields into which you type your
appointments. The Addresses stack lets you create a
new card for each entry, just like a card file. II you
have a microphone (or audio digltizer, like the
MacRecorder), you may also attach voice notes to
each card.

-

~

Oty

XP

Supplied Stacks
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Marking Cards
Some stacks, like the Addresses stack, provide easy
methods of marking cards. This is like setting an
invisible Oag that makes a card stand out from the
rest. Marking cards is an inherent function of
HyperCard. You can even issue tl1e commands from
the Message Box (e.g., unmark all cards, mark
this card). Marking cards can help simptify
navigation, by letting you go to only marked cards
(e.g., those whose City field contains "Chicago.")
The arrow buttons in the Addresses stack let you
go to marked cards by holding down the shift key
while clicking the button. You can also print only
marked cards 'i)t 40, so marking is a way of setting
selection criteria.

Where's the Save Command?
HyperCard is different from most programs you use,
because it automaticallysaves changes you make to
a stack. As you enter information into a field and
press tl1e tab key to advance the cursor to tl1e next
field, HyperCard writes the changes to your hard
disk. You see much disk activity while using
HyperCard, prinlarily because it keeps your work
safely stored on disk for you.

Converting Older Stacks
When you open a llnwrCanl slack. you may see a
padlock to the right of the last ml·nu. This means
Cllll' of two things:

0

the stack is on a locked disl\ ormmJi or

f) the stark 1\;L~ created using an earlier gerwmtion
of llyperCard.
You may browse through stad;s creatl·d with any
\ersion prior to llyperCard .l.O without any problem
(although there may he smm· small
incompatibilities tied to changl'S in thl• llyperTalk
language). But if you wish to entl·r information into
lldds or modify the stack in any 11·ay. you must
comert lhe stark to the llyverCanl 2 fonnat. Choose
Conuert Stack from the File ml·nu. Once
you conwrt a stack. howe1-rr. you cannot re·opcn
thl· stack under llyverCard I.
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HyperCard Printing

HyperCard offers many
possibilities in sending a stack's
information to a printer.

You may choose between printing images of
entire cards (including the graphics) or just
the text stored in fields. For printing just the
text, a flexible
facility
gives you considerable control over layout of
information on the page.

Pr lnl Re port ·untilled Report•
® AIItard s
Mortc ed cards

0

Print order.

HJE

® fixed h eight

0 Dynamic he lgnt
Dime nsions: !Inches

Printing the Current Card

Ul ew:

You may print the card you're viewing by choosing
~rint Card in the File menu (or typing
command-P). This command prints the current
card in full size with no header or other control
over the placement on the page.

New Stack. •••
Open Stacie...
Close Stack.
Saue 11 Copy•••

Printing Cards

Compact Stacie
Protect Stacie •••
Delete Stacie•••

The Print Stack command in the File menu
lets you print some or all cards in the stack. When
you choose this command, HyperCard displays a
dialog box revealing many choices for how large the
card should be printed (this affects the number of
cards printed on a sheet), margins, headers, and
whether it should print all cards in the stack or just
the marked cards. A full-size print of a standard
HyperCard card (51 2 by 342 pixels) allows for two
cards per sheet; the smallest, quarter size, prints 32
cards per page. The Split-page fonnat option
divides the page into two horizontally, showing you
where a sheet would fold in two. Many choices you
make are immediately reflected in the miniature
page in the dialog box.

IIIII

New Stacie •••
Open Stacie•••
Close St11clc
Saue 11 Copy •••

P1mt Ca1d

HyperCard also prints just information from the
cards without the card art. The Print Report
command takes you to a dialog that lets you select
and customize report formats. Pull down the
Reports menu when the Print Report
dialog is showing. In the Addresses stack, for
example, you may choose from layouts designed for
a plain Usting, an address book, or any of a dozen
label sizes.

=P

Quit HyperCard OOQ

To see details about how each card's data is to print
in a report, choose Report I terns from the
Edit menu. Each field is represented as a report
item, shown inside the dotted Unes. Double-click on
any item to see its connection to the fields on the
card. For more details about report printing, see the
manual in the HyperCard Stack Development
Kit or The Complete Hypercard 2 Handbook
(Bantam Books).

'""' Stack
® lll cerds
0 Morted urds

31:0

Print order.

fl3

Print Headers

Printed cord tlze: ~
Spllt- poge tormot
CSJ tugr.- quollty prtnllng
Dimensions : !Inches
Ulew:
o.soo
® Morglns
0 Size
0.750
0 .50 0
O.SOO
Q Specln g

Compact Stack.
Protect Stack. •••
Delete Stack.••.

Dl

Heeder:

3CP

Print Report •••
Quit HyperCard 3CQ

llD l!l

Q

1!1 C

0.50 0

Printing Reports

Print Stacie•••
Print Report •..

3€W

o.soo
0.750 0 1 0.500

000
:leW

Page Setup •..
Print Field •••

0

Page Setup•.•
Print Fiel d •••
Print Card

® Ma rgins
Q Siu
Q Spotlng

Open Stock...
Close Stacie
Saue a Copy•.•

000
3€W

Compact Stacie
Protect Stacie•.•
Delete Stack •••
P11ge Setup •••
Pnnt F1eld ...
Print Cud
Print Stacie•••
Print Report •••

OOP

Quit HyperCard OOQ

In the field at the bottom of the Print Stack and
Print Report dialogs is a field for entering a
.... • · to be printed at the top of each page. ln
addition to any text you Uke, you may also click on
the icons to insert (from left to right) the date,
time, stack file name, page number, and a tab.
The tab character works such that a single tab
centers the items after the tab; a second tab right
justifies items aft.er the second tab. Aminiature
representation of the header is also shown in the
: · to let you see what items go where.
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Using HyperCard Audio

In the two-disk HyperCard set,
the sample stacks are set up to
work with a third stack called
f!tmlt!l:rnnll Together the stacks
allow users with Macintosh
111llili!Hil•iil4't or audio digitizers
to attach voice notes to cards.

l._u_n_tlt_le_d_ __ _..._l_..-_.11

The audio facility was designed to work with
other stacks besides those supplied with
HyperCard.

'1..-1
~....

Edit

Sound Name and Save Buttons

~·
~1-!!•~1
~n_.l~
..l M•
R.c.
Stop
f'laiJ

Select th
1 name, and enter an identifying
name for the message you just recorded. Then click
Save. When you save a sound from the Audio
palette, the sound is saved in the current stack and
represented on the card by an icon button showing
a speaker (in other stacks, it may just be a round
rectangle button labeled with the name of the
sound). Clicking the button plays the sound.

~

Sound Level Meter
0 P\ov Thr.,.q,
~Auto R.c.l.v~l

•
10

Conv.ssion:
R.c. Qualit., :

I ~ H-HiSI++l ~ 1)) I Delete... I

Required Hardware
Most of the recent Macintosh models come with a
microphone, which plugs directly into th •
'"'"'..-.'-'_ ~8-9. Other Macintosh models
require an audio digitizer, such as the Farallon
MacRecorder, which connects to either the
modem or printer port~ 9. Digitizers, such as the
MacRecorder, require a special software driver to
work with the latest systemsoftware. The driver
installs into the Extensions folder.

Audio Palette
When you start the two-disk HyperCard set, it
automatically adds audio-related items to the bottom
of HyperCard's Edit menu. All control of audio is
done by the
· 1 stack. When you choose
Rdd Rudio Memo from the Edit menu in
either the Addresses or Appointments stack, the
w.:.t.:~UIIi·~J.:t window appears atop the Hypen:ard
window. This is a controller with buttons just like on
a tape recorder.

Test to make sure your microphone is connected
properly by speaking into it. The voice level icon
should show some vertical bars as you speak.

Record Button and Timer
To record a message click[!]. As you see the
fmilQltml begin to fill the space (you have about
15 seconds to record) and the elapsed timer start
counting in the lower right, begin speaking your
message. Click [E) when·finished.

Play Button
Play the sound to make sure you captured all the
sound you wanted by clicking CD . lf you made a
mistake, click m to record over the previous
sound.

Sound Buttons
Buttons created by the Audio Palette share a few
properties, whether they're the icon or round
rectangle style. You can move a sound button simply
by holdin~e option key andl@i!!!@tlthe
button. To 1
any sound button, hold down the
command key and click the button. You'Ube
prompted to confirm the deletion. This action
deletes both the button and the sound.

Playing All Sounds
When you click and hold the down arrow to the
right of the sound name, the Audio Palette displays a
pop up list of all the sounds it recorded in the
current stack (as well as those stored in the Home
and Audio Help stacks). Choose any one in the
popup list, and click [IJ to hear the sound.
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HyperCard Authoring

The authoring and scripting
possibilities of HyperCard are
hidden on the two-disk set, but
easily restored.

The reason for hiding the more advanced
levels is to prevent casual users from making
inadvertent and perhaps damaging changes to
their copies of the stacks-rendering their
HyperCard unusable.

HyperCarddi@jiMrefers to creation and
modification of stacks without getting into the
IIDMI@IIscripting language. By creating or
copying and pasting art fo r the backgrounds of
cards, buttons, and fields, you can begin
making stacks without any programming.

Object Hierarchy:
Palettes

4.i~~~'::~~!fE3:q._Buttons
Fields
Card

~~~~~~Background Buttons

~

Background Fields
Background Card

Cord Nome:

1!.1
1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ,

Cord number: 3 out
Cord I D: 6027

or 1

Tools
When you lift the user level to 3 or higher, the
Too Is menu appears to the right of the Go menu.
This is a i1!mliliili1l1!Ciick and D
way from
the menu:rli'eiooi'SlJeC'Oine a self-contained
palette, allowing easy access to the tools.

Contoins I cord fi eld.
Contoins 4 c11rd buttons.

User Levels
HyperCard reveals more of iL~clf as you increase the
I@§ I tim! Bin the two-dlsk set, the user level is
adjusted on the last card of the smck (from the
Home card, choose Pre u from the Go menu or
type command-2). Jfyou sec only two user levels,
the other three arc hidden by blank buttons. To hide
the blank buttons, display themmf!lliiliili
(command-M) , type the word magic, and press
the return key. Voila! llypcrCard now has five user
levels. Click on any number to adjust the user level.
Most HyperCard users keep the level set to 5. To
restore the blank buttons, enter the mag i c
password again.

User Name
Enter your name into tltc field at the top of the card.
Some Hyperl:ard stacks use that name as an
identifier for printing and outer processes.

Blind Typing
Check the iO!nniMbox. This allows you to
type into Ute Message Box even when the box is
hidden.

0
0
0

Cord Morked
Don't Seorch Cnrll
Con't Delet e C11 rd

( S<rlpt ...

J

trn~o""K~JJ

( Concel

Card Anatomy
Everything you see in a Hyperl:ard card-art, each
buuon, each field-exists in its own
It's like
several clear acemte sheets--each with some
element on it-piled atop each other. These layers
also exist in two domains: background and card.

IE

The 1
domain conlains elements that
are shared from card to card. This includes the
background art- the very bollom layer-as weU as
background buuons and fields tltat appear on every
card.
The~omain contains elements that are unique
to a single card. For example, in the Addresses
stack, you might include a card button only on
Nancy's card Utat links to a map to her house. A
click of that button opens a gJ:"dphics program and
Ute map file she gave you.

As you add buuons and fields to each domain, they

Background Nome: ' - - - -- - - - - - '
Bockground I 0: 5874
Background shored by I cord.

Editing the Background

Contain s 0 bockground fields.
Contoln s 0 bockgro und buttons.

0

0

Don't Seorch Bockground
Co n't Delete Bockground

( S<rlpt ...

I

"

OK

pile on top of earlier ones. Fortunately, you can
change the order of tltese elements. Art, however,
always remains at Ute bouom of the background and
card domains.

J(

Con cel

Whenever you want art or other elements to go into
the background domain, you must be sure you are
in the background edltlng mode. To tum this mode
on and off, choose Background from the
Edit menu (or type command-B). When in
background edlting mode, theM9JIII!mdisplays
diagonal mark~ as a visual reminder.

The 1 1
s dlvided into two sections. The
top contains three tools: Browse, Button, and
Field. Except when working with buttons and fields
(in which case those tools are selected) , you want to
be in the Browse tool to navigate through stacks,
click buttons, and enter text into fields.
Below the dividlng line are ftfteen painting tools.
Hypert:ard comes with a built-in bit mapped
graphics painting program oi')130 for creating and
edlting black and white art (color may be available
in versions later than 2. I).

Creating a New Stack
The New Stock command in the File menu
Jets you generate a new stack file. If you see a card
style (includlng buttons, fields, and art) that you'd
like to start \vith in your own stack, click the Copy
current background checkbox in the file dlalog.
You may select a dllferent size for the stack by
dragging the lower right handle on Ute small replica
of the card. Depending on your Hyperl:ard memory
allocation, you can create cards as large as
1280-by-1280 pixels.
stack Name::l!
lH~om
~•=!!!!!!:.:=!!!!~=~:!!!!!!~
IIRle~ Maclnloslllllldi!Jpe~

Stacie contatos 7 caniS.
Stacie contains 4 b.acltvound.s.
Size- of s·tact; 421C
Fn!e In stack:
c~m~

~

K

me: -s12

I
( Suipt... I

t

342

( Resize-_

I

OK

J(

Eancet
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Visual Effect
stack Name: tj.;:H=:om
; :•
==========:!JU
Where: MacintoshHO:HyperCord:
Sh1ck contoins 7 cards.
Stock contoins 4 bockgrounds.
Size of stack: 42 K
Free in stock: 6 K
Card size: +-+512 t342
, ( Resize ... )
S<rlpl... )
Cencel
n OK

I [

Information Dialogs
Under the 0 b j e c t s menu are commands that let
you explore and manipulate HyperCard's
objects-stack, background, card, field, and
button. Whenever you encounter one of these
objects, you can learn a lot about it by checking its
infonnation dialog box. Choose the desired I n f o
item from the Objects menu.

_ _ ______,I

Background Neme: [.___
Background 10: 5874
Oockground shored by I cord.
Contains 0 background fields.
Contains 0 background buttons.
0 Don't Search Dockground
0 Con•t Delete Background

Stack Info
Here you learn how many cards and backgrounds
(a stack can have multiple backgrounds) a stack
has, as well as how large it is in memory and screen
size.

R

[ Script... )

OK

You can find out how many cards are in a particular
background, and how many fields and buttons are
In the current background.

Cont11ins I c11rd field.
Con tHins 4 c11rd buttons.

-----------11--n

cord Marked

0 Don't search C11rd
0 C11n't Delete Co rd
[ S<rit>t... J
[f 'l"[""""='
oK"""""~JJ [ C11nce1

Elements of the card domain for the current card
are listed in this dialog. Here, too, is where you can
see if a card is£ii!!Um*l139.

Setting a Link
If you want a button to take you to a different card
(or stack), click fu..,._ I. Asmall window (a
windoid style) lets you navigate to the desired card.
Then click ''"" co.. I . The process actually writes
a navigation script in the original button.

Field Info
To check a field's infonnation, first choose the Field
tool from the Tool Palette. All fields will now show
their rectangular outlines. Click once on a field, and
choose Field I nfofrom the Objectllenu (or
just double-click on the field). Fields have five style
choices and up to eight properties that you can set
from this llialog.

] ( Concel

Cord Nome: I
~----------------~
Cord number: 3 out of 7
Cord 10: 6027

Background Info

Card Info

J[

If the button nonnally takes you to another card,
click ' "'•"- I to choose a visual effect that appears
during the transition between cards. There are 25
effects, and in four speeds to choose from.

I

Field Nome:
Cord field number: I
Cord field I0: 5
0 lock TeHt
0 Show lines
0 Wide Morgins
0 Auto l ob
0 FiHed line Height
0 Don't Wrop
0 Don't Search
[ Font...

Style:
0 Tronsparent
0 Dpoque
® Rec tangle
0 Shadow
0 Scrolling

J

( Script... J

n

OK

H ( Concel

Button Info - - - - - -....

To check a button's infonnation, first choose the
Button tool in the Tool Palette. All buttons will now
show their rectangular outlines. Click once on a
button, and choose Button Info from the
Objects menu (or just double-click on the
button). Buttons have many properties, which are
set in this dialog. Notice bow easily you can change
a button's style to a shadow or radio button.

Button N11me: jNew Button
U
~ '-.CHrd button nul.!im!.!b!!er:~.!!!1 ~!!====::=!!

Ill...

'tord button ID:
181 Show Nome
0 Auto Hilite
( Icon... J
[ Effect... J

( llnkTo ... J
( S<ript... J

1

Style:
0 Transporent
0 Opaque
0 Aectengle
0 Shodow
® Round Rect
0 Check DOH
0 Radio Button
I:'
( ,_,o.,.K""""~) ( Concel J

Creating New Buttons and Fields
Before creating a new button or field, decide in
which domain you want the button. Choose
Background from the Edit menu if the
object should go into the background. Then choose
New Button or New Field from the
0 b j e c t s menu. This automatically chooses the
tool for the new object and creates an object with
default styles. Double-click the object to open the
info dialog and adjust any properties. After closing
the dialog, drag and resize the object as you like.

Copying and Pasting Objects
Readymade Object
Treasure Chest
The the-disk llypt·rCanl set includes ,·aluahlc stacks
for .
• '1\m starks feature collections of
rcadyrnade buttons and fields. each with
scriptin~ aln·ady hnih into the ohjerts..\II you do b
ropy and paste the ohjerts into your stacks.

About Copyrights
While HyperCard mal;es it rclatil't'ly easy to cop)
and paste art. huttons. and lll'lds from otlwr stad;s
into yours. you should not i~nore copyright issues.
\\'hen you arc using the Ill'II' stark for mur mm use.
there is no problem horrm1ing elemc1;ts from
cop) righted malerial. But if you intend to distrihuiL'
the srad; for other people (t'll'll for free). mumust
gel permission or a license from the co1;yright
owner hefore distrihuring thl'ir material.

When you select a button or field with its respective
tool, you can then copy or cut the object with the
Edit menu tools. Once in themtnH.bwlthe
object may then be pasted into a different card or
stack. The same goes for cards, but Copy Card
and Delete Card are separate Edit menu
items. Acard in the Clipboard also includes the
card's background domain.
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HyperCard Scripting

To experienced HyperCard users,
the HyperTalk scripting language
is where the bulk of HyperCard's
power lies.

Wiii§iml$is called ampMianguage (as
opposed to a programming language) ,
because each object in a HyperCard stack can
have its own lines of HyperTalk-snippets of
code d1at pertain just to d1at object. It's like a
cast of a play, witl1 each character having his
or her own lines. When the characters say
tlleir lines in an ensemble, the result is a story.

HyperTalk is predominantly in plain English. lf
you read a script out loud, you can usually
understand what is going on. Most of what
happens in a script is moving information
from one place to anotller (usually changing
that information along tl1e way), setting
properties of objects to change tl1eir
characteristics, and navigating from one card
to another.
There's much more, of course. With
customized menus, multiple windows,
and variable font styles in text fields, you
can create applications tl1at look like true
Macintosh programs.

Messages
At the root of HyperTalk is the concept o
•
and the hierarchyof objects. Hypert:ard sends all
kinds of messages as you use it. For example, when
you click on a Ilyperl:ard button, Hyperl:ard sends a
series of messages to that button that indicate mouse
action on that button. First it sends a
mouseDo wn message, meaning that you
pressed the mouse button with the cursor on that
button. If you immediately release the mouse button,
Hyperl:ard sends a mouse Up message. The
button can contain a script that intercepts that
message and performs some action in response to
the mouse activity. That button might have a script
that says
on mouseUp
go to ne xt card
end mouseUp
Every time you click on that button, the script takes
you to the next card.
Hyperl:ard sends dozens of messages for a variety of
actions-bringing a card into view, closing a stack,
moving a window, even pressing a keyboard key. As
a scripter, you can interce t an of these messages
\vitlt individual
_
(a button script
can contain many message handlers).

Comments

Object Hierarchy
There is an order to the way messages are sent and
passed from object to object in a Hypert:ard stack.
Hypert:ard sends messages to a relevant
(e.g., mouseUp message to a button you click on),
but U1en the message continues up a hierarchy along
a prescribed path: button to card to background to
stack to Home stack to Hypert:ard itself. Ahandler
can intercept the message at any point along this
paU1. AU it needs is a script that begins \vith the
word "on" and the name of the message.

HyperTalk Commands

to intercept the message, the
message goes no further (unless instructed to by the
handler); if the message goes all the way to
Hypert:ard, no action results from that message.

Inside a message handler, you issue commands to
move information, go to oU1er cards, and so on. You
can experiment 1vith individu, 1
in ilie
Message Box. Go to the Addresses stack, create a
new card, and type the foUo1ving commands into the
Message Box (be sure to press return after entering
eacll command)

The Script Editor

go to prev i ous card

To enter or edit a script in an object, you must bring
th
•
1
\vindow into view. Every object
information dialog box o!f) l 43 has a Script button,
whicll opens the script editor window and displays
the script of that object. You mayopen as many
script editor \vindows to different objects as your
Hyperl:ard memory allocation allows.

go to next card

If there is a:

IIere is a table of the most common Hyperl:ard
messages and what causes them to be sent:

mouseOow n
11ouseSt i I !Down
mouseUp
openS tack
resumeStack
OR,.e C d
openFi el d
closeField

\Vhen you open existing scripts and see tines or
portions of lines starting \vith two dashes ( -- ) , it
means that whatever follows is a comment. Scripters
enter comments to help them and script readers
understand what is happening in a script. Hypert:ard
ignores comments when executing scripts.

put "G eor ge " i nto fie I d "Name"
put "1 0101" into field "Zi p "
The first two commands navigated U1rough the
stack. The second two entered text into two text
fields-Ute fields on the card called Name and Zip
(choose the Field tool and double click on a field to
see Its name In the Field Info dialog box).
Here is a table of common commands, what they do,
and an example of each:

go
_ru~

Navigates to another card or stack
to card 20

put
~ies information from onej>lace to another
put "Acme" into background field "Company"
find
Searches for a matcll (see Finding text, oi)1 22)
fl d •Fred•
hi de
Hides an o~ect
h ide card button • Next•
show
Shows an object
show background button "Oiew Map"
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Variables
When you work with information (text or numbers)
in a handler, the information has to be in a
container while you work on it. Temporary
containers you can use and discard are called 1
•
• 1 •
(local because they're used only in a
single handler and forgotten when the handler
finishes its stufi). You can assign any one-word
name to a variable. Here is a series of commands
that use a variable called oneName to carry
information from one stack to another:
put fie ld "Home "' Int o oneHoae

go to s tock • Friends ·

donenu •tte• Cord•
put onetloae Int o fi e ld ·Fr iend's Han•

You can also use a spectal HyperTalk variable,
called as a shortcut for putting information into a
variable:
get field · Ho• e· .... the lnforaotlon Is no• In It
go to 3lock '" Friends. •
donenu "Hu

put h

Col"'d"

Int o f iel d •fr iend 's tlo•e"

Properties
In HyperCard, as in the real world, every object has
numerous roperties. Just as a door has
1 1 •
• (its height, width, thickness, material,
finish) , so does a HyperCard button (height,
width, location, name, style, icon, and more).
Most properties (there are more than one hundred
throughout HyperCard) can be set in an object's
information dialog box,butallproperties can be
retrieved or set wi~ For example, a
script might check the hilite property of a checkbox
style button to see if the button is checked. If so,
then the script branches in one direction, otherwise
it performs different operations. You can view or set
properties from the Message Box. With the
Addresses stack showing, type these into the
~=~·~:bJ.~and press return:
userleue I of HyperCard

co ..andChor- o f u nu llea

~Last'

of aenu '"Go•

rectangle o f cor-d •I ndo•
size o f this s tack
nou o f th is background

Functions
"ll...~~~..,is like a command,

but it also returns
information in the process. For example, show the
Message Box and type the function:

the dote
Immediately, HyperCard returns the date as derived
from the Macintosh's internal clock. You can
substitute a function for the value it returns in a
command line, such as

put the dote into fie ld 2
Here is a table of common HyperTalk functions and
examples of the values they return:

the mou sel oc
the number of cords

XCMDs
The ll~verTalk scripting language is intended to
pro1ide tlw functionality that a majority of st:tcl\
authors nel'd. For soml' authors. l11perTalk lacks
certain desirl'd comm:mds. Fm1unatt·ly. HyperCard
11as desi~11l'd to he e\tended with the lwlp of
external. commands and functions . .\!so known as
miii!l3 ami£!Dm (after thl'ir n·soUITl'
desi~nations). l'\tl'mals art typically written in
oth~r languages. such :L~ Pascal and C.

nuaber of this cord

Writing a Button Handler
Using the Addresses stack, you can create an
additional button that clones the current card, and
selects the Name field for you to quickly enter cards
for multiple people at the same company. Before
you start working on the new button, be sure to save
a backup copy of the Addresses stack if you have
stored your information in there.
The first steps involve copying an existing button so
you don't have to reset all the properties to match.

I

t ext Font of field "ttau·
st yl e of background button " Show Hates"

Now, using some shortcut terminology, try changing
a button style and resetting it from the Message Box:
set s t yle o f bg btn "Show Hotu" t o roundRec l
set st yle o f bg btn "Show Hotea'" t o rect angle

How to Learn HyperTalk
You'll need some form of documentation to learn
the HyperTalk language. The HyperTalk Script
Language Guide in the HyperCard 5-disk upgrade
or Stack Development Kit is a reliable reference to
the language syntax. The Complete HyperCard 2
Handbook (Bantam Books) by the author of this
book provides more examples and hands-on
experience for all facets of HyperCard.
With those tools in hand, start looking at scripts in
every stack you can get open. Follow the logic and
execution of each handler, and make sure you
understand every element along the way. Local
Macintosh · ·
have plenty of members
who are experienced with HyperCard and can help
you.

You install an XOID 11ith the hdp of a resotHTl'
mmer. such as ll'!!im!lD :~ X·t. The name of till'
XOID is usn! just like a ll~]lel'l;t ll\ command ..\s an
e\ample. ll~verCard comes 1rith an XC\ Ill called
Flash. It momt•ntarih inrerts the white and black
pi\ds in a card. ·l)pl; f I a :3 h 2 into the
\lessage 110\ to see the Flash XC~ID inn·rt the
screen twicl'.

I

Choose the Button tool.
Hold down the option key
Click and drag the button to the upper left.
comer. This action (dragging with the opt/On
key) actually peeled off a copy of the button,
leaving the original intact.
Double-click the new ~ .
Change the button name to "Clone Card."

Now it's time to remove the old script and enter a
new one.
Oclickon~.

8Choose Select Rll from the Edit menu
(or type command-A).
0 Press the delete key to remove the existing
script.
0 Type the follo1ving handler into the script editor
\vindow (you don't have to type the comments):
on eouseUp

set cur1or" to eotch

-- aho• uaer south lng Ia hoppanlng

donenu

-- coplu cul'rent cord ond doto Into Cllpboord

~copy

Co,.d "

doMenu "Poole Cord"

- - past es tl lpboord cord after the one copied

select text of field "Ho..e · - -

s~lecta

Hoae text, reody tor nu nou

end eou seUp

f)Choose Saue Scriptrrom the File menu
(or type command-S).
Close the script editor window.

e

Click on l<oo•oe•'" I to activate the script.
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Printing Basics, page 148

l~II~IflnllUJIIIIIIllllliiDIIJOI]Jll[lffiiiDIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllffiOlll
laserWriter Page Setup
Paper: @ US letter
0 US legal

1,

0
0

Reduce or 100
Enlarge:
Orientation

7 .0

A4 letter
85 letter

1%

0

._1_r_ab_l_oi_d_ _ _,.._.l

Printer Effects:
[81 Font Substitution?
[81 TeHt Smoothing?
[81 Graphics Smoothing?
[81 Faster Bitmap Printing?

Page Setup Dialogs, page 150
Print Dialogs, page 151
PostScript LaserWriter Printing,
page 152
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Introduction

Hardware

Once you establish a routine for
printing documents the process
goes smoothly- barring
hardware oriented things like
paper jams. But getting into
that routine can be difficult at
first because it often requires
steps that are not at all
intuitive.

Glossary/ I ndeH

Macintosh printing is a joint effort linking
elements from applications programs, system
software, and the printer into a printing team.
In the case of PostScript-equipped printers,
the printer, itself, is a powerful computer,
sometimes more powerful than the Macintosh
to which it is connected.

Despite the differences an10ng Apple printers,
the basic printing process is sinlilar across the
board. You must go through the same basic
steps for all. After that, you're only a
command-P (Print command) away from
sending a document to the printer.

l

Claooser

LUf("Jt!JrU$ RtX

A.

St1Kl o port:

•
~

I
Printing System Software
For the Macintosh to communicate with your
printer, a specially-configured e.xtension file for that
printer must be in the Extensions Folder (in the
SystemFolder). This file is also called a 1
· When you install system software, the
Installer program often copies every one of the
printer drivers in the system software's printer disk
to your I!J..tensions folder. At the release of System 7,
for example, that included drivers for the following
printers:
AppleTalk (networked) ImageWriter
ImageWriter (direct connect)
LaserWriter
LQ AppleTalk ImageWriter
LQ ImageWriter
Personal LaserWriter SC
Personal LaserWriter LS
StyleWriter
Even though Apple no longer produces some of
these printers, it acknowledges that these printers
are still connected in the Madntosh community. It
continues to supply updated printer drivers for
discontinued printers.
If you do not intend to print to some of the printers

whose drivers are Installed In your Extensions
folder, you may drag them to the TrdSh. Some of
these drivers are rather large, so you could free up a
few hundred kilobytes of disk space.

The Chooser

AppleTolk

~::~~~•

7.0

Choosing a
Non-Networked Printer

Before you can print any document, you must
instruct your Madntosh to use a specifc printer
driver, even if there is only one installed in your
Extensions folder. The program that lets you do this
is a desk accessory called the 1 1
found in
the efmenu. Once you choose a printer, you won't
have to access the Chooser for this operation until
you change printers or system software versions.
Each time you nm the Installer to update your
system software, you must re-choose the printer,
because the updated Chooser doesn't have your
previous setting.

Select the Cho o s atr the efmenu to bring up the
Chooser 1vindow. Click on the printer driver that
matches your printer model. In the rectangle on the
right are two buuons representing the modem and
printer ·
oi)S-9. Click on the icon of the
port to which your printer is connected. Most
printers can work connected to either port. Then
close the Chooser window byclicking in the close
box in the upper left comer. An alert box mayadvise
you to examine the Page Setup settings.

What is confusing about the Chooser is that the next
time you open it, you won't see your printer selected
as you 1night expect. Unless you've reinstalled the
Chooser or printer driver, however, the previous
setting is still in force.

If you are connected to ru

AppleTalk Settings
In the Chooser are radio button settings for
~ the Madntoshs built-in networking
~ck Active if you are connected to otlter
computers or a networked printer. This is the switch
that makes your computer a member of the
network. If you are a standalone Macintosh using a
non-networked printer, turn off AppleTalk from here
to free up some additional memory.

Choosing a Networked Printer
1
and that
network has more than one zoneoi) 162-163, you
see a list of available zones in a list at the lower left.
Network administrators typically divide large
networks into zones along departmental lines-one
zone for the Sales department, for example, even if
there are more than one printer or server in that
zone. Click on the networked printer icon in the
Chooser, and then the zone (if applicable). In
tl1e right-hand box appears a list of the names of all
printers in the selected zone. You must choose a
printer from the list byclicking on the name. If you
don't choose a printer, your application won't know
where to send the document for printing.

Networked LaserWriter printers allow you to turn on
background printing. This uses th
applicatlon oi) 153, and frees up the computer for
you while the computer and printer communicate in
the ba.ckground.
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To print the contents of a folder or disk, you can
print any llJl:llmwindow. You can get the contents
of an entire disk by viewing the disk window in a
text listing and expanding all the folders. Then
choose Print Window from the File menu.
Similarly, you can print icon views of any folder or
disk if you prefer.

l'r1nllng7

Page Setup
Most of the time, you won't have to adjust settings in
the Page Setup dialog.fll50. All programs that
print (including the Finder) have a Page Setup
item in the File menu to let you access these
settings. If you intend to make changes to any
settings, do so before working on the document
because these changes often affect how a pro~
defines page breaks, margins, and other settings for
documents.
Many programs enhance the Page Setup dialog box
to include settings beyond the standard ones. For
example, a word processing program may let you
set the name of a me that follows the current one in
a sequence of chapters: you can adjust page
numbering for each me so that as multiple
documents print, the page numbering is sequential
across files. Page setup settings are often saved with
the document, so you don't have to keep resetting
the dialog each time you open the document.

~

Printing Sideways (Landscape)

If you want the document to print sideways on the
page, you can change the page orientation setting in
the Page Setup dialog. Click the landscape button.
Then be sure the page breaks and margins are set in
your document to accommodate the different
orientation.

The Print Dialog Box
The last step before sending a document to the
printer is to acknowledge settings in the Print
dialog box.fll5 l. Details of this dlalog dl.ffer from
printer to printer. Moreover, many programs add
custom items to this dialog that apply only to that
program.

Printing a Screen
While earlier versions of system software allowed
lmageWriter owners to print the current screen
directly, that is no longer the case. All users can
prl~t any screen, however. Simply type commandshtft-3 to save the screen to a picture me. Then
open tl1e picture file in TeachText or other program
cap:ilile of openingfliiimes *'1131. Choose
Pnnt from the program's File menu to send the
screen to the printer. If the screen picture opens in
the p~ogram sideways or extends beyond the right
margm, choose the landscape printing mode from
the Page Setup dialog. The picture is too 1vide to
print in the portrait orientation.

Printing Documents
from the Finder
You don't have to open an application to print
documents created with that program. In the Finder,
you may select one or more documents (even from
dl.fferent programs) and choose the Print
command in the File menu. The Finder
automatically launches each document's progran1,
opens the document, and issues the Print
command for that program. For each document,
you must confinn the Print dialog box, allowing you
to make any adjustments for each document. Most
programs return to the Finder after printing, but
don't be surprised if some leave you in the program.

Printing Documents
from Applications
Every program that creates documents has one or
more print commands in its File menu. The
commands usually refer to the document in the
active window. APrint dialog box appears. This is a
good place to double check that the correct printer
is set in the Chooser before printing. At the top of
the Print dialog box is the name of the printer
selected in the Chooser. If the printer is the wrong
one, cancel printing, and go to the Chooser to
remedy the situation.

Print Progress Messages
':' a document prints, the Madntosh keeps you
mformed of the progress. Details vary with both the
printer and the program, since the program author
controls most of the messaging between the printing
process and you. For example, programs usually let
you know which page number of a document is
printing at any moment.
Networked LaserWriters also furnish feedback about
the printer status in a window at the top of the
screen (~is happens only whenlbiliwllmD
rtm:tmim•s turned oil). These messages may seem
cryptic, but they actually keep you well informed.
For instance, the alert always tells you which
LaserWriter you're attempting to print on. When
successfully communicating with the printer, the
Macintosh then shows you the various steps in the
process-initializing the printer, waiting for another
document to finish printing, or actually printing.
This alert is also where error messages from the
p~nt.er come back-paper tray empty, paper tray
mtssmg, communications errors.
Whe~ using

background printing, these messages
are displayed for you in the •
,
program*'! I53. If Print Monitor is not the active
application, the Application menu icon flashes with
the Print Monitor leon alerting you to check Print
~onltor for a printer problem or prompt (e.g.,
msert a manually fed piece of paper).

Printing Speed
llmr fast a primer product's pa~es is lar~dy
com rolled hy the mechanics of the printl'r-how
fast the print hl'ad slides from side to side or hmr
quirkly thl' laser writes to the printer's rotatin~
drum. l!y and lar~e. thl' ~lacintosh 11orks faster
than most printers it connects to. Tht· exception is
11 hen primin~ ~raphics tlll some printl'rs. \\hen a
l.ast•r\Vritt·r. for l'X:unple. must prim a large hit
map. tht• printt·r circuitry takl's awhile to collll'rt
tht• ~raphirs to PostScript. Scalin~ g1~1phirs and
worl;ing with ~raphical ima~es c:m also takl' extra
time. It's not unusual for compll'x graphics pa~t·s to
take many minutes per pa~e. whill' straight text in a
single folll c:m come out at S pages pl'r minlltl' on
most laser printl'rs.
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Page Setup Dialogs

The Page Setup dialog is a
catch-all place to make
adjustments to the way text and
images meet the sheet of paper.

lmogeWri t er
Paper:

1 .0

@ us Letter
0 US Legal
0 Computer Pap er

Orientation

Most importantly, this is where you designate
the size or type of paper going through the
printer, and whether images should be printed
ini!Uh'i® (tall) OII!jDDM$1!19 (sideways)
modes. Each printer type (selected in the
Chooser) has its own Page Setup dialog box,
with extra settings that pertain to the
peculiarities of that printer. Page Setup settings
are saved with each document.

Special Effects:

0
0

0
0

0

[QCJ)

R4 Lett er
International Fan fol d

LaserWrlt er Poge Se t up
Paper: @ US letter
0 US Legal

0
0

lif00i1'7.

Toll Adjusted
50 % Reduction
No Gops Between Poges

Setup Pages Early
For many programs, Page Setup dialog settings
significantly affect the document page size and
orientation on the screen. Most documents use the
default settings, so you only have to change settings
for non-standard documents. If you are producing a
document that you intend to print, it is important to
make Page Setup dialog choices before you start
entering information into a new document.

Paper Size
Each printer type lists its own complement of paper
sizes that it can accommodate. All printers handle
U.S. letter and legal sizes, plus the European A4
page. The ImageWriter's Computer Paper setting is
for the wide carriage lmageWriter, which is capable
of handling 15-inch wide fanfold (greenbar) paper.

Envelopes
Laser printers and the StyleWriter require that
envelopes be fed in special locations in the manual
feed slot. These locations assume you have chosen
the proper envelope paper setting in 01e Page Setup
dialog. This is especially tricky on laser printers,
which have a variety of center and edge feed
locations. Consult your printer's manual for special
instructions on envelopes.

Orientation
1\vo icons show two page orientations: tall
(portrait) and sideways (landscape). In landscape
printing the page feeds through the printer as
always, but the image is rotated 90 degrees to the
right.

Reduce or
Enlarge: ~
Orient ation

111~

Image Size
Each printer has its own possibilities for reducing or
enlarging images. Non-PostScript printers present a
limited range of reduction sizes-those that
optimize the printer's teclmology for undistorted
reductions. PostScript printers, however, can be told
to reduce or enlarge in one-percent increments.

lmageWriter Tall Adjusted
To correct for the slight differences in resolution
be- -Writer and the Macintosh screen,
th
special effect makes sure that
graphic images are not stretched vertically, as they
would be if not adjusted. Check this choice when the
document contains graphics.

Precision Bitmap Alignment
(4% Reduction)
Several printers offer an adjustment for bit map
alignment. By reducing the printed image 4%, 72
dot-per-inch graphic in1ages are printed in an even
multiple of 72 dots on higher resolution printers.
Thus, a screen pixel is not distorted on a 300 dpi
printer.

O ' I-=Ta-:-b-:-10...,.1 d:---~
.

,

OK
... , ~(Cancel )
7 .0

R4 l e tter
B5 letter

Pri nter Eff ec ts:
( Options )
181 Font Substituti on?
181 TeHt Smoo thing?
181 Gr aphics Sm oothi ng?
181 Foster Bitm ap Pri nting?

Smoothing
laser printers are capable of mathematically filling
in the jagged edges on bit mapped text and graphics.
The results aren't always perfect, so you may want to
compare output wi01 smoothing on and off to see
which one works best for you. When printing
Macintosh screen pictures, it is best to tum off
Graphics Snioothing.

Faster Bitmap Printing
Because bit maps must be converted to PostScript
before being printed on a PostScript printer, you
should have 01e fastest computer do the conversion.
With Faster Bitmap Printing turned on, your
Macintosh does the conversion before sending the
data to the printer. Not all progranJs, however, let
the Macintosh do this. lf you can't get any output
from the printer, try turning this option off.

LaserWriter Options
This button leads to another dialog of additional
options specifically fo r PostScriptl.aserWriters. See
pageso!t)l52-153 for more details, or click 01e
button and tum on1:!1!!1UhiltgM'to see
rudimentary instructions.

Font Substitution

Custom Page Setups

PostScript laser printers can convert a few
Macintosh screen fonts to the printer's built-in
PostScript fonts (New York to 'limes; Geneva to
Helvetica; Monaco to Courier). While you're likely
to get better text characters with the PostScript fonts,
the character spacing won't be what you expect. If
you want PostScript fonts, set the font accordingly in
your document.

Anumber of progranJS add items to the standard
Page Setup dialog. These items tend to reflect the
special needs of documents generated by the
application. Aspreadsheet program, for example,
might present fields for entering headers and
footers, as well as checkboxes for whether row and
column headings or the grid lines should be printed
with the columns of numbers.

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook

The Print dialog box is the last
dialog you usually see after
initiating the printing process.

Items in this dialog tend to be specifications
that can frequently change from printing to
printing of a document-number of copies,
page range, print quality (on non-laser
printers) , and paper feed. Many programs
also add more items to enhance tlJc choices
available for printing the current document.

~St~y~le~W~r~lle~r~~-----------------------7~~~2 ~
Copies:

I

I

Pages:

® Rll

Paper:

®Sheet Feeder

Quality:

0 From:

D

®Best
To:
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0 Faster

( cancel ]

LaserWrller "Kiwi"
Coples:IDJ

Couer Poge: ®No 0 first Poge
Paper Source: ® Paper Cossette
Print:
® Blacl: & While
Desllnollon: ® Printe r

D

0 Manual

I[

1.0

Pages: ® Rll 0 from:

0
0
0
0

0

0

To:

Print JJ

(Cancel J

Lost Poge
Mnnuol feed
Color/ Grnyscule
PostScriptS File

Printer Identification

Paper feed

TrueType and Fonts

One advantage of the Print Dialog is that il gives you
one last chance to see which printer Is selected in
the Chooser. This is especially helpful in networked
situations, where multiple printers may be available,
or when you have the luxury of choosing between a
networked laser primer and a personal primer in
your office.

Most printers let you choose between an automatic
feed of some kind (from a paper tray or continuous
fet:d paper) or manually feeding one page at a lime.
When you chooseidflnlblll'tmlon some printers,
the printing routine alerts you on the Macintosh to
insert the next sheet of paper and press
to
continue. On I..aserWriters, the alert comes just once
at the beginning of each document (although this
can be turned off if you use Print Monitor,
pageoi)153).

Quality of text output on all printers depends almost
entirely on the fonts installed in your System. For
best results on non-PostScript printers, select fonts
for your documents for which you haveifs"'
font resources in your System File (pag ; \ 4 i .
AU sizes wiU print (and display on the screen) in
equal quality. If you have other screen fonts (but no
True1Y!>e font version), make sure that you cop}'
every size of the family to the System File. Acommon
process internally is to print a reduced version of a
font size double that of the text, producing better
quality than just printing from the same size screen
font fileoi)l52-153.

Number of Copies
All primers allow you to print multiple copies of a
document. When the document consists of multiple
pages as well, the printer produces multiple copies
of each page. CoUating is up to you. But if a program
takes a long time to prepare pages, it wiU probably
be faster to let it prepare each page once for any
number of copies, rather than letting it go through
the preparation of each page for each copy of a
document.

Page Range
The default selling is to print all pages of a
document. But if you need only a specific page or
set of pages, you can set the page numbers. Be sure
that the radio button attached to the From:/fo:
fields is highlighted as well. The AJJ radio button
overrides the page range numbering you enter into
those fields.

Print Quality
Non-laser printers have print heads that produce
dots on the page, either through physical impact
against a ribbon (imageWriter) or spraying of tiny
ink dots (StyleWriter). To produce the highest
quality output from these dots, the printers need to
make more lateral passes of the print head across
the paper as the paper adl"d!ICCS through the printer.
The more closely spaced the doL~, the better the
print quality. Extra print head passes, however, take
extra lime. For draft printouts, the Faster or Draft
(if available) qualities may be sufficient; but choose
Best for final printouls.

lmageWriter Draft Mode
The quickest printing on an lmageWriter is Draft
mode. Unlike other modes and printers, which
attempt to replicate what's on the screen (what you
see ls what you get, ofJ$iA!iXf! pronounced
WIZ-ec-wig), Draft mode docs not reproduce
graphics, and uses an internal printer font to
approximate how text will lay out on pages. This
may be fine for some plain text file printouts (e.g.,
telecommunications sessions), but for documents,
you'II probably prefer Faster mode to get a better
idea of how the final result will look.

Custom Print Dialogs
You'Ufind a number of modifications to the Print
dialog box in applications. Acommon addition is a
choice that lets you preview the document on screen
before sending it to the printer. This is an excellent
chance to see full pages (usually in miniature, with
magnification available to view portions of the page)
to check the overall look of pages and spreads when
you don't have a video monitor capable of full-page
views.
Print to: klwt

Copies:

Pr1ot

[ d 0 Collote

Pege ronge: ® All

0

0

rrom

0

Pope r source: ® Paper tr-ay
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LaserUJriter Printing

When the first Apple LaserWriter
appeared, it was a revelation in
personal computing. Individuals
who could afford the high price
received vastly higher quality
output than from any previous
desktop printer.

As time passed, the prices of laser printers
dropped, pulling them witltin tlte reach of
many more Macintosh owners tltan ever
before. Other brands also becante available to
heat up the price competition.

PostScript LaserWriters still exact a premium,
but when shared on a network and under
control of tltel mttl1 t\1jfil'i1jl fo r background
printing, they prove to be cost-effective devices
for many users.

Naming a Networked LaserWriter
Because more than one printer may be connected to
an AppleTalk network, it is important to assign a
unique name to a LascrWriter. Tite~oftware
that came with your printer may not be compatible
with the latest system software. Consult your Apple
dealer or user group for infonnation on getting the
updated version.

PostScript and
TrueType in LaserWriters
Potential conflicts betweenI lll1$ftand
I GMi miJcxist only if you have a PostScript printer
(or use a service bureau to print high resolution
output on PostScript typesetting machines, such as
the Unotronic series). Adobe 1)-pc Manager
(ATM) also complicates issues, but system software
is prepared to handle the problems.
If you useWrlfljl!mmntlfonts (the kind
supplied by Adobe for PostScript), then you must
place those font files in the System Folder, not in the
System File. Moreover, you wiU need to drag the
matching6Bi4§11tm1!1Jto the Systent File (and
remove any TrueType fonts that may be the same
nante, such as Times). If you use ATM, then you
need only one size of the screen font in the System
File.

Many desktop publishingti§.itdlll@!!fi
continue to use Adobe fonts exclusively
(Imagesetters, such as Linotronic devices, do not
have fon ts built in-all fonts come from the
Macintosh). When you rely on these services to
produce lmagesetter output for your documents,
you should use the same fonts for those documents
as the bureau \vill use for the final output. Small
differences between screen fonL~ supplied with
systent software and Adobe fonts can throw off line
and page breaks.
For most users, however, a mLxture ofTrueType,
Adobe, and built-in printer fonts will produce good
results. Screen fonts supplied with system software
are intended to reflect built-in Apple laserWriter
fonts. When a LaserWriter contains a font in ROM,
system software yields to the printer, rather than
forcing TrueType. If installed, ATM also has
precedence over TrueType~88.

CheckJ:I Built-in Printer Fonts
On theMLifll!mtdisk that comes with system
software is a helpful program calledi@U\nttlt4
li@fllfhtn!Intended for PostScript printers only,
this program lets you view a list of fonts installed in
your printer, as well as print a page showing a
sample of each fo nt.

Stopping the Test Page
The LaserWriter Font Utility includes a command
that lets you disable the printer's beltavior of
printing a test page after it warms up. When you
click either radio button, the program sends a
PostScript command to the printer. Tbe printer
remembers tlte setting even after being tumed off.

Downloading Fonts
If you have additional Adobe fonts that you want to
use to print some files, the I.aserWriter Font Utility
lets you manuaUy n!il\Mit!f! ta font to the printer
before beginning the print job. While this is an extra
step in the printing process, it has an advantage. The
font stays in the printer's memory between print jobs
(each Print command starts a new print job).
Thus, vou won't have to wait for the font to
download for each print job (or, in the case of
PageMaker, ror t-ach text segment that requires the
font).
If you don't manuaUy download a font, )'OUr
programs do it automatically. But fonts that are
automatically downloaded are purged from the
printer's memory at the end of a print job.

P!l r§1
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Unlimited Downloadable Fonts
Background Printing
Printers and Memory
How many fonts you can download (or even print)
depends upon the amount of memory (or other
storage) in your printer. The original LaserWriter
series had enough room for only a few fonts
(remember that in the Adobe library, bold and italic,
for example, are separate fonts, and must be
downloaded separately). More recent laser printers
have morem1IJinside (or are expandable),
making way for more downloadable fonts. fUgh-end
laser printers also allow for a SCSI hard disk
connection directly to the printer. The disk can store
hundreds of Adobe fonts for many users to share.
Still, loading fonts into the printer's RAM gets faster
results.
7.0
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If your document has many fonts, you may need to

System software includes background printing
capabilities for PostScript LaserWriters. You enable
background printing in the Chooser-a radio
button choice appears below the list of LaserWriters
connected to the network.
Unless there are problems with the printer,
background printing is virtually Invisible. You start a
print job the same way- via the Print command
and the Print dialog. But instead of waiting for the
pd.nt job to finish, you watch as the pages of your
document appear to "print." In reality,
specifications for the printed pages are saved as files
in a special system folder called PrintMonitor
Documents. The
then starts another
program, calledl)rmutjt'i1in the background.
While it runs, its name is listed in the
Applications menu.

G

PrlniMonllor
••
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Walling

6J'nphlu Smoothing?
~h\ l llr

Bitmap Printing?

LaserWriter Page Options
When you click I .......... I in the LaserWriter's Page
Setup dialog, you come to an additional dialog with
further options. For most choices, a miniature page
and image show the results of the choice.

Flip and Invert
You can flip the image along either axis and invert
the black and white areas.

Precision Bitmap
Reducing the image by 4% keeps 72 dot-per-inch bit
map images in an even multiple of high-resolution
dots. Square pixels remain square and undistorted.

Larger Print Area
You can allocate more memory in your printer for
preparing the imaging area of a page, at the cost of
memory available for downloaded fonts. This affects
primarilyearlier, limited memory LaserWriters.

mJ

-

Where's Laser Prep?

In pn·1ious ll'rsions of sysll'lll softwarl'. thl'rl' w:L'
an additional .
· drill'r fill' ralll'd Laser
l'rl'p. This has hl'l'n inrorpoi~ltt·d into tht•
I.:N·r\\ritl'r drilt'r. Sllllll' programs. hmll'll'r. look
for this filt· in thl' Slstt•m Foldl'r lll'forl' printing. To
appt·:N· thosl' programs. a dummy I~N·r l'rl'p fill' is
a1ailahll' on thl' l'rinting disl\L'IIl' of your installation
park.

( Sel Prlnl Time ...

As soon as the print job is saved to files, you are free
to continue working on the same or other
documents. You can even close the program and
work on something entirely different. Behind the
scenes, PrintMonilor communicates with the printer,
sending each document from the PrintMonltor
Documents folder to the printer. As each print job
finishes, PrintMonitor deletes the temporary file in
the folder.

PrintMonitor Notification
If PrintMonilor is having problems requiring your
intervention, a small PrintMonltor icon Oashes in the
Application menu title. Pull down the menu and
choose PrintMonitor, which should have a diamond
character to its left-the mark that indicates a
program is notifying you of needed attention.

check this option. It doesn't wait for the end of a
print job to Oush automatically downloaded fonts. As
needed, a new font is loaded, flushing a previously
downloaded font. All this takes time, so each page
takes longer. If your printer doesn't have enough
memory to print a document 1vith many fonts, it may
just abandon tlte print job without much warning.

PrintMonitor
The PrintMonitor application is installed in the
Extensions folder of the ~)-stem Folder. As it runs,
you see which document is currently printing (and
on which LaserWriter, whose name follows the @
symbol), and which documents are still in the
queue. At the bottom of the window is the status
box, which shows the same information about what
the printer Is doing as the LaserWriter status window
you see at the top of the screen when not using
background printing.
You can cancel printing, but only tlte currently
printing job is cancelled. Be patient. Ic.- ,...,,.. I
does not give instant feedback that ills working. It
can take several seconds before something appears
to happen in response. When it does, however, the
Ble in the PrintMonitor Documents folder is deleted.
You must reissue tlte print job from the application
to reprint the document.
To remove a print job from the list of jobs waiting,
click once on the item. I,_.. I changes to
I••-"-"" I. Click this button to delete the job's
file from the PrintMonitor Documents folder. The
Stop Printing menu item in the File menu
cancers all printing, deleting everything in the
PrintMonltor Documents folder.

PrintMonitor Preferences
With PrintMonitor running, choose
Pre f e re nces from the File menu. In the
Preferences dialog, you may select how visible or
intrusive you want PrintMonitor to be when it runs
and when it needs your attention. Choices range
from having the PrintMonitor 1vindow automatically
appear whenever it runs to displaying alert boxes
when it needs your attention or bypassing
notification when beginning a manual paper feed
print job. It's best to start out with the highest level
of notification until you feel comfortable 1vith
PrintMonitor. Then you can gradually taper off to an
appropriate level.

Mixing System Versions
If 1011 hal'l' multi pit· .\ladntosht·s sharing a
r.a:~l'r\\"ritl'r on a nt•twolk all "ars >hould hal'l' the
same
You em install Systl'lll -:
thill'rs in SIStl'lll (, marhinl's 11 ith thl' ht'lp of thl'
spl'rial pril;tl'r lnstalll'r file on tht• Printing diskette.
Douhlt··dirk thL· '
icon on thl'
diskettl'. In thl' main installation ~lTl't'n. dick
m1Ciml . In thl' suttl'l'ding dialog. dick on till'
l.a>l'r\\"rill'r updall' itl'lll, and then dirk mmii

·-~

The DogCow
Thl' imagt· in the I.:L,l'r\\"ritl'r Options dialo~ is a
>:ll"rl'd lll'ing among " adntosh tkldopl'rs. Is il a
dog·! Is it a rm1; \l'itht·r? Hoth; It is simply Clan1s.
thl' llogCow, whose natu1~1l sound is a nunhination
of thl' rmr"s moo and till' dog·s 11oof: moor.
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Sound Output, page 156

Sound Input, page 158
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Sound Output

Sound has been a part of the
Macintosh experience from the
earliest days. In fact, the
Macintosh literally introduced
itself to the world in 1984 in
electronic speech without any
hardware add·ons.

Since then, the Macintosh has bolstered
internal support for playing and controlling
sounds recorded specifically for the Macintosh
or created by external music devices. System
software allows you to change tltelmll sound
to any sound resource file in tl1e System File.
System extensions produced by third parties
give you even more power over the sounds
issued by tl1e Macintosh in response to
virtually any action you take.

New applications also use sound and
pre-recorded speech to extend tl1e
communicating powers of tl1e Macintosh. A
program's alarm clock not only beeps, but can
playback a voice message you attached to that
alarm item. Or it can tell you in plain language
when a telecommunications file transfer is
complete.

Audio Output Hardware
Every Macintosh comes with amt!!!lbui!t into
the unit. Except on the Quadra 900, the speaker is
small and not of the highest fidelity, but it does an
adequate job of reproducing most prerecorded
sounds. If the sound is a stereo sound, both
channels are mixed together for the speaker.
Stereo output is available in separate channels,
however, via the
n
stereo-equipped Macintoshes. You can connect
stereolmtmmi!!lif~or amplified speakers to the
portoi)9. When you do, the internal speaker is
disabled. Audio quality via this port is very good,
and sounds great through high fidelity speakers.

Setting Output Volume
The Sound control panel features a slider control
that lets you adjust the volume between off (zero)
and full blast (seven) bydragging the control.
Adjustments are in full digit increments within that
range. As you release the slider, the currently
selected system alert sound comes through the
speaker at the selected volume. When you turn the
sound off, every time a pro ram normallysounds
the system alert, the
1 •
flashes once as a
substinne alert.
~
Speaker
Volume

Alert Sounds
lndb>

4 (
3 2-

Sos umi
whistle
'w'ild Eep

0 -

Microphones

I

0

Droplet
Quack

1-

lm:l>ounds listed in the Sound control panel are
those sounds installed in the System File. If you open
the@®iljltiland view the contents by Kin d,
you'Usee the same items listed as sound
documents. To hear the sounds, click on their
names in the Sound control panel. Whichever
sound is selected when you close the control panel
becomes your system alert sound in all programs.

Sound

76-

s-

Alert Sounds
Different programs sound tl1c system ale.rt for
different reasons. Often the sound indicates that you
are trying to perfom1an operation that is not valid at
the moment (e.g., clicking outside of a modal dialog
box,) oil I 04. Other limes, the alert sound is
intended to drawyour attention to the screen,
because something has occurred that requires your
intervention.

Simple~ep

(

Add ...

~

)

( Remou e )
(options ... )

0

Removing Alert Sounds
WhUe you can open the System File and remove any
sound resource, you can also delete an alert sound
via the Sound control panel. Select anysound, and
choose Clear or Cut from the Ed it menu. If
you cut (or copy) a sound from the Sound control
panel, the sound g~ into thei J i f tYou may
then paste the sound mto thel\
• 1 ~ or
safekeeping if you like. When you paste a sound into
the Scrapbook, a button appears on that page Jetting
you play the sound directly.

Other Action Sounds
Third-party system software e.xtensions, such as the
popularfii!iiii·Q!®®1 1et you assign sounds to all
kinds of actions on the Macintosh-starting the
computer, ejecting a disk, resizing a \vindow.
Programs IJke this generally use sounds stored in a
format different from the sounds stored in the
System File. They are individual sound 61es, which
are not the same as sound resources in the System
File.

Sound Files vs. Resources
Sounds stored in the System Pile (and listed in the
Sound con1rol panel) are calledtjt!l!dlli~!llliHJ
What's confusing about sound resources an sound
files (which many programs generate and use), is
that they both appear to be files in the Finder. After
all, you can drag a sound out of the System File and
place it in a folder just like any file. But if you select
a sound resource and choose Get In f o, you'U

notice that it doesn't have any creation or
modification dates attached to it. Resources are just
snippets of information intended to be attached to
another file, like the System File or a Hypert:ard
stack, to be used Asound Ole (or any file), is a
full-fledged citizen in the Finder community, with a
birthdate, modification date, comment, and so on.
Sound resources (and fonts, keyboards, and script
systen1s) weren't always visible from the Finder as
they arc in System 7. Apple's engineers just made it a
lot easier for you to shift these particular items into
and out of the System File in the same Desktop
metaphor as document files.
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You can also use HyperCard as a laboratory for
recording, storing, and playing back sounds. lt
even allows you to turn virll.Ially any sound into
music.

Sound File Types
Since programmers have been playing \vith sound
files since lhe beginning of lhe Macintosh, a number
of incompatible sound file formats have appeared
lhrough the years. Wilh facilities built into System 7,
however, a standard is emerging. called Audio
Interchange File Format extension for Compression
(AIFF-C), this type of file is flexible in lhe way sound
programs can play, record, and s1ore digitized
sounds. AIFF-C files can take advanlage of System Ts
abilities to compress and decompress sound
information wWie recording or playing lhe sound.

Converting Between
Files and Resources
System software does no1 provide user services for
converting a sound file, which you might have
received \viih a sound program or from a user
group, 10 a resource for inclusion into lhe System
File. You cannot drop a sound file into the System
File. But sound recording software, such as the
@ilnil:t!mllrogram that comes \vith the Farallon
MacRecorder, lets you open a sound from any
format and save a copy of it back in a different
format.
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That Apple considers voice to be
a significant part of the
Macintosh's future is clear by
the inclusion of a microphone as
standard equipment on most
new models since the LC.

Troubleshooting

Apple's system software engineers have made it
rather simple for program developers to
include voice recording features in their
programs. Voice annotation, voice mail
messages, and voice alarms are only the
beginning of an intriguing future for sound
recording on the Macintosh.

Sampling Rates

Recording Hardware
While most new Macintoshes come with their own
sound input connectors,
third-party devices allow owners of other Macintosh
models to have the same sound recording
functional; . These devices are usually called
t!i1®f3U because they convert analog audio (e.g.,
your voice) to digital signals that can be
manipulated and stored in a computer. The Parallon
MacRecorder, for exan1ple, connects to either
serial port. It contains circuitry that performs the
same analog-to-digital conversion that the new
Macintoshes include behind the sound input port.

tm!Qf.J.Jiti14iand

f:.xtemal devices requir · system extension files
(drivers) to work. If you already have a sound
digitizer and are upgrading to System 7, contact the
digitizer manufacturer for a compatible driver me.
The driver goes into the system Extensions folder.

Sampled Sound
Sound digitizers work by taking distinct snapshots of
an analog sound at set intervals (many thousands of
times each second). Each snapshot is called a
sample of the sound at !hat instant. TI1e sample is
assigned a numeric value based on the nature of the
sound source at that instant. ~ounds in the
Madntosh System File, for example, are nothing
more than a series of numeric values. When played
back Lltrough a digital-to-analog convertor (the
reverse of the recording process), the values are
converted to analog sound that plays through the
speaker-the sound t11e human ear can hear. This
is the process used for digital compact discs.

Glossary/ I ndeH

The more often san1ples are taken of an analog
sound, L11e more Ukely the digital equivalent1vill
reflect the original sound. Tills is akin to higher
print or video resolutions. When using the
Macintosh as the recording device, the highest
sampling rate you'll find in software is 22
kiloHertz (22,000 times each second). While this
san1pllng rate produces excellent quality, it also
requires lhe most memory and disk storage-a
minute of 22 kHz sound is I 320 kilobytes large.
lf you san1ple less frequently, you can save memory
and disk space at the cost of quality. For the linlited
frequency range of the human ~oice, however,
halving the san1pllng rate does not greatly impact
quality. But it does halve the memory requirements.
Some sound recording software also allows
recording at even lower sampling rates. Memory is
directly proportional to the san1pllng rate.

Audio Compression
To help with the disk storage needs of digitized
sound, Macintosh system software (and other sound
recording programs) can automaticallyBnrlilliJ!!.!I
sounds before saving them as resources or files
;t'J 157. Such sounds are automatically
decompressed when played back. There is virtually
no performance penalty for this compression/
decompression, although some fidelity is lost in the
process. Compression ratios built into system
software are 3:1 and 6:1, altl10ugh some programs
offer additional ratios with their own compression
schemes. At six-to-one compression, the 1320K
minute of sound sampled at 22kHz takes up only
220K of disk space.

Recording Alert Sounds
If you have a microphone or compatible digitizer,

you can record an alert sound directly into the
System File by way of the Sound control panel. The
panel recogni.zes the built-in Apple microphone and
any external device sound driver tiles in the
Extensions folder. The Sound control panel lets you
choose the microphone, add a sound, or delete an
existing sound.

fB

Sound

SpE.>akE.>r
VolumE.>

AlE.>rt Sounds

'(}-

~~elE.>t

ilidiaO:

7-

Quack
SimplE.> BE.>E.>p
Sosumi
whistle
Wild EE.'P
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Choose Microphone
An icon for each microphone recognized by Lite

system software is shown in the window. Third-party
microphones may activatelo•"""'·.. l . Clicking this
button lets you choose a serial port for the digitizer
and other hardware specil:lc items.

Remove Sound
To remove a sound from the System File, you can
select it in the list and click l••m••• 1(or choose
Clearfrom the Edit menu). This action deletes
the sound for good. lf you prefer to save the sound
for later use, copy it to tl1e Scrapbook ;t'J 79, 108.

Add a Sound
Click this button to initiate the recording process. In
response, the sound recording dialog box appears
on the screen.
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Test Sound Level
Before recording, speak into the microphone and
look for lines coming from the speaker icon. Adjust
the volume control on the microphone if there is
one so that you see the vertical line on voice peaks.

IUntitled
EJ (V::l ,tj J
I • I • I r(f 1t 1 1-4• I
S1n

R..:.

Stop

PauR

Edit

Record and Stop Buttons

Click [!] and b~eaking into the microphone.
Get ready to click 1..CJ when you finish. You can
record up to 10 seconds of sound for an alen
sound.

PI~

:02

Play Button

Before saving the sound, click CEJ to playback the
soun[' IfQou want to re-record the sound, simply
click • . The previously recorded sound is
erased.

Sound Timer
This time line shows you how much time is elapsed
during the 10 second time period. Adigital readout
is shown to the right.

Save Sound
Click this button to save the sound to the System
File. Another dialog asks you to name the sound.
The name must be different from others already in
the System File.
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Networking Basics

More and more Macintosh users
are linking their machines
together to let more than one
Macintosh share a laser printer
and exchange information from
one machine to another.

Physically connecting Macintoshes is easier
than hooking up a home VCR. System sofuvare
goes even further to ease ~1e burden of
sharing documents among two or more users.

About the biggest hurdle to overcome when
approaching networking for the first time is
the proliferation of terms, many of which
sound alike. Fortunately, you only need to
know a handful of terms to successfully use
your Macintosh on a network

PhoneNet

AppleTalk Network
Every Macintosh-since the first model in
1984--has had networking provisions built into the
computer. When a Macintosh is connected to
another Macintosh or a networked LaserWriter, the
combination of built-in software, built-in hardware,
and cabling is called an AppleTalk network. What
distinguishes anfJ® Gtii' 13 network from other
types are the rules that govern the way information
is passed from machine to machine-direction,
how macbines identify themselves and direct signals
to other machines, how files are copied from
volume to volume, and so on. These rules are also
known aslm!1{!UMJ An AppleTalk network can be
as small as a single Macintosh and LaserWriter to a
system of hundreds of Macintoshes

Athird-party supplier of cabling solutions for the
Macintosh, Farallon Computing, Inc., has
established a low-cost alternative to Loca!Talk
connectors. Their product, callediQt!ut!@D
connects to the Macintosh just like a Loca!Talk
connector, but instead of requiring special
Loca!Talk cables, uses standard phone cable to link
devices on the network. Cable lengths can reach
about 2000 feet. Connectors on the cables are the
same modular phone plugs of a standard telephone.
In many office environments, existing phone wiring
can be used between offices, instead of having to
run additional \vires.

With.in an AppleTalk network, there may be one or
more different cabling methods to physically link
machine to machine. One cablinft method is built
into every Macintosh-ffii@U!The printer port
on every Macintosh has a Loca!Talk connector (and
other related internal hardware). Loca!Talk cabling
should not extend to a total length exceeding 1000
feet unless you add a Loca!Talk repeater box, which
an1plifies signals running longer distances.

Workgroup Appletalk Network
The configuration of a workgroup is as varied as the
makeup and layout of the group. Loca!Talk cabling
is flexible enough to accommodate just about every
situation. The only requirement is that every device
(Macintosh or printer) have its own Loca!Talk
connector box, and that each device is connected to
at least one other on the network. Devices can be in
any order.

Other connection types, calledi:Qimi!Mand

ll'btf\ffiffll!!l require a plug-in board on most

VCR"' rO.,; fr

.

Acommon and simple AppleTalk network is UIC
pairing of a Macintosh and a LaserWriter. Each
device on the network requires one Loca!Talk
connector. The single cable coming out of one side
of the connector plugs into the Macintosh or printer.
The other two jacks are for connecting Loca!Talk
cables between the connectors.
On Loca!Talk connectors, the unused jacks must be
left empty. In a PhoneNet equivalent to this setup,
the unused jacks need to have a special plug called
a'N.iii!MI15 (which comes with PhoneNet
connectors). To extend the network, connect
additional Loca!Talk cables to either or both unused
jacks on the LocalTalk connectors.

LocaiTalk, EtherTalk,
and Tokentalk

Macintosbes to act as an intermediary between the
Macintosh and other kinds of networks, specifically
I:Qim@ancGrnM;JfiT\ITbe plug-in board and
special driver (extension) software allows a
Macintosh to communicate with other Macintoshes
and printers using AppleTalk services (e.g., file
copying, printing) wWie riding along a network tha
may run at faster speeds or connect machin
~i
different order than a standard AppleTalk n
rk.
Quadra models and the L1SerWriter Ilg ? e wi~
Ethernet connectors built-in, but additio
?
hardware boxes, called transceivers, are
ea to
connect these units to an Entemet ne rk. Tlte
actual cables for EtherTalk and To
alk are .its
different from LocalTalk. Ethe
and TokenTalk
cable is coaxial, con~~# e the cable used to
link •

Simplest Appletalk Network

/

/
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AppleShare and System 7
File Servers vs. FileShare
Zones
With the help of the software that manages intemets
(often called an internet router), you can divide the
internet into functional
that help users know
where other Macintoshes are. Azone can consist of
one or more workgroups. Acommon zone
organization is bycompany department. Even if a
department is physically located in disparate
locations, their computers can be joined together as
a single zone for other users to think of them as a
single group. When connecting to devices in other
zones, you use the Chooser to select the zone as weU
as the device (if zones have been set up on your
network, the list of zones appears in the Chooser
automatically).

Prior to System 7, the most common way Madntosh
users shared information on a network was to set up
an~j-This required a
MaiTsanltnar7 e set aside to do
nothing but run tlte AppleShare software. To the
user, the AppleShare network looked like another
volume on tlte Desktop. Authorized users could
open that volume, open and copy flies, and save
documents to that hard disk. Others on the network
had varying levels of access to the information
stored on tlte shared disk. Someone in the
workgroup was designated the Network
Administrator-the person who controlled which
users had access to the server.

fOi!t!!'Mt;Qin System 7, however, aUows for sharing
of information among users on a network without
dedicating a Macintosh to tlte purpose. Once the
Madntoshes are connected, there is virtually no
need for a Network Administrator, because each
user detemtines who has what level of access to his
or her machine.
Adedicated ftle server has the advantage of a
separate hard disk that everyone shares. With
FileShare, other users maybe accessing your hard
disk, slo\ving down some of your processing. SUU
the flexibility of FileShare is ideal for smaU
workgroups and occasional information sharing.

Print Server
An AppleShare server (or equivalent)

offers the
advantage of acting as aFJillii§eiQdlnstead of
using your hard disk an PrintMonitor *!153 to
pedonn background printing, print jobs are sent to
the
on the server. The print server sends
documents to the printer on a first-in, first-out basis.

When System 7 was released, AppleShare was not
fully compatible \vith it Because the Macintosh
running AppleShare requires system software, just
like any Macintosh, it was necessary to maintain the
server Macintosh as a System 6 machine. With
others on the network using System 7 printer
drivers, however, new printer drivers needed to be
installed on the server Macintosh. For System 7 you
should use AppleShare version 3.0 or later.

FileShare Passwords
IJ%1N@§are meant to limit access to a computer.
Only a person with the authorized password is
granted access to designated parts of the computer.
There are two types of passwords that you can set
when using FileShare. One is your own password
that lets you access your computer from a different
machine on the network. This password should be
your business only.
Asecond kind of password is the one you can assign
to other users who access your computer via
FileShare. You assign this password when setting up
a new user*!164. This password applies to that
user only when he or she tries to access (log on) to
your Macintosh. One of the checkboxes in the user
information is whetlter the user is aUowed to change
the password. Unless there is some special security
reason to Urnit the password access for a particular
user to your machine, it is common courtesy to
allow users to adjust their own passwords. This
reduces the risk that they'Uhave to write down the
password for your machine (and for any others they
access). Written passwords are not secure.

Phone Home
By adding a 2400 baud (or faster) modem to a
Macintosh on a network plus the AppleTalk
Remote Access system software extension, you can
connect to an AppleTalk network via telephone.
When you dial in, you have the same access to the
network as the Macintosh to which the modem is
connected. Take part in e-mail and file sharing as if
you were sitting at the office desk. This is an ideal
setup for traveling l'owerBook owners (the software
is included with the PowerBook 170) or working at
home.
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Preparing for FileShare

As a participant on a network,
you should perform some
initializations with the various
pieces of FileShare software.

It is often difficult to keep aU these pieces
clear in your mind, because they are located in
several places in system software and often
look like other pieces. It is easier to follow the
road
below for each of the preparations
for
The goal of these five
tasks is to set everything up as much as
possible while not granting anyone access to
your computer until you are ready to share
information~ 166-167.

Assign Your Names
Your netWork Identity consists of three items: the
li!!mlyou use to identify yourself when accessing
your own com~uter from someone else's machine;
thei.fl}'N.Jii you use to access your own
computer from someone else's machine; and the
m:tmlof your computer that others will recognize
whenviewing a list of all machines running on the
network.

CJ

File Sharing
( Start

j

tiotus

--·--·

• shorfn<J is off. Click St.rt to ~now otMr us.rs !

m
-~~~~-fo~~:..-····----·-····--·-·----_1

Disable Guest Access
Aa
user is automatically created for your
system. Until you are ready to open your machine to
others, disable guess access.

I8J

Allow Owner Access
You are the owner of your Macintosh. Make sure
you have allowed yourself full access to your
Macintosh for when you need to access it from
someone else's machine. You'll need to enter your
user name and password when you try logging onto
your own computer from afar oi!I68-169.

Check all boxes

Me
Owner P sword :

user to cha119e password

ltow us.r to coMect
Allow ustr to change password
Altow user to set entire disk
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Create Users Without
Access Privileges
In antidpation of allowing users to access your

computer, create new users in your system. The
password here is the one that another user will need
to enter for access to your computer-<lifferent
from your own password that lets you access your
own computer. For now turn off access for each
user. As newpeople come on the network, you'll
create a new user for each one.

D

'~

File Sharing

D

Allow user to connect

~ Allow user to change password
~ Allow user to see entire disk

Create Groups
Agroup consists of multiple users (each user is
called a member of the group). You can allow
several users at once to access a given folder or disk
byassigning their group as the authorized user.
Since you can authorize only one user or one group
at a time to access a folder, create likely groups of
co-workers who may share documents on your hard
disk. You will likely create and modify groups as
various people need access to work on your hard
disk.

~llil'iZ!iDi!2r£3lll
ag uKse11rs1into

group

165
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Sharing a Folder or Oisl<

You have a few options for
sharing information with others
on a network. For each folder or
disk volume that you want to
share, you can grant access to a
single user, a group of users, or
just let anyone on the network
log on.

It's imp011ant to remember that when you
share a folder, you are not sharing your entire
disk. Only that folder and its contents are
visible to others on the network.

Steps in sharing a file are in two categories.
The first is to enable the desired people for
access. Enabling Guest access lets you assign
guest access to a folder-anyone on the
network can get in. The second is to enable
each user who needs access. When you have
multiple users assigned to a group, you'Uhave
to enable each user individually (or restrict
one by not enabting that user).

Enable Guest Access
When you enable the Guest user, you allow anyone
on the network without password to access a folder
or disk that you later open up for everyone.
Check here

John Doe
Owner P sword :

Enable User Access

llow user to connect

You control how much access each user on the
network has. If you assign a password (and allow
the user to change the passwoFd), this helps restrict
access to the Individual, mlher lhan anyone who sits
down that that computer. The settings for a user
apply to that user for all folders and disks you gmnt
access, whether individuallyor as a member of a
group.

(;a
Control Panels

Anow user to change password

181 Allow user to see entire disk

Ownll'r Pusword :

!•_
._ •_••-•- --'
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All of tl1c road maps on iliesc pages presume
you have followed ilie FileShare preparations
on pages oi)l64-165.
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:~

Share with One Person
Prerequisites for this sequence are creating the user
oft) 165 and enabling the user oft) 166. When you

Check these to

Onish sharing a folder (or disk), the icon for the
item changes to a networked version.

share with one
user or a group

SCN

Share with Multiple People
Prerequisites for this sequence are creating users
4)165, creating groups with those users oft) 165,
and enabling those users 4)165. Because you share
with onlyone named entity at a time, you must
create a new group of users to share with them all.

Open
3€0
Prin t
Close Window
Make
Changes

Every one

Share with Everyone
A prerequisite for this sequence is enabling the
Guest user (previous page). Sharing information
with everyone should be limited to items for public
disclosure among people on the network. Absolutely
anyone \vith System 7 on the network can poke
around and find the files in the shared folder or
disk.

0

Make all currently enclosed folder s like this one

0

Can' t be moved , r enamed or deleted

SCN

Zeus:

3€0

1:81 Share this item and its contents

I
User /Group : I
Owner:

See

See

Folders

Files

Make
Changes

1:81
1:81

1:81
1:81

~I

Me
<None >

1:81
1:81

0

Make all currently enclosed folders like this one

0

Can' t be moved, r enamed or deleted

Check these to

share with
e\'erybody

Shared Folder
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Ac:c:essing a Shared Folder or Oislc

To gain access to a shared
folder or disk, the user of the
target machine must have either
enabled and assigned the Guest
user to the folder (so everyone
can access it), or set you up and
assigned you as a registered
user of that folder.

Assuming that has been done, il is now your
job to follow the road map to logging on and
accessing that information.

Occasionally as Guest

When you have successfully logged onto the
target Macintosh, the volume appears on your
desktop as a networked volume. You can treat
this just like any other volume, within the
access privilege limits imposed by the owner
of that folder.

Checked Items ( t!SI I will be opened et

Logging on as a guest is simple, since there is no
password protection. If the Guest button is not
available in the log on dialog, it means that the
folder was not set up to allow guest access. It may
be assigned to you as an individual or as a member
of a group, in which case, you'll have to access the
folder as a registered user (below).

s ys tem startup time.

l

Cancel

I

OK

vT,O

Connect to the til e server ·oonnyBook· as:
I!
®
·
~,_

_ _________+- Click here

Regi stered User
Choaur
Select e rue strvtr
Front Offlct

~

Mor1ce llng

OK
vTD

J > -1 ...............

'm

'"'"Yr1W

t

Connect to the me seruer · oannyBoolc• as:

Name:

~

~~_..-~. . .- -...... Enter
Password
( Se t Password )

(

OK
vTO

~

lWin!JiJ!Jik
Sele ct the Items you want to

o:

Herd Disk 80

Checked Items ( t!SI I will be opened at
system startup time.
® Seue My Neme Only

0

Saue

Con tel

Click here

IDnnny Goodman

Password:

Occasionally as Registered User
To log on as a registered user, you must enter the
same user name as that of the user 61e created for
you in the owner's system. System software
automatically enters the user name you've given
yourself as the default value. If the owner assigned a
password to your user 61e, you must enter it
correctly (upper and lower case letters count) to
access this folder.

----------t•

Gu est

I!®
·~...

My

Name and Password

OK
vT,O
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How you do it depends on how often you
access the information and whether you do it
as a guest (no name or password required) or
registered user (name and possibly a
password required) .

Select a Volume

~

llllnll!lb2k
Select the Ite ms you

ant to use:

~~~·•••CI!t-~1Click here
Hard Disk 8D
Checked Items 1181 I will be opened at

system startup time.

Frequently as a Guest
By checking the boxes attached to one or more
folders, you can have your Macintosh automatically
log onto and mount those folders on your Desktop
each time you start your Macintosh.

I

Cencel

OK
YlJI

Connect to th e file server ·oannyBook• os:

®~--------------------t- Clickhere
Registered User

Front Office
Norke tu~

( \o t i>ns.word)

As

OK
YlJI

connect to the file seruer · oanny8ook" os:

Gues t

®

Frequently as Registered User
By checking the boxes attached to one or more
folders, you can have your Macintosh automatically
log onto and mount those folders on your Desktop
each time you start your Macintosh. As a registered
user, you can elect to have your Macintosh store
both your user name and password for each folder
so you don't have to enter passwords at startup time.
But be aware this means that anyone who starts your
Macintosh will have access to those folders. If
security is an issue, then have the Macintosh store
just the names, and manually enter passwords when
prompted at starrup time.

Click here

Nome:

IDonny Goodman

Pass word:

~~~~~~-------~ Enter
Password

~

( setro ssword)

OK
vlll

Hard Disk 80

Chetted Items 1181 I will De open!Od at
system startup Ume .
® Saue My Name Only
0 Saue My Name and Password

Cancel

I

OK

I
YlJI
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Recess PriL•ileges

When you select a folder or disk
and choose Sharing from the File
menu, you not only assign who
has access, but what level of
access.

Moreover, if you access a folder that has
restricted access, one or more icons in the
upper left corner indicate what privileges are
denied. Below are the checkbox settings for a
variety of access privileges.

Everyone: Full Access

Access lcon(s)
Zeus
Yhere :

Zeus, SCSI 0

(no icon)

121 Share this item and its contents

Everyone: No Access

DOD

See
Folders

Ovner :

(no icon)

I

Us er /Group :

Me

·I 121

<None>>

•

Everyone>

Everyone: Drop In Only

0

121
121

See
Make
Files Changes

121
121
121

121
121
121

Make all currently enclosed folder-s like this one

Everyone: Hide Folders
¥MJ

~
JtsiUms

D
D

Everyone: Hide Files

.'fl.

D

&J stom Folcltr

Appliutlons

UtilitiH

Fonts/DAs

~ 1.@'~...

Everyone: Read Only

Athena

22MB In c!Uk

D

~lntosht>~

~~

16 .4 MB avaflab~

II

t2

I!

Rud~

D

:~~

!.~

~
-c.
'

' ,: , )¢

l!i
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Access lcon(s)
Zeus
Yhere :

(no icon)

Zeus, SCSI 0

~ Share this item and its contents

One Person/Group: No Access

DOD
One Person/Group: Drop In Only

Owner:

(no icon)

I

User /Group:(

One Person/Group: Read Only

Me
<None >
Everyone

0

Make
Changes

... I
... I

~

~

~

~

~

~)

~

~

~

Make all current ly enclosed folders like this one

One Person/Group: Hide Folders

One Person/Group: Hide Files

See
Files

See
Folders

D

-"'
w
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As more applications take
advantage of Apple events, you
will have more need to set up
your system for program linking
or know how to allow your
programs to access those on
other Macintoshes. This is
different from launching an
application that you see in
someone else's disk or folder
that you've logged onto.

Troubleshooting

Glossary/ I ndeH

As more applications take advantage of

ij!fbll§§ii§ ~ 134, you will have more
need 10 set up your system for program linking
or know how to allow your programs 10 access
those on other Macintoshcs. This is different
from launching an application that you see in
someone else's disk or folder that you've
logged onto.

Allowing Program Linking

It takes as many as three series of actions to open an

Q

Shortn Setup
Network Identity

.,.._ ...... ,

l!to---:---.,..,--------,
rr:

0wntr Pu.svord : ~

................. , ;::::,_=='-----------.

~

1 Q._

.:.:.:_F

linking. Once your
P.~HIC::illii~-. and user settingsallowprogram
Control Panels
linking, you'll only have to concern yourself with the
settings of individual applications.
~rogram

Sharing Se t up
XN

~

xo
XP

~~~------•w~ ~~~~
XI

HyperCard

Kind: application program
Yhere: Zeus : Applications:
Hyp~rCard:

xo

llow remote program linking

Click here

<Guest>

<Guest>

Accessing Program Linking
How a program accesses another varies widely, but
you may encounter the follO\ving series of dialogs
along the way. The first is called a program selection
dialog, in which you first choose a Madntosh on the
network and a program on that Macintosh.
Select a networked Macintosh and one of its program to link to:
Moclntoshes
Programs
File Sharing Ext ension
DonnyBook
Finder

Click here

Microsoft Excel

Connect t o the file server · oannyBook " as:

0

Gues t

® Regist ered User
Name:
Password:

Canc el

IDonny Goodman
l•uu• I (Two - way Scrambled)
[ Se t Pass word

J

([

OK
v7.0

n
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Software
FileShare Maintenanc:e

While FileShare is running on
your Macintosh, you have
considerable control over who's
using what and when to
disconnect users for any reason.

You should also periodically look through
your Users and Groups control panel to keep
the items up to date--removing users who no
longer connect to your network, deleting
groups that no longer work together, etc.

SJ ""-"""''

Sller1n Setup

Ne twork ldentlly
r:-:litl
----~:----,

~ PUS"VW4 : ~

_ _ ...... _r.z..s
:,==::__-------,

Click here to stop

~ ----~~gl~
7 __ -

Contro1 Panels

Shar ing Setup

Disconnecting All Users

~

Is a Folder Being Used?
From the Fmder, you can see immediately whether a
shared folder is currentlyaccessed by a user. The
folder's icon has user faces in it.

Who Is Connected?
At any time, you can see who is currently connected
to your Macintosh and which foldcr(s) they arc
accessing. If connected users are actively accessing
flies, you 'Usee network activlty in the meter.

Contro1 Panels

~!~I
'71 .....

File Shar ing Moni t or

Temporarily Remove a User
You may prevent a currently connected user from
working further on your files.

If you tum off file sharing completely or attempt to
shut down the computer while others are using your
computer, you can give users advanced warning
about the impending closure of your computer.
When you shut down, you can walk away from t'Our
Macintosh, whlle giving SC\eral minutes' warning to
users. After that time, your Macintosh shuts off by
itself (e"<cept for compact Macintoshes, which must
also be switched oO).

Logging Off Another's Macintosh
When you are finished using the [older or disk from
another Macintosh, it is common courtesy to log off.
Drag the server Icon on the Desktop to the Trash.

There are people connected to
this Macintosh, how many
minutes until they are
disconnected?

1!!1!!1
!!!!!!!!!!O!!!!K!!!!!!!!!!~~

Cancel

~

It'!'(

· oann yBook "
The file seru ar h clo11ng down In 10 mlnut ef sl

19:2t PM on 4/ 3/ 921.

OK

rile Sherin Monitor

C

Amy 's Macintosh

Q

Shored Items

M

'-------=~
file Shor1ng Actlully:

....

ltJ Connected User-s
John Doe

Mery Smllh

John Doe

( Uhconner t J

~ .....
~~~1 7

Contro1 Panels

Use r s & Gr oups

Permanently Removing
a User or Group
Users and groups can be dragged to the Trash, just
like any file. If you delete a user, It is automatically
removed from all groups in which it was a member.

~

......,,~~~ -

Control Panels

..J oh n Doe " Is currentl y connec te d to
this Moclntosh. ond will be lmme dlot ely
disconnec t ed.

'7_n~.

Us ers & Groups

Permanently Removing
a User from a Group
If you just want to remove a user from a group, but
keep the user, then drag the member icon to the
Trash.

r;~~

Contro1 Panels

~

·oanny&oot •
Tne f1le urue r nas closed down 19:2 1 PM on

4/3/ 92).

OK
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Connecting to the Outside World

Increasingly, the "no man is an
island" phrase applies to
personal computers. Beyond
connecting a Macintosh to a
network of other Macintoshes,
many users find the need to
connect to, or share information
with, other computers.

Despite early impressions to the contrary, the
Macintosh is one of the most "connectable"
personal computers around. Without any more
hardware or software th~m what comes with
every Macintosh today, you C.'Ul exchange files
with any 3.5'' floppy disk drive-equipped
IWJnM computer just by swapping diskettes
(and a bit of clicking in thelt®t!lijt\1
llmibilljprograrn, wl1ich comes with
System 7).

Macintosh and IBM PC users in the same office
can contribute to, say, the same Excel
spreadsheet or WordPerfect document. With
add-on hardware for IBM-style PCs and
third-party networking software, it is also
possible to combine Macintoshes and PCs on
network, so that both types of
machines can share the same file server or
open each other's disk volumes.

Mac-to-Macintosh File Transfer

Assuming both users have connected a modem to
their computers and are running communications
software, here are typical steps in exchanging a lite
from Macintosh Ato Madntosh B:

anmtr;m'G

What's a modem?
The tenum Bis a combination of the words
modulator and demodulator. As a modulator, a
modem converts the zero and one bit
representations of computer infonuation Into
audible sounds that can travel over regular
telephone lines. At the other end, the modem
demodulates the signals back Into the zeros and
ones that the receiving computer understands. One
Macintosh serial port, labeled \vith a telephone icon,
is recommended for connecting a modem.

Of Baud and bps
Modems are often interchangeably rated in two units
of measure called baud (pronounced bawd, and
named after French communications pioneer, J.M.E.
Baudot) and bits per second (bps). ln practice,
these tenus do not refer to the same amount of
infonuation per second, so the regard the values
merely as relative speed indicators.
Common modem speeds these days are 1200 and
2400 baud for data. Fax modems send at 9600
baud, although with an entirely different protocol
than regular data modems. The faster the modem
speed, the higher the quality of phone line needed to
accomplish error free infonuation exchanges.
Improved voice quality of long distance telephone
lines in the United States is making 9600 baud data
transfer Increasingly common, despite the higher
cost of such data modems.

In addition to the obvious methods of getting a lite
from one Madntosh to another (e.xchan~
floppy disk- humorously calledfilt@i_
r
connecting via System 7 FileShare on a network),
Macintosh users at different sites can use telephone
modems and communications software to
accomplish the same feat. Both modems must have
the same transmission speed ablliUcs, and both
users need telecommunications software
{Microphone by Software Ventures is a popular
choice) to control the modem and transfer the files.
The two users don't have to use the same
communications software. Both programs, however,
must have the same communications settings
(usually set in a dialog box available from a menu
command-common settings are 1200 baud, 8 data
bits, 1 stop bit, no parity). For flle transfer, both
programs must also have the same error detection
protocols (one called MacBiruuylj~l$1j is the
most popular).

0 Madntosh A uses the software to instruct the
modem to await a call.
f) Madntosh B uses the software to instruct the
modem to dial Macintosh B's phone number.
If all goes well, both users see the word
CONNECT in the terminal window that is part of
their communications software. They should type
a line of te.xt to each other to make sure both
software programs are set correctly.
8 Madntosh Aissues the software command to
send a file. Through a standard file dialog box,
the user selects the file.
Madntosh Bissues the so[tware command to
receive a file (although some communications
programs detect an incoming llle, obviating the
need for this step).
Gouring transfer (with XMODEM transfers),
both users see a dialog box display progress as
blocks of the file move across tl1e phone line.
8 when the transfer is complete, both machines use
the software to instruct the modem to hang up the
phone line.

0

0

It's not uncommon for first attempts at making the
initial connection to fail. It may take a few tries of
double-checking the software settings and restarting
the modem to successfully connect.

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook

Agreat many Macintosh users also usc
telephone@@§@ to connect their
Macintoshes to computers-from other
Macintoshes to huge mainframes-in other
locations. Communications software for your
Macintosh allows Macintosh-to-Macintosh file
transfers, logging into global electronic mail
services, linking to corporate databases, and
joining lively idea exchanges by way of
electronic bulletin boards.

File Compression

File Formats

To reduce the time It takes to transfer a file from
one computer to another, a number of compression
techniques are available. Programs that compress
files are usually commercial products, while the
corresponding decompression utility is often
av-.illable free from user groups and bulletin boards.
•
1
• "" 1
actually create a compressed
copy of a file (or group of files) as an intermediate
file, which is the one that gets transferred ~ia
modem.

When exchanging document files with
non-Macintosh desktop computers, it is sometimes
possible for both computers to use the sanne
document. Acommon
is necessary,
such that programs on both computers can open
and save changes to the file.

When downloading a file (transferrin from another
computer to yours) fromUI!1rulrfM~ri!i~ftili:'J
(BBSs), vou'IJ often see three-letter identifiers
following a period at the end of the file-QI]led a
file name extension. In on-Une software libraries, an
extension usually lets you know what, if any,
compression was used to create the file. Here are
common Macintosh file identifiers:
j ·

I

None: Plain te.xt file,

.txt

None

.asc

None

None: an ASCTI text file

.sit

Stull-ll

UnSiuftlt Deluxe

.cpt

Compactor
Compactor

ready to read

.sea

Depending on the type of file, a file compression
program can reduce the slze of a file by one-half or
more. If you are using a commercial service for file
transfer (including attaching documents to
electronic mail), file compression can be a money
saver, even t110ugh you often have to go through
extra steps on both ends of the transfer.

Plain text Oles are one common file type that
virtually every personal computer can open with one
or more progr:uns on that computer. Many
Macintosh programs, for e.'<JliTlple, offer options in
the Save dialog box to save the file as a plain text
file. Other programs, such as database programs,
provide export fadUties to save their information as
text files. Another term for a text file Js anmBJl
(ASS-kee) file, a reference to a smndard coding
scheme that assigns numeric values to each letter,
numer-Al, and punctuation mark of the English
language. Every personal computer know-s that the
ASCII code number for the capital letter "A," for
example, is 65.
Apotential problem 1vith A'iCU files, however, is that
word processing document style parameters (e.g.,
bold te.xt, center alignment, tab settings.) are not
saved with the ASCII characters. To facilitate the
bridge between incompatible word processing file
formats is a common format called!-1-'o'i~.~~~,~lilal'
(RTF). Many word processing programs on
different computing systems open and save their
documents in tltese formats.

lien~

Text versions of database and spreadsheet programs
also adhere to another convention that help other
progr-.uns use the information. Each database field
or spreadsheet cell needs to be distinguished from
information in adjacent field or cell; each database
record and spreadsheet row needs to be
distinguished from its neighbors. The most common
way of making these distinctions is with unique
delimiter characters. The tab character (ASCTI value
9) separates fields and cells from each other; the
return character (ASCU 13) separateS records and
spreadsheet rows. This fomtat is called a
tab-delimited file. Most Macintosh spreadsheets and
databases can read and save information In this
format, usually as a method of transferring
information between normally incompatible
programs.
Acomma-delimited file (more common in the PC
world due to its popularity as the format for the
dBase commercial database) places commas
between fields, but the same return character
between records.

MultiplaHorm Applications
Software providers who offer similar programs for
both the Macintosh and
1t
(each
one of these is called a platfonn) often have
compatible file formats, such tltat a document saved
on one platfornt is readable by the same progrann
on a different platform. Examples of such progrann
include: Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word,
WordPerfect, and Lotus 1-2-3. ln these instances,
the only transfer hurdle Is getting the file from one
disk format to another.

are the Stl'PS to transfer an ~IS· DOS file to the

~lacintosh:

Reading/Writing MS-DOS Disks
'ladntosh and ,\IS-DOS .IS' diskettes look alike on
the outside. hut thl' way they map iufonnation on
the disk surface is entirell· different. ,\disk
formatted in one s'\Stem i~ lllll'l~ldahle hr the other.
Third-party systen; software l'\tensions f;1r the
' lacintosh allow nos disks to appear on the
desktop just like any disk But if you nl'l'd to
u~msfl·r material to or frnm an .\IS-DOS disk is
rl'latin•ly infreqUl'lll. the Apple File Exchan~e
prn).: l~lm. which cuml'S with s~~ll'm -. can do the
joh.

O stan Apple Fill· Ewhangt•. Your hard disk
mlume's ftll-s and folders ~Ire listed on the left:
the right column is empty.
f) Insert the ~!S-IlOS disk into your SuperDrhe
floppy disk drill'. The ftll·s on the disk appear in
the 1ight column.
O sclertone or mon· files from the right column.
and dirk cmmmmJ . Those files are now on
Your \tacintosh hard disk.
0 \cth·;ue thl' Finder. start your application. and
open thl· fill'.
C) when you quil .\pple Fik• E\ch~m~e. till' .\IS-DO~
disk is automatkally ejecll'd.

In the rell'rse direction. 11111 simply ll~msLut• in tht•
opposite direction. Ill- aware. hmnwr. that ~IS·IJOS
file naml'S are restrictt•d to 1-i leiters. follm~ed Ill a
period and up to tlll'l'l' more leiters as an e\lension .
.\pple File Ewhan).:e truncates longer \lacintosh
names to ftt. so 1ou ma~ 11ish to rename tht• fill' on
the 'lacintosh hl'fore cop~ing it to the IJOS disk.
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No Messages

With the help of system
software, the Macintosh is one of
the most helpful personal
computers when it comes to
letting you know when
something out of the ordinary is
about to happen . Alert boxes
emanating from System 7 are
informative, often telling you
what to do next.

Not evety problem comes with on-screen
instructions, however. The most frustrating
difficulties Macintosh users have is when
something goes wrong while trying to start the
computer. Rarely are there friendly messages
to help. Still, if you are observant, you can spot
a number of clues to help you figure out
what's wrong and what to do about it.

Nothing happens when you turn
on the Macintosh.

Unusual Tones Sound at Startup

Bxplanation: On a compact Macintosh (Plus, SE,
SF/30, Classic, Classic ll), the machine is not getting
power; on a Macintosh II system, either the
machine isn't gelling power or the keyboard power
switch is not communicating with the Macintosh. On
PowerBooks, either ihe battery has been removed
or it is.completely discharged.
Solution: For the compact Macintoshes, check to
make sure that the Macintosh power cord is
securely connected to the Macintosh and to the
power outlet. Be sure the outlet, Itself, has power.
Perhaps the outlet is connected to a wall switch or
is part of a switched power strip. Plug another
electrical device into the outlet to vedfy that power
is at least reaching the outlet. If the outlet is OK, try
another power cord. The Macintosh power cord is
similar to most personal computer device power
cords. If another power cord still doesn't get your
Macintosh going, the problem lies inside the
Macintosh, and requires a technician to repair.
For Macintosh lis, check all the possibilities above.
Then look at the keyboard cable, making sure it is
securely connected to the keyboard and an 1 1
rmJon your Macintosh. If your model has two
ADB ports, try the other port. If possible, also try
another Macintosh keyboard-the contact~ ofihe
power,on switch have been known to oxidize and
refuse to make contact. Lastly, try pressing the
manual power switch on tlte rear panel. If this also
fails to bring the machine to life, a technician needs
to look at the machine.
For PowerBooks, make sure the batterv Is inserted
properly. Connect the AC charger to a ~all power
outlet. If the machine fails to start (remember the
trap door power switch on the 140 and 170
models), the unit needs repair.

Explanation: When you tum on a Macintosh fi, ll
pedorms a number of self-tests of the hardware
before looking for a startup disk.lf any of these
tests fall after the famWar startcup tone, you hear
any combination of three tone sequences after the
Macintosh startup chord: a single high-pitched tone;
two high-pitched tones going up in frequency; and
a broken (A major) chord scale of four notes. The
single tone means a failure during a RAM test; the
two tones means failure during the second RAM
test; the chord scale-the most common-means
that there is some unknown hardware failure.
Solution: Either[l!!iiJfailure may mean that there
is a "Problem with one or more RAMtll\ml
installed in your Macintosh. It's probably more
serious than just an unseated S!MM, which causes
the chord scale tones. If your Macintosh allows you
to remove some of the SIMMs to work in smaller
memory, try removing a SIMMgroup to see if you
can isolate the SIMM giving you the problem. Then
replace that SIMM.
When the chord scale sounds, think about the last
hardware-related changes you made to your system.
This could range from installing SIMMs to changing
SCSI cables. Look for loose SIMMs, system board
connectors, and SCSI cables. If everything looks OK
to you, then you'Uhave to let a technician look at
the Mac.

Sad Macintosh Icon
Upon Power On
Explanation: Asad Madntosh icon is the compact
Macintosh and Quadra way of letting you 'know
about a hardware problem diagnosed during the
Mac's initial self-test. Below the icon is a series of
numbers, which help technldans uncover the
location of bad RAM and other problems.
Solution: If you've installed SIMMs yourself, reopen the case and make sure the SlMMs are
installed correctly and that any resistors or jumpers
on the system board are connected or removed for
the particular memory configuration. When reassembling the Macintosh, be sure all system board
connectors are firmly attached. For Quadras, the
problem ls often related to incompatible drivers for
SCSI devices, such as hard disks, scanners, etc. Be
sure you have the latest drivers for peripherals
before starting up those devices. An incompatible
disk drive driver may prevent the Quadra fron even
starting from a floppy disk as long as the hard disk
is turned on. If the problem persist~ . a techiticlan
should look at the machine.

Danny Goodman's Macintosh Handbook:

Floppy Disk is Ejected
at Power On
Explanation: This Is actually nonnal behavior for
the Macintosh when II discovers a floppy disk in a
diskdrive at staitup and the disk does not have a
System file on it As the disk Is being ejected, the
Macintosh icon on the screen shows an "X" in the
middle. If the disk Is supposed to have a System file
on it to let you start from the floppy, then the disk
may be damaged.
Solution: Start the Macintosh from another startup
disk (or hard disk), and then insert the floppy disk
to. inspect its contents. If the disk is damaged, you
will be prompted that the disk is unreadable.
Otherwise, make sure the disk has a System and
Finder on it. If those files are on the disk, and the
Macintosh still rejects the disk at startup, then the
System and rmder rues are probably damaged on
the disk. Create a new startup disk from the installer
disks.

No Hard Disk Starts Up
Explanation: The core problem is that your
Macintosh is not recognizing your hard disk. The
causes can range from something as simple as an
external bard disk not being turned on in the
correct sequence to a complete hard disk crash.
Solution: Because there are so many reasons your
Macintosh doesn't recognize your bard disk, here is
the range of things to look into:

0Try restarting the Macintosh a couple times.
Sometimes the Macintosh needs a couple restarts
to recognize a newly connected SCSI drive.
fJ Start your Macintosh with a minimum system
diskette, and see if the hard disk comes onto the
Desktop as a second volume. JI it does not,
continue with the following; otherwise see the
next troubleshooting problem.
For an external SCSI drive, be sure all SCSf
cables are connected securely.
0 If you have many SCSI devices chained to your
Macintosh, disconnect all but the hard disk. Be
sure it is tenninated per the manufacturer's
instructions and SCSI discussions on page'ij 58.
C) Be sure you turn on the e.xternal SCSI hard disk
before turning on the Macintosh.
0 Be sure the SCSI ID of an external device is
something other than zero.
8rry another cable for an external SCSI hard disk.
0For an internal hard disk, make sure the cables
connecting the disk to the system board are
finnly attached.
G) Be sure your hard disk driver (extension) is
compatible with System 7. If the drive Is an Apple
drive, the installation of System 7 takes care of
that. For third-party drives, new driver software
may be required. Contact the manufacturer for
an update.
CJDrry zapping the PRAM-t)41, and restart once

0

again.

GFor an internal hard disk (especially 80MB
Quantum-made drives sold byApple), very gently
rap the center of the disk (the hub). These disks
were notorious for not spinning upon startup.

C&Most external, non-Apple hard drives come with
software for fonnatting and maintenance. Start
the Macintosh with that hard disk software (from
floppy disk). If your software includes a program
that lets you look at a list of SCSI devices
recognized by your Macintosh, look to see if your
hard disk Is in the list. Ashareware control
panel, called SCSI Probe is an excellent tool for
this exploration. If you've satisfied all previous
items, and this software still does not see your
hard disk on the SCSI chain, your bard disk may
be inoperable. Your data Is probably still intact
on the disk. Professional disk recovery services
can usually recover your data in the process of
bringing the disk back to life. Such services can
be expensive (up to $1000 for recovering and
repairing a 300MB hard disk). Contact the disk
drive manufacturer or dealer for guidance on
recovering your data.
If the hard disk software does find the disk, try
using that software to reinstall the driver
(extension) for that hard disk. Be sure the driver
is compatible with System 7. JI you have a
backup of your data, you should consider using
the software to reformat your hard disk, and then
copy data files and programs back to the disk.
Something has been corrupted ln the mapping of
information on the disk, making refonnatting a
good choice.
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In the following pages of this section, you can find

explanations and solutions to problems and
messages you may encounter while using the
Madntosh. Items that don't present any messages
are listed first. After that comes an alphabetical
listing of the messages you are most likely to
encounter. Messages not included here are those
that are so thorough on their own that they require
no explanation.

Hard Disk Shows Only as
Secondary Volume
Explanation: lf your hard disk won't boot, but
does appear on the Desktop when you start from a
minimum system disk or another hard disk, the
problem Is usually related to damaged system files.
Solution: Use the hard disk's utility sofm.'lll'C to reinstall its driver (extension) on the hard disk. Make
sure the driver is System 7 compatible before trying
to restart from that hard disk. Then reinstall the
system software from the Install diskettes. Then run
Disk First Aid, a utility program that comes on one
of the System 7 installer disks. This program repairs
minor hard disk problems. If you have a third-party
hard disk, it probably comes with similar repair
software tailored to that drive. Commerdal disk
utility products, such as Norton Utilities (from
S}lDantec) and MacTools (from Central Point
Software) include additional disk repair aides.
lf these efforts fail, restart from a system diskette,
and perform two backups of all data Bles,
programs, and non-Apple S}'Slem files. Reformat the
disk using the hard disk utility software_ Re-install
System 7, and re-load your backed up files onto the
hard disk.

Software

MMI!i!k#lljioften substitute sped6c names of
documents, applications, folders, and so on as part
of the message-all to help you better understand
the context of the message. Since each message of
this type has different nan1es between the quotes,
the listings below adhere to a convention of naming
an object as "My" plus the type of object: MyDoc is
any document; MyApp is an application; and so on.
When you encounter a message that begins with the
nan1e of a document, folder, or disk, look under the
M's in the listing below.

Wrong hard disk starts up

Startup Stalls Midway

Explanation: The Madntosh either doesn't know
or has forgotten whicll hard disk should be the
startup volume.

Explanation: Assuming you reacll the Welcome to
Madntosh alert, an extension or control panel is
conOJcting with the system or other extension when
it loads into memory at startup.

Solution: Use the Startup Disk control panel
~0 to select the desired startup volume, then

restart the Madntosh. If this doesn't work, then
make sure all SCSI devices on the SCSJ cllain have
different ID numbers. Finally, zap th~J ,
reselect the desired disk In the Startup Disk control
panel, and restart the Macintosh once more. Also
see page~58 for the natural startup order of SCSI
hard disks when PRAM Is in its default state.

Solution: Watcll the screen closely during startup.
Many extensions and control panels (those that load
some part of themselves into RAM during startup)
display their icons at the bottom of the screen. lf the
startup procedure stops after a particular icon
shows up, then make note of that icon. Restart the
Madntosh with the shift key down to bypass all
extensions. Then Uiew your Extensions folder
by Name. Since extensions load into RAM in
alphabetical order, the most likely suspect is the
one with the name after the last icon to appear on
the screen during startup. lf all extensions loaded,
then do the same procedure with the Control
Panels folder. Not all control panels load into
memory, so the culprit may be further d0'\\<11 the
alphabet from the last successful loading item. Try
removing suspected items to the root level of your
hard disk, and restart. If the startup is successful,
return suspected items to their respective folders
one at a time and restart. When the Macintosh no
longer starts, the item you just inserted into the
System folder is the confllcting extension or control
panel. Contact the publisher or author of the
program about your incompatibility. It may require
an update for the version of system software you're
running.
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The Macintosh "freezes"

An Expected Hard Disk Fails to
Appear on the Desktop

Multiple icons for a hard disk
appear on the Desktop

Explanation: lf you have multiple hard disks
connected, and one doesn't appear on the Desktop
after startup, the Macintosh doesn 'I recognize it on
the SCSI chain. If the missing volume(s) is a
parlllion of a large bard disk, the most likely cause
Is that the volume containing the partitioning
software (extension) wa.~ not the startup disk. Most
parlltioning software must be in the startup disk to
mount other partitions.

Explanation: SCSI cabling and termination is
improperly connected. SCSI signals are bouncing
around your SCSI chain. This is a sedous problem,
which can damage your disks if not remedied right
away.

Solution: In the case or a standalone disk:
0Restart the Macintosh a couple more limes,
especially if you just connected the disk to the
Mac.
Be sure SCSI numbers on all devices are unique.
Go through recommended SCSI cabling
technlques described on pages~ 58.
Ouse a SCSI program (such as SCSI Probe) to see
if your disk is recognized on the SCSI chain. Such
software usually lets }'OU mount the disk to the
Desktop without restarting.

I

In the case of a hard disk parlltion:

0

Make the hard disk containing the partition the
startup disk, and restart the Macintosh.
f) check the partitioning software (usually a desk
accessory) to sec which partitions it mounts
automatically upon startup.

Solution: Immediately shut down your Macintosh.
Leave it off for about ten minutes before restarting
with a new SCSI cable and termlnator configuration.
Use the SCSI cabling guidelines on pages~ 58 to
adjust your SCSI chain.

Explanation: Your Madntosh has either suffered a
catastrophic software failure (not likely to harm
your machine) , you are using a HyperCard stack
that is in some kind of loop, an AppleTalk or SCSI
cable has come apan from its connector, or the
ADB cable between the keyboard and Macintosh is
loose or deteriorating. Software failures of this kind
usually leave pan of the screen unrefreshed, as a
dialog box or other window closes io response to
some thoroughly proper action on your pan. A
software failure is either the result of poor
programming of the application that took the
Macintosh with II or the result of a confUct between
a software extension and an application (or
multiple extensions). AHyperCard freeze is
usually not as serious as other software failures,
since the HyperCard loop is easily interrupted from
the kC}i>oard.
Solution: In the case of a software failure, you
should first try to Quit the program by typiog
command-option-escape. In the resulting dialog
box, cUck Force Quit. This shuts down only the
offending application (losing all changes since your
last save). Save documents in other programs and
restan the Macintosh.
If you can't force quit, then restart the Macintosh. If
you have a programmer's switcll ~11, press the
Reset button, rather than fully powering down the
Macintosh. Sometimes a failure of this nature
renders even the Reset switch inoperable. If so, then
hit the power switch on the rear panel. When the
problem is predictable and repeatable, contact the
software publisher with a bug repon. If the
publisher has discovered the bug, It may have a fix
for you over and above regular product upgrades.

For a HyperCard freeze, always try typing
command-period to get HyperCard out of any
loop it may be in. At this point, ills best to qult and
restan HyperCard. Try opening and using the stack
again. If the loop per..ists, contact the publisher or
author about the problem.
Aloose AppleTalk or SCSI cable can freeze a
machine, especially when you perform some
operation that requires information be sent or
retrieved through those ports. If an AppleTalk cable
comes undone at a critical moment, you may be
able to recover gracefully by plugging the cable into
whatever connector It came fron1. Adisconnected
SCSI cable, however, won't recover so niceJy-in
fact it is hazardous to the health of your Madntosh
to plug SCSI cables while the machine Is running.
You'U have to tum off the machine, reconnect the
cable, and restan.
When C\-erything else seems fine, your keyboard
cable may be giving out. Tum off the Macintosh,
jiggle the cable and make sure all ADB cables are
finnly attached to their connectors. Then restan the
machine. If possible, also try another cable on the
same machine and keyboard. Keyboard cables tend
to wear out where they bend away from the
keyboard toward the Macintosh.
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Alert Box Messages

These messages are found in alert boxes that may
appear in response to specific conditions or
actions. They appear in alphabetical order.

n newer item named
"MyOoc/MyHpp/MyFolder"
already eHists in this
location. Are you sure you
want to replace the newer
item with the one you're
mouing?
Explanation: Before you copy or move an item to
another folder, system software compares the name
of the item against everything In that folder. If the
name is the same as an existing me or folder, then
system software also compares the modification
dates of both items. U the item in the destination
folder has a more recent modification date, you get
this message. This is an attempt to help you identify
the most recent version of a me. This comparison,
however, does not take into account that both items
with the same name may be of completelydJJferent
me types. Proceed with C5:J onlyif you are one
hundred percent sure that you won't be overwriting
a more up-to-date version of a me or folder. If you
click I co nu l I, the copyor move operation is
cancelled, and everything returns to its previous
stale.

nn error occured while
writing to the disk. The file
"MyOoc" was not saued.
10=88
Explanation: In the process of saving a document,
something prevents the write to the disk Typical lD
numbers indicate the problem:
-33 Directory on the disk is full
-34 Disk is full
-35 Volume is no longer available on the desktop
-36 Input/Output error

nn item named "MyOoc/
MyHpp/MyFolder" already
eHists in this location. Do you
want to replace it with the
one you're mouing?
Explanation: Before you copy or move an item to
another folder, system software compares the name
of the item against everything in that folder. If the
name is the same as an existing me or folder, and
the modification dates are the same, system
software alerts you to what may be a wasted move
or copy. Sometimes, however, it is easier to just
copy, say, a folder full of stuff, which may duplicate
items in the destination, than painstakinglydeselect
duplicate items.
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An older item named
"MyDoc/MyApp/MyFolder"
already eKists in this
location. Do you want to
replace it with the one
you're mouing?
Explanation: Before you copyor move an item to
another folder, system software compares the name
of the item against evel)'thing in that folder. If the
name is the same as an existing file or folder, then
system software also compares the modification
dates of both items. If the item in the destination
folder has a less recent modification date, you get
this message. This is an attempt to help you identify
the most recent ,·ersion of a file. This comparison,
howa-er, does not take into account that both items
with the same name may be of completelydifferent
file types. Generally, it is best to allow something to
copy over an older version, provided the latest
version is not some temporary test document. If you
click I con nl I, the copyor move operation is
cancelled, and evecythlng returns to Its previous
state.

Are you sure you want to
completely replace contents
of "MyDislcl" with contents
of "MyDislc2"?
Explanation: You can freely copythe contents of
one disk to another, provided that the destination
disk is at least the same slze as the source disk
When you see this message, study it carefullyto
make sure you dragged the Icon of the correct
source disk to the desired destination disk icon. As
the disk copy takes place, you see a Copy
progress dialog box. While you may stop the
process at any time, the destination disk wJllllkely
lose some of its original material ii you've let some
of the copying go ahead. The copy retalns the exact
same folder layout and desktop properties of the
original-except for the name of the disk If you
want the copyto have the same disk name, you'll
have to edit the destination disk name manually.

Are you sure you want to
rebuild the desktop file on
the dislc "MyDislc"?
Comments in info windows
will be lost.
Explanation: If you start or restart your Macintosh
with the command and option keys held down,
you can let the systemsoftware rebuild the Desktop
61e-a good periodic maintenance procedure for
all Macintosh users@ 12, 54. This message is here
to let you change your mJnd before the process
begins, because on large hard disks, it can take a
few minutes to complete. As indicated In the
message, any comments you've entered into the Get
Info boxes of files are lost during Desktop file
rebuilding.
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Alert Box Messages cont.

Are you sure you want to set
the memory size for the
application "MyApp" to less
than the suggested
minimum?

Because of a communication
error, "Mydoc" from
"MyApp" could not be
printed on LaserWriter
"MyPrinter". Try again?

Explanation: SOme program authors allow you to

Explanation: This message froml @fifil tfflMtt\1
indicateS that the Macintosh and J.aserWriter had
some difficulty In communicating during a
particular print job. ft's always worth trying a print
job again, but with a communication error, the
culprit is more likely a loose cable or some other
glitch that will require resetting the Macintosh or
I.aserWriter or both. If you cancel printing, the print
job ls deleted. You'Uhave to reissue the Print
command from the application to get the print job
back in the queue.

set the actual application memory space for an

application to somewhat less then an ideal
minimum. This message warns you that you are
setting the size to less that! minimum recommended
RAM. The penalty for running In less than suggested
minimum memory Is usually slower performance
@44.

Could not locate the edit ion,
because the uolume it is on
could not be mounted.
Explanation: The shared volume containlng an
edition your document subscribes to is not available
on the netWork. It could mean simply that the
owner's Madntosh Is turned off or has file sharing
turned o[ It could also mean that the owner has
changed the sharing property of lhe folder
containing the edition file. The folder might no
longer be shared as a distinct volume, but as part of
an enclosing folder or disk. Use the Chooser to
mount other volumes from the 0\\1ler's Macintosh
to see if your edition file Is in one of those volumes
(it may be nested one or more levels deeper now).
If the edition is there, then cancel the existing
subscription, and resubscribe to the new edition.
Then drop a note to the owner complainillg that
changing folder sharing properties \\ithout warning
is a dirty trick.
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Document "Mydoc" from
"MyRpp" could not be
printed on LaserWriter
"MyPrinter" because of a
PostScript error.
Explanation: This message from PrintMonltor
reports a p(Oblem that the printer has with the
PostScript commands sent bythe application on the
Macintosh. It's Impossible to tell what's really
wrong. Sometimes It can be a document trying to
print to too large a space on the page for the
amount of RAM in the particular LaserWriter model
you're using. Sometimes restarting the application
or resetting the printer can clear the problem. If
not, try to print the document on a LaserWriter
containing more RAM.

Edition cannot be found,
because the uolume it is on
could not be mounted/
because it is missing.
Explanation: Both publishers and subscribers
look to edition rues-publishers on saving,
subscribers on opening. Subscribers, however, rely

on editions for material. When a subscriber In an
opening document cannot find an edition rue, it
usually displays the last information it had from the
edition. Digging deeper into subscriber Information,
a cllck of (' ' ' un1oo Now I produces an error
message revealing the missing edition. The edition
maybe on a shared volume not currently mounted
(or mountable), or the edition may have been
deleted entirely. You'll have to live with the last
version of the data, or open a new link to a new
edition created byanother publisher.

Folders cannot be copied
onto 4BBK dislcs. To copy the
contents of a folder, open
the folder and drag the
items inside it to the disk:.
Explanation: The 400K disk was the original
Macintosh disk size. It was designed around a file

system called Macintosh File System (MFS). MFS
created folder organization in a manner different
from today's Hierarchical File System (HFS).
Four-hundred kilobyte disks work only in MFS. As
such, they don't understand HFS folder
organization. You'll have to copy items as distinct
items (of course you can select and copy multiple
items), and re-do the folder organization in MFS
folders on the diskette.
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Items on floppy disk:s cannot
be shared.
Explanation: The prohibition on sharing Items
from floppy disks is primarily a guard against the
transient nature of floppy disks on a typical system.
It could be hazardous and disappointing for other
users to mount a floppy disk or folder therein from
your machine, only to have you eject the disk to
perfonn some other diskette operation. To keep file
sharing running more smoothly, Apple engineers
have restricted sharing to hard disks and large
removable media (like cartridge disks).

"MyRpp" prefers 999K of
memory. 999K is auailable.
Do you want to open it using
the auailable memory?
Explanation: As an application opens, It tries to
occupy the amount of RAM specified in the Current
Size field of the Get Info box for the application. If
the application will run under less than that
amount, but within the amount of free RAM
available on your Macintosh, this alert message
gives you a chance to open the application in
available memory. If you've set a memory partition
for an application much larger than its suggested
size, then there is usually little problem running ln
what's available. You may not, however, be able to
open large documents that you can under the larger
memory partition. And If the application is running
near its absolute mlnlmum RAM~4, the program
may run slower as pieces of the program are
retrieved from disk more often when you Issue
menu commands.

"Mydoc" from "MyRpp" could
not be printed because
LaserWriter "MyPrinter"
could not be found. Try
again?
Explanation: It's not unusual to tum on the
printer and issue the Print conunand at about the
same time. But when PrintMonitor is ready to send
the print job to the printer and the printer is not yet
warmed up, you may get this message back from
ljltjN tjTitttttiYou can wait at this message until
the printer is ready, and then click I Tr!l Rgaln ). If you
cancel, you'll have to reissue the Print command
from the application to get the print job rolling
again.

Another case of this message is when you are
connected to a mulli-LaserWriter network,
especially one with multiple zones. Be sure that the
last LaserWriter on which you printed is turned on
and available on the network. You may have to rechoose the printer via the[4,UI.#§ilf the network
cable to the primer came undone since you last
print job, you will get this message as well. Make
sure no one has kicked the cables out of their
sockets along the path.
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"Mydoc" from "MyApp" could
not be printed on
LaserWriter "MyPrinter"
because of an error.

"Mydoc" from "MyApp"
failed to print to LaserWriter
"MyPrinter". Do you want to
try to print it again?

Explanation: When a message, such as this one
from PrlntMonitor, merely calls the problem an
"error," It means that one of any number of highly
technical problems has caused the print job to
abort. When the problem Is more directly under
your control (e.g., the printer couldn't be found) it
tells you.( cancel )the print job, and reissue the
Print command again. If the problem persists,
restart the printer, the Macintosh, or both to try to
clear the problem.

Explanation: PrlntMonitor Is telling you that for
an unknown reason, the print job was not
completed. Before trying again, be sure the printer
l~ on, and the AppleTalk cable Is secure along the
path between your Macintosh and printer. If you are
on a network with multiple printers, be sure the
printer name shown In this message Is the printer
you intended to print the document If it Is not,
cancel the print job, change the printer via the
Chooser, and reissue the Print command from
the document
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"MyFolder/MyDislc" could not
be shared, because there is a
shared folder inside it.
Explanation: You tried to make a disk or folder
awllable for sharing when one or more items inside
that disk or folder are already set up for sharing. To
complete the desired sharing process, you'll have to
tum off sharing for every item inside the disk or
folder, and then tum on sharing for the whole thing.
This could be dangerous, however, If a lot of users
actively use the nested shared folder(s). If, for
example, someone has subscribed to an edition In
one of those folders, and you tum off its sharing
property to turn it on for an enclosing folder, the
user's document won't be able to find the edition.
The user gets the message "Could not locate the
edition, because the volume It Is on could not be
mounted." In other words, any folder you share
could be a valid volume name for those users with
access to that folder. Changing the folder's status
ellmlnates It as a possible volume to be mounted. U
you must change the sharing property of a folder to
allow sharing of an enclosing folder or disk, be sure
you alert users of the original folder. They'll have to
cancel their subscribers and resubscribe to the
same edition on the "new'' volume.

~
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Alert Box Messages cont.

"MyFolder/MyDisk:" could not
be shared, because there is
already a shared folder with
that name.
Explanation: You have tried to tum on file sharing
for a folder with the same name as a disk or folder
already set for file sharing. Even if the folders are
from different parts of your hard disk,IJ!ll
L1l!t'illmdoes not allow you to share two volumes
with the same name. This prevents confusion at the
other user's end, because he or she would have no
idea which of two same name volumes contained
the desired information.

No battery reserue power
remains. The Macintosh will
go to sleep within 19
seconds to preserue the
contents of memory. Good
Night.
Explanation: Your Macintosh Portable or
PowerBook battery has reached its lowest possible
level, and will shut you out in 10 seconds. lf the
battery were to run down even further, you would
probably lose the contents ofCBI!You don't have
10 save your work to disk when you get this
warning, because your current documents in RAM
should still be there after you connect to AC power
(assuming you do it within a day or two). It's a
good idea to connect the power cord as soon as
possible after seeing this message 10 make sure
RAM battery backup doesn't also drain your
changes away.

No Personal LaserWriter LS is
auailable. Please check: that
the printer is properly
connected and switched on.
Ellplanadon: The Personal LaserWriter IS

extension (driver) cannot get any signal back from
the printer indicating a soUd connection. Make sure
you have used the Chooser 10 select the serial port
10 which the printer is connected, and that all
cables are firmly attached 10 their connectors.
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Not enough memory to open
"My Oesl< Accessory." Try
closing another desk
accessory or quitting an
application.
Explanation: Thefi19U!J' orotherdesk
accessory tried to open, ut couldn't load any
information it needs to work fully. In addition to the
suggestions In the alert, see page@79, 108 for
additional memory management Ideas.

One or more items could not
be shared, because not all
uolumes are auailable for
file sharing.
Explanation: Tl)ing to share a volume or folder
from a cartridge hard disk may trigger this message,
even though the volume should be sharable. This
appears to be a System 7 bug. This can happen if
you mount the volume after start-up with a SCSI
mounter such as SCSI Probe. Restart the
Mad ntosh with the cartridge In the drive, and then
try Sharing In the File menu again. You may
not be able to eject the cartridge, however, unless
you tum off FUe Sharing altogether or shut down
the Madntosh.

Only 25% of the battery's
reserue power remains.
Please put your Macintosh to
sleep and plug in your power
adapter immediately. Doing
so will help eHtend the life
of your battery.
Explanation: Your Madntosh Portable battery Is
running quite low. At this point, you still have
enough juice to do a final save to disk if you like.
After you do so, Immediately put the machine to
sleep and plug In the ACpower supply. You may
then reawaken the machine and continue working
while the battery recharges.
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Alert Box Messages cont.

Rebuilding the desl<top file ...

Sorry, a system error has
occurred.

Explanation: You see this message in two cases:
8when you have specifically instructed the
Macintosh to rebuild the desktop file (by starting
up with the option and command keys held
down); and
8at startup when a hard disk volume has been
used on a System 6-based Macintosh prior to this
startup.
Because Systems 6 and 7 maintain very different
types of Desktop files, the System 7 version wants to
make sure its version is up to date while you work
UJlder System 7. This rebuilding does not harm the
System 6 desktop file, and you can freely move the
hard disk between Macintoshes running either
system. For more about the Desktop me, see page

~12,54.

Explanation: This message, !mown not too
affectionately by Macintosh veterans as The Bomb,
is the heartbreaker of all messages. It means that
some software confticl was so great that it took out
the entire system, instead of just a single application
(which would have ''unexpectedly quit"). When this
occurs after a successful startup, the problem is
usually linked to a confiict between an application
and something in the System Folder-usually an
extension (INn' and drh·e r types) or control
panel. This is particularly true if the bomb is
repeatable. The search for the conflict should stan
with the latest application or System Folder file
you've added to your hard disk. Try temporarily
removing the new file, and see if the problem goes
away. If so, then contact the publisher or author of
that file and relate your experience, along with a
complete list of extensions, control panels, and
applications you use.
If the problem comes up during startup, II can still
be an extension or control panel problem.
Restarting the machine with the shift key held
down turns off loading of all extensions and control
panels. If the machine works fine with extensions
off, then start working through the extensions to
find the culprit~83. But the bomb at startup may
also be a problem with a damaged system software
file. Try reinstalling the system software from the
installer disks. If that doesn't help, try reinstalling
your hard disk's driver with the help of its utility
software.

System bomb messages in System 7 also include
additional technical information about the program
that was running when it crashed and the possible
cause of the system crash. This information may be
of use to the technical support people at the
company whose software you suspect of the crash.
For most users, however, the messages give no clue
to help reduce the likelihood of having the error
again.

Asystem bomb should not be th.e result of anything
you do. Program authors should guard against
system _bombs even if the user punishes the
software. Do not feel responsible for any system
bomb you see.

That name is too long. Oesl<
accessory names can haue
up to 38 characters.
That name is too long. Disk:
names can haue up to 27
characters.
That name is too long. Folder
names can haue up to 31
characters.
That name is too long. User/
Group names can haue up to
31 characters.
Explanation: These messages are quite clear. What
is interesting, however, is the inconsistency among
item names throughout the Macintosh. Names of all
items, including files, have limits. Still, you should
be able to identify an item within 27 to 31
characters. The shorter the name, especially of files
and folders, the more likely you'll be able 10 see the
entire name in standard file dialog boxeso!l06.
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The alias "MyAiias" could not
be used, because the dislc
"MyUolume", which contains
the original item, could not
be found.
The alias "MyAiias" could not
be used, because the shared
dislc "MyUolume", which
contains the original item,
could not be found on the
networlc.
The alias could not be
opened, because the original
could not be found.
The alias could not be
opened, because the original
is in the trash.
Explanation:
120 files always point to
their original files. If you uy to work with an alias
6Je, it merely passes all information along to the
original, wherever it might be. If the original item is
moved to another volume, its original volume is not
currentlyavailable on the network or mounted on
your Macintosh, or its original file is in the Trash,
your alias won't be able to communicate with its
original. If the alias is to a Ole in a shared folder- or
disk on someone else's Macintosh, it automatically
mounts and logs you onto the volume. The first two
messages refer to original 6Jes that exist on volumes
other than the startup volume. The third message is
for an alias whose original is on either the current
startup disk or on a shared volume that your
Macintosh can successfullymount-it just can't
find the original6Je on the disk where it's supposed
to be. If the alias points to a 6Je on a shared volume
that cannot be mounted, contact the owner to find
out whythe disk is no longer available (perhaps his
or her machine is simply turned oil or has 6Je
sharing turned off). If the message indicates that
only the orlginal 6Je cannot be found (meaning that
it found the shared disk), ask the owner whythe
original Ole is no longer on the disk. Both aliases
and their originals may have their nlUI)e changed
without the Unk between them being broken. For an
original file to be not found, it must have been
deleted.

The application "MyApp" has
uneHpectedly quit, because
an error of type 88 occurred.
Explanation: When an application quits
unexpectedly, it is usuallyattributable to either a
conflict between that application and some
extension (INIT or driver) or the application didn't
manage its memory allocation properly. The error
number listed in this message rarely provides a clue
as to the real problem for users (or to programmers, for that matter). Very often, CKpanding the
memory allocation for an application reduces the
likelihood of this eJ1'or recurring. There is still a
problem with the application somewhere, hut until
a new version repairs the problem, you can lower
the risk bygiving it more memory if available.

The control panel
"MyControiPanel" cannot be
used now, because not
enough memory is auailable.,
The control panel
"MyControiPanel" cannot be
used now. There may not be
enough memory auailable, or
the control panel may be
damaged.
Explanation: Even though control panels take
up very little memory, tight memory situations can
prevent the opening of a single panel. To test
whether the control panel is damaged, quit one
application to open up memory space, and try to
open the control panel again. If it still shows up as
damaged, reinstallll (from the installer disksif it is
an Apple control panel).
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The cont rol panel
"MyControiPanel" cannot be
used with this Macintosh.

The dislc "My uolume" could
not be put away, because it
is being shared.

Explanation: Occasionally, thelljll!tfi!mcopies a
control panel to a Macintosh model that can't use
the particular control panel. For example, the
Portable control panel cannot be opened on any
Macintosh other than a Macintosh Portable or
PowerBook. If your hard disk Is an internal drive,
delete anycontrol panels that don't applyto your
machine. On an external hard disk, you may wish to
keep a larger library of control panels In case you
connect the disk to other Macintosh models along
the way.

Explanation: You cannot unmount a disk volume
(drag Its Icon to the Trash) If it or anyfolder inside
it is being shared. You may also see this message
when trying to eject cartridge hard disks that are
not shared. This appears to be a bug In System 7. If
you turn olll ~il1j!'DtfiJOn the Sharing Setup
control pancl So), you'll be able to unmount the
volume.

The document "MyDocument"
could not be opened,
because the application
program that created it
could not be found. Do you
want to open it using
"MyRpp"?
Explanation: Designers of some System 7
applications software have given their document
files the power to recommend an alternative
application for opening the documents In case the
original application cannot be found. For example,
you might give a word processing file to a friend,
but that person doesn't have the same word
processing program as you. Upon double-cllcklng
that document file, your friend might be alerted that
while the application that created the document is
not available,lijlt!lijGflis. What alternative
application can read a document is entirely up to
the program's author. In many cases, no alternate
wiU be offered. The message will simply say that the
creating application couldn't be found. You may stiU
be able to open the document In another
application of the same type (e.g., graphics, word
processing), since many programs allow you to
open documents In related flle formats~l30.
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The document "MyDocument"
is lock:ed, so you will not be
able to saue any changes. Do
you want to open it anyway?
Explanation: If you need to make changes to the
document, you'll have to unlock It from theiJmlD
first. Close the document, switch to the Finder,
select the file, and choose Get I n f o from the
File menu (or type command-f). At the lower
left corner of the dialog Is a Locked checkbox.
Uncheck the box to unlock the file. If the box is
already unchecked (the word "Locked" may be
dimmed), it means that the disk on which the file
resides Is locked. You can unlock a floppy disk by
ejecting it and sUding the locking lab closed~2.
But if the file Is on a CD-ROMor other locked
medium, )'OU'IJ have to copy the file to )'OUr hard
disk to make changes. You won't be able to record
those changes on the locked disk, however, by
recopying the changed file to the locked disk.

The file seruer has closed
down.

The file seruer Is closing
down in 18 minutes.

Explanation: The owner of a shared volume or
disk has either turned off file sharing (for that
volume or entirely) or has turned off his or her
machine. You may get this message after receiving a
warning some minutes In advance of the shutdown.

Explanation: The owner of a shared volume or
disk has turned off file sharing or Is about to shut
down his or her system, but is giving all users
currently connected to the server warning that the
server Is about to go down. Take this warning
seriously. If you need to copy files from the server
(presuming you have the access privileges to do
so), then make your copies Immediately. Similarly,
if you are working on documents that are stored
onlyon the server, make sure you wrap up work on
those files right away. Once the server goes down, it
will disappear from your Desktop.
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Alert Box Messages cont.

The file seruer's connection
has uneHpectedly closed
down.

The folder "Myfolder" cannot
be put in the Trash, because
it is shared.

Explanation: Something serious bas happened to
the connection between you and a server.
Typically, this means that either the AppleTalk
cable bas become disconnected between the two
macbines or the server machine bas suffered a
power failure or system error. Contact the owner of
the shared volume to see what caused the
disconnection.

Explanation: You tried to drag a folder to the
Trash that bas file sharing turned on. Tbe folder
does not bave to be In use by others to get this
message. Systemsoftware calls this to your attention
because It Is possible that others rely on the
contenl~ of this folder If It bas been shared. Hyou
know for a fact that others do not need the files in
the folder, tum off file sharing for this folder, and
then drag lito the Trash.

The font size for uiews must
be a number.
The font size for uiews must
be between 6 and 36.
Explanation: These messages come from entering
invalid information into the font size field of the
Views control panel. Tbat a font size needs to be a
number Is obvious. But notice that you are
restricted to 36 point size as a maximum for file
names. Fonts smaller than 9 are difficult to readimpossible below six.
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The memory size must be a
number.
The memory size must be
less than 1BB,BBBK.
Explanation: These messages come from entering
invalid lnfonnatlon into the current memory size
field of an application's Get Info dialog box. A
minimum value Is specified bythe program's
author. The maximum Is definitely Umlted by
available memory rather than the 99,999K
theoretical Umlt to this field's data entry. Seettjll8
(or more about application memory.

The Personal LaserWriter LS
is missing its paper cassette.
Please checlc that the paper
cassette Is properly inserted
in the printer.
Explanation: In addition to the paper cassette
missing, thls message may indicate that the cassette
Isn't inserted alllhe way. RemO\·e the cassette and
reinsert it to make sure the internal contacts that
detect the cassette engage.

The printer has been
initialized with an
incompatible uersion of the
Laser Prep software. To
reinitialize and continue
printing, cliclc OK or cliclc
Cancel to slclp printing.
Explanation: When you print to a LaserWriter and
get this message, it means that the last person to use
the printer uses a different versl~em
software than you. If you click ~ , your
system software will reJnitialize the printer for you.
This takes qulte a bit of time. The other person will
have to do the same for his or her next printing job.
To pm-ent these delays, install the same System 7
printer driver version on all Madntoshes who share
the printer. You can do this even for users still using
System 6@71.
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Alert BoH Messages cont.

The printer is not responding
and. the current document
cannot be completed. Please
malce sure the printer is
turned on and ready.

The printer is not responding
as a StyleWriter. Please go
to the Chooser and checlc the
port selection and printer
type.

E:qJlanation: Your StyleWriter is either not turned
on or there is something wrong with the connection
between your Macintosh and the printer. It may be
that the printer, port is incorrectlyselected in the
Chooser. Reselect the StyleWriter and serial port
from the Chooser to double-check the software
connection.

E:qJlanation: The document you are trying to print
was formatted with the StyleWriter Page Setup
dialog. Since then, something has happened to the
printer selection In the Chooser. Open the Chooser,
select the StyleWriter driver, and select the port to
which the printer is connected.

The Printer is not responding.
Checlc the "Select" switch.
Cliclc OK to continue, Cancel
to terminate printing.
Explanation: Your ImageWriter is not
communicating back to the Madntosh. Make sure
the Select switch and Ught are turned on at the
printer. Also reselect the ImageWriter and prinfer
port from the Chooser to double-check the software
connection.
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The selected items cannot all
be put into the same
location, because more than
one of them is named
"MyName". You can drag
these items one at a time.
Explanation: You have selected items from

multiple folder levels (most likelyin an expanded
text listing view) and are dragging them en masse to
another folder or disk Because each item is treated
as a distinct file or folder, they wiUbe copied to one
disk or folder level. H more than one itemof that

group have the same name (since they can come
from different levels, this is a distinct possibility),
you'Uget this message. To get past this problem,
you'Uhave to drag the items in smaller, unique
groups, or one at a time. Before you can get the
duplicate-named item to the destination, however,
you'U either have to rename the source or create a
folder inside the destination for the duplicatenamed item.

The selection cannot be put
in the Trash, because a
folder within is shared.
Explanation: Somewhere nested inside the folder(s)
you've dragged to the Trash is one or more folders
that have file sharing turned on. The folder does not
have to be in use byothers to get this message.
System software calls this to your attention becatLc;e
it is possible that olhers rely on the contents of!his
folder if it bas been shared. Hyou know for a fact
that olhers do not need !he rues in !he folder, tum
off file sharing for this folder, and then drag its
enclosing folder to !he Trash.

The shared disk: "MyDisk:"
could not be put away,
because some of its items
haue been moued to the
Trash. Do you want to delete
those items and then put
away the disk:?
Ex~);;on: You tried to drag a server volume to
the . (orselected itand chose Put Hway
from !he File menu) wblle one or more Items
originallyfrom !he server is stlU in !he Trash. When
you get this message, your onlychoiCes are to let
!he system empty !he Trash for you or cancel !he
operation. Hyou shut down or restart your
Macintosh, !he shared disk Is unmounted and !he
Trash emptied without interruption. Also, if !he
disk's owner turns off file sharing while you are
logged onto that disk, the volume disappears, along
wilh !he Trash-the items in the Trash are deleted
from the owner's disk
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Alert Box Messages cont.

The shutdown could not be
completed, because the
application "MyRpp" could
not quit.

The startup dislc cannot be
remoued from the desktop,
because it contains the
actiue system software.

The system eHtension
"MyEHtension" cannot be
used, because it is too new/
old.

BxplanatJon: You tried to shut down or restart
your machine while an application was running. It
is rare that a program refuses to quit in response to
a shutdown or restart. Chances are that you won't
be able to quit the program manually, either. Try l~
however. If a program fails to quit, it may be due to
limited memory for the application. You may have
to restart with the
11 or power
down with the physical switch. Before starting that
application again, Increase the current memory size
of the application to give it a little more breathing

Explanation: The startup disk must always be on
the Desktop. While you can unmount any other
unshared volume by dragging It to the Trash, you
cannot do the same with the startup disk. To start
from another volume, choose the desired disk from
the Startup Disk control panel~SO and Restart.
You can also bypass an Internal hard disk when
starting by holding down the command, option,
and delete keys during startup.

BxplanatJon: You have a version of an Applesupplied system extension that Is of a version other
than the~~!!!Thelllmlm:Dsbould replace
all system
compatl
li'ie"VeiSions, so this
should not happen if you use the Installer for each
system upgrade. If you get this message, run the
Installer again to get all system Illes up to the same
version.

room.

es:
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The System Folder cannot be
put in t he Trash, because it
contains the actiue system
software.
Explanation: The' !tll'ftni1Dmof the startup
disk has a few Illes; ; ;atWays running. You
won't be able to drag the System Folder or some of
Its items to the Trash while that volume is the
startup disk. If you want to trash a disk's System
Folder, start your Macintosh with another volume or
minimum system disk~ 70. With your hard disk
acting as a secondary disk, you can delete all system
files. Be sure to re-install system software before
booting from that disk, however.

The Trash cannot be emptied,
because all of the items in it
(other than folders) are
loclced. To delete loclced
items, hold down the Option
lcey while you choose Empty
Trash.
Explanation: The locked items referred to here
are those whose Locked checkboxes are set in their
Get Info dialog boxes. Fortunately, system software
gives you a shortcut to delete these items by holding
down the option key as you choose Empty
Trash from the Special menu.

The Trash cannot be moued
off the deslctop.
Explanation: The~is a special system item.
It must always be on the Desktop, and not inside a
folder or disk.
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Rlert Box Messages cont.

Most "because" cases are
obvious, but here are some
reasons and tips:
The Trash contains BB it ems,
which use BBBK of disk:
space. Are you sure you
want to permanently remoue
these items?
Explanation: If you upgraded to System 7 from
earlier versJ04'i
notice that this message, like
a lot about th
Is very different frombefore.
One of the biggest changes Is that you must
explidtlyempty the Trash, Instead of it automatically
emptying itself upon shut down or restart.
Moreover, you are not warned when you drag an
application or system file to the Trash. You are
responsible for !mowing what is 6nally being
deleted when you choose Emp t y Trash from
the Special menu. You can disable this
message, however, by changing a setting in the
Trash Icon's Get Info dialog box~109.

ji

The <file/folder/disk:/
window> "Myfile/Myfolder/
MyDisk:" could not be
printed, opened,printed,put
away, erased, deleted,
copied, moued because •..
Explanation: Alarge series of messages alert you
when various operations cannot be completed. The
reasons are described in the "because"' part of the
message. When the "because'' message starts with
the word "It," the message may not be clear enough
to indicate what the "It'' refers to. For example, a
message saying that you cannot copy File Ato Disk
Bbecause It is locked, doesn't really tell you which
item Is locked. If you cannot tell from the message
(in this case a locked file can be copied, but not to
a locked disk), then ex2!IIine both pieces to see if
either one Is locked, In use, and so on.

..• a disk: error occurred
Explanation: Adisk error often signals
Impending trouble for that disk. If the volume
is a diskette, consider archiving the
Information, and repladng the diskette. When
the volume Is a hard disk, you should be
more concerned. When copying a bunch of
files, for example, you may be alerted to a
disk error In copying a particular file. Usually,
you can copy the missed file by Itself right
afterward. If you get a frequent disk error, try
restarting the Madntosh. This often clears
whateVer ills that makes the system software
believe there's a problem with the disk.
frequent hard disk errors should encourage
you to back up frequently, and then reformat
the disk to allow the recopying of files to be
done in a clean map on the disk.

... you do not haue enough
access priuileges
Explanation: The owner of a folder or disk
assigns access privileges to individuals or all
users together. Restrictions may prevent you
from making any changes to the folder, or
from moving, renaming, or deleting the
folder. If you constantly run Into this message
when attempting various operations on shared
folders, contact the folder's owner to see if he
or she can Increase your access pmileges.
You can see the access privileges you've
been granted for any shared volume by
selecting its Icon In the Desktop and
choosing Sharing from the File menu.
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... it contains items that
are in use
Explanation: In most instances, an "item in
use" is one that is being shared by another
user at the moment. System software prevents
you from arbitrarilydoing something to a file
that another person Is actively using.

... there isn't enough
memory auailable.
Closing windows or
quitting application
programs can make more
memory auailable
Explanation: In very tight memory situations,
this message advises you to do anything to free
up memory to accomplish the maneuver you
just tried. Each Finder window does take up
a little memory (more so if the folder comains
a lot of Items), so closing Fmder windows
might be enough to get the job done. More
than likely, however, you will need to close an
application. For additional tips on freeing up
memoryo!t)44.

... too many files are open
Explanation: This is a diflicult Item to fix
without the help of utility software that sets the
maximum number of files that can be open at
any one time (such as Set File Count). The
default setting Is 40 files, which is more than
enough for most Macintosh users. Some
programs, however, keep hidden and
temporary files open while you work with
their documents. Occasionally, these can add
up to more than your systemcan handle. If
you consistently run into this message,
consider tracking down the Set File Count
utility and adjust the setting for all your hard
disks.

...a folder cannot be
replaced by an item it
contains
Explanation: You tried to move an item from
Inside a folder to the same level as that
folder-and both Items have the same name.
You'll have to rename one of the items before
performing the move.

•.• a file cannot be
replaced by a folder
EXplanation: You tried to move an item to a
level that contains a folder bearing the same
name. If both were files or both folders, you'd
be prompted about replacing one item wilh
the other. But since these items of different
kinds (a file and folder), the system won't let
you replace one with the other-which you
probablydon't want to do anyway. To perform
the move or copy, you'll have to rename one
of the items.

... a folder cannot be
replaced by a file
Explanation: This is the io\'Crse of the
prel'ious Item.

... the original item could
not be found
Explanation: An alias is involved, and the
operation was to filter back to the original file.
Unfortunately, the original file is probably
deleted, so the operation cannot be fulfilled. If
the operation is on a group of files, you can
probably finish without the aliases.

... no printer has been
selected. Please use the
Chooser to select a
printer
Explanation: If you've upgraded your system
software or printer driver, whatevrun;e:.
you had previously selected In the
'
will not yet be selected. Updating printer
software requires your updating the Chooser
selections as well.
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Alert BoH Messages cont.

There is not enough memory
to lceep the window
"MyWindow" open.
Explanation: Your Macintosh Is in an extremely
low memory condition when it starts closing Finder
windows on you. It is looking for every byte it can
find to either carry out some command of yours, or
just to keep its own housekeeping going. If you see
this message a lot, investigate some of the memory
preservation ideas on pageojE46 or increase your
III!iiJcapacity. By the time you reach this message,
you probably don't have enough memory to open
control panels or desk accessories.

There is not enough memory
to open "MyApp" (BBBK
needed, BBBK auailable).
Closing windows or quitting
application programs can
malce more memory
au a liable.

There is not enough memory
to print "Mydoc" from
"MyApp" on LaserWriter
"My Printer". Do you want
PrintMonitor to adjust its
memory size and try again?

Bxplanation: You tried to open an application, but
available RAM is below the minimum memory that
the program's designer allows. While it's unlikely
that closing Finder windows will help the siruation,
closing another application should make room.
There Is the possibility, however, that the memory
management of your applications won't open up
enough space until you quit all appUcations@l27.
Released in early 1992, an Apple extension to
System 7, System 7 Tune-Up, helps low memory
situations. Under the extension, this alert message
references open applications that don't have
document windows open, and offers to quit an
application to make room for the new one in one
step.

I jntltt1ti1iftttt1try to print again. PrintMonitor

Bxplanation: It's always a good idea to let
spools print jobs to disk, but it still needs a bit of
memory to keep the processes working in the
background. If you click I tonul ), the print job is
cancelled. You'D have to open up memory for
PrintMonitor (close an application) and reissue the
Print command.
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There is not enough memory
to show the Clipboard.
Explanation: This Is a sure sign that memory is
running very low, unless, of course, you have a huge
item (e.g., large color picture) in thetilltj).l\Siicllf
the contents of the CUpboard are essential to you
(i.e., you don't want to lose it), then try to open the
F19W'f ! 3and paste the CUpboard into the
Scrap
Pile. You can then try to free up memory
to let you work more comfot1ably with the
information by recopying it from the Scrapbook and
pasting into a document Remember: the CUpboard
is erased when you shut down or restart the
Macintosh (or experience a system bomb, for that
matter) . The Scrapbook is permanent

There is not enough room on
the dislc "MyDislc" to copy he
selected items, unless you
empty the Trash. Do you
want to empty the Trash
now?
Explanation: This message brings home the fact
that just because you drag an item to theiD:llit
doesn't really go away. Whatever is in the Trash
occupies the same amount of disk space as it did in
its prior location. If you are duplicating a file or
copying files from one volume to another, the
system looks to see If there is enough space for the
new stuff. If not, it then checks to see If enough
space is available If the Trash were emptied. You'U
then get this message, which offers to both empty
the trash and finish the copy process.

There is not enough room on
the dislc "MyDislc" to copy
the selected items (an
additional BBBK is needed).
Explanation: If there is Insufficient disk space to
copy new stuff to it, the system lets you know how
much space you need to clear to copy everything
you bad In mlnd. Pay close attention to the amount
that you need to clear, and then look around on the
disk for Items to trash. If you are copying to a floppy
disk, with its restricted space, you wiU probably
have to divide the items across multiple disks.
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This disk is unreadable. Do
you want to initialize it?
Explanation: If you have just insened a Ooppy
disk, the system software does not recognize this as
a properlyfonnatted Macintosh diskette. If the disk
is blank, then cllck the desired initialization
button~ 52. But if the disk is supposed to be a
fonnatted Macintosh disk with files on it, then do
not initialize the disk, and consider a few
possibilities:
0The disk is a high density 1.4 megabyte disk, but
you don't have a SuperDrive on your machine.
No BOOKOoppydrive will be able to read a high
density disk*152.
Restart the Macintosh. Make sure the metal
shutter door on the disk slides freely, and reinsen the disk. This often clears the problem.
0The disk may be anL1L'IIilltSJfonnatted
diskette*152.
Omskette drive head alignment may be out of
calibl'2tion on your drive or on the drive that
fonnatted the disk. Try other disks formatted
elsewhere. If other disks load fine, then the
unreadable disk is suspect; if many other disks
don't load, then your drive may need alignment,
especially if disks you initialize cannot be read by
other Macintoshes.
0If you know for sure that the disk contains data,
and your disk drive seems to be in order, use a
disk recovery utility to try to restore the disk.
(tThe disk may be damaged beyond repair. This
can happen especially if the disk has been in the
vicinity of strong magnetic fields (audio
speakers, the magnet underneath the
ImageWriter I cover, etc.) or extreme heat
(inside a closed automobile in the summer sun).
If a disk is truly damaged, attempts to reinitialize
it wiUfail.

0

If this message comes up when a hard disk should
be appearing on the Desktop, the problem may be
more serious. Never cllck ( 1n1uann I of this message
with a hard disk, unless your hard disk installation
software instructs you to. Try these possibillties in
order if each one above it fails:

0Leave the hard disk on, and restart the
Madntosh.
8Restart the Macintosh with the command and
option keys held down to attempt rebuilding of
the Desktop me on the disk.
O start the Macintosh with your hard disk's utility
software to see if it can re~ the disk.
erry Apple's! nl1!J fflDi!1; program, which
comes on the installation disks.
Q use a disk recovery utility program to recover the
disk.
(tlf you have a backup of the data, use your hard
disk's utility software to reformat the disk, and
reload your files back onto the disk.
If these steps fail, contact the hard disk
manufacturer for help in recovering the disk and its
files.

This file is used by the
system software. It cannot
be opened.
Explanation: Most icons on the Desktop let you
double-cllck them to see more about them. Some
flies, such as the Finder, offer nothing to view. You
get this message instead.

This uersion of Font/DA
Mouer is out of date. To
install a font, drag it to the
System file. To put a desk
accessory in the Apple menu,
drag it to the Apple Menu
Items folder.
Explanation: While you don't need the FonVDA
Mover program to install and de-install fonts and
desk accessories In System 7, you can still use FonV
DA Mover to group fonts and desk accessories into
suitcase rues for convenient copying and exchange
with other people (or use with utility programs that
manage suitcase files). You can use FonVDAMover
version 4.110 create suitcase files under System 7.
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Updating dislc for new
system software...
Bxplanadon: System 7 software makes sure that all
hard disk volumes have what it takes to be a System
7 disk. Such an animal has hidden folders for
storing trash and desktop Items, as well as some
other hidden files and folders. When you connect a
disk to a System 7 Macintosh and that disk
previously ran on a System 6 Macintosh, the System
7 software brings the volume Into compllance,
creating whatever hidden files and folders are
necessary to be In the System 7 Club. Having these
items Installed on a disk will not harm Its ability to
work under System 6 1ater. You will, however, see
some of those folders and files (especially the
Desktop Folder and Trash Folder) when you use
that disk on System 6. You may remove them then,
but reattachment to System 7 will just recreate those
Items once moreofl68.

You are now running on
reserue power and your
screen has been dimmed.
You will be able to continue
worlcing for a short time.
Please plug in your power
adapter to begin recharging
the battery.
Explanation: You can ~ew reserve power on the
Madntosh Portable or PowerBook by opening the
Battery control panel.. When the battery reaches
this level, it turns off the battery-draining backllght
on backllt versions of the Portable and dims
PowerBook backllghtlng. Depending on the age and
ability of the battery pack installed In the machine,
you'II have plenty of time to finish some work, sa\'f
documents, and dig out the power supply before
runnJng down the battery. This is the first of three
warnings you get about the battery runnJng low.

You cannot moue/copy/
duplicate/replace ...
See "The <filelfolder/disklwindow> "MyFile/
MyFolder/MyDisk" could not be printed,
opened, printed, put away, erased, deleted,
copied, moved because..." above.
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You cannot share
applications on other
computers.
Explanation: You tried to adjust the sharing
property of an application file that is actually on
someone else's disk. Onlya program's owner has
the right to open an application for sharing.

You don' t haue enough
access priuileges to see all
the items if they are put in t o
11
Myfolder". Put them there
anyway?

nrllanation:
You are trying to drag items to a
•HmDtD-a folder that has been setup so that
you can drag items to it, but you cannot open the
folder. This is a @Jilffmmon setup when
someone on the
wants other users to
drop updates to files into a common folder, but
doesn't want anyone looking into that folder. This
warning lets you !mow that once you drop
something Into that folder, you won't be able to
open it to retrieve it You can see what privileges
have been granted for any shared volume by
selecting the volume icon on the Desktop and
choosing Sharing from the File menu.

You must set the serial
switch for your Macintosh
II fH to compatible in the
Control Panel, and restart
your Macintosh before you
can print.
Explanation: Your Personal LaserWrlter IS cannot
work with the Macintosh IIfx unless you adjust the
serial port speed. Aspecial Serial Switch control
panel for the IIfx lets you choose between
Compatible and Faster speeds. The LaserWriter
IS communicates only at the "compatible" speed.
Some other serial devices may need this setting as
well.
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24-blt color

34-41

Video capability to display over 16 million colors at
one time on the screen. Requires 24-bit color
video card, except for 13" RGB monitors used with
Quadra models.
32-blt addressing

40-43, 67

Communication channel to RAM available on newer
68o20 and 68o30 Macintoshes that allows
maximum RAM capacity above 8MB.
32-blt QulckDraw

32

Internal drawing routines that permit 24-bit color
displayon video morutors.
8mm tape

61

Consumer video tape format used in tape backup
devices for personal computers.
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accessing shared folder/disk
168-169
Using the Chooser and FUeShare to connect your
Madntosh to another so you can use files and
progrruns on another user's Macintosh. Requires
user settings in various control panels on all
connected Macintoshes.
active window
103
The topmost document window, recogruzable by the
title bar's horizontal lines and undimmed window
name. Only one document window may be active at
a lime.
85,97
acur
Animated cursor resource, which points to a series
of CURS resources to simulate animation. Use
ResEdit to view or edit tltis resource.

About Til ls Macintosh
._. ..u.t.t u a.Lc

access time
55
The time, in milliseconds, it takes a disk drive to
locate a particular piece of data from a disk.

5 ,762K

IQ.

~

About This Macintosh 42,44-45 47
First Apple menu item, which opens a dialog box
revealing the systemversion and memory usage.
AC power > see power (AC) cord
Accelerator
33, 40
Add-in board that speeds processing of the
computer (with a faster CPU chip) or video refresh
for high-quallty color.
accent characters > see keyboard characters
access privileges 164-165, 170-171, 198, 204
Levels of file reading and writing abilities on a
shared file granted to a user by the file's owner. An
owner mayset different privileges for each
registered user sharing files on his or her disk.

ADB > see Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) port
ADB cable extensions
S-VHS video cables can be substituted for ADB
extensions.

18

0

2:36:47 PM t

~ 12:00 :00 RM

Alarm Cloclc desk accessory
76
Standard DA operates as a clock and alarm. May be
used to set the Macintosh's internal clock. A
flashing Alarm Clock icon in t11e menu bar means
that the alarm time elapsed while the computer was
turned off.
Th e document "'atm.polnt• could not be

opened, beca use th e applica tion program
that t r eated II could not be found.

alert box
178
Awindowthat interrupts your action to advise you
of Important system information or potential
danger.

Adobe > see Pos1Script

75-82, 91, 120-121, 135,189, 199
alias
A tiny (l-2K) file that stands in for any file, folder,

AIFF, AIFF-C
158-159
Audio Interchange File Format, the latter denoting a
format capable of real-time compression and
decompression. Becoming a standard for Macintosh
sound Hies.

or disk. Leave the original file where you like it, and
create allases for places where you'd like another
copyof the original's icon, such as in the Apple
Menu Items or Startup Items folders.

alr flow > see ventilation
airline travel
57
Try to have bard disks and PowerBooks hand
inspected at security checkpoints to avoid possibly
magnetized roUers in the X-ray machine belts.

85
ALRT
The alert box resource type. Contains information
about the \vindow type, size, and location on screen.
Text comes fromSI'R# resources. Use ResEdit to
edit resources.
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Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) port

9, 18, 27,176-179
Rear panel connector for low power input devices,

such as keyboard and mouse. ADB devices can be
chained end-to-end. Madntoshes have either 1 or 2
ADB ports.

aft key > see option key

Apple Bvents
67, 134
Powers normally hidden from the user that allow
one program to communicate--send messages--to
another. Programs may send data between each
other, and use each other's built-In abilities.

~ Alarm Clock
~Choo s er
~ Control Panels
~ Key Caps
Note Pad

b:J

~Scrapbook

animated cursor
85, 97
Aseries of cursors (CURS resources) that give the
illusion of animation, as in the Finder's rotating
minute hand on the watch during lengthy
operations.
APDA
Apple Programmers and Developers Assodalion
(Apple Computer, Inc., 20525 Mariani Avenue, Mail
Stop 33G, Cupertino, CA 95014-6299; phone 800282-2732), an excellent source for Macintosh
programmlng tools and utilities. Catalog available.

Abou t This Macintosh ...

Appl e

l'*) menu
75-77, 100, 128-129

Apple File Bxchange
Utility program (comes with System 7) that allows
formatting, reading, and writing of 3.5" MS-DOS
disks on a Macintosh SuperDrive. Useful for
sharing common format flies between the same
programs on MS-DOSIWindows and Macintosh
computers. Also capable of file translations between
Incompatible file formats.

Leftmost menu in menubar displaying menu choices
of those desk accessories, programs, and shared
folders located in the Apple Menu Items folder.
Items are listed In alphabetical order underneath
one or more menu items specific to the active
applicalion.

Apple Menu Items folder

12, 66,69, 75-77,120-121, 126-127
Folder Inside the System Folder for desk
accessories, and aliases to applicalioos, documents,
control panels, shared folders, and other items to
be made av:illable for quick access In the '* Menu.
Amaximum of about 50 Items can be listed.
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0
NUL Null
SOH Start of Heading
1
2
STX Start of Text
3
ETX End of Text
4 . EOT End of Transmission
5
END Enquiry
ACK Acknowledge
6
7
BEL Bell
8
BS Backspace
9
HT Horizontal Tab
10 LF Line Feed
11 VT Vertical Tab
12 FF Form Feed
13 CR Carriage Return
14
Shill Out
15 51 Shift In
16 OLE Data Link Escape
17 OCt Device Control1
18 OC2 Device Control 2
19 OC3 Device Control 3
20 OC4 Device Control 4
21 NAK Negative Acknowledge
22 SYN S_ynchronous Idle
23 ETB End of Transmission Block
24 CAN Cancel
25 EM End of Medium
26 SUB Substltue
27 ESC Escape
28 FS File Separator
29 GS Group Separator
30 RS Record Separator
31 us Unit Separator
32 SP Space
33 !
Exclamation Point
34 "
Quotation Marks
35 I
Number Sign
36 $
Dollar Sign
37 % Percent
38 &
Ampersand
39 '
Apostrophe
40 {
Open Parenthesis
! 41
Close Parenthesis
42
Asterisk

so

'·

43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
64
85

+

I
0

zero

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9

<
>

?
@

A
8

c

0
E
F
G
H
I

J

K
L

M
N
0
p

a
R
s
T

u

Colon
Semicolon
Less Than
Equals
Greater Than
Question Mark
Commercial At

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

v
w

X
y

z
[

I

J

~

7

a

Open Bracket
Reverse Slant
Close Bracket
Circumflex
Underline
Grave Accent

b

c
d

e
f

g
h

i
j

k
I

m
n
0

p

q
r

s
t

u
v

w
X

y
l

Open Brace
Vertical Line
Close Brace
J
Tilde
DEL Delete
(

I
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AT-style keyboard
17
Keyboard layout designed after the mM PC model
AT keyboard. The Apple Extended keyboard adheres
to this design.

AppleShare driver
78
Chooser document (in the Extensions folder) that
you select to access shared folders from other
Macintoshes or servers on the network.
AppleShare server
78, 162-163, 191
Dedicated Macintosh that all users on a network
share. Used primarily as data storage and printer
server device for workgroups.
AppleTalk
9, 78, 148-149
Network communications protocol that Macintoshes
use to share information among themselves.
AppleTalk is built into every Macintosh. NonMacintoshes can gain AppleTalk with an additional
hardware board.
AppleTalk Network 162, 163, 179, 185, 192
Agroup of two or more computer devices
connected together in a network using AppleTalk
protocols to exchange Information. Can range from
a Macintosh and LaserWriter pair to hundreds of
Macs and printers.
AppleTalk zone
78, 148-149, 162-163
Group of Macintoshes on a network set up to be
viewed as a single workgroup entity by others on the
network. Divides a potentially large network into
more efficient (faster) units.

application
126-127, 189, 190, 196, 204
Program written to help users accomplish a task,
such as word processing, spreadsheets, and so on.
application memory > see RAM, application

Hide Finder
Hide Others
Show Rll

fl Adobe Photoshop™ 2.0
./ IQ

Finder

a

"'ATM1M
ATM
86-88, 152-153
Adobe Type Manager, which preceded TrueType,
lets Adobe font owners display all sizes of fonts on
the screen without font scallng.

Audio Help stack
141
Supplemental HyperCard stack that comes with the
System 7 software. Allows users with microphones
or audio digitizers to create buttons that playback
their voice messages.

Application menu
12, 101 , 103
Righunost menu In the menubar that lets you switch
among all applications and desk accessories
running at the moment. Also provides help in hiding
unused windows to reduce screen clutter.
Arabic script
21
Language resource that instructs the Macintosh how
to display Arabic characters.
arrow keys > see cursor keys
ASCU
174-175
The American Standard Code for Information
Interchange, a standard that assigns a numeric
w.lue between zero and 127 to each letter, numeral,
and punctuation mark in American English.
Additional w.Jues represent control codes for
printer and communications devices. See table to
left.

audio Input port
8, 158-159
Rear panel connector for microphone input found
on Macintosh LC, Ilsl, Classic ll, Quadras, and
PowerBook models. Other audio digitizers connect
via a serial port.

..
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autoscroll
98
The process of scrolling a window's comeniS when
you drag an object beyond the viewable area of the
window. Available in all Finder windows and in
some document windows.

audio output port
9, 156-157
Rear panel connector for stereo (on most
Macinloshes) headphones or amplified speakers.
Plugging into lhis pon disconnects the imernal
speaker.

IUntitled
I• I • I
Rtc.

Stop

EJ I V' I Alii I
~·

rr I ~
r- I I~,
PIUH

L...:.-_

Edit

background printing
78, 90,152-153
Allows the Madmosh 10 process printing jobs as a
secondary laSk while you continue work on an
appUcation. Requires a print spooUng program, Uke
PrintMonltor and compatible primer.
90
background process
Any computing that lakes place while you work on
an entirely differenllaSk.

__1

:02

0

backbone
162-163
NeiWork wiring methodology that consisiS of a cable
\vith any number of connections (drops) along the
roUie. Many neiWorks use fast Btbemet
communications through a backbone, and then
either BtberTalk expansion boards in the
Macimosh or EthemeHo·AppleTalk conversions
to work with Macintoshes on an AppleTalk
neiWork.

backspace-delete > see delete key

:02

backup > see disks, backing up
Balloon Help> see Help menu

0

Plov Through

181 Auto Roo. Ltnl

~~

I

o4

m

battery (in standby power supply)
6
Powers your equipment for a brief time if the AC
power is disrupted. The baue.ry is continually kepi
charged while AC power is connected.

ComprHrion:
Roo. Ou•lity :

o41))

IDelete... I

Audio Palette
141
Wmdow in Hypert:ard (with Audio Help) that
preseniS a tape recorder melaphor for recording
and playing back sounds recorded with microphone
or audio digitizer.

Battery
Battery desk accessory
11, 76
Available only on ponable Macintoshes, this leiS you
view the amount of power remaining in the battery.
Also includes a button to put the computer to sleep.

battery, backup
11,41, 186
Small Utbium battery (on most Macintosh logic
boards) that keep the clock and other PRAM dala
inlact while the Macintosh is turned off.
battery, Macintosh Portable and PowerBooks
10-11, 176,186-187, 203

Sealed, lead acid battery pack for Ponable and
PowerBook 100; nickel cadmium (Nlcad) pack
for PowerBook 140 and 170. Portable Macintoshes
include many banery·saving techniques to lengthen
the Ufe of the battery beiWeen charges.
BBS > see bulletin board

beep sound > see Sound control panel
Bengali script

21

Language resource that instruciS the Macintosh how
to display Bengali language characters.
bit
32,40
Smallest piece of computer dala and a contraction
of binary digit. Abit can be only one of IWo states:
on or off, 1 or 0, white or black. Eight biiS in a
bunch are called a byte. The more biiS in a bunch,
the more infonnatlon the bunch can hold (e.g., 24bit color)
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bitmapped fonts
86-88
Font resources that contain the pixel map for each
character of a typeface in a particular size. These
can be used for screen display, but they provide less
attractive printout compared to TrueType or
PostScript fonts. Also called screen fonts.

bridge, network
162-163
Combination of hardware and software that allows
multiple workgroups to connect to each other.
Divides a large network into smaller, more efficient
groups, which can communicate to other groups
when needed.

130-131, 150
bitmapped graphic
Image consisting entirely of pixels (some of which
may be gray levels or colors). Can produce jagged
diagonal lines on printout, compared to object
graphics. Resizing a bit mapped graphic tends to
distort the image.

brightness
5, 31, 37
Amount of Ught energy emitted by a video monitor
or panel display. Should be adjusted by user
according to surrounding Ught.

.,.

~.

- I'

System Folder
blessed folder
74
System folder containing Systemand Finder that has
the small Macintosh Icon on it. This is the folder the
operating system seeks for loading system software.

188
Customary name for a software error that results in
a system error alert box which displays an icon of a
bomb and Ut fuse.

bomb

booting

I

5, 37
breatbing room
Space around a computer and video monitor to
allow for convective air circulation.

Button

)

Button

I

D Check
0

BoH

Radio Button

..

Brightness control panel
35, 82
Macintosh Classic software control of the built-in
\ideo monitor's brightness. Other Maclntoshes and
monitors have manual brightness controls.
buUetin board (BBS)
174-175
Communication service on a computer that allows
other users to leave messages and share flles.
Requires a modem and communications
software. Some services are community-based,
while a number of commercial services are
accessible world-wide.
bum-in, video
37
Discoloration of the phosphor inside the video
monitor. Long exposures of white (e.g., the
menubar) may make the image visible even when
the computer is turned off. Turning down the
brightness or using a screen saver can reduce
burn-in.

10-11

Short for bootstrapping, It is the same as starting up
a Macintosh's System and Fmder.

(

211

9,18
bus
Convention that specifies what signals are on each
pin of a connector, thus allowing the design of
compatible devices. Usually more than one device
can be connected to a bus.

button
128-129
On-screen visual element that you activate by
moving the pointer atop it and pressing the mouse
button-as If you were pressing the screen button
with your finger. Abutton with an e!Upsis ( ... )
leads to a dialog box. Other buttons may be icons.
byte
40
Group of 8 bits. One byte is required to represent
an English alphanumeric character, each with its
own combination of 8 on-and-off bits. see ASCII.

cable switcher
9
External box that connects to a serial port. A
switch on the panel lets you attach anyof several
devices to the single serial port.
cable, shielded
7
Wire that has a foil or braided wire wrapping
around the main, interior wire(s). The shield is
connected to the metal cabinets of devices on either
end via the outer metal housing of the connectors.
Shielded cable can reduce radio-frequency
emissions that cause radio and television
interference.

ii
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c- c

cables
7
Wires that connect two devices. Cables may range
from a single conductor to dozens inside the
insulation.

cdev
82
Resource identifier fo r a control panel (also
called a control panel device). Pronounced SEEdev.

cables, changing
8, 11
Always turn off all devices before changing
Macintosh cables, especially SCSI, ADB, and serial
port cables.

chaining
18, 58-59, 162-132
Method of connecting similar device types in series,
such that only one device connects to the computer.
Each device has two connectors so it can be placed
anywhere in the series. On the Macintosh, SCSI,
ADB, and LocalTalk devices can be chained. Also
called daisy-chaining.

cache card, Macintosh llcl
46
Optional RAM cache, consisUng of a small amount
of very fast RAM chips. Speeds up a number of
operaUons that frequently reuse informaUon from
RAM.

Calculator
Calculator desk accessory
76
Standard four function calculator applicaUon
installed into the '* menu by the Installer. You can
use your keyboard's numeric keypad to enter
values.

chair height
4
Distance between the top of the chair seat and the
floor. Should be adjusted to let your feet rest
squarely on the floor or footrest.

rrQD
Cache Switch control panel
81
Quadra software control panel that turns the CPU's
internal cache on and off for compatibility with
older software products. With the cache on,
performance is at its fastest.

caps lockkey
16
Push-on/push-off key that locks all alphabet keys in
their uppercase characters. Does not affect
numbers or punctuation keys. illuminates the Caps
Lock light on the Apple Extended Keyboard; displays
upward arrowin PowerBook menubar (thanks to
the Caps Lock extension)
carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) >see
repetitive strain injuries
cartridge disk drives 61, 120-121, 187, 190
Removable hard disks capable of storing 40 to 88
megabytes of informaUon using a single disk drive
external device. Practical for backing up highcapacity hard disks.
CD-ROM
61, 138-139, 191
Compact Disc-Read Only Memory, looks just like a
compact audio disc, but stores up to 550 megabytes
of computer informaUon. To the Macintosh, a CDROM looks like a very large locked disk. CO-ROMs
are frequently used to publish large amounts of text,
graphics, and sound inlormaUon.

·frd~ D

Chooser
Chooser 76, 78, 83, 148-151, 162-163, 184-

185, 194, 199
Small applicaUon, usually in the '* menu, that lets
you select a printer type, printer name (for
networked LaserWriters), AppleTalk zone,
AppleTalk status, background printing status
(for LaserWriters), and fie server. Used
extensively with FileShare.
cleo
85
Resource identifier for a color icon used within a
program (not used to display Icons in the Finder).
Editable with ResBdlt
CUI> see DAL

clamping voltage
6
Voltage level at which a surge suppressor prevents
current from passing to devices plugged into it.
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Claris Corporation
Publisher of Madntosh software (MacWrite,
HyperCard, FlleMakcr, and more).

138

213

Choate • highlight color.

Clarus > see Dog Cow.
Class B device
7
Electronic device that has passed the Federal
Communications Commission's qualiftcations for
radio frequency emissions that won't interfere with
household radios and televisions. Less stringent
Class Arating is for office equipment. Madntosh
computers comply with Class B.

Clean Up
100, 103
Special menu command that organizes icon
Finder windows according to the grid selected in
the Views control panel. Avoids overlapping file
names in the grid.

CloseView
35, 81
Control panel that lets visually impaired users
magnify visual elements on the screen.
cl~

~

Resource identifier for a color lookup table. Used
by applications and documents to store nonstandard palettes of colors.
color
32-33, 36, 80, 113
With a color monitor, the Madntosh offers much
Oexlbility with color displays in both the Finder and
documents.

Color Wheel
32-33, 36, 110
Dialog box that allows you to choose from as many
colors as your video monitor drcuitry allows.
Features a color wheel and brightness control, as
well as entry of RGB and HSV values. Formerly
called the Color Picker.

Cleaning mouse, keyboard > see Mouse,
Keyboard
click
98
Pressing the mouse button while the screen pointer
is atop an object or between text characters.
Clipboard
79, 108, 201
Temporary memory space that holds any
information an application lets you select and issue
the Copy command for. Clipboard information is
lost when the Macintosh is turned off or restarted.
Finder's Show Clipboard command lets you view
Clipboard contents.
Clipboard rue
74, 79
Temporary storage space when the Clipboard
information is larger than the Clipboard's memory
space. Does not remember Clipboard information
after turning off or restarting the Madntosh.

clock, setting > see General control panel
close box
102
Upper left square of many window styles. Clicking
the box closes the window.

t-V
~

Color
36,80
Acontrol panel that lets you control the text
hlghlight and window colors on a color monitor.
Not available for monochrome monitors.

command key
16
Key next to the spacebar on the keyboard, shown
with the 38ymbol. Most often used in conjunction
with alphanumeric keys to execute pull down menu
commands from the keyboard.

color calibration
33
Method of correcting video display colors so they
match printed colors. Requires third-party
hardware (whlch literally views a spot of color on
the monitor) and software.
Color Picker> see Color Wheel

command-period
Common keyboard sequence to halt a process, such
as printing. Worth trying as a way to unfreeze a
Macintosh, especially in HyperCard.
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command-shift-3 > see screen shot
oommw~oom
13
MS-DOS equivalent of the Macintosh System and
Finder. Required for booting an MS-DOS computer.

oomments > see Get Info
communications software
Program that lets your Macintosh e.xchange
Information with other computers 'ia telephone
lines (requires a telephone modem).

computer aided design (CAD)
27, 33
Using a computer as a drawing, modeling, and
conceptualizing tool. Often places great demands on
processing and video display power.
connectors
7, 192
joints between hardware boxes and cables. Every
connector has a gender-male or female. Amale
connector attaches only to a female connector and
vice versa.
continuity checker
7
Electrical device with two leads. Ucurrent can flow
between the two leads, there is continuity in that
circuit. Used to make sure homemade cables do not
have continuity between distinct pins of a
connector.
contrast
31
Difference between the lightest and darkest possible
pixels of a video monitor. The higher the contrast,
the more readable the display.

compact Macintosh
4, 10-11, 30, 47-48
One-piece Madntosh model featuring a built-in
video monitor: Macintosh Plus, SE, SFJ30, Classic,
Classic n.

control
104
User intedace element that lets a user adjust some
seuing or property. Often, consists of an on-screen
metaphor for a real-world switch, lever, or meter.

compression, file > see me compression.
compression, sound > see AIFF; sound
rompression

convergence
33
Alignment of the three electron beams in a color
monitor. Refers to the accuracy with which the
beams can exdte the same spot on the monitor.
copy protection
126-127
Software-based guard against making a copy of Iiles
from one disk to another. Not used much these
days, except in network protection schemes and a
few expensive applications.
oopy to CUpboard
79, 108
Selecting information and issuing the Copy
command in an application. A duplicate of that
information goes into the Clipboard for pasting in
another location later.
copying disks > see disks, oopylng
oopying IDes> see files, copying

Compatibility Checker
67-68
HyperCard stack that comes with the System 7
upgrade kits to tell you which of your applications
and extensions may not be compatible with System
7 before you upgrade.
oompleter
19
Last key you type to finish a multiple-key character
sequence, such as accented characters. Preceded by
one or more dead keys.

Control Panels folder
12, 75, 80, 178
Special folder designated in the System Folder for
all control panels.

contra/ key

16

Modifier key on the keyboard used in conjunction
with one or more other keys. Used primarily when
using communications software to access a large
computer.

control panels
77, 80-82, 178, 189, 190
Small applications that let you adjust settings of the
system or external device via software. Control
panel settings are remembered after you turn off
your Madntosh.

CPU
Central Processing Unit, the main integrated circuit
chip that controls every aspect of a computer. Also
called a microprocessor. Macintoshes use various
generations of Motorola CPUs: 68000, 68020,
68030, 68040-each one faster and more
expensh·e than the previous model.
crash, disk > see hard disk recovery
cumulative trauma disorder (CTD) > see
repetitive strain injuries
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curly characters
23
Typesetting characters for quote and apostrophe
marks which are more rounded than the straight
quote and apostrophe marks of typical fonts. Curly
characters are usually available as option-key
characters in most fonts.

CURS

85,97
Resource identifier for the cursor. Editable with
ResEdit.

cut to Clipboard
79, 108
Selecting information and issuing the Cut command
in an application. The selected information is
deleted from the document, but a copy goes into the
Clipboard for pasting in another location later.
21
Language resource that inSiructs the Macintosh how
to display Russian (and derivative) language
characters.
Cyrillic script

dead key

19

A keyboard key that does not generate a character

by itself. Usually typed as a way to setup an accent
character that goes atop the ne.xt vowel key
(completer) typed on the keyboard.
default
Aselling or value established at the factory, such as
control panel settings or software program
preferences.

DA > see desk accessory
daisy-chaining > see chaining
cursor
35, 97
Flashing screen indicator sho\\ing where the ne.xt
typed character is to appear. On the Macintosh,
shows only as a text insertion pointer. Different
from a pointer, which is controlled bythe mouse.

DAL

Data Access Language, a command language used
by some applications to retrieve data from
mainframe computers equipped with DAL servers.
Requires DAL System 7 extension, which Is included
on System 7 Installation disks. Former!)•known as
CVJ.

DAT
61
Digital Audio Tape format used as a tape backup
format.
datafork
84
Part of a Madntosh file that contains most of the
information entered by a user-word processing
text, spreadsheet numbers, graphics images.
Sometimes combined with a resource fork in a
single Madntosh file.
cursor keys
16
Four arrow keys on the keyboard that usually
control a te:-..1lnsertion pointer's location within a
document. In some programs and documents, may
also control screen navigation.
Custom Install
68-70
Alternative installation procedure in the installer
program that lets you be more specific about which
elements of system software are to be installed on
your disk.

date
76, 80
Maintained as part of the Madntosh internal clock,
the date may be set via the General Controls control
panel or Alarm Clock desk accessory.
DB-25 connector
7
Standard 25·pln connector style used as the SCSI
port on the right Macintosh rear panels and on
many external serial devices.
08-9 connector
7
Standard 9·pin connector style formerly used as the
serial port connectors on early Madntoshes. A
common serial port connector on MS.DOS laptop
computers.

de/key
17
Delete key that erases a character to the right of the
text Insertion pointer. Also known as the forward
delete key.
delay until repeat
19
Keyboard control panel setting that determines
how long you have to hold down a key before il
starts repetitivelytyping the same character.

delete
delete key
17
Deletes the character to the left of the te.xt insertion
pointer. Also called the Backspace-delete key.
desk accessory {DA)
75-77, 126, 187
Program that uses little memory, and is usually
invoked from the * menu. In System 7, the
distinctions between desk accessory and application
blur.
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Desktop, the
66, 94-95, 106, 116
Primary work area for all Madntosh tasks. Also, the
most global storage level for files and volumes.
desktop database
94
Combination of hidden files Desktop DB and
Desktop OF, which System 7 uses to maintain
infonnation about desktop icons and the
connections between documents and their creators.
Generically referred to as the desktop file, as it was
in earlier systems.
desktop rue
12-13, 54, 94-95
Generic name for information about desktop icons
and connections berween documents and their
creators. This Information is stored differently for
Systems 6 and 7, but both are referred to as the
Desktop file.
desktop file, rebuilding
95, 181, 188
Process of recataloging the Finder icons and
connections between documents and creators.
Recommended maintenance procedure once each
month if you move a lot of different applications on
and off your hard disk. Otherwise, once a year is
sufficient.
desktop pattern
110
Array of dots and colors in the very background of
the Desktop. Can be modified with the General
Controls control panel or replaced with a picture
with the help of thlrd-party utilities.
desktop picture

dialog box, modal
104
Dialog box that takes over your Madntosh,
preventing you from working in any window other
than the current dialog. Common interface element
for entry of settings and other choices.
dialog box, modeless
104
Dialog box that allows you to drag it around the
screen and work with information in other 1vindows
behind the dialog.
dialog, open me
106
Standard dialog box that lets you open a document
file from withln an application. May be augmented
by the program's author to Jet you open a variety of
file formats or preview a document before opening
it.
dialog, save 6Ie
107, 128-129
Standard dialog box that lets you name a document
and save it in any volume and folder available on the
Desktop. May be augmented by the program's
author to let you save the document in a variety of
file formats.
digitizing tablet > see graphics tablet
dimmed item
100-103, 106
An object or te.xt that is grayed-out on the screen.
and cannot be activated by the mouse. Dimmed
menu items can often be activated byselecting
active text or object~.

Disinfectant
Disinfectant
Popular virus detection program from

60

Northwestern University freely available from user
groups and electronic buUetin boards.
disk booting order
59
Fixed sequence through which the Macintosh looks
for a disk containing a system file. The first volume
with a system file in this order becomes the startup
disk.
disk cache
45
Ponion of memory set aside to hold a copy of the
last information read from or to a hard disk. Speeds
some operations when unchanged information is
required of the disk file. Cannot be turned off in
System 7, but may be adjusted in size in the
Memory control panel.
disk crash > see hard disk recovery

45, 110

A picture file that replaces the desktop pattern.
Requires a third-party extension to change pattern

to picture. Color pictures can consume 300 KB of
memory for a desktop picture.
device drivers > see drivers

dialog box
104-107
Window that offers you choices, settings, and
editable text fields to enter infonnation normally
hidden from view.

DIN connector

7

Round connector body with numerous pins inside.
Commonly used in European audio and video gear.

disk drive port
8
Rear panel connector on most Macintoshes that
allows the attachment of an external floppy disk
drive.
Disk First Aid
60, 178, 202
liard disk recovery program supplied on d1e Disk
Tools disk of the System 7 installer disks. Can help
repair simple problems with many hard disks.
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disk, Ooppy > see floppy disks
54, 56, 122-123, 178
disks, backing up
Process of making duplica1e copy of Bles on
another disk. Different backup types are available.
Backup Is possible to Ooppydisks, cartridge disks,
!apes or anolher hard disk.

disks, copying
54, 181, 198
Process of duplicating a disk, usually Ooppydisk to
Ooppydisk. Copying a Ooppydisk to a hard disk
creates a folder on lhe hard disk wilh lhe same
name and contents of lhe Ooppydisk
disks, optical > see CD-ROM; WORM;
erasable optical disks
distortion, video
When lhe active area of a video monitor is not
reclangular-sides bow in, corners bow out.

om

31

drop folder
204
Shared folder for which your priviledges
allowdragging items to lhe folder, but not opening
lhat folder to change its contents.
DogC.,w
153
The mylhlcal creature, named Clarus, revered by
Madntosh developers, and mascot of lhe Madntosh
Developer Technical Support crew at Apple. Says
"Moof!"

Duplicate
118-119
Finder File menu command lhat creates a
duplicate of the selected folder or file. Duplicate file
is named wilh lhe original's name plus lhe word
"copy."

DOS
13, 66. 202
Disk Operating System, allhough not a term unique
to IBM PC-compatible computers, it a common
reference to MS-DOS compulers.

earthquake proo6ng
5
Securing computer and monitor to lhe desk to
prevent lhe items from creeping off lhe desk during
t11eshaking of an earthquake.

double-click speed
25
Setting In lhe Mouse control panel !hat establishes
how quickly you must press lhe mouse button in
succession to signify a double click on a screen
object.

84-85, t04

Resource identifier for a dialog item list, lhe
information contained inside a dialog (DLOG)
resource. Editable wilh Reslldit.

download
174-175
Transferring a file from anolher computer (usually
a mainframe or BBS) to your own computer.

Easy Access

20, 25,80

A control panel !hat provides several keyboard

DLOG

84-85, 104

Resource identifier for a dialog. Contains
information about lhe \vindow type, size, and screen
location. linked to a om resource of lhe same ID
number. Editable wilh Reslldit.
document window
103
Window style consisting of a title bar, close box,
grow box, zoom box, and scroll bars. Most
common window for displaying documents inside
an application. Also used by lhe Finder for its folder
windows.

217

30
dpi
Dots per inch, a measure of resolution for printed
output and displays.
~

98

The process of clicking on an object, and moving
lhe mouse while holding lhe mouse button down.
draw program
130-131
An application that lets you create graphic objects
wWch may be easily resized or edited. See also
object grapWcs.
drivers

67, 69, 83, 148-149, 177, 178, 188,
193

Extension files lhat instruct the Macintosh how to
communicate wilh external devices, such as
printers, servers, and hard disks. Drivers must be
compatible wilh lhe system software version you're
running.

controls for physically handicapped users who
cannot use a mouse or who must use a stylus or
olher pointer to type characters.
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Undo

:3€2

Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Select Rll

:3€H

electronic stiU camera
32
Single-fran1e camera that stores the image as an
electronic file on a small diskette. Image may be
played back on a video morutor or saved as a
Macintosh file with the aid of extra hardware called
a frame grabber or video digitizer.

174-175
Electronic mail, a way of exchanging messages and
documents with other computer users. Requires
additional software for use on a network or via
telephone modem to global systems.

e-mail

ooc
~u

em-dash
23
Typesetter's term for a long dash (-), available in
most fonts by typing option - shift - hyphen.

~R

Empty Trash
109, 197-198
Special menu command that empties the
contents of Desktop Trash. Achoice in the Tr;15h's
Get Info dialog box lets you turn off the alert box
after choosing this menu item.

Show Clipboard
Edit menu
100, 128-129
Common user interface element in all applications,
includes commands to control Clipboard contents
(Cut, Copy, Pas te).

en-dash
23
Typesetter's term for a short dash (- ), available in
most fonts by typing option - hyphen.
103
Folder or disk that holds the currently selected (or
open) file or folder. In a finder folder window,
hold down the command key and click the name
of the folder name in the window's title bar to see a
pop-up list of enclosing folders and disk.
enclosing folder/disk

132-133, 182-183
Intermediate file that exists between one
document's publisher and another document's
subscriber.
edition

ejecting disks > see floppy disk, ejecting
electrical safety

enterkey

17
Key in the numeric keypad of all Macintosh
keyboards. Mimics the Return key action in dialog
boxes, but often records edited information to the
file without moving the cursor or selected
spreadsheet ceU.
EPSF
130-131
Encapsulated PostScript File format, used to store
graphics and text information for printing on a
PostScript printer or typesetter.
erasable optical disks

61

High capacity disk storage that uses a laser beam to
read and write information on a metal coated disk.
erasing disks > see floppy disk, initializing
ergonomics

4-5

Branch of knowledge pertairung to the study of
work, used very often to describe man-to-machine
interaction.

6

Proper way to protect your computer equipment
from large variations in electrical current and
voltage.
37
Invisible force generated by magnetic coils in a
video monitor (and, to a Jesser extent, electric
motors). Adequate distance between an EMf source
and humans is recommended.

electromagnetic force (EMF)

end key
17
Key on the Extended keyboard that often helps you
position the text insertion pointer to the end of the
screen or document. Must be programmed by the
application's author.

Escape key
16
Keyboard key used mostlyin IBM PC-compatible
programs to cancel operations or backtrack
through a series of steps.
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fax modem
174-175
Ahardware device that allows you to send
documents directly from the Macintosh to a fax
machine over the telephone. Some units also
capture incoming faxes, and turn them into
Macintosh document files.
EtherTalk
68, 162-163
Cable connection system for attaching a Macintosh
to an Ethernet network
expansion boards
9, 32
Optional extra d rcuit boards that plug into sockets
on Macintosh system unit connectors. Not all
Macintoshes have the same connector nor the same
number of slots available for e.xpansion boards.

FDHD
52
Floppy Disk, High Density, the designation of the J .4
MB floppy disks that work with the SuperDrive
disk drive that ships on all Macintosh models today.

feature upgrade
12, 67
New version of software that includes one or more
enltancements to features or addltional features
over and above the previous version.
female connector
7
One of a connector p:tir recognizable for holes that
accept the pins of a matching male connector.

Extensions folder
12, 74, 83, 178
Folder inside the System Folder where drivers,
INITs, and similar system software elements are
stored.

Ble
118-119, 199
Any entity, other than a volume or folder, that
appears on the Macintosh desktop or in a folder
window. Afile is a collection of information,
whether it be an application (containing program
code) or document (cont:tining your data) .
Ble compression
174-175
Method of squezzing a file to a smaller size for
·efficient transfer over telephone Unes or networks,
or for disk space effidency. Requires
decompression to use the file.

extensions, system
68-69, 74, 83, 148, 178,188, 196
Drivers, !NITs, and similar system software
elements required at startup time. Many of these
items are loaded into memory during startup, and
their icons appear at the bottom of the screen
before the Finder appears.

New Folder
OON
Open
3€0
Print
3€P
Close Window 3€W
Get Info
Sharing ...
Duplicate
Malee Alias
Put Away

3€0

Find ...
Find Again

3€F
3€6

3€1

~y

Page Setup ...
Print Window ...

File menu
100, 128-129
Standard user interface item cont:tining commands
to open, close, and save files, as well as quitting an
application.
file server
162-163, 191-192
Ashared disk volume on a network. Adedicated file
server is a Macintosh and hard disk on a network
devoted entirely to the job of acting as a server in
conjunction with server software, such as
AppleShare 3.0.
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File Sharing Monitor
69, 82, 190
Control panel that lets you view who is connected to
your Madmosh and which shared folders are
currently in use.
file transfer
8-9
Moving a file from one computer to another, usually
via a network or telephone connection.

file type
128-129, 180, 190
The hidden four-character table that helps
applications know whether a file is compatible (i.e.,
openable).

files, locking
191, 197
Turning a file into a read-only file by checking the
Loci< check box in the ftle's Get info dialog box,.

-

I

Finder
12, 74, 84-85, 94, 191
Application program that works \vith the System File
to present the Macintosh Desktop and graphical
user Interface. Simplifies processes such as
moving and searching for files.
Finder Prefs
89, 110-113
Special file in the Preferences folder created by the
Finder to store settings of several control panels,
such as Views, that affect your working with the
Finder.
finding rues > see files, finding
fixed size fonts > see bibnapped fonts

files, copying

180-181, 201
Drag a 6le's icon from one disk to another. To
make a copy on the same disk (in another folder),
press option and drag - otherwise the ftle is simply
moved to the other folder. Also sec Duplicate.

flies, finding
66, 122-123
Find command in the Finder's File menu lets
you locate files on your hard disk that match
numerous search criteria. You can pedorm a
simple search on a name or a more defined search
on many different characteristics of files.
FileShare

9, 66, 120-121, 162, 173, 184,
187, 190-192, 195, 199,204
Built-In ability in System 7 for all Mad ntoshes on
the same AppleTalk neiWork to share files and link
programs together. Requires selling several control
panels and the Chooser to use properly.

FileShare extension
69, 83
Driver file in the Extensions folder that allows your
Madmosh use FileShare on a neiWork.

&e~
27
Function keys are small programs that are triggered
by a command-key sequence, such as the
command-shift-3 screen capture fu nction built
imo system software. FkC)'S are not as prevalem as
they once were.

Dashing menu
76
The Alarm Clock Desk Accessory had an alarm set,
and it has elapsed. Open the Alarm Clock and tum
off the alarm.
flashing menubar
113, 156-157
Usually means that the volume in the Sound control
panel is set to zero. Instead of sounding the system
beep to alert you, the Madntosh flashes the
menubar.

flashing program icon
101
In place of the Application menu icon, this
means that a program running in the background
needs your auention. This progrJm is marked with
a black diamond in the Application menu.
Switch to this program and respond to its dialog
box.

Flash-It 2 .2b 1
Flash-It!
35
Popular screen capture alternative control panel.
Shareware product by Nobu Togc.
flicker
30-31
interaction beiWeen the screen refresh rate of a
video monitor and refresh rate of surrounding
fluorescent lighting. The more distant the refresh
rates of the monitor and lighting, the less flicker.
floating-point processing unit (FPU)
Additional motherboard drcuitry (sometimes built
into the CPUchip) that speeds calculations of
floating-point (i.e. non-integer) math (and many
processes that require floating-polm arithmetic). A
FPUis included on high-end Macimoshes and Is
a\'ailable as a third-party option for mid-range
models.
floppy disk
52-54, 120-121, 174-175, 177, 183, 184, 202
Storage device capable of 400K, SOOK, or 1.4 MB of
storage, depending on the disk type and formatting.
1.4MB disks can be read only by SuperDrive disk
drives in newer Macintoshes. M5-DOS formatted
3.5" disks may be accessed in Apple File Exchange.
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floppy disk drive port > see disk drive port
floppy disk, ejecting
53, 177
Normal disk ejection is accomplished by selecting
the disk, and choosing Eject Disk: from the
Special menu, or, beuer still, dragging the disk
to the Trash icon. The Iauer removes the disk icon
from the Desktop entirely.
floppy disk, initializing
52, 202
Laying down the parking spaces on a disk for
information, sometimes known as formatting. All
disks must be initialized before they may store
information.

A
fo nt resource
12, 84-87
FUe that contains information about a typeface.
May be a single bit mapped font si7.e or a TrueType
file, which contains specifications about all sizes of
a typeface. Pont resources must be dropped into the
System File for the font to be recognized by
appiJcations.

floppy disk, locking
13
Preventing a disk from being overwritten. Requires
the locking tab be In the open (see through)
position. Also prevents viruses from being wriuen to
a diskette.

185,192, 195, 199

AcoUection of files or other folders, just like a
paper folder. Afolder mayalso be shared with other
users on a network.

foreign language characters > see keyboard
characters

formatted capacity
52, 55
Actual amount of empty space available on a disk
after the disk has been initialized (formatted).
Invisible control information takes up some of the
disk's raw storage capacity.
formatting disks > see floppy disk,
initializing; hard disk initializing

folder name
116-117
Idenlif}ing name attached to every folder. Afolder
name can be 30 characters long, but no colon (:) is
allowed in the name.

folder 94, 106-107, 116-11 7, 120-121, 183,

force quit
179
Typing command-option-escape may let you quit
a frozen program without harming the data in other
running programs.

Font/DA Mover
75, 84, 202
Program that used to be required for moving fonts
and desk accessories into and out of the System file.
No longer needed for System 7, but version 4. 1or
later can be useful in combining fonts or desk
accessories Into suitcase files for storage or transfer
to other users.
font

86-88, 128-129, 150-151, 192

In Macintosh parlance, usually defines a particular

typeface, regardless of size or style (bold, itallc,
etc.). Different from typesetting terntinology, in
which a font is a typeface of a particular style and
size.

fragmentation
44-45, 57
Occurring In RAMand hard disks, data is not
contiguous. In Ro\M, fragmentallon causes samU
open blocks that are not useable by the next
program to open. On hard disks, fragmentallon
places pieces of a file on many parts of a disk,
increasing tl1e total access time in reading and
writing the file.
frame grabber
32
External hardware (or plug-in expansion board)
that connects to a video source and with the help of
compatible software, captures a video frame,
converting it to information that can be stored ln a
Macintosh file. The lnlage may also be modified by
graphics software to produce unusual effects.
freeware > see shareware
freeze
11, 179
Condition In which the Macintosh is unresponsive to
mouse clicks or keystrokes.
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graphics tablet
27
Allat pad that lets you move an on-screen pointer·
bydrawing with a pen that is connected to the pad.
It supplements a keyboard in intensely graphic
work, such as design dra\ving, letting you work with
a more comfortable pointing and drawing device.

Frontier Script
Frontier
27, 134
Program designed for programmers and advanced
users to facilitate the use of Apple Events in
creating environments with shared progran1s and
files. Produced by UserLand Software, Inc.

General Controls
11, 80, 110
Control panel that lets you adjust basic settings on
your Macintosh: desktop pattern, menu blinking
rate, text insertion pointer blinking rate, sound
Level, and internal clock. Choices are saved in
Parameter RAM.
genlock
32
Spedal external hardware that synchronizes the
refresh rates of a Macintosh video monitor \vith a
video camera that is recorcling the Macintosh
screen. Prevents the slowlycreeping line in the
recorded screen.

Get Info
44,94,1 12,118-121,135,182,191,193

function keys
17
Fifteen keys along the top of the Apple Extended
keyboard to replicate those keys on an AT-style
keyboard. With macro programs, any key can be
instructed to carry out a long series of mouse and
keyboard motions.
fuse
6
Capsule sized device placed in a power line to break
the drcuit when too much current is flowing
through the line. An open fuse may indicate a failure
of a piece of electronic equipment that was about to
draw more current tban normal operation allows.
Often built into surge suppressors or power strips.

File menu command that opens a clialog revealing
information about the selected clisk, folder, or file.
Contents of the Get Info dialog box varies with the
type of selecced object.
gigabyte
One billion b}1es.
glare

grayscale
30-31,34
Capability of clisplaying ~g intensity of gray at
each pixel location. At256 1evels of gray, a monitor
is caPable of displaying photorealistic images.

ground

6,46

Electric potential of the earth. Grounding yourself
means matching your potential with that of the
earth. Most electrical outlets are grounded, and the
third, round pin of a power cord is usually
connected to ground.

group

164-167

Combination of two or more FileShare users that
you setup to use your computer's files or programs.
Groups are created in the Users & Groups control
panel.

growbox

102

Lower right corner of a document window, which
lets you resize a window to whatever limits tile
program or screen permit. Only the lower right
corner is adjustable.

4-5, 31

Reflection of surrouncling objects and light off the
glass of a video monitor. Can cause headaches and
eyestrain if intense.

I

graphical userinterface(GUI) 12, 94, 128-129

Method of interaction between a computer and its
user in which commands are carried out by clicking
and pointing with a mouse, rather than typing
commands. Files and directories appear as
metaphors of real-world objects. Acronymn
sometimes pronounced as GOO-ee. In most nonMacintosh computers, the user interface is a layer
atop an existing operating system (e.g., Windows
atop MS-DOS), while the Macintosh System and
Finder are more highly integrated.

<Guest>
guest
164-169
Spedal user entity (in Users & Groups control
panel) that represents all unregistered users on
your network. Allo\ving guest access gives everyone
on the network access to a particular disk or folder.
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GUI > see graphical user Interface.
25
handicapped mousing
Perfonning mouse operations without the mouse.
Requires Easy Access control panel.
handicapped typing
20
Performing typing operations with a single,
potentially inaccurate stylus or pointer. Requires
Easy Access control panel.
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heat
5
The Number One enemy of computers. Allow for
good ventilation around the system unit and
monitor.

Hebrew script
21
Language resource that instructs the Macintosh how
to display Hebrew language chardcters, including
left-to-right Roman words embedded in the right-toleft Hebrew words.

homekey

17

An Apple Extended keyboard key sometimes used In

document navigation. Must be programmed by the
application's author for usc.

35
handicapped viewing
Viewing the screen with software magnification.
Requires CloseVIew control panel.
handier

144-145
Hyper'falk script component that responds to a
message. AHyperCard object may have a script
consisting of many individual handlers.

hang > see freeze
bard disk
55-57, 120-124, 177-179
Storage device capable of storing large quantities of
information, usually offering fast access to that
information.
bard disk partition
56, 179
Portion of a hard disk that has been assigned (by
partitioning software) as a separate disk volume
when viewed on the Desktop.
hard disk recovery
60, 177, 198, 202
Repair of a hard disk that is not immediately
readable when starting up the Macintosh. May entail
several different techniques and a few auempts.
hard disk, Initializing
55, 177-178, 202
Laying down the parking spaces (tracks and
sectors) on a disk space, also known as formatting.
Initializing a hard disk erases all previous
information on that disk.

headphones
9, 156-157
Same as Walkman·style stereo headphones for
listening to Macintosh audio through the audio
output port. Provides Improved fidelity over the
internal speaker. The internal speaker is disabled
when the headphones are plugged ln.

About Balloon Help ...

Welcome to HyperCard
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Show Balloons
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oo tt.er'IV cuffennt tran;a-ror e;ramp1t, ~
C0'01ICI VU I thU: tO kHO t .-.ct of VQ0r

IDOOir.trt'lotnts. ~· VOUf' t.<t>ti'IUt,lMn\ 0
ntw lttlf\IC9f, o,..oloy m.~tle from en 3\ScUo
comoa.c:t olsc.. A ftw t t ockt ort tnc11J4c4 ftf rt t o
gtt\jOUttot, tGTMtlY~t>OOUtt

Finder Shortcuts
Help menu
44, 96, 101
Menu at the right of the menu bar that leads to
Balloon Help. Programs may add more help items
to the menu.
hierarchical menu > see menu, hierarchical
36, 113
highlight color
Color assigned to a text selection on a color
monitor. Adjusted in the Color control panel.
high profile SIMM
46
RAM module that uses either large RAM chips or
multiple chips to increase capacity per module.
Only a few Macintosh models can accomodate these
SIMMs.

I IIDietnt f'IOW to uM ttttm YO\I ccn ootalo

- o:~:Afp~·~-~ . ·~ ~
Home stack
138-139
Default stack ffie that HyperCard opens. Contains
settings for various preferences as you use
HyperCard.
hot spot, monitor
5
Bright spot caused by glare from surrounding light
source. Can be mlnlmJzed with an adjustable
monitor stand.
hot spot, pointer
97
Single pixel on a pointer that must be atop a button
or other object to effect action with the mouse
button. Editable in CURS resources with ResEdit
hue, lightness, saturation (IlLS)
36
Three-value system of defining a color. Available as
an option for selecting a color in the Color Wheel.
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ics#
85, 98
Resource identifier for a small ( 16-by-16 plxel)
monochrome Icon. Editable In ResEdit.

HyperCard
HyperCard 44, 134, 138-145, 156-159, 179
Programming environment for non-prograrruners.
Edition packaged with System software is a two-disk
set, including audio recording stack. Five-disk set
fromClaris Corporation Is recommended for stack
authoring.
HyperTalk
134, 144-145
English-like scripting language built Into HyperCard.

ics4
85, 98
Resource identifier for a small (1 6-by-16 pixel) 4bit color (16 colors) icon. Editable in ResEdit.

imagesetter
88
Expensive devices that transfer text and graphics
Iiles to photographic film, usually at very high
resolutions. Film output is used In the production of
printed materials. Afamiliar brand name is Linotronic, whose model 300 Is capable of 2540 dpi.

---·--·

icl4
85, 98
Resource identifier for a large (32-by-32 pixel) 4bit color (16 colors) icon. Editable in ResEdit.
I

85, 98
Resource identifier for a large (32-by-32 pixel)
monochrome icon. Editable In ResEdit.

ICN#

85
Resource Identifier for monochrome icon generally
used inside applications programs (i.e., not the
Finder). Editable in ResEdit.

ICON

icon fam Uy
98
CoUection of all large and small icon versions In all
colors for a particular Icon design. All icon
resources share the same resource ID number.
icon, desktop
94-95, 98, 113, 120-121
Representations for disks, folders, documents, and
other files presented by the Finder. Finder displays
an icon In appropriate color and size depending on
color monitor support and window view.

initiallzing diskette > see floppy disk,
initializing
initializing hard disk> see hard disk,
initializing

ics8
85, 98
Resource identifier for a small ( 16-by-16 pixel) 16bit color (256 colors) icon. Editable In ResEdit.

lAC > see interapplication communication

icl8
85, 98
Resource identifier for a large (32-by-32 pLxel) 8bit color (256 colors) Icon. Editable in ResEdit.

INIT > see extensions, system

insert/help key
17
Extended keyboard key that can be used as an
Insert key when the Macintosh is running IDM PC
software. Usually progranuncd by application
authors as a trigger for the on-line help system.
insertion point > see text insertion point

d

l..,·....__ __,r

Image Writer
lmageWriter
9, 86, 194
Dot-matrix impact printer currently available from
Apple in the lmageWriter 11 model. Can be set up as
a serial or LocalTalk network printer.

Installer

inactive window
103
Window that is not the current window, usually
covered by anotl1er window on the screen.
Discern able by its lack of horizontal lines In the title
bar. On color monitors, the nan1e in the titlebar is
dimmed.

Installer
12-13, 68-70, 148, 190, 196
Application that instaUs system and other software
onto your hard disk. Requires an Installer script
document, which contains specifications about files
and resources to be copied to your hard disk from
the installation disks.

indicator lights, keyboard
17
Extended keyboard lights above the numeric keypad
that show the status of num lock, caps lock, and
scroll lock. num lock and scroll lock features
have to be programmed into an application by the
author. caps lock works aU the time.

installing applications
12-B
Entails copying files from the distribution diskettes
to your hard disk. Sometimes includes an installer
(or the Installer) to move files to their proper
places, including inside the System Folder when
necessary.
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Installing System 7
12-13, 68-69
Requires the Installer program and script on the
System ? installation diskeues. You must use the
Installer for this upgrade.
interapplication communication (lAC) 67, 134
Method for programs to manipulate other
programs, their documents, and their lnfonnation.
Includes publish/subscribe mechanism.

lsoPoint
27
Alternative pointing device used in the first
generation Outbound notebook computer, a thirdparty Macintosh portable computer. Consists of a
roller bar installed beneath the space bar on a
keyboard.
japanese > see Kanji script
Jack> see connectors

interference, electromagnetic
31
Invisible fields that interfere with video dlsplays,
causing wobbly screen images. Requires that the
source of interference be separated from your video
monitor.
interference, radio and TV
7
Radlo frequency signals generated by electronic
equipment and cables. Can cause noise in radlo and
television signals.

Kanji script
21
Language resource that instructs the Macintosh how
to dlsplayjapanese Kanji language characters.
KCHR
85
Resource identifier for a keyboard resource. Each
language keyboard you connect to a Macintosh
requires its own resource In the S}-stem File.

internal clock> see General Controls control
panel

Keyboard
19, 81
Control panel that lets you set the key repeat delay,
repeat frequency, and alternate language keyboard.
keyboard, Apple
9, 10, 16
Smaller keyboard that features full alphanumeric
keys, cursor keys, and numeric keypad. Fits
comfortably on most desks.
keyboard character

19,21-23

Any alphanumeric character or symbol created with

the keyboard. Not all fonts In a language have the
same characters. Use Key Caps to sec what
characters each font contains.
keyboard connections > see Apple Desktop
Bus

international > see localization
keyboard equivalent > see menu, keyboard
equivalent

Internet
162-163
Collection of more than one AppleTalk network
joined by network bridges.
Internet
Aglobal e-mail network that connects thousands of
corporate, university, and commercial e-mail
systems.

Key Caps desk accessory
19, 21, 76
Small program that lets you see and type any
character, including those created In conjunction
with the option key. Helpful in typing foreign
language characters or symbols.

Interrupt button
11
Button on the Programmer's 8\\itch of importance
to programmers only. Invokes a debugger system
extension if one is Installed.

key repeat rate
19
Keyboard control panel selling that lets you adjust
how fast a keyboard key repeats itself once it begins
repeating.

85
Resource identifier for International resource
families. These are the resources changed to
localize system software and applications. Editable
In ResEdit.

keyboard height
4
Distance between the Door and the surface on
which the keyboard rests. For most people should
be lower than standard 29' desk height.
keyboard macro
27
One-key command (or command-key sequence)
that perfonns a series of mouse and keyboard
actions as trained once by the user. Provides
shoncuts for repetitive operations.
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Label

../ None
keyboard resource
12-13, 19, 21-23, 85
File containing ~-pecifications about a particular
language's keyboard. Must be dropped into the
System File if other than the standard keyboard for
the country in which the Macintosh was purchased.
keyboard, extended
9, 10, 16-17
Larger keyboard patterned after the I.BM PC AT
model keyboard. Includes 15 function keys,
document navigation keys, cursor keys in an
inverted "T" arrangement, and indicator lights in
addition to a numeric keypad.
keyboards, foreign language
21-23
Available through APDA, keyboards for other
languages have different character layouts for eaclt
language. Requires a keyboard resource, and
sometimes a script language resource for the
System file.
kilobyte (K, KB)
4{)
One thousand bytes, although more accurately 1024
bytes, based on the binary arithmetic of the
computer world (2'0) .

-

Esse ntial
Hot
In Progress
Cool
Personal
Project 1
Project 2

Label menu
100, 110-111
Finder menu that lets you assign one of seven nantes
(and colors on color monJtors) to disks, folders,
and icons on the Desktop. You may later sort and
search by label as well as other file anributes.

language script resources 13, 19, 21-23, 85
Files that tell the Macintosh to use a different
method of displaying characters (e.g., right-to-left,
instead of left-to-right) for non-Roman languages.
Install in the System File. Can be changed from the
script menu, which appears between the Help and
Rpp lication menu when language script
re~ou rces are in~tallcd in the System File.
largest unused block
44-45
Report from the Finder (in Rbout This
Macintosh, under the • menu in the Finder)
about memory available for the loading of
additional programs. May not always accurately
represent available memory for applications,
however.

.~

Laser Prep
Labels
80, 110-111
Control panel that lets you assign names and colors
(on color monltors) to each of the seven Label
menu entries.
landscape printing
148-149
Rotating the printed image 90 degrees to the right
so that a \vide image is printed on the page
sideways. May be selected for all printers and
documents in the Page Setup dialog.

Laser Prep
152-153, 193
Extension file required by some programs that still
look for the System 6 (and earlier) Laser Prep llle.
Acompatible dummy Laser Prep file can be copied
from the System 7 disks to your Extensions folder
(or just the System Folder for some appUcations)
for those programs. Functionality of Laser Prep is
now built into LaserWriter driver.
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lighting
4-5
Surrounding light sources have a big Impact on
your computer setup and fatigue prevention.

LaserWriter
9, 71,86, 88,152-153, 182-186,193
Apple printer that uses a laser to specify Image
areas on a page. A\'3i.lable in various models, most
of which have PostScript and fonts built into them.

~

Laser'w'riter Font Utility
LaserWriter Font Utility
87, 152-153
Application on the Printing disk of System 7
installation disks that help you manage fonts on a
PostScript LaserWriter. Also lets you tum off the test
page.

LCD
37
Uquld Crystal Display, a low-power Oat panel
display technology used in portable Macintoshes.
Uses both reflected light and (on some models) an
internal backlight to increase contrast of the
characters against the light bac~ground.
leading
Une spacing between base lines of vertically
adjacent lines of text.

lightning precautions
6
Strong spikes by nearby and direct lightning strikes
can damage your computer unless it is protected by
a surge protector.
Unotronic > see imagesetters

84
localization
Process of tailoring software for a particular
country's language and other cultural facets. Often
simplllled by editing resources for menus, dialog
boxes, and text strings.
LocaiTalk
68, 162-163
AppleTalk connector system built into all
Macintoshes. Devices on a LocaiTalk cable are in a
daisy-chain.
locking floppy disk > see floppy disk, locking
logic board > see motherboard

46
low profile SIMMS
Preferred size of RAM modules that fit comfortably
into the cramped quarters of most Macintosh
models.
Macintosh Tools
60
Disk utility software by Central Point Software to
help in hard disk crash and file recovery.

Macintosh memory upgrades
46-49
Process of increasing memory capacity in a
Macintosh. May be required to make a Macintosh
System 7-ready. Upgrading to 4 megabytes or more
is strongly recommended for System 7.
MacOS
B
Shorthand for Macintosh Operating System,
referring more specifically to the system software
(System and Finder) in comparison to MS-DOS,
Windows, and other operating systems or
graphical user Interfaces.

MacPalnt flle format (PNfG)

130-131

File format for biimapped graphics images
established in the first graphics program for the
Macintosh, MacPaint. Virtually every Macintosh
graphics program can open a MacPalnt file.
158-159
External device from MacroMind/Paracomp
(formallyfrom Farallon Computing, Inc. ) that lets
you record voice and other sound for ~1orage as a
file or resource on the Macintosh.
MacRecorder

86

license, software

126-127
Written contract you agree to when you open a
software package. Grants you limited rights with
virtually no warranty from the software publisher.
MaclnTalk
156-157
Optional system e.xtension that converts text and
phonemes to a computer-sounding voice played
through the speaker. Available through user groups
and electronic buUetin boards, but not yet updated
for System 7.

MacroMaker
27
Obsolete keyboard macro program that used to
be a part of Macintosh system software. Not
compatible with System 7.

•
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macros > see keyboard macros

memory, application > see RAM, application

mail, electronic > see e-mail

memory management
44-45, 187, 189, 199, 200
The techniques available to optimize usage of
limited RAM.

maintenance upgrade
12, 67
Update to software that fixes bugs or adds
compatibility for a new Macintosh model. No new
features Included.
male connector
7
One of a connector pair recognizable for pins that
go into the holes of a matching female connector.

MENU

85

Resource identifier for menu resources in
application. Editable with ResEdit.
menu, flashing > see flashing menubar;
flashing program icon
menu, hierarchical
101
Pull down menu in which an item has a rightpointing arrow that leads to a submenu for that
item. Requires careful mouse work to reach that
submenu.

Map control panel
82
Small program that lets world-travelling Macintosh
owners Bnd times in other parts of the world and
keep the internal clock in the local time wne of the
traveler.

megabyte (M, MB)
40
One million bytes, or more accurately, 1,048,576
bytes. The unit of measure for RAM and hard disk
capacity.
megahertz (MHz)
Aunit of measure of frequency in cycles per second.
Used to rate processing speeds of CPUchips.

mini DIN-8 connector
7
Smaller version of a round DIN connector, used for
Madntosh ADB and serial ports.
minimum system diskette 70, 177, 178, 197,
Diskette containing a System and Finder that allows
you to boot the Macintosh from a floppy disk in
case of difficulty booting from your hard disk.
Created with the help of the System 7 Installer.
modal dialog > see dialog, modal

menu, pop up
101
Menu style normally used to let you choose froma
pre-set list of choices to fill in a preferences setting.
menu, puU down
101
Menu of commands which you access byclicking
and holding on a menu title in the menubar. The
menu drops down, allowing you to drag the mouse
to the desired command. Releasing the mouse
button on the command activates the command.
menu, tear-ofT
101
Menu style, normally used In tool menus, that let
you drag the tools away from the menubar In a
paleue-style window. You can leave the window
showing for faster selection of various tools.
menubar
100-101
The white bar across the top of the screen
containing titles of puU-down menus.
menu flashing > see flashing menubar

Memory
42-45, 82
Acontrol panel that lets you set RAM cache size
and (If your Madntosh Is so equipped) 32-bit
addressing, and virtual memory. Also lets you
create a RAM disk on Quadras and PowerBooks
only.

.

microprocessor > see CPU
Microsoft Windows
B
Graphical user interface program that runs atop
M8-DOS.

MODE32
MODE32
40, 43, 46, 67
Free System 7 extension from Apple that lets owners
of a SF/30, Madntosh II, Jlx, or llcx turn on 32-bit
addressing to access more than 81.m of RAM.
modeless dialog > see dialog, modeless
modem
9
Ahardware device that converts the computer's
electrical signals into audible tones for transmission
across telephone wires or radio waves and
reconnects received audio into computer signals.
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modem cable
9
cable configured to plug into a Macintosh serial
port and modem. Most modems are standard
enough to allow a generic cable to work.

Monitors
34-35, 36, 81
The control panel that lets you set the number of
colors (for a color monitor) or gray levels (for
grayscale and color monitors) . Also controls
multiple monitor setups-which is the startup
screen monltor, which is the main monitor for
menubar.

Mouse
25, 81, 97
A control panel that lets you adjust double-click
speed and tracking speed of your mouse. The
settings are stored in Parameter RAM.
mouse
24-25
Hardware device that lets you control the on-screen
pointer.

monitors, multiple > see Monitors

modem port
9
Aserial port on the Macintosh rear panel bearing
a telephone icon. Either this port or printer port
can be used with a modem, however.

31,34-35
monochrome
Amonitor that displays a single color (usually
white) against its black background. Built-in
monitors of compact Macintoshes and portable
Macintosh LCDs are monochrome. This is distinct
fromgrayscale, which requires different video
monitor driving circuitry.

modem, fax > see fax modem

moof > see Dog Cow

modifier key
16
Any of several non-character keys pressed in
concert with one or more other keys to modify their
normal behavior. The modifier keys are the shift,
option, command, caps lock, and control.

MooV file format
130-131
Afile format for Quick'fime movies and other
lime-based data.

modular Macintosh
4, 10-11
Macintosh system consisting of a system unit and
e>.'lemal monitor. All Macintosh LC, n, and Quadra
models are modular Macintoshes. These allow a
wide choice in monitor and expansion possibilities.
monitor stand
4-5
Allows for adjustment of monitor in manydirections
to avert glare and hot spots fromsurrounding light
sources.

motherboard
46-49
The main circuit board inside the Macintosh that
holds CPU, RAM, and other primary board
components. Also called the logic board.
mount
116-117
The process of gelling the Finder to recognize and
displaya disk and its contents.
mouse connections > see Apple Desktop Bus

Mouse KC}'S
25
Easy Access control panel setting that lets you use
the numeric keypad as a substitute for the mouse.
mouse pad
5
Rubber or plastic slab on which you roll the mouse
when traction on the desk surface is not sufficient to
use the mouse.
mouse tracking
25
Speed at which the screen pointer responds to rapid
movement of the mouse. Adjustable in the Mouse
control panel, it may be set between completely
linear (tablet) and very fast to let you cover large
screens with a minimum of mouse motion.
move > see drag
MS-DOS > see DOS; Microsoft Windows

MultiFinder
12, 44, 66
Obsolete feature of earlier system software that
allowed multiple programs to run at the same lime.
Now standard behavior of System 7, and cannot be
turned off.
multiple monitors > see Monitors
names
180, 181, 186, 188, 195
Identifying name for anydisk, folder, or file.
Different objects have different maximum character
lengths for their names.
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nanosecond ( ns)
40
One-billionth of a second, the unit of measure of
RAM chip refresh and access speeds. Faster
Macintosh models require faster (lower
nanosecond rating) RAM chips.
Ne~ork

operating system
12
Most basic software In ROM that helps the
Macintosh perform its self test and search for a
startup disk when turned on.

Note Pad
6

Madntosh on a network that must be set a~ide to
act as a shared hard disk for all other Macintoshes
on the network. Still useful for high-volume shared
traffic, instead of the occasional FUeShare traffic.
~

open me dialog > see dJalog, open flle

81

Acontrol panel that lets you select from multiple
network connections (Loca!Talk, EtherTalk,
TokenTalk). Must be copied from the System 7
installer disk to your Control Panels folder.
ne~ork server

Open Apple key (- )
16
Name for the command key when keyboard is
used on an Apple //GS computer.

85

Resource identifier for new fonts, the bil mapped
fonts copied to the System File by the Installer.

Note Pad File
74
Text file that stores notes written with the Note Pad
desk accessory.
ns > see nanosecond
9
Aspecification for one type of slot that accepts
expansion boards on Macintosh II logic boards. The
number of available NuBus slots varies from model
to model.

NuBus

opticalcb~erreco~tion (OCR)

26

Method of converting printed te.xt to editable text
characters in a document. Requires scanner
hardware and OCR software.
optical disks > see CD-ROM; WORM;
erasable optical disks

aft

option
num lock

Norton Utilities
Norton Utilities
178
Commercial disk utility program by Symantec used
for hard disk and file recovery.
Note Pad
74, 77
Desk accessory that contains 8 smallte.xt pages for
jolting notes. T~1 is saved in the Notepad File in the
System Folder.

17

Extended keyboard key that some programs have
programmed to allow the numeric keypad to be
used as a numeric keypad instead of navigation
keys (as they would be on some IBM PC-style
keyboards).
object graphics
130
Images defined by mathematical representations,
such as a line with endpoint coordinates and a line
thickness. Require less disk storage than the
bitmapped cquhoaJent, and can be resized without
distortion. Print with higher clarity on PostScript
printers.
OCR > see optical character recognition

option key
16
Modifier key used primarily to access additional
keyboard characters for other languages and
symbols.
120-121
original
File that was used to create an alias file. Get Info
dialog for an alias contains a button that locates the
alias' original.

outlet > see connectors
outline font
86-88
Afont specification that defines a character's
appearance by mathematical calculations of points
along the outline of that character. True1)pe and
PostScript fonts are outline fonts.
owner
164-165
Macintosh on which a disk or folder resides, even if
it is viewable and editable from another Macintosh
on a network. Icon for folders you have shared but
still own have a dark spot on their tabs.
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paperclip
53
Uncoiled, a tool to remove a floppydisk from a disk
drive when the Macintosh is turned off.

page down key

17

An Apple Extended Keyboard key usually

programmed to mimic the action of clicking in the
Page Down area of a scroUbar In a document
window.

Page Setup dialog
78, 138-150
Presents choices affecting appearance of a
document on the page, such as paper size and
orientation. Settings are saved with the document.
Each printer style, as selected by Chooser, has its
own settings in this dialog.

parallel printer
9
Printer that communicates with a computer along 8
simultaneous data lines through a cable.
Theoretically faster communications than a serial
printer, but in practice rarely delivers faster
throughput than today's serial printers. lmagesetter
and Stylcwriter printers are serial printers.
parameter RAM (PRAM) 11, 19, 41, 177, 178
Separate, battery-backed up section of memory on
all Madntoshes that stores setUngs from some
control panels as well as the current clock time.
parity RAM

231

pattern > see desktop pattern

pausekey

17

Extended keyboard key rarely used in Macintosh
software. Aholdover from the AT-style keyboard.
PC
174-175
Personal Computer, but generally applied to MSDOS compatible computers patterned after lliM's
PC models.

41

Memory that includes one extra error-checking bit
for each byte (8 bits) of data memory. Frequently
demanded in specifications for government
computers, only a couple Macintosh models offer
parity RAM versions.

PDS
9
Processor Direct Slot, a motherboard connector on
some Madntoshes. Often used to connect thirdparty accelerator boards or other expansion boards
that work best with a direct connection to the CPU
chip.

partition > see hard disk partition

page up key

17

An Apple Extended Keyboard key usually

programmed to mimic the action of clicking in the
Page Up area of a scroUbar in a document window.

paste from Clipboard
79, 108
Edit menu co0llll3nd places a copy of the
Clipboard at whatever location the text insertion
pointer or selection is located in a document.

paged memory management unit (PMMU)

40,43, 67
Accessory chip that helps some Madntosh
microprocessors use advanced memory features,
such as virtual memory. Not available on some
Macintoshes, optional on Madntosh 0 models, and
built Into all Madntoshes with a 68030 or 68040
microprocessor.
paint program
130, 150
An application program that lets you create graphic
images bysetting Individual pixels to white, black,
or colors. see also bitmapped graphics.
palette > see tool palette

Paste Special
108
Extra Paste command in some programs allows
you to paste certain attributes of a complex
information item in the Clipboard (e.g., just the
formulas from spreadsheet ceUs in the Clipboard).

110
Resource identifier for monochrome patterns
available in the General Controls control panel
for desktop patterns. Changes recorded in the
control panel are saved to this resource. Also
editable with ResEdit.
path
1o6-107, 116-117
Notation for specifying a file's location on a disk
volume, consisting of volume name and all
intervening folders, each element is separated by a
colon.

peripheral
8-9
Device that connects to the Macintosh via one of its
rear panel ports.
persistence
31
Video monitor characteristic of how long it takes
the phosphor to decay (go from illuminated to
black) . High persistence phosphors have virtually
no flicker, but leave momentary ghosts of moving
objects.
PhoneNet
162-163
AppleTalk connector system by Farallon
Computing that uses low-cost standard telephone
wire for connections between devices.
phosphor
30-33
Coating inside the face of video tube. When struck
by electron beam, illuminates In spots.
phototypesetters > see lmagesetters
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PICS
Animated graphic file format.

130-131

PNTG
Afile type for MacPaint-formatfiles.

130-131

point
86
1n2 of an Inch, a typesetter's measure. Also the
unit of measure of computer font sizes and line
spacings.
PICT
85, 108, 130-131
Resource identifier for simple graphic image, which
may be either bilmapped or object graphic in
monochrome or color.
PICT 6le type
130-131
Original graphic file format for the Macintosh.

pointer > see cursor.
popup menus > see menu, popup
port
8-9
Rear panel connector to which cables are attached.

pinout > see connectors
pixel
30
Picture element, the smaUest graphical unit on a
video display. Depending on the monitor, may be
black, white, a gray level, or In any color within the
video monitor's circuitry capability.
pixel density > see resoludon, video
pixel grid
30
Count of pixels horizontal by pixels vertical on a
video display. Not to be confused with video
resolution, which indicates how densely pixels are
drawn on the screen.
plug > see connectors
plug-In boards > see expansion boards

6

powersbip
6
AC power e>.1ension featuring multiple power outlets
for plugging in several electrical devices. fused
power strips offer better protection.

picture element > see pixel

pincushioning > see distortion, video

poweroutle~

Some offices are equipped with special power
outlets with built-in surge suppressors.

PIC'n file format
130-131
Enhanced graphic file format for Macintosh
graphics.

Picture me > see screen shot

~

81, 190
Portable
Control panel for portable Macintoshes that lets you
adjust the power saving features and modem access
(internal or external) .

CD

portrait video monitor
30
Video display capable of displaying a single full page
of a document.
PostScript
86-88, 130-131, 148-149, 152-153, 183
Page description language by Adobe Systems,
Inc. that uses outline definitions of font charc~cters
to produce smooth charactcrs in any size and
rotation. Built Into most LaserWriter printers, II
takes precedence over TrueType outline fonts.
PostScript printer fonts install in the System Folder,
not the System File, but companion biunapped fonts
for screen display must be dropped into the System
File.
power (AC) cord
8, 176
Grounded cable between Macintosh and AC power
outlet. Cords for other countries have the native
outlet connector, while the Macintosh power supply
accommodates aU voltages and frequencies.

power switch
10, 176
All Madntosbes have a power switch on their rear
panels. Modular Macintoshes need it only in an
emergency, since power on and off is controUed by
the keyboard and system software.
PPC > see program-to-program
communication
110
ppt# resource
Resource identifier for color pauerns available In
the General Controls control panel for desktop
patterns (with color monitors). Changes recorded
in the control panel are saved to this resource. Also
editable with ResEdit.
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PrlntMonitor Documents Polder 90, 152-153
Spedal folder inside the System Folder containing
print jobs waiting to be printed on a LaserWriter.
PrintMonitor automatically starts to print items
whenever they appear in this folder.

Preferences folder
12, 74, 89
Special folder inside the System Folder where the
Finder and System 7 programs store preference
files.
printdbdog
149, 151
Final dialog before document goes to the printer
where you can select choices that affect the print
job-number of copies, page range, etc.

print screen key
17
Extended keyboard key that has virtually no
application on a Macintosh except as an extra
function key that can be programmed to initiate a
macro sequence. Used as a print screen command
on DOS computers.
Print Server

printer port
9
Rear panel connector espedally suited to connect
AppleTalk printers. Non·networked printers can
also be connected to the modem pon.
printer, choosing
78
Essential part of opening lhe communication
between Madntosh and printer. Use Chooser to
select printer once. Setting remains in effect until
you change printers or upgrade system software.
printing
128-129, 140,148-149, 182-185
Converting screen images to paper via a printer.
Each printer requires a driver in the Extensions
folder.

processor > see CPU
program > see appUcatlon
program Unking
172
Ability for one program to send messages (via
Apple Events) to another. Allows programs on the
same or different computers to work jointly.
program-to-program communication (PPC)

134
Programmer's jargon for program linking.
programmer's switch

11, 179

A two-button switch including an Interrupt button

(for programmers to !rigger a debugger) and a
Reset button, which you can use to restart a frozen

Macintosh. Comes built into on most new
Macintoshes; must be installed on others.

162-163

AppleShare file server application that operates as
a background printing program for all Macintoshes
on the network. Print jobs are saved to disk on the
server, instead or the local Macintosh.
printer drivers > see drivers

233

protocols
174-175
Agreed-upon standards for exchange or data
between computers.

PrintMonitor
PrlntMonitor

90, 148-149, 152-153, 182, 184, 185, 200
Small application that runs in background most of
the time to print documents it finds in the
PrintMonitor Documents Folder. Controls
communication between Macintosh and LaserWriter
while you work on other documents or
applications.

public domain software
Applications and system utilities widely distributed
by user groups, dealers and BBSs. Programs are
copyrighted by their authors, but are free. See also
shareware.

it
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RAM jumper (Macintosh SE)
48
Small connector that must be in the proper position
(or removed) depending on the amount of RAM
installed on newer model SEs.

publish/subscribe
67, 132-133, 182-183
Method of sharing information between documents
(in the same or different applications). One
document publishes an edition (separate file) ;
another document subscribes to the edition.
Changes made by the publisher are immediately
updated to the subscriber document

Quicklime 1M

puU down menus > see menu, puU down

QuickTime
32, 131
Asystem software extension developed byApple that
allows recording and display of small full motion
video and animation sequences (and other timebased data) on color Macintosh screens without
additional video hardware.
radio button
128-129
Auser interface element found in groups of two or
more to spcciiy a setting or preference. Click once
to activate the item and all other items in the group
will tum off (like a car radio station preset buuon).
radio Interference >
see interference, radio and TV
RAM
40-43,46-49, 67, 176, 200
Random Access Memory, temporary storage of
programs and documents while you use them.
Except for portable Maclntoshes, contents of main
RAM are erased when you tum off or restart the
Macintosh.
put away > see unmouinting volumes
Puzzle desk accessory
77
Often expendable program resembling a child's
plastic tile puzzle. In System 7, however, you receive
an audible reward sound for putting the picture
pieces in the right order.
QuickDraw accelerator
Hardware adjunct to a color video board that
speeds redrawing 24-bit color screens.

33

QuickKeys
27
Acommercial macro program from CE Software.

s

RAMcache
46
Separate, super fast RAM used to store data most
recently read from or saved to RAM in case it is
needed again. Improves performance of many
operations. Available from Apple as a plug-in card
for the Macintosh lid. See also disk cache.
RAM disk
43,45
Section of RAM reserved to act as a separate disk
volume on the desktop. With items, such as
programs, copied to RAM disk, performance
improves substantially. The contents survives a
restart on the Portable, PowerBooks and Quadras.

RAM resistors (Macintosh PlusiSB)
47
Components that must be in the proper position (or
removed) depending on the amount of RAM
installed in a Macintosh Plus or early SEs.
RAM, application
44-45, 126-127, 182, 184, 189, 193, 196
Memory allocated to a program. Adjusted in the Get
Info dialog for a program file and monitored in the
About this Madntosh dialog box in the menu.

'*

RAM, suggested
44, 182, 184
Recommended memory allocation for a program as
defined by the program's author. Usted in the Get
Info dialog for a program file.
RAM, video
32,41
Memory devoted to holding a copy of information
displayed on the video screen. May be part of
motherboard RAM on some Maclntoshes, or may be
on an expansion video board.
random access memory > see RAM
RCA phono jack
7, 8
Common audio stereo jack used for audio input and
output ports on Macintosh models. When a plug is
inserted into the audio output port, the internal
speaker is disabled.

read-only memory > see ROM
read/write optical disks > see eraseable
optical disks
11
reboot
jargon for restarting the computer. Derivative of
boot
rebuilding desktop >
see desktop flle, rebuilding
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recovering damaged disk >

see hard disk recovery
refresh rate
30
Number of times each second that the video screen
has its phosphor repainted by the electron beam
inside the tube. The higher the refresh rate, the less
likely you'll experience Oicker as interference with
Ouorescent lighting.

resoW'te
84
Often an easily editable part of an application
program that stores specifications for items such as
menus, dialog boxes, sounds, and more. System file
fonts and sounds are also resources. These can be
explored and edited with ResEdit (but beware).

ROMBIOS

resoUJ'te fork
Part of a file that contains resources. Often
combined with the data fork in a file.

84

registered user > see user

repetitive strain injuries
Muscular and nerve health problems caused by
extensive keyboarding without proper support,
adjusunent, and rest periods.

4

10, 32, 40, 42-43, 67
Read Only Memory chip(s) contains information
impregnated at the factory. Its contents cannot be
changed by the user or a program. Macintosh ROM
generations are known bytheir sizes in KB.
ROM

response time
6
Amount of time required for a surge suppressor to
kick in after receiving a jolt above the clamping
voltage.

13

Basic operating system in an MS-DOS computer
manufactured into a ROM chip.
root
116-117
Topmost level of a disk volume-the windowyou
see when you double-click a disk icon on the
Desktop.

Restart
10-11, 177
Shut Down and turn on the computer without
completely shutting down power to the system. Far
less jarring to the circuiuy than turning the machine
completely off and turning it back on.

ResEdit
ResEdit
84-85, 96-97,99, 104,110-113
Application available from APDAused by
programmers and enthusiasts to modify resource in
files. Can be used to customize your system, but
only with great care on backup copies of important
files. Version 2.1 or later required for System 7.

KGB (red, green, blue)
36
Common method of specifying a color by its red,
green, and blue components. Color Wheel offers
fields for direct entry of RGB values, if known. RGB
monitor is one that receives signals for each of the
three colors, as opposed to a composite video
signal.

SAM

60

Symantec Anti-Virus for the Madntosh is a
commerdal virus detection program.
sampled sound
158-159
Electronic representation of real sound, derived by
taking many thousands of readings each second,
converting those readings to numbers. Sample
sounds may then be edited in a sound editing
program and saved as a file or resource.

Reset button
11, 179, 196
Button on the Programmer's Switch that
performs the same function as the Restart item
in the Special menu but without the careful shut
down of applications and system software. Should
be used only when the Macintosh freezes.
resolution, video
30
Density of pixels per inch on the video screen. The
higher the resolution, the smaller recognizable
Items, such as menubars and icons, appear.

sad Mac
176
An icon that appears on compact Madntosh and
Quadra screens when the machine falls its internal
hardware test during startup.

sans-serif

IU-11
8
Standard modular telephone jack style. Commonly
used as a pon in a modem for connection to a
telephone and the telephone wall jack (also an RJ11 in most home installations).

86

Typeface style without any ornamentation on the
ends of strokes. Helvetica and Geneva are sans-serif
fonts.
save me dialog > see dialog, me save

~
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scanner
26
External SCSI device that converts a printed page to
an electronic image. Companion software saves the
image in a variety of graphic file formats for editing
in other graphics and desktop publishing programs.

~

Scrapbook
Scrapbook desk acxessory
74-75, 79,108,187,201
Small program that acts as a storage area for any
information you can copy from a document.
Scrapbook information is saved from session to
session in the Scrapbook File.

~
Scrapbook File
Scrapbook File
74-75, 79, 108
Special file created by the Scrapbook desk
accessory in which the Scrapbook information is
stored on disk The file is restricted only by
available disk space.
screen capture; screen dump > see screen
shot
screen fonts > see bltmapped fonts
screen saver
37
Program (usually an extension or control panel)
that blanks the video screen or displays random
images to prevent bum-in.

screen shot
27, 34-35, 150
File containing a copy of the entire video screen
when the shot was taken. System software's screen
shot command is command-shift-3.
Script Manager
21
Internal mechanism that controls bow the
Macintosh displays fonts and characters for nonRoman languages.

_

SCSI cabling
177-179
Varieties of cabllng scenarios are needed to make
some combinations of devices work properly.
SCSI connector
8
Non-standard 25-pin connector on the rear panel of
most Maclntosbes (and some peripherals); nonstandard 30-pin connector on the rear panel of the
PowerBooks; standard 50-pin connector with
spring cllps on most peripherals.

script resources > see language script
resources
144-145
script, HyperTalk
Program code attached to a HyperCard object
(button, card, etc.). A script may contain any
number of handlers, but a script is limited to
30,000 character maximum of the script editor.
102
scroll bar
Control on document windows that allows you to
adjust the view through the window to the
underlying document. Scroll bar features five
elements: up arrow, page up area, thumb, page
down area, down arrow. Thumb (white box)
indicate relative location \\ithin the document along
the axis of the scroll bar.

scrolllockkey

17

An Apple Extended Keyboard key and indicator light

programmed for few Maclntosh programs. Keeps
spreadsheet cursor at the same cell while you scroll
around the spreadsheet (instead of moving active
cell with the scroll).
SCSI cables
7, 176, 177
Wiring that connects Small Computer Systems
Interface standard devices. These come in a variety
of styles and connector versions.

S~l ~rt

8

Rear panel connector for connecting high-speed
peripheral devices, such as hard disks, scanners,
video digitizers.
SCSI terminator > see SCSI cabling

search > see rues, finding
seek time
55
The amount of time (in milliseconds) it takes a disk
drive to find a particular track on a disk
selecting
98
The process of marking text, graphic or other
objects that will be affected by the next command or
action. This usually requires clicking or clicking
and dragging on the screen. Selected items are
highlighted in various ways: inverse black/white;
heavy border aroung the item; or a circulating
dotted line around the object.
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slider control
104
Screen metaphor for a variable setting that you drag
with the pointer. Used for volume setting In Sound
control panel.

serial port
9, 204
Rear panel connector for connecting medium speed
peripheral devices, such as telephone modems,
audio digitizers, printers, and Loca!Talk cables.
Both the Macintosh printer and modem ports are
serial ports.
serial ports, adding

Sharing Setup
80
Acontrol panel that lets you identify your Macintosh
on the neiWork. Must be filJed out before you can
share folders or disks with FileSbare.

Show Clipboard
79, 108
Edit menu command (in Finder) to display a
window shoY>ing the contents of the Clipboard.

9

Increasing the number of available serial ports is
possible with a cable switcher or expansion boards.
serif
86
Ornamental stroke at the free ends of a character.
Times and New York are serif fonts.

Shut Down
10-11, 196
Turning off the Macintosh via the Shut Down
command in the Special menu. Properly closes
all applications and updates desktop rue before
turning off the Macintosh.
-~·

Server >see File Server

Set Startup
75
Obsolete Finder command that used to let you set
what application(s) is to startup when the
Macintosh does. Replaced in System 7 by the
Startup Items folder contents.
shareware
138
Software freely distributed by its author, who asks
users to try the software for free, but pay a modest
licensing fee for continued use.

'
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snd > see sound ('sod ') resources

sneakemet

174

An informal tenn for physically transferring Illes

from one computer to another at the same location
by using a floppy disk and walking between them.
solder bridge
7
Shon between two contacts caused by extra solder
that has spread between pins during assembly of a
cable to a connector. Can be detected with a
continuity checker.

i

.,•

SIMM
40-41, 46, 49, 176
Single In-line Memory Module, a small circuit
board consisting of RAM chips for simplified
memory enhancement of Macintosh computers.
SIMMs install into matching SIMM sockets on the
system board. SlMMs come In a variety of
configurations and sizes.
~m

sharing a folder/disk
166-167
Setting up a folder or disk through FlleSbare for
others on the neiWork to access files or programs in
the shared volume. Requires various control panel
settings and Sharing menu dialog.

. . ..

Slow Keys
20
Pan of the Basy Access control panel that lets
physically handicapped users type with single stylus.
Adjust the delay required before a press of a key
registers as a legitimate kC)-1itrOke.

~

Resource identi6er for the part of a program that a
programmer 6lls out to signify how much memory
the program requires and works best ln. Editable
with ResEdlt, but not recommended.
sleep
10-11, 43, 186-187
Battery-saving mode of portable Macintoshes. All
activity ceases, but contents of RAM are maintained
on low current-drain RAM chips.

sound ('snd ')resources
85, 141, 156-157
Resource ldentiOer for a sound resource, the same
kind that the System File uses for alen sounds.
Sound recording programs can save sampled
sounds as 'sod ' resources or AIFF Illes.
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standby power supply
6
External device inserted between Macintosh and
power outlet. If AC power stops, internal battery of
power supply furnishes enough power for you to
save open documents before shutting down.

Spefial
Clean Up Windon•
Empty Trash ...

162-163
Network connection topology in which each device
Is connected to a hub of connections.

star

Sound
80, 113, 141, 156-157
Acontrol panel that lets you adjust audio playback
volume and alert (beep) sound. With a microphone
connected to the Mac, you can record additional
alert sounds for the System File.

Eject Disk
Erase Disk ...

sound, playback
8-9, 113, 141, 158-159
Macintosh's built-in ability to pby sampled sound
through internal speaker without additional
hardware. Stereo sound is available through audio
output port on all but the earliest Madntoshes.

Restart
Shut Down

sound, recording
8-9, 141, 158-159
Macintosh's built-in ability to record sampled
sounds with the addition of a microphone or
audio digitizer. Macintosh LC, Ilsi, Classic 0,
Quadras, and PowerBooks have audio input port
for direct microphone input; otherwise digitizers
connect to serial port.
SoundMaster
113
Ashareware program that allows you to attach
sound files to different Macintosh actions.

3€E

Sp ecial menu

startup disk
196
Volume that contains a system file that boots when
you start the Macintosh. Its icon appears at the top
right of the desktop.

100

Finder menu featuring miscell2neous maintenance
commands for cleaning up windows, emptying
Trash, restarting, and shutting down.
speech, playback > see MadnTalk;
text-to-speech; sound, playback
speech, recording > see sound, recording

speaker, internal
9, 156-157
Built-in speaker in all Macintoshcs. Adequate
fidelity for voice playback

spike
6
Instantaneous high voltage usually generated by the
electrical power utility.•Can be dangerous to
electronic equipment if not protected by surge
protector.

speakers, amplified
9, 156-157
Connecting to audio output port, external speakers
that significantly enhance sound quality coming
from the Madntosh.

spool
90
Process of allowing simultaneous background
communication with a peripheral while foreground
activity continues as nonnal.
stack, HyperCard
138-145
Basic Ole unit of HyperCard. Consists of a
coUection of screen "cards."

Startup Disk
58-59, 80, 177, 178
Acontrol panel that lets you assign a different
volume as the startup disk for the next lime you
restart the Madntosh. Also describes a floppy disk
with a System and Finder, making it capable of
booting the Macintosh.
Startup Items folder
75, 91, 120
Special System Folder item that contains programs,
documents, or aliases (to programs, documents,
and servers) that are automatically loaded as the
Macintosh starts up. Replaces previous Set
St a r t up command in earlier system software.
startup screen
34
Graphic image that appears on screen immediately
after the Welcome screen. Requires a third-party
extension to create and display the graphic file.
startup tone or sound
10, 176
Initial sounds generated by Maclntoshcs during
startup. Macintosh II sounds can also signify
hardware problems.
static electricity
6
Charge stored on the body, especially in low
humidity environments, that can damage chips and
other components when touched.
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System 6, reinstalling
69
Repladng System 7 with System 6 if you discover
too many incompatibilities with your software.

stationery
107, 135
Type of document file that behaves like a template
automaticallyopening a copy of the original for '
editing, rather than the original. Stationery-aware
programs behave differentlyfrom those that are not.
Sticky Keys
20
Part of Basy Access that allows single-finger typing
of multiple-key combinations.
~

85

Resource identifier for string resources. Editable
with ResEdit.
~#

85,96
Resource identifier for string list resources. In most
programs, contains error message text and Balloon
Help te."<t. Editable with ResEdit.

Stuftlt > see file compression

75
suitcase file
File containing font resources or desk
accessories. Font suitcases can be dropped into
the System Fde; desk accessory suitcases can be
dropped into Apple Menu Items folder. Saving items
to a suitcase file requires Font/DA Mover or
ResEdlt compatible with System 7.

SUM

60

S~antec Utilities for the Madntosh, a commerdal

disk utility for hard disk and file recovery.
SuperDrive
52 70 202
High density disk drive included in all Maclnto~hes
capable of initializing and reading 1.4 MB disks.
Can read and write to SOOK disks, as well as 3.5loch MS-DOS disks with Apple File Exchange
software.
surge
6
Instantaneous burst of voltage coming through the
power line. Can be damaging to electronic
equipment without the help of a surge protector.

Sty le'w'riter
StyleWriter
9 194
Ink jet printer by Apple that produces relativel;
high-quality output, especially with System 7
TrueType foots.
subscribe > see publish/subscribe
suggested memory > see RAM, suggested

239

surge protector
6
Power line device inserted between power outlet
and Macintosh can filter extraneous surges and
spikes In the AC power.

System 7 and 6 on hard disks
71, 203
Impact of each system on the other when a hard
disk is used on both systems from time to time.
System 7 and 6 on network
69 71
Coexistence of Maclotoshes running both systen:
versions on the same network.
System 7 Tune-Up
42
Update consisting of some extensions and drives to
help low-memory Macs accommodate System Ts
high RAM demands.
System 7, improvements
66-67
Features of System 7 that improve convenience and
ease of use of the Madntosh Fmder.
System 7, upgrading to
66-67
Methodology for upgrading individual Madntoshes
to accomodate System 7.
system cable > see SCSI cables
system error
188
Usually, a software-induced problem that stops
processing and displays an alert (the bomb).
Requires restarting to clear the problem.
system extensions > see extensions, system

Symbol font
22
TrueType font that contains various scientific and
math symbols (including many Greek letters).
Syquest, Inc.
61
Maker of carJridge disk drive mechanisms
employed by manydisk drive brands. Removable
cartridges capable of storing 40 and 88 megabytes.

~ystem File
12, 74, 84-85, 88, 196
Special file in the System Folder that contains
among many user inaccessible items, font, ~unci,
and keyboard resources.

~
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television interference >
see interference, radio and TV
Tempo
27
Commerdal macro program byAffinity Systems.

System Folder

tenninator > see SCSI cabUng; PhoneNet

System Folder
12, 66, 74, 88, 188, 197
Spedal folder that contains System, Finder, and
several companion folders, each with a special
purpose.

TEXT data type
108
Simplest information type stores characters in
uncompressed files. Can be opened by every word
processing and spreadsheet program.

system numbering
12, 67
Conventions used in assigning numbers to system
software versions.

text Insertion pointer
97, 128-129
Flashing cursor in a text document indicating where
the next character typed from the keyboard will
appear. Can be moved through text by the mouse or
by cursor keys from the keyboard.

system versions > see system numbering

text-to-speech

tablet > see graphics tablet
tagged image file format > see TIFF
tape drive
External SCSI device using removable tape
cartridges primarily for hard disk backup.
Teach Text

61

190

Asimple text-editing program supplied with system
software.

-~
TokenTalk
68, 162-163
Cable connection system for attaching a Macintosh
to a Token Ring network.

156-157

Technology that converts plain text to
understandable speech played through the
Macintosh's sound playback d rcuitry. Currently,
only MacinTalk is available but not yet upgraded for
System 7. Better systems are under development.

r-,
I
I
L-..1

third-party
7
Company other than Apple that supports Apple's
products with additional hardware and software.
TIFF

130-131

tear off menu > see menu, tear-off

Tagged Image File Forma~ a graphics flle fonnat.

telecommunications >
see communications software

time, setting >
see General Controls control panel

8
telephone Une port
Connector in a modem (like an internal modem of
a portable Madntosh) to attach a line to a
telephone jack. Usually an RJ-11 type connector.

102
title bar
Window element that stretches across the top of the
window, featuring the name of the document in the
window or the name of the folder whose contents
are shown in the window. Horizontal lines visible in
titlebar indicate an active window; otherwise the
window is inactive.

television
32
Video input and output sources for the Macintosh
with the help of external hardware and video
software.

~.
L!J
. . ~.~

==·~
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AO
tool palette

128-129

Free-standing windowcontaining icons representing
graphics tools. Clicking on a tool turns the screen
pointer into that tool icon, ready to perform
whatever action is programmed for that tool.
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total memory
42
Amount of memory Installed In your Macintosh,
listed in the About This Macintosh
dialog (tl menu). Divide Kwlue listed there by
1024 to determine the number of megabytes of RAM
Installed.
touch pad
27
Mouse alternative lets you use your finger on the
touchpad as a screen pointer control.
27
trackball
Mouse alternative resembles an inverted mouse, in
which you control a roUer ball with your fingers or
palm. Built into Macintosh Portable and
PowerBooks.
~h
109, 192, 195, 197, 198, 201
Desktop icon where items are dragged when they
are to be removed from a disk. Must be explicitly
emptied to complete the file remowl.

uploading
175
Transferring data from your Macintosh to a larger
or more widely available computer, such as a
mainframe, network server, or BBS, via a network
or telephone modem.
user
164-169
Specification you define about each person on a
network who will be using FtleShare to access
folders you share. Specified In the Users &. Groups
control panel.
user group
Primarily, local gatherings of computer users with
simllar Interests (e.g., Macintosh computers) . Many
user groups publish newsletters and have
manufacturer demonstrations at meetings. Larger
user groups also have subgroups, called Special
Interests Groups (SIGs), for specialties (e.g.,
programming, HyperCard, business). User groups
are an excellent source for public domain and
shareware software as weUas help and advice.
user interface
128-129
The screen elements that act as a go-between for the
computer and human user.

vector graphics > see object graphics
ventilation
5
Air flow around and through your system unit and
video monitor. Should not be blocked by material
on top of units.
vers
85
Resource identifier for version resource. Contains
information about the program or file version, as
shown in the Get Info dialog box.
VGA video monitor
33
Video display standard for IBM PC compatible
computers. Can be connected to some Macintoshes
with Internal video support, but with less clarity
than monitors designed for the Macintosh.
video board
9, 30, 32
Expansion circuit board required for using an
external monitor on Macintoshes without internal
video support Also required for aU Macintoshes
(except Quadras) when running large (two-page)
displays.
video camera
Video input source for a frame grabber.

6, 32

Userland > see Frontier
video digitizer
32
External device or expansion board that converts a
video signal to electronic images for storage and
editing on a Macintosh.

TrueType
66, 86-88, 151-153
Font system that uses outllne fonts for displaying
and printing characters In any font size without
scaling of characters.

video monitor setup
37
Physical and cable arrangement of external video
display.

Type 1 font > see PostScript
two-page video monitor
30
Video display tall and wide enough to show most if
not aU of a two-page spread in programs such as
desktop publishing. Most monitors listed as twopage displays don't show the entire spread.

Users &. Groups
69, 81
Control panel that lets you specify who has what
level of access to files and disks you share from
your computer. Groups define collections of
individual users.

unmounting volumes
190, 195
Removing a (non-startup) disk from the Desktop by
dragging its icon to the Trash.

VCR
32
Video cassette recorder, which can record
Macintosh video with the proper hardware or cable
conversions. Can also serve as a video input source
for a frame grabber to capture and convert a video
image to an electronic file.

upgrading to System 7 >
see System 7, upgrading

video monitor, AC power
8
Sometimes available through an auxiliary AC power
connector on the rear panel of the Madntosh to
reduce competition for power outlets.

~
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U- Z

viewing angle

101
video port

4

Angle between the eyes and the center of the video
display.

8-9, 30

Rear panel connector for video monitor, available
on some Macintosh models with built-in video
support.

ru~g1
Views
66, 91, 112, 116-117, 178, 192
Acontrol panel that lets you select how icon and
text listings appear In folder ~indows .

virtual memory

by Small I con
by Icon
~by Name
by Size
by Kind
by Label
by Date
Uleuu menu
100, 112, 117, 178
Finder menu that lets you select method of
displaying files and folders inside finder windows.
Text listing choices depend on selections made in
the Views control panel.

43, 66-67

Process on more powerful Macintoshes that allows
you to assign empty hard disk space to behave as
temporary extra RAM. Pedormance is slower than
real RAM, but additional megabytes of RAM can let
you open more applications at one time when
needed.
virus
60
Small program that tends to propagate from
computer to computer by attaching itself to files
transferred among computers. Some are nuisances,
while others can damage important files. Virus
detection programs reduce likellhood of infection.

voice > see sound, playback; sound,
recording; MadnTalk; text-to-speech
voice annotation
8-9, 141
Recording a voice message, and attaching it to a
document, spreadsheet ceU, HyperCard button, or
other element. Requires an audio Input device,
such as a microphone or audio digitizer.

voice recognition
158-159
Technology that compares spoken commands
against a list of speech samples. Requires third·
party hardware and software on the Macintosh.
volume
116-117, 179, 183, 186, 189
Any device that appears on the Desktop as a
container of files at the root level. This usually
applies to any hard disk, hard disk partition, file
server, or shared folder. The volume name ls the
first part of a pathname to any file.
volume, audio
113
Setting of the sound playback level, adjusted In the
Sound control panel.
window color
36, 113
Setting of subtle tints of window elements available
on color monitors. Adjusted In the Color control
panel.
~dow

94-95, 102-103, 128-129

Screen element that provides a view to a document

When the document Is larger than the window, the
window usually offers scroUbars to let you move
the view to other places In the document

Windows > see Microsoft Windows 3.0
world map > see Map control panel
WORM
61
Write Once Read Many high capacity optical disk
storage. Best used for archival storage.
write protecting disks > see floppy disk, locking
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WYSIWYG
151
What You See Is What You Get, pronounced WIZ-eewig. Implies that the layout and quality of images on
the screen Is exactly what appears In a printout.
With TrueType and object graphics, printouts on
most printers exceed the quality of the display.

zap, PRAM
11,41
Clearing the contents of Parameter RAM,
sometimes required to overcome Macintosh
hardware anomalies. Accomplished by holding
down the control, option, Pand Rkeys while
restarting the Macintosh. Except for clock, all
control panel settings revert to their default values.

XC~

144-145
Resource identifier for a HyperCard external
command. Attached to a HyperCard stack, an XCMD
extends the Hypeflalk language.
XFCN
144-145
Resource identifier for a HyperCard external
function. Attached to a HyperCard stack, an XFCN
extends the HyperTalk language.
xModem
174-175
Afile transfer protocol that performs error
checking after the transfer of each block of the file.
When an error Is detected, the receiving computer
signals the sending computer to re-send the block.
zap > see parameter RAM (PRAM)

Zapf Dingbats font
22
PostScript foot that contains a number of symbols
useful in desktop publishing.

zone > see AppleTalk zone
zoom box

102

Window element at the top right comer. Clicking
the box causes the window to expand to Its logical
maxlmum size (no larger than is necessary to show
everything in the window for Finder windows).
Clicking the box agaln causes the window to shrink
back to its previous size.
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